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In light of the success of 3D printing using fused-deposition
modeling or higher-resolution variants with lasers applicable to
polymers and metals, one may wonder whether an analogous
approach exists on the nanometer scale. Indeed it does. With the
aid of focused particle beam-induced deposition (FPBID) it is
possible to create solid-state structures on the nanoscale.
However, in contrast with large-scale 3D printing of plastic or
metallic structures, FPBID provides nanomaterials with a
wealth of interesting electronic, optical and magnetic properties.
Due to this, focused electron beam-induced deposition (FEBID)
has experienced a rapid expansion in the breadth of its application fields over the last 10 years.
In FEBID, a highly focused electron beam, in most cases
provided by a scanning electron microscope, is raster-scanned
over a substrate surface on which an adsorbed precursor layer is
sustained by a precursor gas injection system. As the primary
(as well as the secondary and backscattered) electrons of the
focused beam dissociate the precursor adsorbate, a permanent
deposit is formed. Depending on the precursor and other
process parameters, amorphous, nanogranular, nanocrystalline
or polycrystalline nanostructures are obtained. Their position

and shape (i.e., also in 3D) are fully controlled by the precise
movements of the electron beam. Under optimized conditions,
the intrinsic resolution limit of FEBID is below 5 nm.
In this Thematic Series, the FEBID process is considered from
different perspectives. The current knowledge of the most relevant dissociation channels at play in FEBID are reviewed in the
article by Rachel Thormann and coworkers [1]. FEBID-specific
continuum modeling approaches are elucidated in a review
article by Milos Toth and collaborators [2]. An aspect thus far
not considered in electron beam-induced growth is the role of
surface excitations, as pointed out in the article by Francesc
Salvat-Pujol et al. [3]. Recently, in an effort towards obtaining
pure metal nanostructures, the postprocessing of FEBID structures has become an active field of research. This is covered in
this Thematic Series by Brett Lewis and coworkers with a focus
on platinum [4]. The postprocessing of copper-based FEBID
structures by vacuum annealing is presented by Aleksandra
Szkudlarek and collaborators [5]. Additionally, high electric
current densities can be used to induce structural changes in
suspended nanowires, as is shown for cobalt deposits in the
article by Gian Carlo Gazzadi and Stefano Frabboni [6]. This
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leads into the important application field of magnetic nanostructures obtained by FEBID. Luis Rodríguez and coworkers
present a detailed study on the influence of shape anisotropy
and surface oxidation on the magnetization reversal of thin, iron
nanowires [7]. In the article by Oleksandr Dobrovolskiy and
colleagues [8], different postgrowth purification treatments for
platinum and cobalt FEBID structures are employed to fine-tune
the magnetic properties of heterostructures. A novel application
of electron beam-induced deposition of amorphous carbon for
the patterning of gold nanoparticle structures is introduced by
Takahiro Noriki and coworkers [9]. The resolution limiting
aspects are covered in the article by Roland Schmied and
collaborators concerning fundamental edge-broadening effects
in FEBID [10].

We would like to express our sincere gratitude to all the authors
for contributing their excellent work to this Thematic Series.
We would also like to give special thanks to all referees for
their timely and highly valuable reports. This helped tremendously to keep the publication times short and thus attractive for
all contributors. Last but not least, we thank the team at the
Beilstein-Institut for their continuous support. In particular, we
would like to acknowledge the open access policy of the Beilstein Journal of Nanotechnology, which guarantees that this
Thematic Series, together with a wealth of other articles, is
freely available to the community.
Michael Huth and Armin Gölzhäuser
Frankfurt am Main and Bielefeld, August 2015

A more recent development that may help to alleviate the resolution-limiting issues in FEBID on solid substrates is the
employment of helium ion microscopy (HIM). In its current
development stage, HIM is mainly used for imaging applications, providing enhanced contrast for surface features as
compared to scanning electron microscopy. Along this direction, Yuri Petrov and Oleg Vyvenko have exploited reflected
helium ions for high-resolution imaging with “chemical
contrast” [11]. Hongzhou Zhang and coworkers have utilized a
focused helium ion beam to modify and mill thin silicon foils
[12], which constitutes pioneering work in HIM towards
nanofabrication. Along the same path, Gregor Hlawacek, Bene
Poelsema and coworkers focused on the interaction of helium
ions with metal surfaces (gold in particular) [13-15]. In a series
of three distinct articles, they concentrate on ion channeling,
crystal mapping, and finally, ion-induced modification of the
gold surface. A novel route towards focused particle beaminduced processing (FPBIP) with HIM is paved by Xianghui
Zhang and coworkers [16]. They used focused helium ions to
perform the controlled modification of materials in monomolecular organic films. Here, ion exposure induced 2D polymerization that is a basis for the creation of ultrathin nanomembranes.
Finally, André Beyer and coworkers show impressive HIM
images of ultrathin carbon nanomembranes [17], which is a
clear indication of the potential of the bourgeoning fields of
helium ion microscopy and lithography towards nanofabrication with focused charged particles.
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Abstract
Background: The unique surface sensitivity and the high resolution that can be achieved with helium ion microscopy make it a
competitive technique for modern materials characterization. As in other techniques that make use of a charged particle beam, channeling through the crystal structure of the bulk of the material can occur.
Results: Here, we demonstrate how this bulk phenomenon affects secondary electron images that predominantly contain surface
information. In addition, we will show how it can be used to obtain crystallographic information. We will discuss the origin of
channeling contrast in secondary electron images, illustrate this with experiments, and develop a simple geometric model to predict
channeling maxima.
Conclusion: Channeling plays an important role in helium ion microscopy and has to be taken into account when trying to achieve
maximum image quality in backscattered helium images as well as secondary electron images. Secondary electron images can be
used to extract crystallographic information from bulk samples as well as from thin surface layers, in a straightforward manner.

Introduction
The superior resolution of the helium ion microscope (HIM)
and its outstanding performance on insulating samples [1,2]
make it an interesting tool for materials research. Whilst images
based on secondary electrons (SE) can yield an edge resolution

down to 0.29 nm [2], backscattered helium (BSHe) images
reveal the elemental composition of the specimen. A measurement of the energy of the backscattered helium atoms provides
quantitative information on composition [3], and ionolumines-
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cence gives access to electronic properties such as the band
structure and the nature of color centers. Unfortunately, to date
no experimental procedure has been developed to obtain texture
data or crystallographic information systematically in HIM.
Especially the latter is an important issue in materials characterization. An important phenomenon that can be exploited in HIM
for this purpose is channeling. This well-known process has
been studied extensively in the past in the context of ion scattering methods, such as Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and
medium- and low-energy ion scattering. Many ion scattering
phenomena are well understood for the very high energies of
several hundred keV up to MeV that are used in RBS. Although
energies in HIM are different and typically range between
5 keV and 40 keV, the existing theories can in fact describe the
channeling phenomena with sufficient precision.
Here, we highlight the importance of channeling in the formation of images in HIM. Using gold as an example, we show how
the SE yield can be increased by a factor of two. Judicious use
of this knowledge allows for an efficient optimization of signal
and contrast in HIM images. In the second part of this manuscript we provide an experimental procedure to accurately
obtain crystallographic information in HIM. The strong dependence of channeling on the angle of incidence of the beam is
used to perform crystal orientation mapping. This procedure
provides information that is comparable to electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD). We also show that a fully fledged scattering calculation is not necessary to access this information.
Simple geometric considerations are in fact sufficient.

Experimental
All images were recorded on an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) Orion
Plus helium ion microscope from Carl Zeiss [4]. The microscope is equipped with an Everhardt–Thornley (ET) detector to
record SE images. A micro channel plate, which is placed in the
beam path below the last lens, is used to record BSHe images.
A silicon drift detector measures the energy of backscattered
helium atoms and a Gatan MonoCL4 Elite detector measures
ionoluminescence. The base pressure of 2 × 10−9 mbar allows
for extended exposure of the same sample area to the He+ ion
beam. The near absence of hydrocarbons in the sample chamber
effectively reduces carbon build-up in the investigated sample
area. High-resolution images were recorded by using the ET
detector and a typical primary energy (PE) of 33 keV. To
enhance the channeling contrast, some of the data has been
recorded with a lower PE of 15 keV. This increases the scattering probability and results in a better signal-to-noise ratio for
ion-channeling contrast images. Commercially available polycrystalline gold{111} films on glass, with a chromium interlayer, were flame annealed in a hydrogen flame before the
samples were loaded into the vacuum chamber. In addition the

samples were cleaned for 15 min in the load lock by using a
10 W air plasma. SRIM-2011 [5] was used to assess the damage
caused by the swift helium atoms. The Monte Carlo code was
setup to track the full damage cascade and 1 × 106 ions were
used. To obtain a measure for the backscattering probability,
angle-dependent projections of the crystal lattice were calculated by using a simple geometric model of the crystal slab. The
atomic radius of gold was fixed to 0.68 Å and the lattice parameter was 4.078 Å (density 6 × 1022 cm−3). To speed up the
calculations, the thickness of the crystal slab was restricted to
14 layers. This corresponds to a thickness of 3.06 nm and is
greater or equal to the information depth in SE images. This in
turn depends on the escape depth of SEs in HIM [6]. The crystal
slab was tilted and rotated with respect to the (111) surface
plane and the
direction, and the blocked area fraction
(opacity) of the projection was calculated. To avoid lateral finite
size errors, an area of 14 nm 2 was used for averaging, and
border atoms were included with their corresponding area fraction.

Results and Discussion
Channeling in helium ion microscopy
In Figure 1 SE images of a polycrystalline gold film with a
{111} texture are shown. The images with a field of view (FoV)
of 10 µm were recorded by using a sample tilt (polar angle) of
35°, a PE of 15 keV and an ion dose of 4.9 × 1014 cm−2. In
Figure 1a individual grains with an average size of 1 µm2 can
easily be distinguished, not only by their distinct shape, but also
through the different gray levels. In Figure 1b and Figure 1c,
HIM images are presented that show the same area but for
different stage rotation angles (sample rotation is about the
[111] surface normal). The gray level of the highlighted grain
changes from dark gray to a brighter shade and finally back to a
medium shade of gray. The gray level of the other grains
changes in an identical sequence, but with different starting
points. As we will show below, this allows us to identify the
orientation of the individual grains.
A BSHe channeling contrast image recorded with the MCP
detector is presented in Figure 2. Although, there is excellent
contrast at the selected acceleration voltage of 20 keV and the
mild dose of 1.11 × 10 15 cm −2 , the signal-to-noise ratio is
considerably worse compared to the SE images presented
above. The reason for this is rooted in the low number of ions
used per pixel. In the present case only 2375 ions are used per
pixel, of which roughly 20% are backscattered, according to
SRIM calculations. However, not all of these 500 ions will be
counted by the detector. Different to the SE images, BSHe
images contain information on the bulk crystallography. The
achievable information depth will depend on acceleration
voltage and elemental composition of the specimen. However,
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Figure 1: HIM SE images of the hydrogen-flame-annealed polycrystalline Au{111} film taken with a PE of 15 keV and an ion dose of 4.9 × 1014 cm−2.
Relative sample rotation angles around the surface normal are 24°, 56° and 84°. The polar angle is fixed at 35°. FOV: 10 µm.

for gold at 20 keV it is of the order of a few tens of nanometers,
and consequently higher than the SE information depth of 2 nm
to 3 nm [6].

Figure 2: HIM BSHe images of the hydrogen-flame-annealed polycrystalline Au{111} film. A PE of 20 keV and an ion dose of
1.11 × 1015 cm−2 has been used. The stage tilt was 0°. FOV: 15 µm.

The stability of the contrast is quite remarkable. With the
selected ion dose up to a 100 images can be recorded in the
same area. After this, the accumulated dose will have induced
an unacceptable number of defects and amorphization will start
[7]. In this study, roughly 30 images were recorded, resulting in
an ion dose well below the critical threshold. In addition, SE
ion-channeling contrast images were used to obtain the data.
The information depth in SE images is restricted to the first two

or three nanometers below the sample surface. However, ioninduced damage will occur mostly in deeper sample areas and
therefore not affect the SE images directly. Using SRIM [5] and
a PE of 15 keV into gold, we calculate that 49 vacancies are
generated per ion. After a fluence of 4.9 × 1014 cm−2, necessary to record one image, the defect density at a depth of 3 nm
is 4% for the 0 K SRIM simulation. If we assume that about
99% of the defects will heal at a more realistic temperature of
300 K, we obtain a defect density of approximately 1% at a
depth of 3 nm after 30 images have been recordeds (fluence:
1.5 × 1016 cm−2).
The use of an UHV HIM also suppresses the formation of
carbon residues on the surface due to hydrocarbon cracking by
the energetic helium beam. This is illustrated by a measurement of the SE yields as a function of ion dose presented in
Figure 3. A PE of ≈30 keV and an ion dose of 1 × 1014 cm−2
per image was used to record the data. After a fluence of
4.0 × 1015 cm−2 the SE yield in a well-maintained standard HV
HIM decreased by 10%. However, under identical imaging
conditions and for the same total dose, a small 5% increase in
SE yield is observed in a UHV HIM. We attribute this slight
increase to a mild surface sputtering under the prolonged beam
exposure. In general a rougher surface will have a smaller work
function, which allows a higher number of SE to escape.
In Figure 4a the average SE yield of several grains is plotted
versus the azimuthal angle for two different primary energies.
The SE yield of individual grains has been normalized with
respect to the maximum intensity and data for the individual
grains has been aligned by using the position of the strongest
peak. We can understand the angular dependence of the SE
yield if we view it as a direct result of the fcc structure of the
crystallites in the Au{111} film. The insets in Figure 4a are
models of the Au crystal structure. For a given thickness of the
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sample slab, different fractions of the projected view of the
crystal will be occupied by Au atoms. As a result, helium atoms
traveling in a direction perpendicular to the projected plane will
experience a different channeling probability. If a {111}
oriented fcc crystal is tilted by 35° with respect to the incoming
beam, for a specific azimuthal orientation, the {110} planes will
be parallel to the trajectory of the incoming helium. For
symmetry reasons, this configuration can be found every 120°.
Particles traveling along the low index <110> directions will
undergo a series of small-angle collisions with the atoms of the
crystal. This results in a focusing action that allows the particles to travel along the channel [8]. However, to excite electrons in the inner shells of the lattice atoms, hard collisions are
necessary. Subsequently, a low number of SE is generated
under these conditions [9]. For the images presented in Figure 1
all grains have a {111} plane parallel to the substrate surface.
However, the in-plane orientation is random. Consequently,
only some grains will be oriented in a channeling direction,
while others are not. As a result, a strong grain contrast can be
achieved [10,11], in which dark grains are viewed along a channeling direction, while bright crystallites have a blocking orientation. For the marked grain in Figure 1 the stage rotation angles
correspond to the azimuthal angle around [111] measured with
respect to the
surface direction.

Figure 3: Comparison of contrast evolution in a standard HV and the
used UHV HIM. The SE yield, which is proportional to the gray level in
SE images, is plotted against the total dose for a HV system (green
pointing down triangles) and the used UHV HIM (red pointing up triangles).

Figure 4b is the result of a simple channeling simulation. A gold
fcc crystal slab was tilted by 35° with respect to the (111) plane
and rotated around [111] with respect to the
direction. The
opacity was then calculated for different azimuthal angles.
When compared to the experimental data in Figure 4a it is
obvious that the peak positions are reproduced correctly. The
shoulders at 75° and 105° are artifacts from the limited crystal
slab thickness. In our calculation the fraction of the opaque
projected area is directly related to the SE yield measured in the
experiment in a qualitative way. In accordance with the experimental results, the calculation predicts minima in the opaque
area fraction for the
and
crystal directions.
The depth and width of the minima will depend on the diameter
of the simulated atoms. This diameter corresponds to the cross
section for scattering and will in turn depend on the actual collision parameters, in particular the primary energy of the
incoming particles. The effect of the energy can be seen from
Figure 4a: the channeling minima is wider and deeper for the
lower energy. The maximum critical angle is determined by the
maximum transverse energy [8]. Thus, in the case of lower ion
energies the opening angle is bigger, and as a result, more incident ions can be trapped in the channel. In addition, the smaller
transverse energy leads to a decrease in the dechanneling probability. Therefore, the lower energies will result in a higher
contrast in the SE images.

Figure 4: SE yield and opaque fraction for a polar angle of 35° with
respect to the (111) plane. The azimuthal angle around the [111] direction is measured with respect to the
direction. (a) Experimentally
obtained dependence of the SE yield on the azimuthal angle. He+ PEs
are 15 keV (red, solid line) and 33.6 keV (blue, dashed line). The
insets present the view of the crystal along the two indicated directions. The color code is as follows: gold: 1st layer, silver: 2nd layer,
and red: 3rd layer. (b) Calculated opacity of a gold crystal lattice
(14 atomic layers). The used effective atomic diameter is 0.68 Å.
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Orientation mapping with channeling
The results that we have presented demonstrate that it is
possible to obtain crystallographic information directly from SE
images in HIM. This information is also accessible from BSHe
images; however, the usage of SE has several advantages. First,
the required ion dose for a high-quality image with a good
signal-to-noise ratio is significantly lower. This is particularly
important for light materials. The gold sample that has been
used here has a comparatively large backscattering probability
for helium atoms. The situation changes, however, for many
technologically relevant materials, such as aluminum, iron and
silicon. Second, the small information depth of the SEs enables
the probing of adlayers and coatings with a thickness in the
nanometer range.
In Figure 5 we show the calculated positions of the channeling
minima of a fcc crystal for imaging with SEs. No exhaustive
channeling calculation is necessary to obtain this plot. A simple
geometric projection of the first few layers along the beam
direction suffices. Despite the fact that the orientation map in
Figure 5 resembles a typical stereographic projection of channeling minima [12] or a Laue map [13] for crystal orientations,
we briefly highlight the differences. Low-index orientations,
such as the <110> directions, are located in the nodes visible in
the map. In contrast to a typical stereographic projection of
channeling directions, the nodes are connected by a continuous
minimum with only small depth undulation. The presence of
these shallow lines is directly related to the limited slab thickness used in the calculation. An increase of slab thickness
reduces the width and depth of the channeling minima. While
stereographic projections give measures for the depth of channeling minima, this information has to be carefully reviewed in
the present projection of the opaque crystal fraction map. The
width and depth of the minima also depends on the ratio of the
nearest-neighbor distance and effective atom radius. In this case
we have simply used the ionic radius of gold. However, the
parameters that were used create an excellent match between
the experimental and simulated data (see Figure 4). In particular, the presence of the zone lines allows for an easy alignment
of experimental maps to the calculated data, and the successive
identification of crystal orientation.
The map presented in Figure 5 was used to index several grains.
A color code representing the different orientations was used to
illustrate the different in-plane orientations of the grains. Such a
color-coded map is shown in Figure 6. Figure 6 shows the
orientation for the grains imaged in Figure 1. The grain that is
highlighted in Figure 1 is darkest for a 24° rotation angle. This
corresponds to a yellow-green color in Figure 6. The color scale
ranges from a 0° to 120° azimuthal rotation around [111].
Consequently, the color of an individual grain corresponds to

Figure 5: Calculated map of channeling directions for an fcc crystal.
The lines connecting the nodes at low-index directions in the polar plot
represent channeling directions in the used thin slab of an fcc crystal.
The color coding (opaque fraction) allows a qualitative interpretation of
the width and depth of the scattering minima.

Figure 6: Color-coded orientation map of a polycrystalline gold film.
The colors indicate the azimuthal angle around the [111] surface
normal for a 35° sample tilt at which a <110> direction is aligned with
the incoming helium ion beam. Parts of the data set used are
presented in Figure 1.

the azimuthal angle for which a <110> direction in this gold
grain is parallel to the beam. For the marked grain the stage
rotation angle for this condition is 24°.

Conclusion
We have demonstrated the importance of channeling in HIM
using polycrystalline gold films with a <111> texture. To
quantitatively explain the orientation-dependent changes in
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contrast it is not necessary to perform a full calculation of the
scattering process. A straightforward projection of the crystal
lattice is sufficient to identify low-index channeling directions.
Such a map was calculated for an fcc lattice and used to determine the orientation of all gold crystallites in the FoV. The
effect is observed in both types of HIM images. It is, however,
particularly useful with SE images. Because of the limited
information depth of SE ion-channeling contrast images, crystallographic data from thin adlayers can be obtained. BSHe ionchanneling contrast images, on the other hand, yield similar
bulk crystallographic information. This adds a new capability to
helium ion microscopy. The possibility to obtain crystallographic information on a per pixel basis strengthens the applicability of HIM for materials characterization.
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Abstract
Background: Helium ion microscopy is a new high-performance alternative to classical scanning electron microscopy. It provides
superior resolution and high surface sensitivity by using secondary electrons.
Results: We report on a new contrast mechanism that extends the high surface sensitivity that is usually achieved in secondary
electron images, to backscattered helium images. We demonstrate how thin organic and inorganic layers as well as self-assembled
monolayers can be visualized on heavier element substrates by changes in the backscatter yield. Thin layers of light elements on
heavy substrates should have a negligible direct influence on backscatter yields. However, using simple geometric calculations of
the opaque crystal fraction, the contrast that is observed in the images can be interpreted in terms of changes in the channeling probability.
Conclusion: The suppression of ion channeling into crystalline matter by adsorbed thin films provides a new contrast mechanism
for HIM. This dechanneling contrast is particularly well suited for the visualization of ultrathin layers of light elements on heavier
substrates. Our results also highlight the importance of proper vacuum conditions for channeling-based experimental methods.
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Introduction
The helium ion microscope (HIM) has established itself as a
high-performance alternative to the classic scanning electron
microscope (SEM). The superior resolution and the outstanding
performance on insulating samples are well-known facts [1,2].
While images based on secondary electrons (SE) allow a resolution as good as 0.29 nm [2], backscattered helium (BSHe)
images reveal the elemental composition of the specimen. The
contrast ratio that can be achieved in both types of images is
determined by the chemical composition as well as the crystal
orientation. Channeling along low index directions affects SE as
well as BSHe images [3,4].
Here, we discuss how channeling can be utilized to gain unexpected contrast in BSHe images on ultrathin surface layers.
HIM already provides superior surface sensitivity in SE-based
images. The described contrast mechanism for BSHe images
extends this capability to backscatter images. We demonstrate
how hard-to-visualize thin layers of light elements on top of
heavier element substrates can be detected in BSHe mode by
clever utilization of channeling into the substrate.

Experimental
All data presented were recorded on an ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) Orion Plus helium ion microscope from Zeiss [5]. The
microscope is equipped with an Everhardt–Thornley (ET)
detector to record SE images, and a microchannel plate situated
in the beam path below the final lens to record BSHe images. A
silicon drift detector to measure the energy of backscattered
ions and a Gatan MonoCL4 Elite detector for ionoluminescence complete the setup. The base pressure of 2 × 10−9 mbar
allows the extended exposure of the same sample area to the
He+ ion beam. The near absence of hydrocarbons in the sample
chamber effectively reduces carbon build-up in the irradiated
sample area [5]. Contrast in SE images is primarily based on
differences in work function and the yield of SE generation in
the region near the surface [6]. As a consequence, HIM has an
unprecedented surface sensitivity in SE mode. Together with
the high lateral resolution, this permits the routine visualization
of thin surface layers [7]. Contrast in BSHe images on the other
hand is formed by differences in the backscattering probability
of the impinging helium ions. As a rule of thumb these images
therefore contain information on the elemental composition of
the first 20 nm to 300 nm of the specimen. The backscattering
yield has a roughly quadratic dependence on the atomic number
(Z) of the target atom. Consequently these images are considered to contain complementary information, namely from the
bulk, compared to SE images. However, the obtainable signal
intensities will depend on the detector sensitivity. High-resolution images, using the ET detector and a primary energy (PE) of
35 keV, have been recorded for all samples. Since the backscat-

tering yield depends on the scattering cross section, it increases
strongly with decreasing primary energy. Therefore, the BSHe
data presented here was recorded with lower PEs between
10 keV and 20 keV. This results in a better signal-to-noise ratio
for the BSHe images. Patterns of self-assembled monolayers
(SAM) were created by using a PDMS stamp and gas-phase
silanization. Orthogonal stripes with an identical width of 4 μm
of (3-mercaptopropyl)trimethoxysilane (MS, C6H16O3SSi) and
triethoxy(1H,1H,2H,2H-tridecafluoro-n-octyl)silane (PFS,
C14H19F13O3Si) were formed on the native oxide present on
Si{001} wafers [7]. The thickness of the layers corresponds to
the length of the molecules, which are 7 Å and 11 Å for MS and
PFS, respectively. para-Sexiphenyl (6P) thin films were grown
on Si{001} wafers covered by a native oxide in an UHV system
with a base pressure of 1 × 10 −10 mbar. Prior to thin-film
growth the substrate was flashed to 500 °C. 6P was deposited at
room temperature from a Knudsen cell [8,9]. For the formation
of cobalt nanoclusters, an atomically clean Ge{001} substrate
was obtained by prolonged 800 eV Ar+ ion sputtering followed
by annealing of the sample through resistive heating at 1100 K.
Several monolayers of Co were evaporated by resistively
heating a tungsten wire wrapped with a pure Co (99.995%)
wire. During evaporation the sample was kept at room temperature. Afterwards it was annealed at 600 K for 8 min and for a
shorter period of 4 min at 700 K. Before insertion into the HIM
the sample was briefly exposed to air during which time a thin
oxide layer most likely formed [10].
Angle-dependent projections of the silicon crystal lattice, to
obtain measures for the backscattering probability, were calculated by using a simple geometric model of the crystal slab. For
some of these calculations a graphene-like carbon overlayer was
added to the silicon slab. Atom radii were fixed to 0.42 Å and
0.30 Å for silicon and carbon, respectively. Lattice constants of
5.43 Å and 2.46 Å were used for silicon and carbon, respectively. To speed up the calculations the thickness of the crystal slab
was restricted to 24 layers or six unit cells. This thickness
equals 3.3 nm, which corresponds roughly to the escape depth
of the SE in the HIM [6]. The crystal slab was rotated and tilted
with respect to the [001] direction and the projected blocked
area fraction (opacity) was calculated [3] for the area of one
unit cell, or in other words eight neighboring channels. Due to
the mismatch in unit-cell size, the positions of the carbon
adatoms were different in these eight channels. To average over
many possible configurations for the overlayer atoms, the
adlayer was shifted across 25 different positions relative to the
bulk. SRIM [11] calculations to obtain measures for the
backscatter probability and the range of the helium particles
were performed with SRIM-2008 and the quick Kinchin–Pease
formalism [11,12]. To ensure a sound statistical result 1 × 105
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He ions of the selected energy were traced in appropriately
thick slabs of the bulk material.

Results
Thin organic layers
In Figure 1 HIM images of a network of two SAMs, namely
MS and PFS, are presented. The images were recorded with a
PE of 15 keV and an ion dose of 2.46 × 10 16 cm −2 under
normal beam incidence. Figure 1a was obtained by using the ET
detector. SEs in HIM originate from near surface regions. The
characteristic escape depth of SEs in carbon is 1 nm [6]. The
high contrast between the different patches, and the high lateral
resolution, are a result of this characteristic of the SEs in HIM.
All the SEs contributing to the different contrast patches are
generated under identical conditions, nearly exclusively within
a thin surface layer of the relevant material (SiO2, PFS, or MS).
As a consequence of the identical strip width for PFS and MS
strips, we do not know a priori which stripe is which. However,
we assign the bright structureless areas to the uncovered SiO2/
Si substrate. It is understood that because of the relatively low
work function of SiO2, these areas are brightest. The work functions of PFS and MS are 6.6 eV and 5.3 eV [13], respectively.
The value for PFS was extrapolated from a shorter fluorinated
alkanethiol [14], and should be treated as an estimate. We can
therefore identify the medium light-gray areas below and above
the Si patches as being MS-covered. The medium dark areas to
the left and the right of the Si patches are covered by the higherwork-function PFS layer. The remaining square is covered by
an unknown mixture of both, MS and PFS. A clear statement on
the work function or the contrast mechanism for this remaining
patch is therefore difficult. Figure 1b shows the simultaneously
recorded BSHe image. Interestingly, the SAMs are not only
discernible but can also be distinguished. In addition, small
details at the edge of the vertical SAM stripes are clearly
visible. The relative average backscattered He yields with
respect to SiO2/Si (BSHe yield: 1) are 1.58 and 1.45 for PFS
and MS, respectively. We will discuss the underlying contrast
mechanisms below; however, we first highlight two more
examples of ultrathin surface structures that are made visible in
BSHe images.
In Figure 2 HIM images of single-layer high (≈2.6 nm) 6P
islands on native-oxide-covered Si{001} wafers are shown
[8,9]. Figure 2a is an ET image of such an island. The FoV is
11 μm, the PE was 20 keV and an ion dose of 3.21 × 1015 cm−2
was used. The ramified shape of the island (dark) is clearly
visible against the bright silicon substrate. Figure 2b is the
simultaneously recorded BSHe image. The shape of the island
(bright) can easily be distinguished against the darker background of the silicon substrate. Figure 2c shows a different
island recorded with a sample tilt of 10°, but otherwise under

Figure 1: HIM images with a FoV of 20 μm of thin organic layers on
Si{001}. Data was recorded with a PE of 15 keV, and an ion dose of
2.46 × 1016 cm−2. (a) ET image of stripes of PFS (vertical) and MS
(horizontal). The different areas and their termination are indicated.
(b) BSHe image recorded simultaneously with (a). The different
surface terminations can be distinguished.

Figure 2: HIM images of single-layer 6P islands on Si{001}, recorded
with PE of 20 keV and an ion dose of 3.21 × 1015 cm−2. (a) ET image
with a FoV of 11 μm recorded under normal incidence. The island and
a small second-layer island (bright spot in the center, marked by an
arrow) can be seen. (b) Corresponding BSHe image. The island and
the second-layer island (marked by an arrow) can be seen. (c) ET
image with a FoV of 12 μm recorded under identical conditions as in
(a,b) but with an incidence angle of 10°. The island can be seen
clearly. (d) In the corresponding BSHe image the island is invisible.

unchanged conditions. The corresponding BSHe image
presented in Figure 2d does not, however, show a signature of
the island. We note that the overall gray level in Figure 2d is
found to be higher than for the bare silicon in Figure 2b and
close to the one of the 6P island in Figure 2b.
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Inorganic nanocrystals
As a third example of the same contrast mechanism, we present
selected results of a study dealing with the growth of Co islands
on Ge{001} [10]. Figure 3a shows epitaxially aligned Co
islands with average sizes between 10 nm and 60 nm. The
aspect ratio varies from 1 up to approximately 3 with 1.54 and
1.20 being the mean and the mode of the distribution, respectively. The height of the nanocrystals was found to vary between
4 nm and 7 nm [10]. Figure 3b is a 1 μm FoV BSHe image
recorded with a PE of 10 keV and an ion dose of
1.05 × 1016 cm−2. The islands and the different lateral shapes
are clearly visible. In contrast, in Figure 3c, which was recorded
under identical conditions but with a sample tilt of 10°, the
islands are hardly discernible.

Discussion
As we have seen above, BSHe images can be used to obtain
information on ultrathin surface structures on crystalline
substrates. In this context, the last part of the previous sentence
is important. We now discuss the role of channeling in the
underlying crystalline substrate for obtaining the BSHe images
presented above. In all three experiments a thin layer of a
lighter element(s) was deposited on top of a heavier substrate.
Different to the ET images, in which SEs are generated in
regions near the surface, the backscattering of He is a bulk
effect. For a layer of heavy elements on a lighter substrate one
expects an increased BSHe yield for the following two reasons:
(1) The heavier element has a larger cross section and will
therefore add to the BSHe yield; (2) the adlayer decreases the
energy of the primary beam, thereby increasing the backscatter
probability and reducing the range of helium in the material.
The increased scattering will lead earlier, in terms of energy and
depth, to hard collisions with large scattering angles and result

in a larger deviation from the initial particle trajectory. We will
discuss this in more depth in the next paragraph. For the present
case in which a light adlayer (either carbon or cobalt) covers a
heavier substrate (silicon or germanium), (1) does not play a
significant role and (2) will be weak in general.
To underline the above statement, SRIM calculations were used
to obtain a generic view of the expected processes. Artificial
silicon samples with a thickness of 1 μm and a 10 nm adlayer of
either heavy (Pb) or light (Li) elements, and without an adlayer
were compared. 1 × 105 He+ ions with a PE of 35 keV under
normal incidence were used to perform the calculation. The
results are summarized in Table 1. As expected, the backscattering yield for Pb/Si (1.9%) is higher by a factor of two
compared to the other two combinations (0.9% for both cases).
While the light adlayer does not affect the lateral range and
straggle of the He, the heavy adlayer induces an 8% larger
lateral range and a 10% increased lateral straggle. Here, straggle
is defined in accordance with the SRIM software to be the

Table 1: Scattering process dependence on adlayer material as
obtained by SRIM. For each adlayer/sample combination the number
of backscattered helium atoms and the longitudinal and radial ion
ranges (in Å) are given. 1 × 105 He ions with a PE of 35 keV under
normal incidence were used in the calculation.

sample

BSHe

direction

range [Å]

straggle [Å]

Pb/Si

1863

long.

3095

952

rad.

1567

782

long.

3261

918

rad.

1443

712

long.

3190

917

rad.

1446

714

Li/Si
Si

881
979

Figure 3: Co-containing nanocrystals on Ge{001} (FoV: 1 μm) (a) High-resolution ET image obtained with a PE of 34.6 keV and an ion dose of
1.05 × 1016 cm−2. Aligned Co-containing nanocrystals are visible. The average extent of the crystals is between 10 nm and 60 nm laterally with a
height of around 5 nm. (b) BSHe image obtained under normal incident with a PE of 10 keV and an ion dose of 1.05 × 1016 cm−2. The Co-containing
nanocrystals are clearly visible. (c) BSHe image recorded under identical conditions as used in (b) but with an incident angle of 10°. Reprinted from
[10], copyright (2012) with permission from Elsevier.
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square root of the second moment of the range distribution [11].
Although these values represent averages that are dominated by
the ions stopped deep in the sample, a comparable relative
change will occur closer to the surface for the helium particles
that will eventually be backscattered. This will have a negative
influence on the lateral resolution that can be achieved in BSHe
images. SE images will not be affected since the SEs are generated in the first few nanometers of the sample where the beam is
still sharply focused.
For the case of the SAMs on SiO2 (Figure 1), SRIM calculations were performed to estimate the backscatter probability
from the different layers. Bulk samples of SiO2, MS, and PFS
were created and exposed to 5 × 105 He+ ions with an energy of
15 keV. The backscattering probabilities obtained are 1.73,
0.69, and 0.71% for SiO2, MS, and PFS, respectively. In this
model calculation SiO2 has the highest backscattering probability and should appear brightest in BSHe images. Keeping in
mind the considerations mentioned in the previous paragraph
and the calculated backscatter probabilities, no additional
contribution is to be expected from the BS- or PFS-covered
areas. However, a detailed analysis of the image data reveals
that, relative to SiO2/Si, the backscatter probabilities are higher
by a factor of 1.45 and 1.58 for MS and PFS, respectively.
As we have demonstrated in Figure 2 and Figure 3, the polar
angle of the incident He+ beam is critical for the contrast in
BSHe images. In Figure 4 we show the result of calculations of
the opaque area fraction for a silicon {001} crystal. The graphs
show the opaque fraction of the crystal, which is proportional to
the backscattering yield. For normal beam incidence (Figure 4a)
15% of the area is blocked (blue dashed line). Adding a single
carbon overlayer increases the opaque fraction to 29% (dark
solid line). At normal incidence, this corresponds to an increase
in the blocked fraction by 66%, independent of the azimuthal
angle. Tilting the incident beam with respect to the surface
normal increases the overall backscattering probability, but
reduces the expected contrast ratio between a clean Si crystal
and one that is covered by a single adlayer. The increased yield
of backscattered He is evident by comparing Figure 2b and
Figure 2d. The BSHe yield has increased substantially for the
uncovered surface areas. The expected contrast depends on the
azimuthal angle and varies between 26% and 4% with a mean
value of 8% for a 10° beam tilt. The insets in Figure 4 show the
model crystal slabs with carbon adlayer that were used, illustrating the reduced transparency for the tilted cases. Despite the
simplicity of this model it nicely confirms the physics involved
in the decrease in contrast between areas with and without an
adlayer when the sample is tilted. For thicker adlayers this
effect is going to be more pronounced because the channels in
the underlying crystal are more effectively blocked. In fact, the

amount of backscattered He due to the thin 6P adlayer in
Figure 2b is comparable to the amount for the uncovered, but
tilted, area in Figure 2d.
The results presented in Figure 1, Figure 2, and Figure 3 are
based on the angle-dependent channeling probability described
above. In all three cases the surface is covered by a native
oxide. The thickness and nature of this oxide layer is unknown.
We assume that it is of the order of 2 nm and amorphous. This
will cause a partial blocking of the underlying channels in
Si{001} or Ge{001}. However, the effectiveness of the dechanneling will depend on the thickness of the overlayer. A local
increase in thickness of the amorphous overlayer will increase
the contrast, because more He is backscattered. This can be seen
in the organic overlayer, in particular for the rims of the vertical
stripes of PFS in Figure 1(b). The edges of the stripes are
thicker [7], and this leads to an increased chance for an ion to be
deviated from the initial trajectory. Consequently, this results in

Figure 4: Simulation of dechanneling contrast for clean and carboncovered Si. The graphs show the opaque fraction of the projected
crystal lattice. Blue dashed lines are obtained for a clean Si(001)
crystal, whereas the black lines are obtained with a thin carbon layer
added. (a) Normal incidence. The opaque projected area fraction is
15 and 29% for the clean and carbon-covered surface, respectively.
There is no azimuthal dependence for this incident angle. (b) The
same calculation but for a 10° sample tilt. The average opaque
projected area fractions are 68 and 73% for the clean and carbon
covered surface, respectively. A clear dependence on the azimuthal
angle exists.
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more backscattering of He due to the enhanced dechanneling. A
similar effect can be observed for the small second-layer island
on top of the 6P island in Figure 2a and Figure 2b.

Conclusion
Besides the possibility to obtain crystallographic information,
channeling can also be used to obtain information on ultrathin
organic and inorganic layers. We demonstrated that even a thin
layer of submonolayer coverage can be detected in BSHe
images. The enhanced backscattering is a result of changes in
the channeling probability and does not depend on the mass of
the participating film or bulk atoms. As an unanticipated result,
light adlayers on heavy substrates can be imaged. We emphasize that this contrast mechanism is purely based on changes in
the crystallography of the sample. Apart from the detection of
ultrathin adlayers, this mechanism therefore also has the potential to reveal crystal defects, such as dislocations or clusters of
interstitial atoms. In fact the contrast mechanism has been
successfully applied to the Co on Ge system. In this case the
new contrast mechanism reveals the different structural nature
of the Co-containing nanocrystals on top of the Ge{001} substrate. The fact that the crystallites can only be seen under incident beam angles that allow channeling into Ge{001} is a sign
of their different structural properties. The Co in the crystallites
influences the position of the atoms sufficiently to block the
channels in the covered part of the Ge{001} surface. This independently supports the scanning tunneling spectroscopy results,
which show that the crystals are cobaltgermanides [10]. Due to
the small size of these crystallites, this information is difficult to
obtain by other techniques such as diffraction methods or transmission electron microscopy.
Finally, we wish to stress the point that this is a clear hint for
the importance of good vacuum conditions during HIM
measurements. From our geometrical-projection-based calculation, we conclude that just a single monolayer of carbon can
result in a 66% contrast loss. This not only affects the general
performance of the imaging technique but will in particular
affect channeling-based contrast mechanisms.
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Abstract
We investigate the ability of a focused helium ion beam to selectively modify and mill materials. The sub nanometer probe size of
the helium ion microscope used provides lateral control not previously available for helium ion irradiation experiments. At high
incidence angles the helium ions were found to remove surface material from a silicon lamella leaving the subsurface structure
intact for further analysis. Surface roughness and contaminants were both reduced by the irradiation process. Fabrication is also
realized with a high level of patterning acuity. Implantation of helium beneath the surface of the sample is visualized in cross
section allowing direct observation of the extended effects of high dose irradiation. The effect of the irradiation on the crystal structure of the material is presented. Applications of the sample modification process are presented and further prospects discussed.

Introduction
Ion beams are widely used to modify the physical and chemical
properties of the surface of materials with a high degree of
control. Ion beam irradiation can be used to modify and control
a material’s optical [1], electrical [2], magnetic [3] and mechanical [4] properties. The gallium focused ion beam (FIB) microscope has been commercially available for twenty years. FIB
microscopes have proven themselves as versatile tools with
applications in a range of fields including biology [5], geology
[6], materials science [7,8] and the semiconductor industry [9].
While the FIB has been adopted for many uses it is not without

its limitations. The FIB uses gallium ions, a metallic element
which is often considered a contaminant. The large momentum
of the gallium ions in the FIB can have a very destructive effect
on materials, greatly altering their crystal structure. The resolution of the FIB is limited by the energy spread of the gallium
ions generated from the liquid metal ion source (LMIS). The
sputter yield is also too large for acute patterning control over
very short lateral distances. The recently developed Carl Zeiss
Orion Plus helium ion microscope (HIM) is a new type of
focused ion beam microscope. The HIM uses helium ions
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instead of gallium ions. Helium ions have a lower mass and
therefore are less destructive than gallium ions. Helium ions are
effectively non-contaminating. The source is a gas field ion
source which does not suffer the energy spread and subsequent
chromatic aberration which limits the resolution of the FIB [10].
Our HIM is capable of sub-nm resolution imaging with its
<0.75 nm probe size. This makes it ideally suited to both high
resolution imaging and also modification of materials with a
higher level of control and precision than can be offered by
other ion beam tools. The HIM has the unique ability to directly
mill arbitrary patterns with sub 10 nm feature sizes. To date
most of this work has been done on graphene [11-13]. The HIM
can also directly write sub 10 nm features via precursor gas
decomposition [14,15]. The depth of implantation of helium
ions in a material can be varied by adjusting the beam energy
[16]. Subsurface voids can be produced in such a fashion.
Further exposure and subsequent growth of the void can be used
to separate a thin film of material from a substrate [17], or to
modify the optical properties of the surface [18]. Some other
applications to date include imaging of chemical variations at
high resolution [19], quantitative dopant contrast mapping [20]
and imaging of uncoated biological materials [21]. In this work
we further investigate the ability of the HIM to modify a material’s surface and structure using advanced transmission electron microscopy (TEM) techniques such as energy filtered TEM
(EFTEM) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). We
also present the limitations of this surface modification technique.

of the sample in the modified region, this results in a larger area
useable for TEM in samples modified by the HIM. Figure 1e
shows the EFTEM gallium map of the region. The areas of
higher intensity in this map have a greater concentration of
gallium contamination. The solid red arrow indicates the region
from which the integrated intensity profile in Figure 1f was
plotted. The solid white line is below the FIB prepared areas,
while the dashed green line is beneath the areas further modified by helium ions. In Figure 1f the intensity profile from
Figure 1e is plotted with the corresponding ion beam used to
modify the area indicated below. This graph clearly shows a
significant reduction in gallium contamination implanted by the
FIB lift-out process. Typically around a 32% reduction in
gallium concentration is achieved by HIM modification.

Results and Discussion
Sample 1 is a silicon lamella shown after FIB lift-out and thinning in the SEM image in Figure 1a. Figure 1b shows the TEM
high angle annular dark field (HAADF) image of the lamella
after HIM modification. The three dark vertical grooves indicate the areas modified in the HIM. In Figure 1b one effect of
the helium ion modification process is clear; material is selectively removed from the sample sidewalls. The thickness map
of the modified area is shown in Figure 1c. From this map we
can calculate quantitative thickness values based on the mean
free path of a 300 keV electron in silicon (180 nm) [22]. The
arrows on the image indicate the regions from which the integrated intensity profiles were plotted in Figure 1d. The dashed
red line is from a region prepared by gallium ions only. The
solid blue line is from the helium ion modified area. The
profiles both show an increase in thickness with increasing distance from the top of the lamella, indicating that the sample has
a wedge shape. This increase is more gradual and noticeably
smoother after helium ion modification. The modified area was
observed to be consistently thinner than the unmodified region
when compared at the same distance from the top of the
lamella. The suitable area for TEM extends further from the top

Figure 1: (a) SEM image of the silicon lamella (sample 1) after FIB
preparation. (b) HAADF TEM image of the sample after three separate areas (observed as three vertical dark streaks) were modified by
helium ions. (c) Thickness map of the modified area. The dashed red
arrow is on an unmodified area of silicon. The solid blue arrow is on a
HIM modified area. (d) The intensity profiles of the arrows from (c) are
plotted, with the thickness calibrated. (e) EFTEM map indicating the
distribution and concentration of gallium. The solid red line indicates
the area from which (f) is plotted. The areas above the solid lines
marked FIB have not been modified with helium ions, the areas above
the dashed line marked HIM have been modified with helium ions. The
integrated intensity profile from the arrow in (e) is plotted with the ion
beam used to modify the region indicated below.

High resolution TEM (HRTEM) was performed on the HIM
modified grooves and the unmodified sidewalls to afford further
insight into the material modification. Figure 2a is the HRTEM
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image of the unmodified region of silicon; Figure 2b is the
corresponding selected area diffraction (SAED) pattern from
the region. Figure 2c is the HRTEM image of the HIM modified region of the sample, Figure 2d is the corresponding SAED
pattern. Figure 2a displays a noisy HRTEM image when
compared with that of Figure 2c from the HIM modified region
of the sample. The inset FFT of the images also show the
increase in high frequency information attained from the modified region. The uniform background contrast of the modified
area indicates that it has a more uniform thickness. These
images indicate that the amorphous layer of material on the
sample, which contributes to background noise only, is reduced
by HIM modification. Similarly, the SAED pattern in Figure 2b
shows less information than that in Figure 2d. The extended
high frequency information in the diffraction pattern recorded
from the HIM modified region in Figure 2d indicates that this
area of the sample is thinner, while still retaining its high
quality crystalline structure. The diffraction patterns show that
the sample was measured along the [110] direction.

Figure 2: HRTEM (a) and diffraction (b) information from gallium
finished region. HRTEM (c) and diffraction information (d) from helium
modified region.

This analysis of sample 1 clearly shows us that HIM modification of a FIB prepared TEM lamella can be used to further
reduce sample thickness while removing contamination and
also retaining the crystallinity of the material. In order to
investigate this polishing effect further we used the HIM to
modify a TiO2 TEM lamella prepared by FIB lift-out. We called
this sample 2. Figure 3a is a HAADF image of the sample after
FIB lift-out, gallium contamination is observed as the small
white spots on the image, the background noise is also large.
The same sample was analyzed again after modification with

35 keV helium ions. The HAADF image of the modified region
in Figure 3b shows a striking improvement as the surface
agglomerations were removed and the contrast in the image was
greatly improved.

Figure 3: (a) HAADF image of the TiO2 sample (sample 2) after FIB
lift-out. (b) HAADF image of the sample after HIM modification.

In samples 1 and 2 we have used lamellae finished only with
30 keV gallium ions in the FIB. A lower energy gallium ion
beam can be used to produce lamellas with significantly less
FIB induced damage [23]. FIBs with low energy capability have
become more widely available over the past few years. We
prepared the silicon lamella in sample 3 with a 5 keV gallium
ion beam final polish in order to reduce FIB induced artifacts
which would obscure our analysis of the patterning and subsurface modification effects of the HIM modification. Sample 3 is
shown after FIB lift-out in the SEM image in Figure 4a.
Figure 4b is an illustration of the beam–sample geometry used
to modify the sample in the HIM. The sample sidewall was
inclined 15° to the beam. This geometry was used in order to
mill a wedge shape within the lamella in order to observe the
minimum thickness dimensions which can be fabricated by
HIM. This geometry also allows us to observe the extended
effects of the modification process. Figure 4c is a bright field
TEM image of the area of the sample after controlled sidewall
modification by helium ion irradiation. Figure 4d is a HAADF
image of the same area. A rectangular hole is observed at the
center of the image, this was fabricated due to the high dose
used. Below this hole is a circular region with rapid variations
in contrast. This circular area has been heavily modified by the
HIM. Figure 5 is a thickness map of the area. Below this map is
the integrated intensity profile of the area indicated by the solid
red arrow on the thickness map. This profile shows the sloping
thickness of the wedge fabricated by helium ion irradiation, followed by the hole where the beam penetrated the lamella.
Finally, the circular feature is observed to have rapidly varying
thickness. The hole has a non-zero thickness due to the limitations of the thickness mapping process, such as its tendency to
overestimate the thickness of very thin areas [24]. It is well
known that helium ion irradiation, with an appropriate beam
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energy, can produce helium bubbles beneath the surface of a
sample [25]. In this case the center of the circular feature is
approximately at the implantation depth of 35 keV helium ions
in silicon, about 318 nm (SRIM) [26]. This is made clear by the
SRIM simulation image inset in Figure 4d showing the distribution of 35 keV helium ions in silicon; this simulation has the
same scale as the image and correlates well with our experimental data. What we observe in this region is the implantation
of helium ions, where the incident helium ions have been scattered by the silicon and have come to rest within the sample.
These implanted ions then lead to the formation of bubbles
beneath the surface which stretch and distort the silicon. The
contrast observed corresponds to regions where helium bubbles
have formed and silicon has been displaced.

Figure 5: Thickness map of the modified region. The arrow indicates
the area along which the integrated intensity profile below the image
was plotted.

Figure 4: (a) SEM image of the silicon lamella (sample 3) after FIB liftout and a 5 keV gallium ion polish. (b) Illustration of the geometry of
the helium ion beam irradiation. The red arrow represents the helium
ions which are incident on the face of the sample at an angle of 15°.
(c) Bright field TEM image of the area modified by helium ions.
(d) HAADF image of the modified area. “I” shows the location of the
wedge shape and “II” shows the circular area with bubbles. Inset is a
SRIM simulation of 35 keV helium ions in silicon with the same scale
as the image.

At this point we have described the morphological changes
induced by a high dose of HIM irradiation on sample 3. We
then investigated the effect of the HIM modification on the
structure of the silicon. Figure 6a is a graph of the EELS spectra
recorded from three different locations on the sample. The black

solid line at the top was recorded at a region which was not
modified by helium ion irradiation. The red dashed line in the
middle was recorded from the wedge shape region fabricated by
helium ion irradiation (marked “I” in Figure 4d). And finally
the blue dotted line at the bottom was recorded at the circular
feature (marked “II” in Figure 4d). When we analyzed our three
EELS spectra in Figure 6a (spectra are offset for clarity) we
found that the intensity of the first peak in the spectra at ≈99 eV
was observed to degrade from the top spectrum to the bottom.
We compared our data to the spectra for crystalline and amorphous silicon from an online database [27]. The intensity of the
peak at ≈99 eV is used as an indication of the crystallinity of the
silicon. A higher intensity indicates more crystallinity in that
area, a lower intensity corresponds to an area which is more
amorphous [28]. The top spectrum in our data corresponds to an
area of high crystallinity, as indicated by the presence of a peak
in this region of the spectrum. This result was to be expected as
the spectrum was recorded from an unmodified region of the
sample. However, the spectrum from the wedge shape area
fabricated by the HIM (marked “I” in Figure 4d) shows a high
degree of amorphization as the intensity of the first peak at
≈99 eV is greatly reduced. The spectrum from the area of the
sample containing the bubbles (marked “II” in Figure 4d) shows
an area which is even more amorphous again.
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region. The beam particles were also observed to implant in the
sample below the wedge causing bubbles to form in the material, again resulting in significant amorphization of the silicon,
as observed by EELS and HRTEM.

Conclusion

Figure 6: (a) EELS spectra of an unmodified area of silicon (solid
black line), the HIM fabricated wedge marked I in Figure 4(d) (dashed
red line) and the circular featured marked II in Figure 4(d) (dotted blue
line). The spectra are offset for clarity. (b) HRTEM image of the wedge
shaped area (I in Figure 4(d)) and FFT inset. (c) HRTEM of the circular
feature (II in Figure 4(d)).

Figure 6b is a HRTEM image from the wedge area (marked “I”
in Figure 4d) with an inset FFT of the image. This image shows
only amorphous material is present at this location. Figure 6c is
a HRTEM image of the area with the circular feature (marked
“II” in Figure 4d). This image shows the presence of circles
created by the growth of helium bubbles. No crystal structure
was observed in this region either. We have observed that a
high dose of HIM irradiation on sample 3 was used to fabricate
a smooth wedge of material on a TEM lamella with minimum
thickness dimensions of just a few tens of nanometers. This
thickness may even be less than our thickness map indicates as
significant errors may be present in the mapping process for
very thin samples due to surface excitations, which can lead to
overestimation of the thickness in this region [24]. The lateral
dimensions of the pattern can also be tailored with a high
degree of precision; the HIM can fabricate 4 nm nanopores
quickly and reliably [29]. The EELS spectra and HRTEM from
the HIM modified areas show that the wedge fabrication
process caused significant amorphization of the sample in that

We have demonstrated that a focused helium ion beam can
modify a surface’s physical properties, such as crystallinity,
roughness and thickness, in a controlled manner. 35 keV helium
ions were used to produce a surface which was smoother than
could be achieved by 30 keV FIB. Low energy FIB polishing
can also improve the lamella quality; however the HIM
polishing step has many benefits over the relatively broad beam
of low energy FIB due to the its small probe size and the ion
species used. The helium ion beam is non-contaminating and
can even be used to selectively remove surface contaminants,
such as the gallium contamination removal demonstrated here.
Thickness dimensions can also be reduced to just a few tens of
nanometers. This is critical for techniques in aberration
corrected TEM such as atomically resolved EELS [30]. The
higher imaging resolution of the HIM than the conventional
SEM beam used in dual-beam FIB systems means that smaller
features of interest can be located during sample preparation,
prior to TEM. Clearly one application of this technique is as a
highly useful step in the production of high quality TEM
lamellae of silicon based devices, as well as a broader range of
materials as demonstrated by our dramatic TiO2 sample quality
improvement. Beyond TEM sample modification, it has been
shown that a finely focused beam of helium ions can sputter
material from a sample with a high level of control, allowing
sub 10 nm features to be patterned. This high dose irradiation
can also be used to modify the structure of a material, as
demonstrated by our EELS and HRTEM results. The new
models of the HIM feature variable acceleration voltage operation, our microscope is in the process of receiving this upgrade
and further work will need to be done to assess the effect of
reduced beam energies on sample modification. Helium ion irradiation is a widely studied field in nuclear physics. Helium
ion irradiation has been used to modify mechanical [31], optical
[25] and magnetic [32] properties of surfaces. The highly
focused probe of the helium ion microscope provides a greater
level of spatial control than previously available for such experiments.

Experimental
An intrinsic silicon substrate was used as a base material for our
experiments. The silicon was mounted on a lift-out sample
holder and inserted into a Carl Zeiss Auriga CrossBeam FIBSEM. A 12 µm long, 0.6 µm wide and 6 µm deep section of
silicon was removed from the sample and transferred to an
Omniprobe TEM lift-out grid by the in situ lift-out technique
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[33]. 30keV gallium ions were used to thin the silicon lamella to
approximately 200 nm. The final thinning, to ≈100 nm, was
done with a 20 pA beam of 30 keV gallium ions until the
sample became almost transparent to a 5 keV electron beam,
this is an indication that the sample is of sufficient thinness for
TEM analysis. This is a common technique for TEM sample
preparation. This process was then repeated to produce a second
sample. Sample 2 is composed of TiO2 and was subjected to the
same process as sample 1. Sample 3 is a silicon sample; it was
treated with an extra final step. The sample face was tilted 2°
into the beam and scanned with reduced energy gallium beam
of 5 keV for one minute on each side, the beam current was
20 pA. A short dwell time and a large number of scan repeats
were used for this step. This step is known to produce high
quality TEM lamellae with a FIB induced amorphization and
implant layer as thin as ≈2 nm, roughly ten times less than the
damage layer produced by 30 keV gallium ions [23]. Sample 1
was then inserted into our HIM. The HIM beam energy was
fixed at approximately 35 keV for all experiments. The lamella
was loaded with the normal of the sidewall surface perpendicular to the ion beam, the sample was then tilted 1° into the
beam. This geometry has been shown to produce surfaces with
minimal damage and implantation layer thickness and reduced
surface roughness in the FIB. A focused beam of helium ions
was then scanned over a 500 nm wide region of the lamella
sidewall. This step was conducted a number of times in adjacent regions in order to optimize the dose. The area used in our
analysis was exposed to a dose of 3.4 × 1016 ions/cm2. The
beam current used was 1.2 pA. The beam was rastered in a
single scan over the area with a pixel spacing of 1 nm and a
dwell time at each point of 1.3 × 10−3 s. The sample was rotated
through 180° and the process was repeated on the opposite sidewall. The scanning time per sidewall was 68 s. This section of
the sample was observed to have a reduced thickness after
modification with helium ions. To investigate controlled modification for different materials sample 2 was treated with the
same process. Sample 3 was then loaded into the HIM in the
same upright manner. This sample was tilted 15° to the
beam and a 300 × 200 nm area was exposed to a dose of
6.2 × 1018 ions/cm2. The beam current used was 3.4 pA. The
beam was rastered in a single scan over the area with a pixel
spacing of 0.7 nm and a dwell time at each point of 5 × 10−3 s.
The total scanning time was 612 s. This process produced a hole
straight through the lamella. The purpose of this exposure
geometry was to produce a wedge shape of silicon within the
lamella so that we could observe the minimum thickness dimensions which can be fabricated by HIM. It also allows us to
analyze the subsurface modification effects due to helium ion
implantation. All helium ion patterning was performed with the
integrated pattern generator on the tool. For detailed analysis of
the effects of our HIM modification these samples were

analyzed in an FEI Titan 80-300 (S)TEM operating at 300 kV.
High angle annular dark field (HAADF) images were recorded.
HAADF images contain contrast due to sample thickness and
composition. Thickness maps of samples 1 and 3 were
recorded, these maps use energy filtering of electrons to provide
quantitative thickness information. Energy filtered TEM
(EFTEM) mapping of the gallium concentration and distribution in sample 1 was recorded. EELS spectra were recorded
from sample 3. High resolution TEM (HRTEM) images and
selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns were also
recorded.

Supporting Information
A full size HRTEM image of an unmodified region of
sample 1 is available in Figure S1. A JEMS[34] software
simulation of the HRTEM images is available in Figure S2.
The simulated images illustrate the effect of crystal
thickness on image contrast.

Supporting Information File 1
High resolution TEM imaging and simulation.
[http://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjnano/content/
supplementary/2190-4286-3-67-S1.pdf]
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Abstract
Helium ion microscopy (HIM) was used to investigate the interaction of a focused He+ ion beam with energies of several tens of
kiloelectronvolts with metals. HIM is usually applied for the visualization of materials with extreme surface sensitivity and resolution. However, the use of high ion fluences can lead to significant sample modifications. We have characterized the changes caused
by a focused He+ ion beam at normal incidence to the Au{111} surface as a function of ion fluence and energy. Under the influence of the beam a periodic surface nanopattern develops. The periodicity of the pattern shows a power-law dependence on the ion
fluence. Simultaneously, helium implantation occurs. Depending on the fluence and primary energy, porous nanostructures or large
blisters form on the sample surface. The growth of the helium bubbles responsible for this effect is discussed.

Introduction
The helium ion microscope allows the projection of a He+ beam
of several tens of kiloelectronvolts with a diameter of 0.4 nm
[1] onto a sample. This makes HIM an attractive tool for surface
patterning and nanofabrication [2-6]. In addition to ultrahighresolution imaging, HIM can be utilized for the compositional
analysis and crystallographic characterization of samples [7,8].
Since it is a relatively new technique, many questions concerning the interaction of the focused He+ beam with matter remain
open. As helium ions are light particles, sputtering processes are
much less effective with HIM as compared to other focused ion
beam (FIB) techniques that typically use gallium ions. Never-

theless, helium ion beam imaging can lead to considerable
sample and, in particular surface, modifications. The implantation of He, and the associated possible structural and chemical
changes, can create substantial problems in experiments where
prolonged imaging or high ion doses are required.
The effect of the He+ ions on the target depends as much on the
ion beam characteristics as on the properties of the imaged material itself. Existing publications on damage by a focused He+
beam mostly concentrate on the interaction of ions with semiconductor materials such as silicon [9-12]. In this paper we
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investigate the interaction of a He+ beam with metals. Previously, the effect of a low-energy He+ ion beam on an atomically flat gold surface was observed by scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) [13,14]. Mounds with spacing of a few
nanometers were formed. In the current work we have studied
the He+-ion-induced modifications of crystalline gold samples
due to sputtering, helium implantation and defect formation, as
a function of ion fluence and energy.

Experimental
The experiments were performed with an ultrahigh vacuum
(UHV) Orion® Plus Helium Ion Microscope from Carl Zeiss
NTS [15] at room temperature. As a result of the interaction of
the He + beam with the target, secondary electrons (SE),
backscattered He (BSHe), and sometimes photons are created.
Image acquisition is done by collecting SEs with an
Everhardt–Thornley (ET) detector. Due to the nature of the
interaction of low-energy ions with matter, the lateral size of the
interaction volume in the immediate vicinity of the surface
remains extremely small [16,17]. This makes the microscope
highly suited for obtaining high-resolution images of the surface
topography. An image can further be recorded by simultaneous
collection of the backscattered He with a microchannel plate
[18]. The microscope is also equipped with a silicon drift
detector for the measurement of the backscattered ion energy
and a Gatan MonoCL4 Elite detector for the detection of ionoluminescence.
The images were recorded using the ET detector. During the
measurements the ion current was kept at 0.7 pA. Brightness
and contrast settings were kept constant, and the beam was
oriented perpendicular to the surface. Three primary ion energies were used in the experiments: 15, 25 and 35 keV. The
images were recorded with 0.68 nm pixel spacing, 2 μs dwell
time and 32-line averaging, giving an ion dose per image of
6 × 1016 cm−2. The chamber base pressure during imaging was
in the low 10−9 mbar range.
The samples were polycrystalline gold specimens, which are
commercially available 200 nm thick Au{111} films on a glass
substrate with a Cr interlayer. The textured samples were
prepared by hydrogen-flame annealing for 5 min. As a result of
the annealing process, grains with an average size of a few
micrometers were formed. X-ray diffraction measurements
confirmed the primarily {111} textured surface orientation of
the grains with a 3.5° wide angular distribution. The grains have
random azimuthal orientations. In order to remove carbon contamination, all samples were exposed to a 10 W air plasma for
15 min immediately before loading the samples into the main
chamber. After ion implantation the topography of the samples
was measured with an Agilent 5100 atomic force microscope

(AFM) in intermittent mode. The cantilever was a Mikromasch
NSC silicon probe, with a guaranteed tip radius of less than
10 nm, and a typical resonance frequency of 150 kHz. The scan
size was 2 × 2 μm2.

Results and Discussion
Au{111} surface modification
We have recorded sequences of images of submicron size to
study the evolution of the Au{111} surface under the impact of
a focused He+ beam as a function of fluence. Ion energies of 15,
25 and 35 keV were used to gauge the influence of the beam
energy. The same sample area was exposed to the beam several
times with a constant ion dose per scan. The final state of the
surface after a fluence of 8.4 × 1017 cm−2 is shown in Figure 1a
and Figure 1c: at 15 keV primary energy a porous structure is
formed on the surface (Figure 1a), while in the case of a 35 keV
beam a subsurface helium blister is formed (Figure 1c).
We emphasize that due to the low background pressure, the
present setup does not suffer from the problem of carbon deposition in the imaged area. This is a common problem in conventional non-UHV HIM and scanning electron microscopes
(SEM) [15,17,19]. The absence of the carbon layer that is
normally present, allows us to obtain detailed information on
the surface structure and how it evolves during repeated
imaging of the same area. Figure 2 shows several images of the
gold surface after exposure to identical ion fluences, but with
different primary energies.
Under the influence of the 15 keV beam a regular nanopattern
develops. The topographic contrast increases and the surface
pattern becomes more pronounced with each subsequent scan of
the same area, which indicates an increase of the corrugation of
the pattern. Although the feature spacing increases with
increasing ion fluence, the shape of the features remains almost
unchanged and the features do not coalesce. After a fluence of
3 × 1017 cm−2 a uniform distribution of holes starts to appear on
the surface (see Figure 2a). With a further increase of the
fluence the porous structure gets more pronounced (Figure 2b
and Figure 2c).
In the case of 25 keV primary ion energy the surface modification initially looks similar to the one at 15 keV (Figure 2d), but
at a fluence of 4.8 × 1017 cm−2 a blister forms, which is shown
in Figure 2e. For larger fluences pores start to appear on the
surface of the blister (see Figure 2f). A beam with a primary
energy of 35 keV initially induces a comparable nanopattern
formation (Figure 2g). Higher fluences result in blister formation (Figure 2h) and eventually the formation of a large subsurface helium blister at a fluence of 6 × 1017 cm−2 (Figure 2i). We
also observe some pores on the surface of the blister.
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Figure 1: HIM SE image of a Au{111} surface, exposed to a He+ beam with a fluence of 8.4 × 1017 cm−2 at different energies. The field of view (FOV)
is 1.25 μm, pixel spacing is 1.5 nm. (a) Porous structure formed by a 15 keV He+ beam. (b) The same area as in image (a) after 1.5 months storage
under dry atmospheric conditions. The surface has partly self-annealed. (c) Blister formed by a 35 keV beam. The area exposed to the beam is
marked by a dashed line. The surface has developed a periodic pattern. The influence of the beam is easily visible outside the marked area as well,
but does not extend on the neighboring grain (see inset). (d) The same area as in (c), imaged after 4 months storage under dry atmospheric conditions. The surface of the blister has partly self-annealed, except the marked area in the vicinity of the grain boundary.

Figure 2: HIM SE images of the pattern that develops on the Au{111} surface as a function of ion fluence. Numbers indicate the ion fluence in helium
ions per cm2. Arrows in (d) and (g) indicate the azimuthal directions of the grains. The He+ beam energies are 15, 25 and 35 keV. FOV is 500 nm,
pixel spacing is 0.68 nm.
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Figure 3: (a) Two blisters created by the 35 keV He+ beam on grains with different azimuthal orientation. FOV is 4 μm. (b) HIM SE image of a
Au{111} textured polycrystalline film. The insets are 2D FFTs to demonstrate the relation of the patterns to the orientation of the two grains. He+ beam
energy is 35 keV. FOV is 500 nm.

In Figure 3a two blisters on grains with different azimuthal
orientation are shown. Although severe damage has been done
to the surface and bulk of the gold grains, their crystalline
nature is still evident. The blisters have equilateral triangles on
top. The same triangles are also observed in the BSHe images,
hinting at the channeling nature of the contrast. We attribute
these dark triangles and rings to channeling along the
planes of the FCC crystal. The crystalline shell of the blister is
bent (see Figure 1c) due to the high internal gas pressure. As a
consequence the
surface vector locally tilts. This leads to
a local channeling condition with the
planes along
sections of the blister, resulting in the dark bands on the blister
surface. The contrast changes with variation of the beam incidence angle, the channeling condition is no longer fulfilled and
the dark stripes move or even vanish entirely [8]. The orientations of the sides of the triangles in Figure 2e and Figure 2i help
to determine the azimuthal orientations of the grains. Since we
used a [111] oriented FCC crystal, the ions are expected to
channel along
planes [8], which cross the (111) surface
along
directions. Hence, the sides of the triangles are
oriented along
, which is indicated with arrows in
Figure 2d and Figure 2g.

The average pattern periodicity was extracted from the images
by analyzing 2D autocorrelation functions (ACF). The dependence of the nanopattern periodicity on the He + fluence for
different primary energies is shown in Figure 4.

The polycrystalline nature of the samples influences the pattern
formation as well. First, the pattern propagation is stopped by
grain boundaries as can be seen in the inset in Figure 1c: no
pattern or rising of the surface level is observed on the neighboring grain. Second, the pattern orientation depends on the
underlying crystal and thus on the orientation of the grain.
Figure 3b displays patterns on two neighboring grains. The
patterns are rotated relative to each other on the two different
grains, as is also visible from the 2D FFT, shown in the insets.

The periodicity does not show a significant energy dependence
and increases from 8.3 ± 0.3 nm to a maximum of
16.9 ± 0.4 nm, showing a power-law dependence on the ion
fluence with a coarsening exponent of 0.26 ± 0.01. The same
scaling with a time factor of 0.27 ± 0.02 was obtained by
Ramana Murty et al. [14]. The authors studied the surface
morphology of Au{111} during sputtering with 500 eV Ar+
ions incident at 45° by real-time X-ray scattering. At temperatures of 20–60 °C they observed the formation of mounds with

Figure 4: Dependence of the Au{111} average pattern periodicity on
helium fluence for 15 keV (red circles), 25 keV (black crosses) and
35 keV (blue triangles) He+ beams.
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a characteristic spacing. A similar pattern was also observed on
Cu{110}, sputtered by 1 keV Ar+ ions at 320 K and normal
incidence [20]. The corresponding scaling factor was
0.26 ± 0.02. To a certain extent, sputter erosion and atom deposition are similar processes. A continuum model for the mound
formation in molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) predicts a coarsening exponent of 0.25 [21], which is very close to the
measured values.
The pattern exhibits a preferential orientation along the
direction (Figure 2d and Figure 2g), as well as the 2D FFTs in
Figure 3b). This suggests that the pattern formation is governed
by diffusion processes of gold adatoms and surface vacancies.
Together with the sputtering processes it leads to surface roughening and the development of a periodic pattern. Although the
sputtering rate is low, it cannot be completely neglected. As
He+ ions impinge on the surface at normal incidence, the sputtering of gold atoms by the direct energy transfer from
incoming helium is unlikely. Furthermore, the energy transfer
from light helium ions to gold atoms in general is limited
because of the unfavorable mass ratio. The sputtering is mainly
caused by short-range gold recoils and backscattered helium
[22,23]. The presence of the pattern outside of the irradiated
area (Figure 1c) is additional evidence of the sputtering by gold
recoils. Additionally, the gold interstitials themselves are a
source of adatoms on the surface. Gold interstitials are able to
travel a few tens of nanometers outside the exposed area, but
they cannot cross grain boundaries.
The pattern orientation along a specific crystallographic direction can be explained by considering its formation as a result of
the suppression of interlayer diffusion by the step edge or
Ehrlich–Schwoebel barrier [14,20,24-28]. The activation energy
for vacancy diffusion on Au{111} is much higher than the one
for adatoms [29], hence we can suppose that at room temperature adatoms are dominantly responsible for the pattern formation. The presence of a step edge barrier along
does not
allow the adatoms to descend the
step, and produces a net
uphill flow. As a result, mounds are formed along a
direction. However, one would expect a homogeneous distribution of all three possible pattern orientations due to the
symmetry of the {111} surface [28]. The out-of-plane orientation of the grains has some angular distribution. Hence, the
surfaces are not atomically flat and have a local miscut. The
step edges run in one of the three high-symmetry directions that
become preferential for the pattern orientation on any one grain.
The exposed areas were imaged again after several weeks.
Samples were stored under dry ambient conditions between the
experiments. As can be seen in Figure 1, the surface has a tendency to self-anneal over time. In Figure 1b the same area as in

Figure 1a, which was initially exposed to a 15 keV He+ beam, is
presented, but after six weeks. The blister, formed by the
35 keV beam and presented in Figure 1c, was imaged again
after 16 weeks. The image is shown in Figure 1d. In both cases
the pattern has almost completely vanished, except in areas
close to the grain boundary (inset in Figure 1c), which apparently acts as an efficient sink for adatoms and interstitials. Thus
it hinders the smoothing of the surface in the vicinity. The
surface is smoothed, but after a few repetitive scans, the pores,
hidden deeper in the substrate, open again. The blister shell selfanneals over time, indicating a possibility to heal the defects.
That process can be enhanced by in situ heating of a sample
during ion bombardment.
We mention, that the surface modification depends not only on
the final fluence, but also on the speed at which it was generated. With an increase of the dose per scan, the modifications
occur more swiftly and are more severe.

Helium implantation
Helium implantation occurs during sample irradiation. Since
HIM SE images do not contain height information, we have
used AFM to directly measure the volume that is occupied by
the implanted helium. As a result of the low background pressure of hydrocarbons in the UHV HIM we can exclude false
volume estimations due to carbon contamination.
The change of the surface profile with ion fluence for a primary
energy of 35 keV is shown in Figure 5a. After a fluence of
4.2 × 1017 cm−2, the surface is still comparatively flat (dashed
line), but already for a slightly larger fluence a subsurface
blister develops. The profile of a growing blister at
4.8 × 10 17 cm −2 is shown by the dash–dotted line. At
6 × 1017 cm−2 a blister with a stable shape has developed (solid
line).
After an initial dose of 6 × 10 16 cm −2 the exposed area is
eroded by 1.0–1.5 nm with respect to the nonirradiated surface.
This is the result of sputtering of a few gold layers. The signature of this sputtering-related indentation remains discernible in
all subsequent images. After doubling the dose to
1.2 × 1017 cm−2, helium implantation has a noticeable effect:
the surface of the exposed square and also the unexposed area
adjacent to it, starts to rise with increasing ion fluence. The
influence of the helium implantation extends as far as
144 ± 12 nm (15 keV), 162 ± 6 nm (25 keV) and 181 ± 7 nm
(35 keV) away from the exposed area. In Figure 5b the increase
of blister volume due to helium implantation is presented as a
function of ion fluence. The volume depends linearly on the
fluence up to 4.2 × 1017 cm−2. After this total dose, the volume
occupied by ions implanted at 15 keV stagnates at
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bles in the bulk gold. The formation of voids in metals due to
He+ ion bombardment is a well-known phenomenon [32-34].
After entering the crystal, an energetic He + ion creates
vacancy–interstitial pairs. These vacancies can aggregate into
bigger voids. Since helium is hardly solvable in metals, it is
effectively trapped at open-volume defects and has a tendency
to agglomerate into nanosized bubbles [35,36]. That leads to
deformations, which cause the initial linear volume
increase in the graph in Figure 5b. At these fluences (up to
4.2 × 1017 cm−2) the volume change does not depend on the primary energy of the implanted ions.

Figure 5: (a) Surface profiles after different ion fluences delivered by a
35 keV beam. The surface is evenly raised after 4.2 × 1017 cm−2
(dashed line). The dash-dotted line shows the profile of a blister that
starts to form after a fluence of 4.8 × 1017 cm−2. After 6 × 1017 cm−2,
the blister develops a stable shape (solid line). (b) Volume occupied by
the implanted helium as a function of helium fluence. The beam primary energies are 15 keV (red circles), 25 keV (black crosses) and
35 keV (blue triangles).

(15.8 ± 0.3) × 106 nm3. In the case of 35 keV ions, after a
fluence of 4.2 × 10 17 cm −2 a more rapid expansion begins.
Later, when the fluence reaches 6 × 1017 cm−2, the volume saturates at (54.2 ± 0.4) × 106 nm3. For the energy of 25 keV the
rapid expansion sets in at the same fluence, but saturates at an
intermediate level of (30.5 ± 0.9) × 106 nm3.
In the review by Donnelly [30], surface swelling of several materials (Er, Nb and Ni) under helium irradiation is compared.
The general trend of the expansion is similar to the one
described in this work. The initial linear expansion was found to
be energy-independent as well. In the work of Terreault et al.
[31], the authors studied helium trapping in Cu, which has
similar physical properties to Au. In this case blistering was
observed after a fluence of 4.0 × 1017 cm−2.
As is seen from the Figure 5b, there is a negative volume offset,
which is attributed to two effects. First, sputtering of the surface
will result in material loss. Secondly, at low ion fluences helium
ions can occupy existing crystal defects and interatomic positions without causing a substantial volume increase. The subsequent fluence increase leads to the creation of helium nanobub-

As more helium ions are implanted, the cavities expand. The
helium nanobubbles are highly over-pressurized. Up to a certain
bubble size the excess pressure is relieved by loop punching.
This bubble growth mechanism was first suggested by Greenwood et al. [37] and later on discussed by Evans [38]. As
bubbles grow, several neighboring bubbles eventually create
enough local stress to create a crack in the crystal and coalesce.
At higher fluences the different stopping powers of gold and
(high pressure) helium become relevant. At low energies helium
is implanted in a near-surface region. This near-surface helium
volume is an effective stopping material for more helium. As a
result, a rapid expansion sets in until the bubble reaches the
surface. The above described porous structure develops
(Figure 1a). At higher energies these processes occur deeper in
the material and more helium is incorporated, and as a result a
blister develops. The blister formation mechanism by interbubble fracture, has been suggested by Evans [39]. However,
also at these high energies helium will start to leak to the
surface and the blister growth saturates. The steep part of the
graph at 35 keV in Figure 5a corresponds to the blister formation and growth process. At 25 keV this stage of the damage
development was not resolved and only the volume of the
already formed blister was measured.
We have made rough estimations of the pressure in the
nanobubbles, and the pressure in the final blister at 35 keV. Not
all of the incident helium is trapped in the bubbles: a part of it is
backscattered, and some diffuses into the bulk or out of the material. SRIM-2011 [40] has been used to assess the percentage
of backscattered helium. A gold slab with a thickness of 200 nm
and 105 ions have been used in the calculations. According to
these simulations 16% of the incident helium is backscattered at
35 keV. Attributing 4% to other loss mechanisms we used 80%
of the fluence for our further calculations. Two approaches were
used for the pressure estimation. In the first approach, the pressure was calculated using the virial equation of state:
(1)
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where P and T are the helium pressure and temperature respectively, Vm is the helium molar volume, R is the universal gas
constant, B and C are the second and third virial coefficients.
The values of B and C for He at room temperature were taken
from [41] and [42]. This gives a lower estimate of 2.1 GPa for
the pressure in the nanobubbles just before the start of the rapid
expansion. Another assessment was done by applying a relation
used by Evans [38], which is based on the work of Rowlinson
[43]:
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Abstract
The irradiation-induced cross-linking of aromatic self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) is a universal method for the fabrication of
ultrathin carbon nanomembranes (CNMs). Here we demonstrate the cross-linking of aromatic SAMs due to exposure to helium
ions. The distinction of cross-linked from non-cross-linked regions in the SAM was facilitated by transferring the irradiated SAM to
a new substrate, which allowed for an ex situ observation of the cross-linking process by helium ion microscopy (HIM). In this
way, three growth regimes of cross-linked areas were identified: formation of nuclei, one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional
(2D) growth. The evaluation of the corresponding HIM images revealed the dose-dependent coverage, i.e., the relative monolayer
area, whose density of cross-links surpassed a certain threshold value, as a function of the exposure dose. A complete cross-linking
of aromatic SAMs by He+ ion irradiation requires an exposure dose of about 850 µC/cm2, which is roughly 60 times smaller than
the corresponding electron irradiation dose. Most likely, this is due to the energy distribution of secondary electrons shifted to lower
energies, which results in a more efficient dissociative electron attachment (DEA) process.

Introduction
Carbon nanomembranes (CNMs) with monomolecular thickness and macroscopic lateral size represent a new type of functional two-dimensional (2D) materials [1]. A universal scheme
to fabricate CNMs is the irradiation-induced cross-linking of
aromatic self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), which allows for
creating a variety of functional nanomembranes by using
different molecular precursors as building blocks [2]. The properties of CNMs, such as stiffness, chemical functionality and

porosity, can be tailored through a prudent choice of the molecular precursors and the fabrication conditions. CNMs are
capable of being released from the substrate and transferred
onto arbitrary substrates, e.g., solid supports and holey
substrates [3]. Mechanical properties of freestanding CNMs
were characterized by bulge test in an atomic force microscope
(AFM): biphenyl-based CNMs possess a Young’s modulus of
ca. 10 GPa and a remarkable tensile strength of ca. 600 MPa
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[4]. The possibility of transferring CNMs and their high
mechanical strength make them suitable candidates for nanoelectromechanical systems (NEMS). Postsynthetic modifications, e.g., multilayer stacking [5], thermal annealing [6], chemical functionalization [7], and perforation [8,9], lead to a further
tailoring of the performance of the CNMs and enable various
investigations and applications.
The cross-linking of SAMs is so far conducted by exposure to
electrons [10] and photons [11]. Electron irradiation induces the
dissociation of C–H bonds at the phenyl rings. The consequent
cross-linking between adjacent aromatic moieties is a critical
step in the formation of CNMs. Both electron beam lithography
and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) lithography have been utilized to
fabricate CNMs from SAMs [11,12]. The EUV photon induced
cross-linking is, for that matter, related to secondary electrons
generated by the photoemission process [11]. Turchanin et al.
investigated the electron induced cross-linking of biphenylthiol
(BPT) SAMs on gold with complementary spectroscopic techniques and they suggested a dissociative electron attachment
(DEA) as the dominating process to which both primary electrons and secondary electrons contribute [13]. However, a
detailed picture of how the spatial distribution of cross-links
evolves until a complete CNM has been formed is still missing.
Further modification and patterning of SAMs have been
achieved by using ion irradiation (e.g. Ar + , Ga + , Si + , etc.),
which leads to the desorption and the fragmentation of molecules [14,15]. High energy helium ions passing through
polymer films modify the macroscopic properties of these films,
too. This is related to changes in the chemical structures of the
polymers [16,17]. Recently, the helium ion microscope (HIM)
has been employed as an imaging and measurement tool for
nanotechnology, for which the sub-nanometer sized ion probe
and its resulting high brightness lead to a higher resolution and
the small convergence angle of the ion beam leads to a larger

depth of field. As an imaging tool, this instrument has a high
surface sensitivity and is particularly advantageous to distinguish monolayers from the supporting substrate [18,19]. As a
tool for nanofabrication, the low proximity effect that arises
from the finite excited volume, in which the ion–material interaction takes place, extending deeply into the material, and the
confinement of ion scattering to the secondary electron escape
depth promise an outstanding performance of HIM [20]. So far,
various approaches have been used to exploit the capabilities of
HIM, such as ion milling [21], scanning helium ion beam lithography (SHIBL) [22], and helium ion beam induced deposition
(HIBID) [20].
Here we used 4'-nitro-1,1'-biphenyl-4-thiol (NBPT) as a molecular precursor to form SAMs on a Au substrate and employed
HIM both as a nanofabrication tool to cross-link SAMs and as
an imaging tool for the ex situ observation of the crosslinking
process. As regards the nanofabrication, both supported and
freestanding CNMs were fabricated by transferring them onto a
silicon substrate and a transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
grid, respectively. As regards the investigation of the crosslinking process, the helium ion beam was programmed to irradiate NBPT SAMs with a series of different doses. The separation of cross-linked and non-cross-linked SAMs was conducted by transferring them onto a Si substrate with an oxide
layer. The observation was done by using HIM in doing so
taking advantage of the high surface sensitivity of the instrument.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the cross-linking
and transfer process. Firstly, the SAM that consists of closely
packed NBPT molecules is formed on a gold substrate;
secondly, the SAM is irradiated locally with He+ ions; thirdly,
the transfer is assisted by a layer of poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA) for mechanical stabilization, which allows the dissolu-

Figure 1: (a–d) A schematic representation of the NBPT SAM cross-linked with He+ ions and the transfer onto a Si substrate: (a) Formation of SAM
on Au; (b) Local exposure to He+ ions; (c) Transfer of CNM with a polymeric film; (d) Separation of cross-linked from non-cross-linked regions. (e) A
demonstration of lithographic CNMs in Chinese characters nanomembranes transferred on a silicon substrate.
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tion of underlying Au layer; lastly, the PMMA layer is
dissolved and only the cross-linked SAM is transferred onto
another substrate, e.g., SiO 2 /Si. Figure 1e demonstrates a
successful transfer of structured CNMs in Chinese characters
which means nanomembranes: the grey background is SiO2/Si
substrate and the darker features are transferred CNMs.
For the fabrication of freestanding CNMs, NBPT SAMs were
irradiated in square patterns by helium ions at 35 keV and holey
carbon-coated TEM grids were used as supporting substrates.
Figure 2a shows the HIM image of a CNM with a size of
50 × 50 µm2 on a TEM grid and the corresponding irradiation
dose is approximately 500 µC/cm2. The CNM is supported by a
holey carbon film on a grid. The holey carbon film appears
brighter and the CNM slightly darker due to the charging effect.
To identify the CNM, its three corners are marked with arrows.
Figure 2b shows the higher magnification HIM micrograph of
the CNM in Figure 2a. It is noticeable that the CNM has many
tiny holes, indicating that the crosslinking is not complete at
this dose. Figure 2c and Figure 2d show the HIM micrographs
of a CNM with an irradiation dose of ca. 1000 µC/cm2. The
CNM shows homogeneous features and no pores are visible
here, which indicates a complete crosslinking. The CNM in the
upper–left corner is damaged and the dark features arise from
the sample stage beneath the TEM grid (see Figure 2d). Notice
that imaging doses are at least one order of magnitude smaller
than the irradiation dose, no further modification of CNMs is
expected during imaging.
In order to observe the development of the crosslinking of the
SAM, the NBPT SAM was irradiated in circular regions by
helium ion beam with a series of different doses. The variations
of the irradiation dose are achieved by controlling the dwell
time of the beam. Provided that the fabrication conditions are
the same for the whole series, the irradiation dose is proportional to the total irradiation time. Therefore, the dynamics of
cross-linking and growth regimes can be studied by making ex
situ observations of the development of cross-linked SAMs. To
this end, the distinction of cross-linked from non-cross-linked
regions in the SAM was facilitated by transferring the irradiated SAM to a new substrate. Strictly speaking, there exists a
threshold value, which is given by the density of cross-links that
is required for a successful transfer of a monolayer. Below this
threshold, the formed supramolecular network is not dense
enough to sustain a lift-off from its initial substrate. Therefore,
the transfer distinguishes the irradiated SAMs whose density of
cross-links surpasses the threshold value from those below the
threshold. Figure 3 shows a series of HIM images of a crosslinked SAM that have been transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate.
Interestingly, the first step is the formation of circular shaped
nuclei, which is analogous to the nucleation for thin films or

Figure 2: Freestanding CNMs with a dimension of 50 × 50 µm2
supported by a TEM grid with a holey carbon film: (a) the HIM micrograph of a CNM with an irradiation dose of 500 µC/cm2, where three
arrows mark its corners; (b) the high magnification HIM micrograph
shows that the CNM contains tiny holes; (c) the HIM image of a CNM
with an irradiation dose of 1000 µC/cm2; (d) the high magnification HIM
image shows that the CNM contains no microscopic defects. (Imaging
doses: a) 0.27 µC/cm2, b) 55.9 µC/cm2, c) 3.36 µC/cm2 and
d) 33.6 µC/cm2).

polymer crystallization [23]. After a dose of 176 µC/cm 2
(Figure 3a), the average diameter of the nuclei is 9.0 ± 1.7 nm,
which means that each nucleus consists of ca. 300 molecules,
and the nucleus density is approximately 450 µm−2. When the
dose is 225 µC/cm2, the nucleus density increases to approximately 930 µm −2 (see Figure 3b). The above mentioned
threshold is related to the density of the cross-links of these
smallest patches (nuclei) that are able to be transferred. After
the early stage, the nuclei start to grow in one dimension and
chainlike structures with a typical length of about 100 nm
become the dominant features, as shown in Figure 3c. Figure 3d
shows a marked change of structures, i.e., chain thickening,
which indicates that a two dimensional (2D) growth (or lateral
growth) begins to take place. Figure 3g and Figure 3h show an
incomplete CNM with tiny holes and a complete CNM without
holes, respectively. In order to make sure that all these structures are indeed CNMs and to exclude the possibility that some
features (especially the small nuclei) might be due to contaminations from the transfer process, the sample (irradiated SAM
on SiO 2 ) was annealed up to 300 °C in ultra-high vacuum
(UHV). The subsequent imaging with HIM confirms that no
change of the structures occurs. It is also worth mentioning that
an excessive exposure to He+ ions (>4000 µC/cm2) leads to a
damage of the CNMs, which is attributed to the swelling of the
Au substrate from ion implantation [24].
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Figure 3: A series of HIM images showing the cross-linking of a NBPT SAM induced by helium ion irradiation, where the cross-linked SAM was transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate after being cross-linked within a circular region with the dose given in the upper right corner of each image: (a) formation of circular shaped nuclei which are widely separated and randomly distributed. (b) more nuclei come into being and some of them start to grow
one dimensionally; (c) chainlike structures with a typical length of ca. 100 nm become the majority; (d) chain thickening indicates a two-dimensional
(2D) growth beginning to take place; (e–f) 2D growth plays a dominating role; (g) the CNM contains tiny holes; (h) the CNM forms completely and no
defects are observed, indicating the status of a complete cross-linking. The scale bars are 200 nm.

A complete cross-linking of NBPT SAMs by He+ ion irradiation requires an exposure dose of approximately 850 µC/cm2,
which is roughly 60 times smaller than the corresponding electron irradiation dose (ca. 50,000 µC/cm2, 100 eV) [13]. The
energy loss of helium ions in alkanethiol SAMs on Au were
investigated by neutral impact collision ion scattering spectroscopy (NICISS) and the stopping power was determined to
be about 3.7 eV/Å for the ion energy of 4 keV [25]. Though the
total scattering cross–section of He+ ions by the SAM is very
small, the energy transfer could induce molecular excitation and
bond scissions, which may contribute to the cross-link formation to a certain extent. However, the tremendous dose difference can be associated with distinctive characteristics of secondary electrons that are excited by the helium ions. Firstly, the
secondary electron yield for 35 keV He + ions impinging
perpendicularly on a Au substrate is calculated by the software
package IONiSE to be about 2.7 [26]. And this is approximately three times higher than the experimentally determined
secondary electron yield (approximately 0.85) for 100 eV electrons [27]. Secondly, the energy spectrum of secondary electrons excited by 35 keV He+ ions on Au showed a peak around
2 eV, with a small shoulder in the range of 5–6 eV [28]. For the
excitation by electrons at 100 eV, the energy distribution of secondary electrons shows a peak at about 5 eV [27]. It is known
that secondary electrons at energies well below the ionization
threshold could produce single strand and double strand breaks

in DNA and thus induce genotoxic effects in living cells [29].
These breaks are attributed to the DEA process, in which the
attachment of incident electrons leads to the formation of a transient molecular anion (TMA) state and this TMA decays by
electron autodetachment or by dissociation of a specific bond.
The probability of forming a TMA, i.e., the electron capture
cross section, varies inversely with the energy of the TMA state
with respect to the ground state. In addition, the life time of
TMAs increases with decreasing their energies [30]. This indicates that in the case of electron irradiation in NBPT SAMs, by
analogy with strand-breaks in DNA, the DEA process is more
efficient for secondary electrons with lower energies around
2 eV.
The DEA process is endothermic, as the electron affinity of a
biphenyl molecule (3–7 kJ/mol) is much smaller than the bond
energy of C–H (ca. 430 kJ/mol) [31,32]. The characteristic
energy barriers for cross-linking arise from the activation
energy for the DEA process and the entropic barrier to form a
covalent bond among adjacent molecules. The activation energy
and the above mentioned energy-dependent DEA cross section
determine the rate coefficient of the DEA process [33]. The
entropic barrier can be associated with a conformational entropy
reduction of a molecule after being cross-linked, as a single
molecule is more flexible and thus possesses higher degrees of
freedom compared to a molecule being cross-linked and
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constrained by covalent bonds. The sequence of cross-linking
depends on the characteristic energy barriers, as the entire
region is irradiated homogeneously. A formation of nuclei
would be associated with minimum activation energies in the
SAMs. Further crosslinking prefers to occur around those
already cross-linked nuclei, instead of regions that are not crosslinked. This implies that activation energies in cross-linked
regions are relatively smaller, as π-electrons are laterally delocalized due to the cross-links and the electron mobility in crosslinked regions increases as well. The formation of interfaces
between cross-linked and non-cross-linked region could result
in entropic barriers due to steric hindrance. Note that the orientation of the 1D structures appears to be closer to the horizontal
(scan) direction than to the vertical direction, which implies that
the activation energy could be slightly brought down by the
helium ion beam scanning due to the local electronic field
around the growth front. Therefore, the growth direction of the
nuclei is determined by the growth front that exhibits the lowest
activation energies as well as the lowest entropic barriers.
Lastly, the fact that a 2D growth follows the 1D growth could
be attributed to a higher entropic barrier encountered at the
sides of 1D structures. As regards the entropic barrier, an
extreme example would be that for the insurmountable entropic
barriers the crosslinking does not occur and vacancies that
contain isolated molecules are formed. XPS spectra showed that
the maximum degree of crosslinking of the BPT SAM was
approximately 90% and further crosslinking was sterically
hindered [13].
As mentioned above, three stages of the crosslinking process
were designated: the formation of nuclei, 1D growth, and 2D
growth of cross-linked regions. Figure 4 shows the percentage
of the cross-linked area as a function of the irradiation doses:
(1) the initial formation of nuclei occurs up to a surface
coverage of 6–10%; (2) the 1D growth dominates for a
coverage up to about 35%; (3) the 2D growth dominates for a
coverage above about 35%. We employed Gaussian distributions to describe the probability of surpassing the threshold
cross-linking density at a given dose. As shown in Figure 4, the
cross-linked area coverage in dependence on the exposure dose
can be described by two superimposed sigmoid functions represented by the following cumulative Gaussian distribution functions

(1)

where θ is the cross-linked area coverage, D is the irradiation
dose, D1 = (204 ± 18) µC/cm2 is the mean dose of the first
Gaussian distribution, σ1 = (42 ± 24) µC/cm2 is the corresponding standard deviation, and I1 = 0.22 ± 0.04 is the magnitude of the first cumulative Gaussian distribution. The corresponding quantities of the second Gaussian distribution are D2 =
(476 ± 8) µC/cm2, σ2 = (56 ± 7) µC/cm2 and I2 = 0.78 ± 0.04.
The existence of two distinct Gaussian distributions indicates
that two types of monolayer regions for 1D and 2D growth
regimes are involved, which require different doses for crosslinking with mean values of approximately 200 µC/cm2 and
approximately 480 µC/cm2, respectively.

Figure 4: Percentage of the cross-linked area plotted as a function of
the irradiation dose: (1) no CNM forms below the threshold dose of
approximately 160 µC/cm2; (2) the formation of nuclei occurs up to a
surface coverage of 6–10%; (3) the 1D growth dominates for a
coverage of up to about 35% and the required mean dose is approximately 200 µC/cm2; (4) the 2D growth dominates for a coverage above
about 35% and the required mean dose is approximately 480 µC/cm2.

A possible explanation for this behaviour can be found by
considering the in-plane tension of cross-linked SAMs. It is
known that free-standing CNMs from fully cross-linked NBPT
SAMs exhibit an in-plane tensile residual strain of about 1%
[4]. This strain is expected to be introduced during the crosslinking process, as new bonds are created between neighbouring molecules. Figure 3a shows the formation of small
nuclei in the initial phase of the cross-linking process. Such
island-like structures are known to partially relax compressive
as well as tensile strain by slight expansion or shrinkage, respectively [34]. A 10 nm sized nucleus may shrink up to 1 Å by
relaxing a tensile strain of 1%. Consequently, the distance
between neighbouring molecules adjacent to such cross-linked
nuclei should increase, which will reduce the probability of a
new cross-link formation. This increases the mean dose for the
non-cross-linked monolayer areas near cross-linked patches to
reach the threshold cross-linking density. The two distinct
Gaussian distributions in Figure 4 can be understood to reflect
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the cross-linking of unstrained and strained regions with mean
doses of approximately 200 µC/cm 2 and approximately
480 µC/cm2, respectively. A consequence of this interpretation
is that the formation of nuclei as well as the formation of 1D
structures is assigned to the cross-linking process with the lower
mean dose, i.e., to the unstrained monolayer regions. This is
obvious by Figure 3c and Figure 4. The HIM image of
Figure 3c shows the occurrence of 1D structures while the
second sigmoidal function in Figure 4 possesses a negligible
value at this dose. Therefore, cross-linked patches are not
isotropically surrounded by strained regions but in certain directions the adjacent monolayer is unstrained, which results in the
observed formation of 1D cross-linked structures with the lower
mean dose. The 2D growth of cross-linked areas is then
assigned to the higher mean dose due to the strain in these
monolayer regions.

achieved by controlling the dwell time per pixel. The helium
ion beam was operated at an acceleration voltage of 34.8 kV
and a current of 3.5 pA. Due to the discreteness of bitmap files,
the helium ion beam is intentionally slightly defocused in order
to minimize any inhomogeneities in crosslinking. One circular
feature consists of 2160 write points at a pixel distance of
10 nm. The fabrication of freestanding square CNMs was
carried out by irradiating NBPT SAMs by HIM in a repeated
scanning mode. The sizes of CNMs are the same to the field of
view (FOV) and dose variations are achieved by controlling the
total scanning time. For imaging, the helium ion beam was
operated at acceleration voltages of 36.5–37.9 kV and currents
of 0.3–0.6 pA. Images on SiO2 were acquired at a working distance of 9 mm and a tilt angle of 35° with 30 µs dwell time per
pixel. Images on grid were acquired at a working distance of
30 mm with 0.5 µs dwell time and 128 frames averaged.

Conclusion

Transfer of carbon nanomembranes

Freestanding carbon nanomembranes were successfully fabricated from aromatic self-assembled monolayers by using
helium ion beam lithography. Three distinct stages of the crosslinking process, i.e., the initial nucleation, 1D growth and 2D
growth, were observed ex situ by helium ion microscopy. Such
a sequence could be related to different activation energies of
dissociative electron attachment process as well as different
entropic barriers encountered by the growth fronts. The irradiation dose for a complete cross-linking with helium ions is
roughly 60 times smaller than that with electrons. Most likely,
this is due to the energy distribution of helium ion excited secondary electrons being shifted to lower energies.

After helium ion irradiation, the whole NBPT CNMs were
transferred onto another substrate for further investigations
again with the HIM. For the transfer of NBPT CNMs onto a
SiO2/Si substrate the samples were spin-coated with a layer of
poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) for stabilization and baked
on a hotplate at 90 °C for 5 min. The separation of the PMMA/
CNM/Au layer from the mica substrate was achieved by carefully dipping the sample into water. Subsequently, the Au layer
was completely etched by a gold etchant (5 wt % I 2 and
10 wt % KI in water). Afterwards, the PMMA/CNM layer was
transferred to a Si substrate with an oxide layer with the thickness of 300 nm and the sample was immersed into acetone for
40 min for the dissolution of the PMMA layer. For the fabrication of freestanding NBPT CNMs on a TEM grid the same
process was carried out, except for the drying process being
conducted in a critical-point dryer (CPD, Autosamdri-815B,
Tousimis, USA) to yield intact and suspended CNMs.

Experimental
Preparation of self-assembled monolayers
For the preparation of 4'-nitro-1,1'-biphenyl-4-thiol (NBPT)
SAMs we used a 300 nm polycrystalline Au layer with (111)
crystal planes epitaxially grown on a mica substrate (Georg
Albert Physical Vapor Deposition, Germany). The substrate
was cleaned with a UV/ozone cleaner (UVOH 150 LAB FHR)
for 5 min, rinsed with ethanol, and then blown dry under a
nitrogen stream. Afterwards the substrates were immersed into
10 mL of a solution of dry and degassed dimethylformamide
(DMF) with ca. 10 mmol NBPT molecules for 72 h in a sealed
flask under nitrogen atmosphere.

Helium ion lithography and helium ion
microscopy
The experiments were conducted with a Carl Zeiss Orion Plus®
helium ion microscope at room temperature. The irradiation of
NBPT SAMs was performed by using the built-in software. The
ion beam is programmed to irradiate an array of circular
features by using a bitmap file and the dose variations are
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Abstract
The present study explores lateral broadening effects of 3D structures fabricated through focused electron beam induced deposition
using MeCpPt(IV)Me3 precursor. In particular, the scaling behavior of proximity effects as a function of the primary electron
energy and the deposit height is investigated through experiments and validated through simulations. Correlated Kelvin force
microscopy and conductive atomic force microscopy measurements identified conductive and non-conductive proximity regions. It
was determined that the highest primary electron energies enable the highest edge sharpness while lower energies contain a complex convolution of broadening effects. Moreover, it is demonstrated that intermediate energies lead to even more complex proximity effects that significantly reduce lateral edge sharpness and thus should be avoided if desiring high lateral resolution.

Introduction
Focused electron beam induced deposition (FEBID) has
attracted increasing attention due to capability to directly write
functional (3D) structures with nanometer resolution [1-3].
Compared to lithography-based methods, FEBID does not
require pre- or post-growth treatments and can be used on nonflat surfaces. This makes this technique a potential candidate for
an enabling nanofabrication technology. The technique relies on

the local nano-synthesis of precursor molecules by a focused
electron beam and its subsequent electron emission from the
substrate and the deposit itself [1,3-6]. Typically, a gaseous
precursor is brought into the chamber via a dedicated gas injection system where it adsorbs at the surface, undergoes random
diffusion and desorbs again after a system-dependent residence
time [1,3,4,7-19]. A major problem of FEBID, however, is the
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large amount of carbon impurities that often stem from incompletely dissociated precursor molecules or non-volatile fragments [10]. As these contents can reduce or even mask the
intended functionality [4,6] strong efforts have been made to
optimize the purification processes [6,20-33]. Recently, Geier et
al. demonstrated an approach that finally allows a full purification at high rates without elevated temperatures and/or highly
reactive gases after initial fabrication [32]. While this approach
is ideal for small structures, Sachser et al. demonstrated a
catalytic purification approach without the need of a scanning
e-beam that is, hence, highly suited for the purification of large
areas [33]. Despite these purity issues, a variety of applications
have been demonstrated for different precursors such as nanooptics [34,35], magnetic storage, sensing and logic applications
[36-40], and nanoscale stress/strain or gas sensors [28,41,42].
While highly accurate and reproducible surface morphologies
are essential for some of these applications, e.g., nano-optics, all
of these applications require predictable and reproducible shape
control in the context of high integration densities due to the
ongoing downscaling trends. While Hari et al. recently demonstrated the fabrication of sub-20 nm structures by a careful
experimental setup [43], Arnold et al. described the role of
backscattered electrons (BSEs) generated by the growing
deposit itself and its consequences on lateral broadening effects
[44]. Both studies, however, used highly defined quasi-1D or
quasi-2D structures as ideal test models and/or with the aim of
unique lithography alternatives. For many applications,
however, 3D deposits are required and thus more complex proximity effects emerge due to the extensive electron trajectories,
which have been basically demonstrated in experiments and
simulations [18]. In order to push this technique further towards
the intrinsic limits, a detailed knowledge of broadening effects,
their origins and the scaling behavior for edge-effects of 3D
structures needs to be acquired.
In this study, we focus on such broadening effects for 1 × 1 µm
deposits with heights below 140 nm. We analyze the morphology, the chemistry and the electric properties of the proximity
effects by a multi-technique approach and complement the
experimental data with Monte Carlo electron–solid simulations.
Furthermore, we focus on the qualitative scaling behavior of
proximity effects as a function of primary electron energy and
deposit height or thicknesses. Beside the discussion of fundamental broadening effects, we derive ideal and non-ideal parameter ranges from the scaling behavior as a practical output of
this study.

Experimental
FEBID was performed with a FEI Nova200™ dual beam microscope (DBM) equipped with a FEI gas-injection-system (GIS)
for Pt deposition, arranged at an angle of 52° and a vertical dis-

tance of 120 µm to the substrate with an exact alignment of the
GIS main axis with respect to the deposition area as described
in detail by Winkler et al. [45]. For the deposition of PtC
(MeCpPt(IV)Me3) precursor was used at a reservoir temperature of 45 °C (heated for at least 45 min prior to any experiment). Two types of substrates have been used: 1) bare B-doped
Si substrates with a 500 nm SiO2 top-layer providing a root
mean square (RMS) surface roughness values of less than
0.1 nm, and 2) the same substrates with 60 nm Au electrodes,
fabricated through electron-beam lithography using a 3 nm Cr
interfacial adhesion layer. While the former were used for
atomic force microscopy (AFM) and Kelvin force microscopy
(KFM) investigations, the latter have been used for conductiveAFM (C-AFM) measurements. All substrates were taken from
sealed wafer boxes and were immediately transferred to the
dual beam microscope followed by overnight pumping towards
a target chamber pressure of (2–3)·10 −6 mbar. Prior to
patterning, the GIS was opened for about 2 min to establish
stable precursor conditions at the surface at a chamber pressure
of (1–2)·10−5 mbar. All structures have been fabricated by using
stream-files that were generated through a patterning algorithm
custom-written in C++ [46]. Unless otherwise noted, 1 × 1 µm2
squares with variable heights have been used for investigations.
Primary electron energies and beam currents were 5 keV/98 pA,
10 keV/130 pA, 15 keV/140 pA, 20 keV/150 pA, 25 keV/
150 pA and 30 keV/150 pA (in contrast to the finely adjustable
beam energies, the beam current can only be chosen in steps
due to technical reasons). All patterns used a serpentine scanning strategy, constant pixel dwell times (DTs) of 100 µs and
pixel point pitches (PoPs) of 50% beam overlap resulting in
distances of 14.9 down to 7.1 nm. Different thicknesses have
been realized by varying the number of patterning loops. Beam
currents, DTs and PoPs were based on previous studies,
suggesting a widely balanced working regime without strong
excess of electrons or molecules [10,44,45,47]. Preliminary
experiments were performed without precursor gas by using the
same patterns at the highest exposure times revealing low
carbon contamination in the sub-nanometer range. After
successful fabrication the deposits were not e-beam inspected
but immediately transferred to the AFM system. AFM and
KFM experiments have been performed with a Dimension 3100
System (Bruker Nano), equipped with a Hybrid scan head and
operated with a Nanoscope IV controller together with the
C-AFM application module for the respective measurements.
OMCL-C240-TS and ASYELEC-01 (TiIr surface coating)
cantilevers have been used for AFM/KFM (2-pass tapping
mode) and C-AFM (contact mode) measurements, respectively.
The latter experiments have been carried out at voltages
between −12 and +12 V depending on the individual purpose.
All AFM-based experiments have been performed in a glove
box under inert nitrogen atmosphere, which reduces the H2O
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wetting layer on the surface, particularly beneficial for highresolution KFM measurements.
Monte Carlo simulations for radial BSE distributions have been
performed by using the software package CASINO v2.42 [48]
assuming the AFM-measured deposit values and a typical PtC5
chemistry for such FEBID deposition conditions. All emission
profiles were subsequently re-normalized to areal values to
access the real radial distributions.

(see also the left hand scheme in Figure 1a). A detailed discussion for the edge broadening, EB, and in particular for the inner
halos, IH, is given later as more experimental data and simulations are needed for a comprehensive explanation.

Results
Morphology
At first, a full set of FEBID structures have been deposited with
different primary electron energies (5–30 keV), similar beam
currents (98–150 pA) and varying deposit thicknesses between
5 and 132 nm. The upper part of Figure 1b (left Y axis) shows a
comparison of normalized AFM height cross sections for similarly thick deposits (65 ± 6 nm) to reveal the energy dependent
evolution of proximity deposition. Although different in their
dimensions the proximal shapes can be classified by three
distinct features as schematically shown on the right hand side
in Figure 1a: 1) small edge-broadening (EB), which is always
found in the range of 20–60 nm per side in agreement with
single line broadening effects recently described by Arnold et
al. [44]; 2) a large outer halo (OH), which is extremely thin
(less than 5% of the deposit height, see Figure S1, Supporting
Information File 1); and 3) an inner halo (IH), which changes its
shape depending on the primary energy. As can be seen, the
inner halo reveals a distinct plateau for intermediate electron
energies around 20 keV, which strongly reduces the achievable
lateral deposit edge sharpness (magenta line in Figure 1b). For
decreasing primary energies the plateau gets higher but more
narrow (e.g., blue line in Figure 1b for 15 keV). In contrast,
higher primary energies lead to flatter plateaus with increasing
radius finally resulting in a broadening that is dominated by the
outer halo (green line in Figure 1b for 30 keV). Figure 2 shows
the thickness-dependent radius of the outer halo (AFM-based)
for 30 keV deposits (a) together with the simulated backscattered electron (BSE) radius (b) derived from the used Si–SiO2
substrate (simulated by the Monte Carlo package CASINO
[48]). As evident in Figure 2, the experimentally measured
outer halo radius approaches the simulated value (indicated by
the dashed red line), which reveals substrate-related BSEs
(BSE-S) to be involved in the formation of the outer halo.
Considering the cross-section of MeCpPt(IV)Me3 precursor
molecules [3,17,49,50] with its maximum clearly below 1 keV,
it is very likely that secondary electrons type II (SE-II) are
mainly responsible for the dissociation although a direct dissociation through BSE-S is also likely to contribute. Hence, it can
be concluded that the outer-halo can predominantly be assigned
to substrate-related BSE-S and SE-II, further denoted as SE-II-S

Figure 1: (a) Classification of proximal shapes (right hand side). The
grey box indicates the intended deposit while the black curve schematically summarizes the proximal effects. The left hand side indicates the
different electron species depending on their exit position. The notation S and D stands for substrate- and deposit-related species, respectively, which holds for BSE and related SE-II contributions. Forward
scattered electron (FSE)-related SEs are denoted as SE-III.
(b) Normalized AFM height cross sections of similar thickness deposits
(65 ± 6 nm) for different primary energies (upper graphs, left Y axis)
together with KFM-based surface potential data offset to 0 V for the
values of SiO2 (lower graphs, right Y axis).

Figure 2: (a) Radius of the outer halo (AFM-based) of 30 keV PtC
deposits as a function of the central pad thickness. (b) Simulated BSES radius for 30 keV electrons in Si–SiO2.
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Functionality
In the following a two-step approach is followed: First, the
surface potential, which reflects the chemical composition and
its electronic properties, and, subsequently, the electric conductivity are mapped. The combination of both measurements
allows one then to derive the scaling behavior of functional
(electrically conductive) and non-functional (electrically insulating) proximity regions in dependence on the primary electron energy and the deposit thickness.
To access the chemical properties of the deposits, Kelvin force
microscopy (KFM) was conducted as it provides a laterally
resolved measurement of the variations in surface potential.
Figure 3 gives a representative AFM height image (a) together
with the corresponding surface potential (b) of a ca. 9 nm thick
deposit fabricated at 25 keV. Correlated cross sections are
shown in Figure 3c for the height (top), the tapping phase
(center, green), and the surface potential (bottom, blue). As can
be seen the surface potential reveals three different levels: 1) the
SiO2 substrate (offset to zero); 2) the deposit with a potential
difference of about −150 mV; and 3) another level for the outer
halo at −300 mV.
The essential information is the fact that the surface potential of
the outer halo level is below those of both the PtC pad and the
SiO2. This excludes the idea that the formation of this intermediate level is a simple convolution of substrate and central
deposit. Once the outer halo gets thinner at increasing radii, the
associated surface potential gets increasingly dominated by the
SiO 2 substrate underneath and finally approaches the same

value. As KFM gives insight into the electronic band structure,
the distinct potential of the outer halo indicates different
chemistries and/or functional properties compared to the central
PtC deposit. This is further supported by the tapping phase
signal (central plot in Figure 3c) that suggests different mechanical properties for the outer halo. As KFM is not able to reveal
the electric conductivity, conductive-AFM (C-AFM) measurements were carried out. For that, FEBID structures were
deposited across the edge between a grounded Au electrode and
the highly insulating SiO2 substrate as shown in Figure 4a for a
40 nm thick 30 keV deposit. The color scale corresponds to the
correlated current signals through sample/deposit/AFM tip and
brighter colors indicate higher conductivities. Figure 4b gives a
current cross section along the upper dotted green line in
Figure 4a revealing three different levels: 1) highest currents for
the conductive Au electrode as expected (blue region);
2) reduced currents at the central deposit area due to the lower
conductivity of as-deposited PtC structures (white regions)
[28,31,41]; and 3) zero current in between according to the
darkest areas in Figure 4a (red zones). The latter can be
assigned to the very thin outer halo (less than 2 nm thickness),
which corresponds well with the observation of different
surface potentials for the same regions. To confirm the finding
of a non-conductive outer halo, another current cross section on
the insulating SiO2 substrate is shown in Figure 4c (along the
lower dotted line in Figure 4a) also revealing electrical conductivity only for the central deposit (white area). From this data
we can conclude that lower surface potentials (KFM) indicate
lower electric conductivities (C-AFM), further denoted as
“functionality”.

Figure 3: Representative AFM height image (a) of a 9 nm thick PtC deposit on Si–SiO2 fabricated at 25 keV together with the correlated surface
potential distribution (b) via KFM. (c) Corresponding cross sections for height (top), tapping phase (center) and surface potential (bottom). The colors
illustrate the intended PtC pad (white), the outer halo (red) and the SiO2 substrate (grey).
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Figure 4: AFM height images with overlaid current information of PtC
pads deposited on an conductive Au electrode extending to the insulating SiO2 substrate for a 30 keV (a) and 5 keV (d) deposit. Current
cross sections for the 30 keV deposit (a) are given in (b) and (c) for Au
and SiO2 areas, respectively, revealing the nanometer thick outer halo
OH as insulating. In contrast, (e) shows correlated height (black, left
axis) and current (red, right axis) cross sections for the 5 keV deposit
(d) revealing the proximity deposition as fully conductive. The individual shadings in the cross sections are specified bottom right.

Following this correlation approach we can classify the lateral
functionalities based on KFM data as summarized in Figure 5a:
1) a fully-functional range for potential values very similar to
the central deposit (white area); 2) a non-functional radius
starting from lowest potential values to highest detectable deviation from the substrates (red zone); and 3) a transition area
between (1) and (2) (green range). Figure 5b summarizes the
non-functional radii as a function of the primary energy for
different thicknesses (see bottom legend). Associated simulations of substrate-related BSE-S radii (green spheres) are in
good agreement with the experimentally observed radii of the
outer halo, which further confirms their strong correlation. The
decaying behavior for thinnest pads at highest energies (encircled on the right hand side) can be explained by the decreasing
number of primary electrons together with the low BSE yield at
such high primary energies. This leads to very low areal BSE
emission at the highest radial positions which can (partly) dissociate precursor molecules, however, below the KFM detection
sensitivity. On the other hand, the increasing non-functional
radius for thicker deposits at lower energies (encircled on the
left hand side) is a result of increasing FSE contributions as will
be discussed in the following section.

Figure 5: (a) Functional classification of proximity deposition based on
KFM measurements. (b) and (c) show the energy- and thicknessdependent radii of the non-functional and the fully-functional radius,
respectively. A detailed explanation is given in the main text.

Interestingly, the fully-functional radius (Figure 5c) shows the
smallest values at high and low primary energies while considerable broadening is observed for intermediate energies. Correlation with the morphological data reveals the distinct proximity plateaus (see Figure 1b and supplement Figure S2) as
partly electrically functional areas as indicated by the blue
shading in Figure 5c. The origin of the plateaus is discussed in
the following section.

Discussion
At this point it is important to note that the present study
primarily focuses on the qualitative description of energy- and
height-dependent proximity effects with respect to morphology
and functionality. The latter describes the electrical conductivity and is derived from combined C-AFM and KFM
measurements. The absolute values for halo heights and func-
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tional radii might slightly change for different precursor regime
conditions but show the same qualitative scaling behavior. The
discussion starts with highest primary energies due to simplicity
further expanded by the more complex situation for low primary energies. Finally, intermediate energies are discussed, which
show distinct morphological proximity plateaus as evident in
Figure 1.

High primary energies
First, we focus on the non-functional outer halo (C-AFM,
Figure 4) revealing distinctly different surface potentials
compared to the central deposit (KFM, Figure 3). It is wellknown that the dissociation of the MeCpPt(IV)Me3 precursor
molecules is not a single step process [2,3,16,17]. Thus, we
suggest the low areal flux of substrate related BSE-S/SE-II-S at
high primary energies results in a partial dissociation, e.g.,
single methyl dissociation [51], which hinders the formation of
Pt nanograins. This is further supported by the very low thickness of the OH [44]. This can explain both, the distinctly
different surface potential as well as the insulating characteristic of the outer halo observed via KFM and C-AFM, respectively. To understand the edge-broadening effect a closer look at
the edge morphology is required as shown in Figure 6a, which
is a normalized plot of 30 keV deposits with different thicknesses. The dotted vertical line gives the last patterning point at
the edge (intended patterning edge) revealing the final slope to
be symmetrically distributed at half maximum. Previous studies
by Arnold et al. [44] revealed that the achievable width of
single lines is determined by BSE/SE-II contributions from the
deposit itself (BSE-D/SE-II-D). Analogous to that work,
Figure 6b shows the simulated radial BSE-D distribution for the
outermost patterning point (30 keV in 30 nm PtC5 on Si–SiO2
(500 nm)). The direct comparison (highlighted by the red
shading) shows good agreement between the lateral BSE-D
spread and the symmetric slope determined via simulations and
experiments, respectively. This strongly suggests that the edgebroadening (EB) outside of the intended deposit is influenced
by SE-II contributions, which are triggered by BSE originating
from the deposit. Detailed KFM analyses of EB areas reveal the
same surface potential as the central deposit suggesting a fullyfunctional character (same electric properties as the central
deposit).

Figure 6: Edge-broadening effect for 30 keV deposits of different thickness. (a) shows a normalized height representation with the last
patterning point at 10.5 µm indicated by the vertical dotted line.
(b) shows the simulated radial BSE emission in PtC5 (BSE-D) for the
last patterning point revealing the symmetric edge broadening in
agreement with the respective BSE-D distribution (red shades).

net volume growth rates at the outermost patterning edges and
corners [18,52].
In summary, the observed edge-broadening for high primary
electron energy is an unavoidable effect ultimately contributing
to the finally achievable, fully-functional edge sharpness. It is
important to mention that absolute values of the proximity radii
strongly depend on the experimental setup as impressively
demonstrated by van Oven et al. and Hari et al. [15,43].

Low primary energies
The observation of an increasing slope inside the intended footprint is described in detail by Winkler et al. [52] and can be
mainly attributed to the patterning itself: While volume growth
rates at the very central patterning points are supported by
deposit related BSE/SE-II contributions in X and Y, patterning
points at the edges and corners show a reduced number of
neighboring patterning points [18]. The resulting decrease of
deposit-related BSE/SE-II contributions then leads to decreased

Next, the broadening effects for lowest energies and increasing
deposit thicknesses are discussed. Figure 7 shows a normalized
set of AFM height cross-sections of 5 keV deposits of different
thickness (b) with the last patterning point at the edge being
indicated by the dashed line. Evidently, a symmetric slope
around the pattern edge can be identified (red shading) followed by a strong decay (blue shading). The symmetric slope
can again be explained by the radial BSE distribution origi-
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nating from the deposit (BSE-D and entailed SE-II-D) as shown
for the last patterning point in Figure 7a (correlated red
shading). The large scale proximity deposition can clearly be
attributed to substrate-related BSE/SE-II electrons (BSE-S/SEII-S) as shown by correlated simulations in Figure 7c (correlated blue shades). Very careful KFM analyses with respect to
largest detectable outer-halo radii revealed a behavior which is
shown in Figure 8 by the squares. For deposit thicknesses below
30 nm, outer-halo radii of around 450 nm are found, which are
in good agreement with the BSE-S radius shown in Figure 7c
(schematically indicated by the vertical dashed line in Figure 8).
Thicker deposits, however, led to an almost linear increase of
the outer halo (dashed red line). To explain this proximity deposition the small interaction volume for low energy electrons in
the growing deposit has to be considered, which leads to
forward scattered electrons (FSE) at the sidewalls followed by
re-entry in the surrounding areas [18,53]. Please note that
similar to the SE-II emission we expect FSE triggered type-III
secondary electrons (SE-III) as the predominantly dissociating
species. As indicated by the inset schematic in Figure 8, the
growing deposits (brown boxes) lead to an almost linearly
scaling FSE radius (red lines), which corroborates the experimentally observed scaling of the outer halo. This strong heightdependent broadening also explains why the non-functional
radius increases as shown in Figure 5b (encircled green).
Figure 7: Broadening effects for 5 keV deposits of different thickness.
(b) shows the normalized height representation (absolute pad thicknesses are specified in the legend) with the last patterning point at
10.5 µm (dotted vertical line). (a) shows the simulated BSE-D distribution of 5 keV electrons in PtC5 for the last patterning point which again
is in good agreement with the symmetric edge broadening (red
shades). (c) gives the simulated BSE-S distribution of 5 keV electrons
in the substrate which can explain the outer proximity deposition (blue
shades).

In summary, we conclude from this section that for low energy
deposits, the highest lateral sharpness can only be achieved for
thin deposits for which the FSE contributions are negligible. In
such a situation the deposit-related BSE-D/SE-II-D broaden the
edges (Figure 7a). This broadening is overlaid by a substraterelated broadening due to BSE-S/SE-II-S contributions
(Figure 7c). Thicker deposits lead to increasing FSE/SE-III
contributions that further broaden the deposit although the
related halo thickness is very thin (less than 2 nm for highest
deposits of 136 nm). The non-conductive character is attributed
to the low FSE/SE-III re-entry yield and thus to a low dissociation rate. As a general rule deduced here, low primary energies
should only be used for very thin deposits in order to achieve
sharp deposit edges.

Intermediate primary energies

Figure 8: Outer-halo behavior for increasing pad thicknesses of 5 keV
deposits (squares) together with an FSE-related scheme to explain the
linear increase for thicker deposits (details are given in the main text).

Finally, the distinct plateaus for intermediate primary energies
(Figure 1b) and the corresponding strongly varying functionalities (Figure 5d) need to be explained. As evident in Figure 9a,
20 keV deposits reveal a distinct morphological plateau outside
the intended deposit. To explain this feature, the cumulative
BSE and FSE emission during a patterning line from point A to
B (indicated in green) has to be considered. This is shown in
Figure 9b by a normalized representation in which the FSE
simulation takes exiting and re-entering electrons into account
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Conclusion

Figure 9: (a) AFM height cross section of a 20 keV deposit. (b) cumulative BSE emission (blue, left axis) and FSE emission and re-entry
(red, right axis) contributions after scanning from A to B (indicated in
(a)) in normalized plot. While FSE contributions can be neglected (red)
due to the larger interaction volume, BSE (blue) and triggered SE-II
emission can explain the plateau formation by means of a pattern
reflection as discussed in the main text.

as well. As is evident, FSE contributions (red) are irrelevant for
the plateau formation due to the low scattering of 20 keV electrons in sub-100 nm PtC deposits. The cumulative BSE distribution (blue), however, shows two different features. As indicated
by the blue shading on the left side of the intended deposit, the
substrate-related BSE-S radius is in the range of about 5 µm in
agreement with the outer-halo radius. The more important
features are the plateau-like shapes outside the intended deposit
as highlighted by the right hand red shade in Figure 9. These
shapes evolve as a consequence of the patterning process itself:
When rastering from A to B, the lateral BSE-S distribution from
the substrate is a superposition of each single point along the
patterning line leading to the blue BSE emission curve. As
evident the profile shape is in very good agreement with the
experimentally observed plateau (black curve) and can be
understood as pattern reflection outside the intended structure
(red shade). Once, point B is reached a continuous decay
follows with a total radius of about 5 µm in agreement with
simulated BSE radius stemming from the substrate (blue
shades). Please note, the very distinct plateau formation at
20 keV is a complex interplay between primary electron energy,
the substrate material used and the patterning footprint geometry and by that complicated to predict. As general rule,
however, it can be deduced that intermediate primary electron
energies should be avoided when aiming for highest lateral
resolution (see also Figure 5c).

In conclusion, we have qualitatively studied side-wall broadening effects for three-dimensional FEBID deposits using
MeCpPt(IV)Me3 precursor on Si–SiO2 substrates. It is found
that highest primary electron energies lead to sharpest deposit
edges widely independent of the thickness in a sub-140 nm
regime. If samples are not compatible with high energies, low
primary energies are an alternative, however, with a strong
thickness dependency due to increasing contributions from
forward scattered electrons (see Figure S3, Supporting Information File 1). The important finding of this study, however, is the
fact that intermediate primary energies can lead to significant
edge broadening as a consequence of substrate-related backscattered electrons resulting in distinct plateaus around the intended
deposit. Finally, as previously observed for quasi-1D single
lines [44], an unavoidable edge broadening occurs as the result
of deposit-related backscattered electrons. It is important to note
that absolute values for the observed broadening effects
strongly depend on the deposit chemistry (different precursors),
the working regime (beam current, dwell times, point pitches)
as well as on the substrate type as spatial electron trajectories
change with these properties. Nevertheless, the findings of this
study give a general qualitative insight into the behavior and
scaling of proximity deposition that ultimately limits the achievable edge sharpness and by that lateral resolution (see Figure
S4, Supporting Information File 1).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information File 1
Additional experimental data.
[http://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjnano/content/
supplementary/2190-4286-6-47-S1.pdf]
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Abstract
Platinum–carbon nanostructures deposited via electron beam induced deposition from MeCpPt(IV)Me3 are purified during a postdeposition electron exposure treatment in a localized oxygen ambient at room temperature. Time-dependent studies demonstrate
that the process occurs from the top–down. Electron beam energy and current studies demonstrate that the process is controlled by a
confluence of the electron energy loss and oxygen concentration. Furthermore, the experimental results are modeled as a 2nd order
reaction which is dependent on both the electron energy loss density and the oxygen concentration. In addition to purification, the
post-deposition electron stimulated oxygen purification process enhances the resolution of the EBID process due to the isotropic
carbon removal from the as-deposited materials which produces high-fidelity shape retention.

Introduction
Focused electron beam induced deposition (FEBID) is an attractive nanotechnology application because of its unique processing latitude and high precision resolution. FEBID uses an electron beam scanned in a specific pattern to dissociate and
condense precursor material onto a substrate with high shape
fidelity and a high degree of flexibility in the final form of the
structure [1-3]. Additionally, FEBID is a more gentle technique

as compared to similar techniques (e.g., ion beam induced deposition (IBID)) which is beneficial for many applications. The
major drawback to FEBID is the purity of the final deposits
which results from unwanted precursor fragments left after
dissociation. The immediate potential for high impact applications makes the purification strategies for FEBID an important
area of study. Several strategies have been investigated for puri-
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fying EBID deposits (see Botman et al. [1] for a review). In situ
purification strategies include: 1) precursors which easily
decompose, for instance: WF6 [4], Co2(CO)8 [5], and AuClPF3
[6]; 2) mixed gas chemistries which react with the typically
organic fragments [7,8] and 3) in situ substrate [9,10] or pulsed
laser heating [11-13]. Several ex situ strategies have also been
explored. Post annealing treatments in various ambients have
been shown to improve the purity in PtCx deposits from the
MeCpPt(IV)Me 3 precursor and AuC x deposits from the
Me2Au(acac) precursor [14]. Recently, pulsed laser annealing
of PtCx deposits in O2 was also successful in fully photo-thermally inducing a C–O reaction to remove the carbon matrix and
densify the platinum [15]. Electron stimulated carbon reduction
in vacuum was also demonstrated for PtCx deposits [16,17].
Recently, Huth et al. explored a pulsed heating process in O2
which accelerates the carbon removal relative to a constant heat
source and is suggested to be facilitated via a catalytic Pt–O
reaction [18]. Finally, Mackus et al. have demonstrated that
EBID deposited seed layers can be used as catalyst sites for
selective area atomic layer deposition growth of Pt layers [19].
To this end, we have recently studied the post-deposition purification of platinum–carbon nanostructures deposited from
MeCpPt(IV)Me 3 via an electron stimulated reaction with
oxygen gas [16] and water vapor [20]. Additionally we
have investigated the purification of ruthenium–carbon
nanostructures deposited from the bis(ethylcyclopentyldienyl)
ruthenium(II) precursor via electron stimulated reaction with O2
[21]. The electron-stimulated H2O study was performed in a
variable pressure scanning electron microscope (SEM) with a
much higher pressure range of (10–100 Pa). In this regime, the
purification appears to be reaction-rate-limited as various processing conditions could be reduced to a linear change in carbon
content versus electron dose. Interestingly cross-sectional TEM
studies revealed that the process occurred bottom-up where the
purification rate is fastest at the end of the electron-beam range
in the PtCx deposit and eventually propagates to the surface.
Our previous electron-stimulated purification study in O2 was
performed in a standard high-vacuum SEM and the O2 was
injected with a localized gas injection system. In the previous
study we examined the purification rate as a function of deposit
thickness, localized oxygen pressure and oxygen temperature.
The results suggested that the rate-limiting mechanism is the
electron stimulated reaction of oxygen molecules adsorbed/
permeated into the PtCx matrix. In this contribution we have
expanded our initial study of the electron-stimulated purification in O2, namely we have: 1) extended our temperature study
to room temperature; 2) demonstrated that the process propagates top–down; 3) studied variable current and scanning parameters; 4) compared the purification rate as a function of beam
energy; 5) compared the purification of pseudo-1-dimensional

wires; and 6) introduced an adsorption/permeation and reaction
model, which can mimic the purification rates observed in the
different regimes studied.

Results and Discussion
Purification rates
In our previous work [16] we demonstrated that both the purification rate and final purity increased with decreasing temperature as the oxygen gas temperature decreased between 78 and
50 °C. It was speculated that this trend could be extended to
room temperature due to the increased residence time of O2 on
the surface of the deposit, however, at temperatures below
50 °C, competitive MeCpPt(IV)Me3 adsorption arrested the
purification process. For this study, the GIS was cleaned of all
trace MeCpPt(IV)Me3 to mitigate the precursor contamination.
Thus, extending the study to room temperature, we re-examined the temperature dependence of the purification. Figure 1a,b
illustrates in situ EDS spectra as a function of the purification
time for the 25 and 78 °C studies, respectively. The initial
deposit thickness before purification was ca. 100 nm. Figure 1c
shows the integrated Pt/C ratios as a function of purification
time and Figure 1d compares the ex situ EDS spectra for the
purified deposits to the as-deposited spectra. Figure 1 clearly
illustrates that the purification extent and rate is increased down
to room temperature. This is consistent with our proposed masstransport limited regime where the O2 residence time increases
the available O2 on the surface (and ultimately diffused to the
PtCx matrix) so subsequent electron stimulated reactions and
COx removal can proceed.
While the initial purification rates appear to be comparable,
non-intuitively, the reaction rate at longer purification times and
ultimately the final purity are both higher using a lower
temperature reactive gas. Since higher temperature is expected
to enhance oxygen diffusion, we speculate that the observed
purification enhancement is due to an enhanced residence time
for O2 at lower temperature; subsequently setting up a larger
concentration gradient to enhance the diffusive transport necessary for the reaction front to propagate. It is also worth
commenting on the slight peak that appears in the EDS spectra
of the fully purified deposit. This peak is present because the
Pt-N peak overlaps with the C-K peak. For pure platinum, the N
peak to M peak ratio is about 0.09 and thus is always present
even in the absence of carbon.

Top–down reaction process
Figure 2 shows a series of relatively thick PtCx pads that were
originally grown to a thickness of ca. 400 nm and subsequently
purified at 25 °C at various times from 1 to 12 min. After
curing, the pads were sectioned using gallium focused ion beam
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Figure 1: In situ EDS spectra of deposits purified using an electron beam with an energy of 5 keV, a current of 1.6 nA, a dwell time of 100 ns, and a
pixel spacing of roughly 0.65 nm plotted for different purification times for the (a) 25 and (b) 78 °C O2 flow studies. (c) Shows the normalized integrated Pt/C ratios as a function of purification time (top axis) and estimated received dose (bottom axis). (d) Shows the final EDS spectra after 20 min
of purification.

milling to reveal the Pt layer thickness as a function of purification time. The SEM micrographs in Figure 2 depict the bright
purified platinum on top of the darker un-purified PtCx at the
various purification time increments. As demonstrated, the electron stimulated O2 purification process appears to be occurring
in a top–down manner which is distinctly different from what is
observed for higher pressure H2O purification [20]. Consistent
with the energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) measurements, the measured thickness versus time (Figure 2b) reveals
an approximately linear purification rate (R2 value of 0.97). The
thickness of the pad after 2 and 4 min of purification shown on
the plot is included for completeness, but the error bars based
on multiple measurements are quite large because the the purified layer is very thin. This suggests the O2 reactant surface
concentration is relatively constant at the growth front. Based
on amorphous carbon O2 etching studies by Hopf et al. [22] we
previously suggested that two types of O2 species could be
contributing to the process – namely: 1) O2 adsorbing simultaneous with the electron flux and 2) O2 adsorbed to high-binding
energy carbon sites which result from electron irradiation. As

the process is now revealed to occur top–down, we suggest that
the process is likely facilitated via a catalytic O2-Pt dissociative
adsorption process [18,23]; specifically, whereas O2 has a very
low adsorption energy (and thus short residence time) on amorphous carbon the Pt surface promotes a dissociative adsorption
process with a higher binding energy with consequently higher
equilibrium surface coverage.

Beam parameter studies
To explore this growth mechanism further we performed two
additional studies: 1) increased pixel spacing on the live scan
imaging during purification by a factor of 1.85, and 2) reduced
the current to about 0.5 nA (ca. 3.6× reduction). Figure 3a
compares the integrated carbon peak as a function of exposure
time for the different scanning conditions. Clearly, changing the
pixel spacing does not affect the purification process. The effect
of increasing the pixel spacing has the effect of reducing the
loop or frame time by a factor of about 3.5 (from 79 to 22 ms)
and thus increasing the total number of loops by the same factor
for a constant purification time. Therefore, if the process is
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Figure 2: a) Cross-section SEM images of 400 nm thick PtCx deposits that were purified for 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 12 min (reading from left to right)
demonstrating the linear, top–down nature of the purification process and b) is a plot of the purified layer thickness on the top of the pad against the
total purification time.

Figure 3: Normalized carbon peak area plotted as a function of a) curing time for the indicated pixel resolutions (note higher pixel resolution resulted
in longer frame time) and b) dose for indicated beam currents. The inset depicts the same normalized carbon peak area as a function of time. The
1024 × 884 pixel resolution corresponds to ca. 0.65 nm point pitch while the 512 × 442 resolution corresponds to a point pitch of about 1.2 nm.

limited by the oxygen concentration as we suspect, the local
oxygen concentration in the reaction zone appears to scale with
the loop time and is not saturating. This is consistent with the
estimated O2 flux [16] of ca. 1 × 1016 O2/(cm2·s) and sticking
probability of 0.05 approximating a monolayer coverage time

on the order of 100 ms. In the second study the current was
decreased with the other scanning parameters held constant.
Figure 3b is a plot of the integrated carbon peak as a function of
effective dose (with an inset plotted versus time). Interestingly,
while the current was decreased a factor of about 3.6, the purifi-
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cation rate only decreased a factor of approximately two (see
inset). This result implies that, at lower current, purification is
more efficient (note that low current purifies at lower dose).
This is consistent with a 2nd order reaction in which the reaction is a function of the electron flux (or as we will demonstrate
the electron energy loss density) and the concentration of the O2
reactant. At the beginning of the beam dwell the per-electron
purification reaction probability is highest since the O2 interfacial concentration is the highest. As the dwell time persists, O2
is consumed and the reaction probability dynamically decreases.
The lower current study indicates that the integrated efficiency
during the entire pixel dwell time is approximately twice as
high at low current as at high current due to the dynamic
consumption of the O 2 .
To investigate the effect of the purification rate with beam
energy, twenty one identical 500 × 500 nm, ca. 80 nm thick
pads were grown. The beam energies studied (and associated
beam current as measured in a Faraday cup) were: 5 (1.8 nA),
7.5 (2.7 nA), 10 (3.1 nA), 15 (3.1 nA) and 20 keV (2.7 nA). The
temporal evolution of the purification process was investigated
with purification exposure times of 5, 7, 10 and 15 min for each
beam energy. Figure 4a is a plot of the integrated EDS carbon
intensity as a function of exposure dose (time × current / crosssectional area) for the different beam energies. Consistent with
electron stimulated reactions, the apparent reaction crosssection decreases with increasing beam energy [24]. Because
the reaction cross section is envisioned to scale with the electron energy loss in the PtCx layer, the electron energy loss was
simulated at the various beam energies in 100 nm PtC5 films on
a 100 nm SiO 2 layer on a silicon substrate (Figure 4b). As
shown, the Monte Carlo energy loss simulations in the PtC5
layer decreases with increasing beam energy. Since the O2 concentration is believed to be localized near the Pt–PtCx interface
due to limited diffusion and trapping at Pt nanoparticles and the
purification front, we compare in Figure 4c the normalized
purification rate (normalized to 5 keV and adjusted for different
currents) from Figure 4a and the near surface energy loss in the
PtC5 layer in Figure 4b as a function of beam energy. Also
shown is the normalized purification rate from our adsorption/
permeation and electron stimulated reaction model as will be
overviewed below. As demonstrated, good agreement between
the experimental and simulated plots is observed, supporting the
top–down purification model.

Enhanced resolution
The volumetric reduction in the PtCx deposits is proportional to
the removal of carbonaceous byproduct and as demonstrated
previously, purification of PtC5 to pure Pt results in an approx.
70% volumetric reduction [16]. Volumetric reduction in a
typical 3-dimensional deposit varies in magnitude depending on

Figure 4: a) Normalized carbon peak area plotted as a function of
dose for the beam energies shown. b) Monte Carlo simulation data
depicting the electron energy loss over a 100 nm PtC5 film on top of
100 nm SiO2 as a function of z height (thickness) at different beam
energies. The gray vertical lines represent the Si–SiO2 and SiO2–PtC5
interfaces. c) Comparison of the empirical purification rate to the simulated surface electron energy loss as normalized to the values at
5 keV.
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the length scale in each direction. For instance, the pseudo
2-dimensional pads have asymmetric length scales as the height
(ca. 100 nm) is much smaller than the lateral dimensions
(500 nm); so the volume loss is dominated in the z-dimension
with very little lateral contraction. To compare, we deposited
wire patterns that were grown with progressively higher number
of electron passes to investigate the purification direction and
volumetric contraction of wires that are nearly symmetric in
height and width. Figure 5a illustrates the purification progression of the deposits as a function of purification time; for
convenience and easy comparison, we only purified half of the
wires. Figure 5b summarizes the reduction in wire-width as a
function of purification time for the wires grown with progressively more passes and result in different initial thicknesses
(ca. 55, 90, 110, and 160 nm) and due to proximity effects [25]
also increased widths (ca. 60, 75, 100, and 115 nm), respectively. Once fully purified, the wire-width reduction ceases with
further irradiation time. For the wire purification of the smallest
two wires one can envision an almost semi-circular cross
section where each wire has a similar purification rate (slope of
the wire-width versus time). The tilted image reveals that the
purification is occurring in a nearly isotropic manner (both

lateral and vertical contraction) and thus the complete purification time is dependent on the initial wire thickness/width. For
the first and second wires there is greater than 50% wire-width
reduction after a short purification time. Assuming a semicircular cross-sectional shape and negligible relative shrinkage
along the long axis, the volumetric reduction was found to be
ca. 75% for wires one and two. For the thicker wires (three and
four) the wire symmetry was different and thus the volumetric
contraction was distributed differently across the width of the
wires and the thickness of the wires. For these, volumetric
reduction can be approximated more accurately by assuming a
rectangular cross-section. Assuming this geometry and the final
wire-widths, the volumetric reduction for both wires three and
four was estimated to be 71%. This result indicates that the final
shape of the deposition after purification can be predicted
analytically. The overall contraction is proportional to the volumetric reduction resulting from the carbon removal from the
deposit (ca. 70%) and therefore the final shape will shrink in
proportion to the original dimensions.
Finally, it is worth noting the slight asymmetry or shift in the
wire center for the purified wires and the residual deposition

Figure 5: a) Images of wire deposits with different initial thicknesses (wires 1–4) purified at 1 min intervals for 6 min (inset on image). b) Estimated
wire-width as a function of purification time for wires. c) EDS measurements of the purified and as-deposited part of the wire pattern.
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that is visible after purification. This shift is attributed to the
directionality of the O2 gas flux; the position of the gas nozzle
relative to the SEM image is noted in Figure 5a. The preferential purification is due to a slightly higher gas flux on the left
side of the wires as discussed in detail elsewhere [26]. Importantly, because the O2-assisted electron beam purification is
isotropic, one can predict the shape change due to the volumetric contraction and which fortuitously can increase the
EBID spatial resolution while simultaneously purifying the
deposit. The residue that becomes visible near the purified wires
is a result of peripheral or proximal deposition from the electron beam tail and backscattered, type II secondary electrons
and in some cases forward scattered electrons during the initial

deposition [27]. This proximal deposition can be avoided with
careful selection of the beam parameters during deposition. As
the layer is extremely thin (a few monolayers) it can also be
easily removed ex situ by with a brief focused ion beam etch.

Microstructure
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images of the
as-deposited and cured PtC x EBID patterns were taken to
compare the microstructure with progressive carbon reduction.
Figure 6a illustrates initial EDS measurements of ca. 30 nm
thick PtC 5 samples that were grown on SiN x membranes
confirming the decrease in carbon with increasing purification
time. Interestingly, the carbon reduction is not as severe as

Figure 6: a) EDS measurements of the samples deposited and purified on the TEM membranes. TEM images of an b) as-deposited, and samples
purified for c) 6 min and d) 12 min. The images reveal an increase in Pt grain size that occurs with increasing purification time.
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compared to samples done on bulk substrates. While not
conclusive, this could be due to two reasons: 1) an overall
decrease in the energy loss in the deposits during purification
due to limited backscattering from the thin membrane;
2) possible carbon deposition on the backside of the membrane
due to slight outgassing from the copper tape adhesive.
Figure 6b–d shows plane-view TEM images of the EBID structures at different purification times. A comparison of the TEM
images reveals that the platinum grains coarsen and densify
with increasing purification time. The estimated grain sizes
were 1.97 nm (±0.34 nm), 3.36 nm (±0.69 nm), and 5.06 nm
(±0.80 nm) for as-deposited, 6 min, and 12 min purification
patterns, respectively. In order to further characterize the
microstructure development during purification, selected area
electron diffraction patterns (SAED) were taken for an
as-deposited and purified PtCx deposit as shown in Figure 7a.
Figure 7b compares the radially averaged diffraction patterns
which clearly illustrates that the electron-beam assisted O 2
purification successfully causes Pt grain densification and
coarsening as indicated by the increased diffraction peak intensity and narrowing of the peak widths. The as-deposited diffraction pattern exhibits broad diffraction rings characteristic of
small grain size and possibly disorder due to high carbon
content. The diffraction peaks narrow as grain size increases

after curing. Grain coarsening is commonly associated with an
increase in electrical conductivity of the PtCx deposit as the
tunnel coupling strengths increase for percolating networks
[17]. For fully purified materials, our previous work [16]
demonstrated a purely metallic material and thus low resistivity
only one order of magnitude higher than bulk Pt. Future work
will correlate purification time to the resultant percolating
network and ultimately their temperature dependent electrical
behavior which can reveal the granular properties of
the evolving nanostructure as well as the insulator to metal
transition.

Modeling
Finally, to emulate the purification reaction we have developed
a model which incorporates the O 2 1) surface adsorption,
2) permeation/diffusion, 3) preferential O 2 –Pt adsorption,
4) electron stimulated reaction, and 5) subsequent COx outdiffusion. Purification experiments were simulated using a
hybrid numerical approximation consisting of (1) a Monte Carlo
electron scattering simulation coupled with (2) an explicit
finite difference treatment of oxygen diffusion and the (3)
Huen–Euler method to approximate the dissociative chemisorption of atomic oxygen on metal nanoparticle surfaces internal to
the deposited solid. Electron energy loss converts bound oxygen
into an activated form that is assumed to instantaneously
oxidize amorphous carbon. The resulting COx is liberated from
the deposit via subsequent diffusion to the surface. The details
of the simulation will be provided in a future publication and
only a brief summary is provided here.
The Monte Carlo simulation is executed in order to accumulate
the 3D spatial profile of the inelastic energy deposited in a
semi–infinite thin film stack consisting of a PtCx(z) deposit of
thickness (hfilm) resting on a substrate. The 3D inelastic energy
profile is then scanned across the deposit surface (to mimic the
experimental beam scanning procedure) and the energy is accumulated at the center of the scanning pattern (x = 0, y = 0) in
order to emulate the transiently evolving inelastic energy profile
with depth (z-coordinate) during real experiments at the pad
center. Thus, the critical parameter in the Monte Carlo simulation is the rate of electron energy loss, per unit length scattering,
to the film [1-3];

(1)

Figure 7: Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns for O2
E-beam uncured (left) and cured (right) deposit. Diffraction peaks
become more pronounced after curing.

where E is the electron energy, S is the spatial path length for
the scattering electron in the current voxel, ρ is the material
density, Z is the atomic number, A is the atomic weight and J is
the mean ionization potential. This value is converted into a
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deposited energy “concentration” with units of, e.g., [eV/nm3·s]
for input into the transport simulation. Lastly, the semi–infinite
deposit composition in the depth dimension is updated based on
the transport calculations (described below) in order to account
for the experimentally observed deposit densification – ρ(z),
Z(z) and A(z) are recalculated by volume averaging based on
PtCx(z) for the next Monte Carlo simulation iteration.
In the transport simulation, O2 is introduced into the deposit
based on a surface impingement rate derived from the input
pressure P. Dissolution at the surface is treated according to
Henry’s law S = KeqP where S is the solubility of oxygen and
Keq is the solubility constant. The use of this approximation
requires a description of the deposit composition model. The
model deposit consists of metal nanoparticles with a defined
density ρnp and a radius rnp distributed in an amorphous carbon
matrix (aC) which was constructed based on TEM images of
real structures. Further, the aC was modeled as “polymer-like”
in the simulation. O2 dissolved and diffused within a partitioned pixel fraction based on the mean pixel composition
PtC x(z) .
The transport equation treating the diffusion of the mobile O2
concentration (CO2m) is shown in Equation 2 as the first term on
the right hand side with the remaining terms describing the
interaction of mobile oxygen gas with Pt nanoparticles. An
explicit finite differencing scheme is used to calculate the diffusion term in Equation 2. Importantly, the numerical approximation was derived including a variable pixel size which made it
possible to “contract” the deposit based on the amount of
carbon lost.

meter (δ), the number of binding sites per unit nanoparticle
area (sd) and the mean residence time of atomic oxygen on
the nanoparticles (τ). The later appears in the third term
which describes the associative desorption of atomic oxygen to
form dissolved, mobile molecular oxygen. Terms 2 and 3 are
combined and solved by using the improved Euler, or
Heun–Euler method, applicable for a first-order differential
equation which is a predictor–corrector method and is second
order accurate with a cubed truncation error.
Adsorbed, immobile atomic oxygen COim is available for electron-induced dissociation as represented by Equation 3 and
provides the coupling between the Monte Carlo electron scattering simulation and the transport calculations. Specifically,
term 1 on the right hand side of the equation treats the electrondriven activation of atomic oxygen using the law of mass action
and treats the reaction as 2nd order (1st order in each concentration) where the units of the reaction constant are, e.g.,
[nm3/eV·s], and CeV is the “concentration” of electron energy
loss.
Importantly, once the oxygen is chemically “activated” the
assumption is made that this species (O*) instantly reacts with
aC yielding CO1.5 (without actual knowledge of the ratio of CO
and CO2 byproduct yields, parity was assumed);

(4)

(5)
The second term in Equation 2 describes the chemisorption of
mobile oxygen gas as adsorbed atomic oxygen at nanoparticle
surfaces. Φ O2 is the impingement rate of mobile O 2 on the
nanoparticle surface (this parameter is derived from Monte
Carlo simulations of a diffusing test particle impinging on a
spherical nanoparticle and will be discussed in detail in the
future publication) and depends on the concentration of mobile
oxygen, the nanoparticle radius, depth into the deposit and time.
Also important to the adsorption interaction is the sticking para-

Subsequently, the liberated CO1.5 diffuses within the aC matrix
and is vaporized at the deposit surface. Pixels shrink according
to the amount of aC liberated. Conversely, the flow of both O2
and CO1.5 are prohibited at the buried deposit–substrate interface under a no–flow boundary condition. It is important to note
that the spontaneous oxidation of carbon by chemisorbed
atomic oxygen is neglected in the current model. As a result, the

(2)

(3)
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simulation results reported are expected to overestimate the rate
of beam induced oxidation.
The summarized simulation flow above represents one loop of
purification. Following the completion of a single loop, the
PtCx(z) composition for each xy-planar slice in the 3D spatial
domain for the Monte Carlo simulation is updated based on the
contraction of the spatial nodes in the transport simulation
due to the loss of aC. This procedure accounts for both (1) the
motion of the deposit surface as well as (2) the deposit
densification.
Table 1 summarizes of the relevant variables derived to match
the 5 keV purification rate illustrated in Figure 2. Based on
these variables, the different beam parameter studies were simulated. Figure 8 is a normalized (to 5 keV) bar graph of the
experimental and simulated purification rates for the different

Table 1: The relevant derived variables used in the simulation to
obtain the correct experimentally determined purification rates.

O2 purification
Electron beam energy
Electron beam current

5 keV
1800 pA

Beam scanning pixel size
Beam scanning region
Beam dwell time per pixel

0.65 nm
620 nm
100 ns

Pad thickness
Initial pad composition (PtCx)

100 nm
5[]

Rate constant
Diffusion coefficient
Solid dissolution constant
Mean residence time (reactant on
metal np)
Sticking probability
Pressure (reactant gas)

4000 nm3/(eV·s)
4 µm2/s
0.03 atoms/(nm3·Torr)
12.5 ms
0.05 [%]
2 mTorr

Figure 8: Bar graph comparing the simulated and experimental purification rates for varying beam parameters.

beam parameters. As can be seen the purification model accurately mimics the experimental trends presented here. We will
elaborate on the model and compare the O2 and H2O purification mechanisms in a near future publication.

Experimental
Platinum boxes were deposited onto a pre-cleaned 100 nm
thermal SiO2 on Si substrate and then purified. The deposition
and subsequent purification was performed using a FEI NOVA
600 dual-beam system equipped with FEI and Omniprobe gas
injection systems. Prior to deposition, the substrate was sonicated in isopropanol for 5 min and annealed at 900 °C in an
Ar-H2 atmosphere. The sample was then transferred to the SEM
chamber and cleaned using a XEI Scientic plasma cleaner for
30 min at a pressure of 5.34 × 10 −1 mbar. Subsequent to
cleaning, the system was pumped to a base pressure of less than
3 × 10−6 mbar. Platinum deposition was performed using the
FEI GIS and MeCpPt(IV)Me 3 precursor which raised the
chamber pressure to ≈1.5 × 10−5 mbar. 500 × 500 nm boxes
were synthesized at this elevated pressure using the NOVA
patterning software with a beam energy of 5 keV, beam current
of 120 pA, point pitch of 13.55 nm, a pixel dwell time of 10 µs,
and 1000 loops in order to create a pad with a thickness
of about 100 nm. After deposition and pumpdown back to
<3 × 10−6 mbar, the pads were purified using an O2 flow during
electron beam irradiation. The oxygen flow and temperature
were controlled using the Omni GIS system which was inserted
to the same position as our previous work: an angle 52° with
respect to the substrate surface and the lower end of the GIS
nozzle at a straight line distance of 120 µm from the substrate
surface. The oxygen gas line was heated to 78 °C and 25 °C
though some cooling likely occurs before delivery from the
nozzle. After the target oxygen temperature was reached, the
oxygen was injected into the SEM chamber at a pressure of
≈1.4 × 10−5 mbar which was determined by controlling the
valve sequence in the OmniGIS. At this point, the electron
beam was used to irradiate the deposit with the simultaneous
flow of O 2 . Typical purification parameters were: a
beam energy and current of 5 keV and 1.8 nA, respectively, a
≈0.65 nm point pitch with a field of view of 1024 × 884 pixels
(665 × 575 nm), a dwell time of 100 ns, and a typical curing
time of 20 min.
To characterize the reduction in PtCx deposit size with purification, four EBID wires were deposited on a SiO2 substrate and
purified using the same parameters as with the pads. The wire
patterns were deposited with 5 keV, 28 pA beam conditions and
a varying number (10,000, 15,000, 20,000 and 50,000) of EBID
passes to achieve heights of 48, 70, 95, and 150 nm and widths
of approximately 55 nm, 75 nm, 95 nm, and 115 nm, respectively. Half of the wire pattern’s length was purified and the
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other half was left in as-deposited conditions to provide a
dimensional comparison to reveal shrinkage associated with
purification.
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Adams, J.; Fantner, G. Beilstein J. Nanotechnol. 2012, 3, 597–619.
doi:10.3762/bjnano.3.70
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Focused Ion and Electron Beams: Principles and Applications; Oxford

To compare the resultant microstructure and grain size of
progressively purified material, six samples were prepared
on 30 nm thick SiN x substrates for transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) imaging. The samples were deposited
and purified using similar parameters reported above. The
samples were purified to different times (and doses) of 2 min
(51.2 C/cm 2 ), 4 min (102.3 C/cm 2 ), 6 min (153.5 C/cm 2 ),
8 min (204.7 C/cm 2 ), 10 min (255.8 C/cm 2 ), and 12 min
(307.0 C/cm 2 ). Selected area electron diffraction was also
performed to obtain diffraction patterns. These experiments
were conducted in a Zeiss Libra 200 HT FE MC at 120 keV and
minimal beam current to prevent morphological changes.
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Conclusion
We have studied the electron-stimulated O2 purification of PtC
EBID deposits and have shown that the process can be extended
to room temperature. Electron beam current and energy studies
suggest the process is governed by a dynamic process which is
a function of both the electron energy loss and oxygen concentration. Importantly, the purification front propagates from the
top–down which suggests a preferential trapping or limited
permeation of the O2 reactive gas. A model based on a 2nd
order reaction rate was also demonstrated, which accurately
reproduces the experimental trends. Finally, purification of
pseudo-1-dimensional wires illustrate that the purification
process is isotropic and conveniently the carbon reduction leads
to higher resolution wires.
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Abstract
We propose a novel patterning technique for gold nanoparticles on substrates that combines a chemical reaction with electron beam
irradiation. First, gold nanoparticles are placed in a two-dimensional arrangement on the substrate. Then, particular nanoparticles
are fixed on the substrate by irradiation with a focused electron beam to produce a desired pattern. Finally, the unfixed nanoparticles are removed. Using this technique, an array of gold nanoparticles, for example, in the form of a line or patterned over an area,
are prepared on the substrate. This technique could contribute to the fabrication of plasmonic devices and other applications that
require the controlled placement of gold nanoparticles on substrates.

Introduction
Plasmonic waveguides and circuits utilizing localized surface
plasmon resonance (LSPR) are attracting attention for future
optical transmission, sensor, and data processing devices. The
development of these LSPR-based structures would lead to a
reduction in the size of optical circuits and devices [1,2]. Light
energy can be propagated through nanometer-sized wires or
through rows of particles due to the LSPR effect. Gold and
silver nanowires or particles can be used for such waveguides,
as these materials interact with visible light.

plasmons in silver nanowires and the emission of photons at the
end of the nanowires. Branching is considered necessary to
make integrated photonic/plasmonic circuits. The plasmon
propagation on branched silver nanowires was also experimentally demonstrated [4]. However, most of these experiments
were performed using nanowires placed on substrates without
regard to their position. It is difficult to produce a branched
nanowire with a designed shape and to place the nanowire at a
desired position at the nanoscale.

Plasmon propagation through nanowires has been experimentally investigated. Sanders et al. [3] showed the propagation of

It has been theoretically demonstrated that a plasmon can propagate through a chain of spherical metal nanoparticles [5].
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According to these results, the nanoparticles should be placed at
designated positions and close enough to neighboring particles
for transmission at the nanoscale. Gwo et al. [6] fabricated
nanoparticles in a line as well as in the form of other two- and
three-dimensional structures with gold and silver nanoparticles
using a nanomanipulator. This technique is fascinating, but it
may be a time-consuming process for production of relatively
large circuits.
Nanostructures have also been fabricated using focused ion
beam- or focused electron beam-induced deposition [1,7].
However, nanostructures made by these techniques generally
have low purity as they contain a large amount of carbon, and
thus, the structures need to be coated with gold or silver for use
in plasmonic devices. Therefore, a manageable, practical, and
not too complicated technique for fabricating nanoparticle
arrays of a designed shape is needed.

A schematic illustration of this process is shown in Figure 1.
Two methods were employed for step (i), the amine-epoxy
method and the amino-undecanethiol method.
Figure 2 shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of
gold nanoparticles arranged on the substrate after step (i) using
the amine-epoxy method. A similar arrangement technique has
been previously published [8]. The length of the molecules attached to the gold particles controlled the distance between
neighboring particles. In this method, a two-dimensional close
packing of Au particles was partially obtained; however, particles were missing in some areas.
Figure 3 shows a SEM image of the sample after step (iii)
where a line of gold nanoparticles remains on the substrate.

In this paper, we propose a new patterning technique for gold
nanoparticles on substrates. The nanoparticles are first placed in
a two-dimensional arrangement on a substrate by chemical
methods. Thereafter, the desired nanoparticles are immobilized
by focused electron beam irradiation, and finally, the unfixed
nanoparticles are removed.

Results and Discussion
In this technique, the sample was made by implementing the
following steps:
Step (i): Au nanoparticles are placed on a substrate.
Step (ii): Selected nanoparticles are immobilized on the substrate by electron beam irradiation.

Figure 2: SEM image of the substrate after step (i) using the amineepoxy method.

Step (iii): The unfixed nanoparticles are removed from the
substrate.

Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the proposed technique. (i) A twodimensional array of gold nanoparticles is formed on a substrate.
(ii) Selected nanoparticles are irradiated with the electron beam to fix
these particles on the substrate. (iii) The unfixed particles are washed
away, creating an array of nanoparticles.

Figure 3: SEM image of the sample demonstrating that a row of
nanoparticles was formed after step (iii), wherein the sample was irradiated and washed.
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Since the observation process using SEM immobilizes the
nanoparticles in the observation area due to electron beam irradiation, it was necessary to scan the electron beam without
prior observation of the substrate. Thus, the area of the sample
shown in Figure 3 is different from that of Figure 2. As the position of the focused electron beam can be controlled using a
computer, we were able to control and adjust the arrangement
of gold nanoparticles, for example, in the form a line.
Figure 4 shows a SEM image of the sample that was irradiated
over a relatively large, L-shaped area and processed after step
(iii). Some close packed regions were left in the irradiated
L-shaped area. Although the original distribution was not
perfect and many particles were missing in the L-shaped area, it
is demonstrated that the electron beam irradiation can immobilize the nanoparticles over a large area on the substrate.

Figure 5: Raman shift measured for the sample, providing evidence of
the existence of amorphous carbon.

Figure 4: SEM image of the sample irradiated over a relatively large,
L-shaped area.

To reveal the mechanism of nanoparticle immobilization,
Raman spectroscopy was carried out after all process steps of
the sample had been performed; however, the electron beam
irradiated a large area. Figure 5 shows the Raman shift
measured in the area of electron beam irradiation where the
G-band (1580 cm−1) and D-band (1360 cm−1) of carbon are
observed. The presence of these bands suggests that amorphous
carbon or diamond-like carbon exists on the specimen. It should
be noted that no such peaks were observed for the sample
without electron beam irradiation (after the steps (i) and (iii)).
Figure 6 shows a transmission electron microscope (TEM)
image of a nanoparticle on an edge of the widely irradiated
specimen, which was tilted in the microscope. An amorphous
substance is observed in the gap between the substrate and the
particle. A thin amorphous layer is also observed covering the
particle. These results suggest that electron beam irradiation

Figure 6: TEM image of the amorphous deposit formed around/
between the particle and the substrate (a), and schematic illustration of
the immobilization mechanism (b).
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decomposes organic molecules formed on the surfaces of the
substrate and the nanoparticles, and that the amorphous carbon
was formed during step (ii). This amorphous carbon is considered to fix the particles onto the substrate.
The immobilization of the nanoparticle on the substrate surface
is considered to occur due to the deposition of amorphous
carbon. This amorphous carbon most likely originates from
organic molecules around the nanoparticles, as similar mechanisms of decomposition and deposition occur in electron beaminduced deposition (EBID) [9-11]. Fujita et al. reported that
amorphous carbon was formed after the irradiation of phenanthrene molecules adsorbed on a substrate by an electron beam
[12]. Amorphous carbon was also formed by electron beaminduced deposition using a ferrocene precursor [13]. In our
experiment, no precursor gas was introduced into the SEM
chamber, however, the nanoparticles were covered with organic
molecules and hydrocarbon molecules may have been present in
the SEM chamber. Thus, the deposition of amorphous carbon
was considered to occur around the particles during the irradiation process, due to the decomposition of organic substances
by the high-energy electron beam.

Figure 7: SEM image of the sample after step (i) using the aminoundecanethiol method.

In Figure 3, the spacing between neighboring particles is not
uniform. This is probably because the original two-dimensional
arrangement was not perfect, as shown in Figure 2. The result
of the sample which underwent large area irradiation, as shown
in Figure 4, further supports this reason. Thus, another method,
the amino-undecanethiol method, was used for step (i).
Figure 7 shows a SEM image of the substrate after step (i) using
the amino-undecanethiol method. Using this method, the distribution of nanoparticles becomes relatively uniform, as
compared with the amine-epoxy method, though the twodimensional close packing is not obtained. The electron beam
was used to irradiate a rectangular area on the substrate
prepared using the amino-undecanethiol method. A SEM image
of this substrate after step (iii) is shown in Figure 8. Almost all
particles remained in the irradiated area on the substrate, while
most particles were washed away outside of the irradiated area.
This patterning process for nanoparticles, which combines both
chemical and electron beam techniques, could contribute to the
fabrication of single electron transistors [14], Fano resonance
devices [15] and plasmonic waveguides, as the placement of
gold nanoparticles on a substrate could be precisely controlled.

Conclusion
A novel technique for patterning by controlling the placement
of gold nanoparticles on substrates was proposed. The technique combines a chemical reaction with electron beam irradi-

Figure 8: SEM image of the specimen using the amino-undecanethiol
method after step (iii), illustrating that the nanoparticles remained in
the rectangular area of electron irradiation.

ation. This technique could contribute to the fabrication of
nanodevices such as plasmonic waveguides.

Experimental
Step (i): amino-epoxy method
A polished Si wafer, with dimensions of about 3 × 1 mm, was
used as the substrate. The substrate was immersed in a mixture
(1:3 by volume) of hydrogen peroxide (30%) and concentrated
sulfuric acid (98%) for 10 h to create a hydrophilic surface
[16,17]. The substrate was then immersed in 3-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane for 16 h. During this process, a self-assembled monolayer of molecules with an epoxy group was formed
on the Si surface [18].
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An ethanol solution (3 mL) of 2-aminoethanethiol (8 mmol/L)
was added to a commercially available colloidal gold particle
solution (3 mL) and stirred for 1 min. During this process, a
monolayer of molecules with an amino group was formed on
the gold surface [19].
The substrate was then immersed for 12 h in the colloidal gold
solution described above in order to attach the amino group on
the gold particles with the epoxy group on the substrate. Afterwards, the substrate was dried in air at room temperature. As a
result of these process steps, a two-dimensional array of gold
nanoparticles formed on the substrate, as shown schematically
in Figure 9.

for each particle. For the L-shaped and rectangular patterns, the
electron dose was about 0.07 nC/μm2.
This process immobilized the irradiated particles on the substrate by changing the structure of the organic molecules that
surrounded the irradiated particles. The detailed mechanism of
this step was discussed above.

Step (iii): removal of unfixed particles
Finally, the irradiated substrate was rinsed in water during ultrasonication with a commercially available surface-active agent
for the amine-epoxy method. For the amino-undecanethiol
method, an amino-1-undecanethiol in an ethanolic solution was
used instead of water. This step removed the unfixed particles
on the substrate. Then, the sample, which consisted of the final
substrate with immobilized particles, was observed using SEM.
The TEM observation and the Raman spectroscopy measurement were carried out on the specimen to reveal the mechanism
of immobilization.
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Abstract
Controlling magnetic properties on the nanometer-scale is essential for basic research in micro-magnetism and spin-dependent
transport, as well as for various applications such as magnetic recording, imaging and sensing. This has been accomplished to a
very high degree by means of layered heterostructures in the vertical dimension. Here we present a complementary approach that
allows for a controlled tuning of the magnetic properties of Co/Pt heterostructures on the lateral mesoscale. By means of in situ
post-processing of Pt- and Co-based nano-stripes prepared by focused electron beam induced deposition (FEBID) we are able to
locally tune their coercive field and remanent magnetization. Whereas single Co-FEBID nano-stripes show no hysteresis, we find
hard-magnetic behavior for post-processed Co/Pt nano-stripes with coercive fields up to 850 Oe. We attribute the observed effects
to the locally controlled formation of the CoPt L10 phase, whose presence has been revealed by transmission electron microscopy.

Introduction
Controlling magneto-transport properties on the nanometerscale is essential for basic research in micro-magnetism [1] and
spin-dependent transport [2] as well as for various applications,
such as magnetic domain-wall logic [3] and memory [4], fabrication of Hall sensors [5] and cantilever tips [6] for magnetic
force microscopy (MFM). In particular, the ability to tune the
magnetization is the basic property needed for the realization of
stacked nanomagnets [7], pinning of magnetic domain walls [8]

and Abrikosov vortices [9-11], magnetic sensing [5,12] and
storage [3,4], and spin-triplet proximity-induced superconductivity [13-17]. This magnetization tuning has been accomplished to a very high degree by means of layered heterostructures in the vertical dimension, which can be prepared by thin
film techniques or by an alternative approach, as used by us,
namely the direct writing of metal-based layers by focused electron beam induced deposition (FEBID) [18,19]. The resolution
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of FEBID is better than 10 nm laterally and 1 nm vertically
[18,19] and, thus, its proven applications range from photomask
repair [20] to fabrication of nanowires [17,21], nanopores [22],
magnetic [5,12] and strain sensors [23] as well as direct-write
superconductors [24].
The precursors Co2(CO)8 and (CH3)3CH3PtC5H4 from which
Pt- an Co-based structures can be fabricated in the FEBID
process, like most metal-organic precursors, do not dissociate
into the respective pure materials, unless FEBID of Co is done
at elevated substrate temperatures [25]. By contrast, when
decomposed in the focus of the electron beam into volatile
components and the permanent deposit on the processed
surface, these form granular metals, whose grains are embedded
in a carbon-rich, poorly conducting matrix. In consequence, the
electrical conductivity of as-deposited Pt-based FEBID structures usually is in the high-ohmic or even the insulating regime
while that of as-deposited Co-FEBID structures is at least one
order of magnitude lower than that of pure Co, typically. In addition, though the magnetic properties of as-deposited
Co-FEBID structures are sufficient for application in Co MFM
tips [6] and studying the effects of topological structures on the
magnetization reversal process [26], these properties differ from
those of pure Co. Still, owing to the sensitivity of the matrix to
post-processing treatments, the compositional, structural, and,
hence, electrical [27,28] and magnetic [29,30] properties of
metal-based layers fabricated by FEBID can be substantially
modified either in situ or ex situ. Exemplary purification treatments of samples include annealing in reactive gases [31], electron irradiation [27,28], or a combination of both [30,32-34].
Several approaches have already been proposed for the preparation of magnetic nanoparticles and their alloying, in particular,
with the purpose of eventually using them for ultrahigh-density
data-storage media. Thus, driven by the need to accomplish the
above demand, FePt magnetic nanoparticles were prepared
using colloidal chemistry [35] and micellar methods [36]. The

latter method was also extended to the preparation of CoPt
nanoparticles [37]. Later on, it turned out easier to deposit selfassembled Co nanoparticles on top of Pt thin films [38] and
thereby fabricate surface alloys formed at step edges of Pt
single crystalline substrates. In that work [38], an increase of
the coercive field and of the Co orbital magnetic momentum
was observed and attributed to the formation of the CoPt L10
phase with strongly increased magnetic anisotropy compared to
pure Co.
Here, we employ direct writing of Pt and Co layers by FEBID
and demonstrate by means of in situ post-processing how to
locally tune the coercive field and the remanent magnetization
of layered Co/Pt FEBID nano-stripes. This is achieved by a
combination of in situ heating in a local reactive gas atmosphere (H2 and O2) and electron-beam irradiation of as-deposited
layers, as is sketched in Figure 1. We show that the magnetic
response of the nano-stripes can be tuned on the lateral
mesoscale, from the magnetic properties of Co to the hard ferromagnetic response of the CoPt L10 phase, whose presence has
been revealed by transmission electron microscopy.

Experimental
Preparations and geometry
Co and Pt growth, processing and imaging experiments were
carried out in a dual-beam high-resolution scanning electron
microscope (SEM: FEI, Nova NanoLab 600). The SEM was
equipped with a multi-channel gas injection system for FEBID.
As substrates we used epi-polished c-cut (0001) Al2O3 with
Cr/Au contacts of 3/50 nm thickness prepared by photolithography in conjunction with lift-off. The samples are one
Co-FEBID structure and three Co/Pt-FEBID nano-stripes
labeled as sample A, B, C, and D, respectively. The Co/Pt
deposits B and C bridging a 12 μm gap between the Au contacts
were deposited in a 6-point geometry, while samples A and D
were deposited in a cross-shaped fashion, see Figure 2 for an
overview. The only reason for the different geometry of

Figure 1: Preparation and post-processing of the samples investigated in this work. Throughout the text the samples are referred to by their labels A,
B, C, and D, as indicated.
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Figure 2: SEM images of the samples. The 500 × 860 nm2 insets show the morphology of the post-processed Co/Pt FEBID nano-stripes in the
middle of the overlap of the nano-stripes.

samples B and C lies in that they were originally designed for
other measurements in addition to those reported here.

FEBID of Pt
FEBID of Pt was used for the fabrication of the bottom layers of
all samples, with exception of sample A. In the FEBID process
the precursor gas was (CH3)3Pt(CpCH3), the beam parameters
were 5 kV/1 nA, the pitch was 20 nm, the dwell time was 1 μs,
the precursor temperature was 44 °C, and the process pressure
was 9.5 × 10−6 mbar for a needle position of the gas injector at
100 μm height and 100 μm lateral shift from the writing field
position. After the Pt deposition, the samples were heated up to
150 °C in the same SEM without breaking the vacuum. For the
design of the heatable stage adapter and the sample holder we
refer to [39]. Once heated, the Pt-based deposits were subjected
to an oxygen flux fed into the vacuum chamber up to a pressure
of 1.5 × 10−5 mbar through a home-made gas injection system.
The samples were subjected to 12 cycles of oxygen flux
switched on for 5 min interrupted by 5-minute turn-offs. The
resistivity of the as-deposited Pt-based layers was 0.4 Ω·cm,
decreased to about 90 mΩ·cm as the temperature rose to 150 °C,
and dropped to 70–90 μΩ·cm after 10 oxygen pulses. Figure 3
depicts the time-dependent normalized conductance of the Pt
layer of sample C during the purification process. The postprocessed Pt layers exhibited a nano-porous structure and a
reduction of height from 50 ± 1.5 nm to 11 ± 1.5 nm, as inferred
from atomic force microscopy, due to the removal of the
carbonaceous matrix [39]. The void volume fraction of the very
thin purified Pt layer was estimated from a grey scale threshold
analysis of the SEM image which yields a value of 0.31 ± 0.07.

FEBID of Co
FEBID of Co was used for the preparation of the top layers of
the structures. In the FEBID process the precursor gas was
Co2(CO)8, the beam parameters were 5 kV/1 nA, the pitch was
20 nm, the dwell time was 50 μs, the precursor temperature was
27 °C, and the process pressure was 8.85 × 10 −6 mbar.

Figure 3: Time-dependent conductance of the Pt layer of sample C
normalized to its saturation value after the purification process at
150 °C consisting of 12 cycles with a total duration of 120 min. The
filled areas under the curve show the time intervals with the oxygen
flux switched on.

Before the deposition, the chamber was evacuated down to
4.12 × 10−6 mbar. For removing the residual water from the
SEM chamber a custom-made liquid-nitrogen trap filled with
zeolite powder was employed. After the deposition all samples
were heated up to 300 °C in the SEM without breaking the
vacuum and subjected to a H2 flux fed into the SEM chamber
up to a pressure of 1.5 × 10−5 mbar. While kept at 300 °C,
samples A and C, and D were additionally irradiated with the
electron beam (5 kV/1 nA, 20 nm pitch, 50 μs dwell time),
whereas sample B was left non-irradiated. The irradiation dose
was 100 nC/μm2 for all irradiated samples. After this purification step, the thickness of the Co layers reduced by a factor of
1.55, in agreement with previous work [30].

Thickness-integrated EDX
The thickness-integrated material composition of the samples
was inferred from energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrosco-
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py, in the same SEM without exposure of the deposits to air.
The EDX parameters were 5 kV and 1.6 nA. The elemental
composition was calculated considering ZAF (atomic number,
absorbtion and fluorescence) and background corrections. The
software we used to analyze the material composition in the
deposits was EDAX’s Genesis Spectrum v. 5.11. The elemental
composition was quantified without thickness correction, so that
the reported data are a qualitative indicator only.

Electrical resistance measurements
The electrical and magneto-resistance measurements were
carried out in a helium-flow cryostat equipped with a superconducting solenoid. The measurements were done in the currentdrive mode, with a current density of the order of 10 kA/cm2.
For the Hall voltage measurements a lock-in amplifier in
conjunction with a differential preamplifier and a ratio transformer to null the signal at H = 0 were used [40]. The measurements were done with the magnetic field directed normally to
the stripe plane and immediately after transferring the samples
from the SEM after the Co purification step.

Transmission electron microscopy
For an inspection of the selected sample C by scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) a Titan G2 microscope
from FEI with a CS probe corrector (DCOR) was used. The
TEM was equipped with a X-FEG high-brightness electron gun,
the high-end post-column electron energy filter Quantum
ERSTM from Gatan, and four high sensitivity SDD X-ray
detectors from Bruker (Super-X). The measurements were
performed at an accelerating voltage of 300 kV with an electron probe diameter smaller than 1 Å. Before the TEM measurements, sample C was covered with a 300 nm thick protective
Pt–C layer deposited by FEBID. The pixel time for the energydispersive X-ray cross-sectional line scan (cross-sectional EDX)
was 8 seconds per spectrum and the step size was 0.8 nm.

Nano-diffraction and simulations
A convergence angle of 1.0 mrad was used to generate electron
nanodiffraction patterns in the STEM mode. These diffraction
patterns were recorded energy-filtered on a 16-bit CCD. To
collect the nanodiffraction images over the complete layer the

“diffraction spectrum image” technique was used as part of the
software package Digital Micrograph (Gatan). The lateral step
size from pixel to pixel was 3.7 nm. Therefore, an individual
selection of the diffraction patterns from the upper and the
lower layer was possible. For a comparison with the experimental nanodiffraction data from the upper and lower layer,
electron diffraction simulations for the CoPt fcc- and fct-phase
assuming bulk lattice constants were made with the software
JEMS [41]. The simulations were done in the kinematic mode.
For the generation of the elemental signal profile the intensity
from the Pt M edge (2.05 keV) and the Co K edge (6.92 keV)
was used.

Results and Discussion
Structural and electrical resistance properties
SEM images of the samples investigated in this work are shown
in Figure 2, while their geometrical dimensions, elemental composition, and magnetic properties are compiled in Table 1.
The EDX data were acquired at the overlaps of the nano-stripes
and normalized to 100 atom % after exclusion of the oxygenbased signal whose bulk part unavoidably stems from the substrate (Al2O3), due to the small thickness of the investigated
samples. At the same time, from previous work [30] in which
we reported, in particular, a reduction of the oxygen content in
individual Co stripes at different stages of the same purification
treatment, we aware of the remaining O content at a level of
about 10 atom % in the processed stripes. For these reasons,
though acquired with a statistical error of 3%, the EDX data in
Table 1 only serve as an indicator of the Co/Pt ratio being
crucial for the different Co/Pt alloy phase formation — an issue
to which we return in what follows.
The temperature dependence of the electrical resistance of all
samples is metallic. The resistivities of the samples at 10 K are
about 40 μΩ·cm and the room temperature-to-10-K resistance
ratios are about 1.3. The room temperature resistivity values are
an order of magnitude larger than the literature values for bulk
Co and Pt [42] and are in agreement with the recently reported
values for purified individual Co [30] and Pt [39] FEBID
structures.

Table 1: Geometrical dimensions, thickness-integrated composition, and magnetic properties of the samples. l: length; w: width; dCo: thickness of the
Co layer; dPt: thickness of the Pt layer; Hc: coercive field; Hs: saturation field; Mr/Ms: remanent-to-saturation magnetization ratio (squareness).

sample

l [μm]

w [μm]

dCo [nm]

dPt [nm] Co [atom %]

Pt [atom %] C [atom %]

Hc [Oe]

Hs [T]

Mr/Ms

Co/Pt

A
B
C
D

0.49
5.45
5.35
1

0.5
1
1
1

11
10
11
5

0
11
11
11

0
27
22
35

—
770
850
420

1.7
1.5
1.3
0.5

—
0.15
0.25
0.18

∞
2
2.23
1

92
54
49
35

8
19
29
30
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Magneto-transport properties

Purification mechanisms

The central finding of this work lies in the modification of the
field dependences of the Hall voltage U(H) measured at 10 K
for all samples, see Figure 4. The magnetic field was directed
perpendicular to the sample plane and, hence, the out-of-plane
magnetization was probed by the measurements. This means
that first the shape anisotropy of the stripe had to be overcome
and all recorded loops relate to the hard-axis magnetization
behavior.

The as-deposited reference sample A has a nanogranular Co
microstructure with inclusions of carbon and oxygen. The
employed purification procedure of heating at 300 °C in H2
atmosphere in conjunction with electron irradiation relies upon
the Fischer–Tropsch reaction [30,43]. In this chemical process,
cobalt serves as a catalyst, while volatile hydrocarbons and
water are produced, effectively oxidizing the carbon. Thus, in
the course of the reaction, carbon is partially removed from the
deposit causing a reduction of the deposit thickness. The
magnetic behavior of the thin polycrystalline Co stripe A is
dominated not by the magnetocrystalline anisotropy, but rather
by the shape anisotropy causing the magnetization to lie preferentially along the stripe axis. Given the demagnetizing factor
for the created geometry, N ≈ 1 [44], we arrive at a saturation
magnetization of Ms = Hs/N = 1.7 T × 104/4π 1353 emu/cm3,
corresponding to 98% of the bulk value [45]. Allowing for an
up to 5% error in the determination of the saturation magnetization value and a concurrence of the presence of carbon and
oxygen in sample A, this value is likely slightly overestimated
and, hence, should be regarded as an upper bound only.

The reference Co-based sample A shows no hysteresis, whereby
U(H) is nearly linear from −1.5 T to 1.5 T and saturates at
H s = ±1.7 T. The U(H) curve of the Co/Pt-based sample B
demonstrates two distinctive features compared to sample A:
Sample B shows a noticeable hysteresis loop and its saturation
field Hs is by about 30% smaller than Hs for sample A. The
behavior of sample B is that of ferromagnet, with a coercive
field Hc of 770 Oe and a remanent-to-saturation magnetization
ratio (squareness) Mr/Ms of 0.15. The irradiated Co/Pt-based
sample C exhibits an even broader hysteresis loop with
Hc = 850 Oe and Mr/Ms = 0.25, respectively, and its saturation
field H s amounts to 1.3 T. Even though samples B and C
demonstrate a hysteresis loop, we note that it is not completely
open and the overall behavior of the Hall voltage curves is
suggestive of a superposition of a soft and hard ferromagnetic
response. We attribute these contributions to different phases
formed at different depths within the layered nano-stripe, as will
be corroborated by a TEM inspection in the section devoted to
the microstructure analysis.
Summarizing this part, the following two effects are observed in
the post-processed Co/Pt samples, namely (i) the development
of hysteresis and (ii) a reduction of the saturation field. To
explain both effects, we next discuss the processes which take
place in the deposits in the course of purification treatments.

The as-deposited Pt-FEBID layers for samples B and C are also
nanogranular metals. The purification mechanism for Pt-FEBID
structures relies upon the catalytic activity of Pt [39,46] in
oxygen atmosphere. Namely, when delivered close to the
deposit surface, molecular oxygen is dissociatively chemisorbed
on the surface of the metallic Pt particles. Since the process
takes place at 150 °C, a thermally activated oxidation of carbon
at the Pt/C interface occurs, leading to the formation of CO and
a reorganization and coalescence of Pt nanocrystallites by
surface diffusion. The latter, in turn, results in a nanoporous
morphology, which is clearly seen in the SEM images of
samples B and C in the insets to Figure 2. As will be shown
below by TEM, it is this nanoporosity which allows Co to pene-

Figure 4: Hall voltage cycling at 10 K for all samples. Before measurements, all samples were saturated at 3 T. Note the different field range and
scale for sample D. Inset in A: The magnetization saturation fields Hs and the Co/Pt ratios for all samples.
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trate into the Pt layer during the Co deposition and to form a
Co/Pt alloy phase. Considering the Co–Pt binary phase diagram
[47], for a Co/Pt-ratio of 1:1, the CoPt L10 phase can form. This
phase is a hard ferromagnet whose presence can explain both,
the reduction of the saturation field as well as the appearance of
a hysteresis loop in samples B and C.

Microstructure analysis
To get insight into the microstructure of the purified samples
and to examine, whether the assumed CoPt L10 phase is indeed
present in sample C, once its magneto-resistance measurements
had been completed, we inspected sample C by STEM. Figure 5
presents cross-sectional TEM images of sample C in the high
angle annular dark field mode (a) and in the annular dark field
mode (b). The respective elemental peak intensities obtained by
STEM-EDX along the direction depicted by the arrows in
Figure 5b are shown in Figure 6.
We now consider the TEM and EDX data in detail. From the
cross-sectional STEM-EDX elemental peak intensities in
Figure 6a it follows that the top layer of sample C predominantly consists of Co with a very minor content of Pt and C,
whereby the Pt content gradually increases upon reaching the
Co/Pt interface. The bottom layer largely consists of Pt with a
notable content of Co down to the Al2O3 substrate, see the
“step” in the Co signal profile in Figure 6a. The black region
above the Co layer in Figure 5b is a carbon-rich layer peculiar
to the TEM lamella preparation. When taking a closer look at
the TEM micrograph in Figure 5b, one recognizes a series of
light channels running through the entire thickness of the
bottom layer. The in-plane scan, acquired within the bottom
layer and shown in Figure 6b, reveals that these light channels
correspond to Co-rich areas in the Pt-rich layer. The substantial
variation of the Co and Pt signals in the in-plane scan further
corroborates the hypothesis that the pores emerged in the course
of purification of the Pt layer have been filled with Co.

Figure 6: (a) Cross-sectional and (b) lower layer in-plane EDX
elemental peak intensities for sample C acquired along the respective
arrows in Figure 5. The dashed line in (a) sketches the choice of the
thickness of the control sample D where the CoPt L10 phase is
expected to be formed over nearly the entire sample volume.

The individual nanodiffraction images for the upper and the
lower layer are shown in Figure 7. The diffractograms are
accompanied by the respective simulated diffraction patterns.
Among the reflections in the upper layer in Figure 7b one
recognizes the intensive (100)+(101) rings and clearly visible

Figure 5: TEM micrographs of sample C acquired (a) in the high angle annular dark field mode and (b) in the annular dark field mode. In (a),
elements with higher atomic numbers Z are brighter in the image. The light regions in the Pt layer in (b) correspond to Co-rich channels embedded in
the Pt-rich matrix. The arrows depict the directions along which the STEM-EDX elemental peak intensities in Figure 6 have been acquired.
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Figure 7: The location of the probed layers is shown in panel (a). Nano-diffractograms of the upper (b) and the lower (c,d) layer of sample C alongside with the simulated diffraction patterns for a Co hcp phase (b), a Pt fcc lattice (c) and a CoPt fct phase (d).

(110) and (200) rings, which are the fingerprint for a Co hcp
lattice. The rings (102), (103), and (114) may also be recognized, though these have a much lower intensity. As for the
reflections for lower layer, we compare these with a Pt fcc
lattice in Figure 7c and a CoPt fct phase in Figure 7d. As the
simulation patterns depict, the bright rings (111), (200), (220)
and (311) are expected for both lattices while the main reflections are dominated by Pt. At the same time, a weak additional
diffraction intensity within the innermost Pt (111) ring suggests
the presence of some smaller contribution from a CoPt fct
phase, thereby supporting our hypotheses that the CoPt L10
phase is formed in the lower layer. For comparison, no such
intensity is visible for Co in the upper layer. At the same time,

we believe that no full transformation to the L10 phase took
place in the lower layer, but a partial transformation on the large
inner surface of the nanoporous Pt layer in which the Co deposit
(and then purified Co) is located. Accordingly, the diffraction
pattern of the lower layer most likely shows an overlay of the Pt
and the CoPt L10 phases.

Hard-magnetic response at a Co/Pt ratio
of 1:1
As the presence of the CoPt L10 phase is confirmed by TEM
inspection, we next examine the assumption that the hysteresis
development and the rectangularity enhancement are indeed due
to the presence of the CoPt L10 phase in the processed samples.
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For this reason a control sample D was prepared, with the entire
thickness chosen as shown by the dashed line in Figure 6a. The
thickness of the Co layer in sample D was chosen such that,
given the nano-porosity of the processed platinum, its atomic
content per volume was set to be nearly equal to that in the
processed Pt layer. In consequence of this, sample D is a nanostripe where the formation of the CoPt L10 phase is most favorable (the Co/Pt ratio is very close to 1:1) and this phase is
expected to be formed over nearly the entire sample volume.
This is in contrast to samples B and C, where the CoPt L10
phase is likely formed within an interface layer only.
The Hall voltage cycling for sample D is shown in Figure 4D. It
demonstrates a mostly hard-magnetic behavior. The U(H) curve
exhibits the most open, rectangular hysteresis loop among all
measured samples, with Hc = 0.5 T and a squareness Mr/Ms of
0.18. This provides strong evidence that magnetic response
hardening in the processed CoPt-FEBID nano-stripes is indeed
due to the CoPt L10 phase, that is, in turn, in agreement with the
correlation between the magnetization saturation field and the
Co/Pt ratio depicted in the inset to Figure 4A. Indeed, the reduction of the saturation field Hs with reduction of the Co/Pt ratio
can be explained by the increasing perpendicular magnetocrystalline anisotropy.

Conclusion
To summarize, we present an approach allowing for a controllable tuning of the magnetic properties of nano-stripe layered
Co/Pt heterostructures with high resolution on the lateral
mesoscale. We have demonstrated that by means of post-growth
irradiation and heating of samples as well as by pre-defining the
layer thicknesses, the magnetic response of the nano-stripes can
be locally tuned from the soft-magnetic properties of Co to the
hard ferromagnetic response of the CoPt L1 0 phase. The
reported approach is relevant for basic research in micromagnetism and spin-dependent transport, as well as for various
applications.
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Abstract
Reflection ion microscopy (RIM) is a technique that uses a low angle of incidence and scattered ions to form an image of the specimen surface. This paper reports on the development of the instrumentation and the analysis of the capabilities and limitations of the
scanning RIM in a helium ion microscope (HIM). The reflected ions were detected by their “conversion” to secondary electrons on
a platinum surface. An angle of incidence in the range 5–10° was used in the experimental setup. It was shown that the RIM image
contrast was determined mostly by surface morphology but not by the atomic composition. A simple geometrical analysis of the
reflection process was performed together with a Monte Carlo simulation of the angular dependence of the reflected ion yield. An
interpretation of the RIM image formation and a quantification of the height of the surface steps were performed. The minimum
detectable step height was found to be approximately 5 nm. RIM imaging of an insulator surface without the need for charge
compensation was successfully demonstrated.

Introduction
Reflection ion microscopy (RIM) is a technique that uses lowangle, scattered ions to form an image of the specimen surface.
This technique is similar to reflection electron microscopy
(REM) proposed by Ruska in 1933 [1] who realized REM using
an angle of 90° between the incident and reflected beams. Later,
in the 1950s, a REM technique employing lower incidence
angles [2-4] was developed to increase the sensitivity to vertical
surface irregularities. A vertical resolution of tens of nanome-

ters was obtained and it was shown that the negative effect of
chromatic aberration was also reduced at low incidence angles,
yet was still more pronounced in REM as compared to TEM
[2,4]. The further development of REM in ultrahigh vacuum
conditions allowed imaging of the single atomic steps [5-8] and
monitoring of atomic layer-by-layer crystal growth by means of
reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) [9]. In the
late 1960s, scanning reflection electron microscopy (SREM)
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was developed [10,11] for the scanning electron microscope
(SEM). Chromatic aberration does not appear in SEM because
the sample is placed outside of the electron optics. Both REM
and SREM require a sufficiently long depth of focus for high
quality imaging because of the glancing angle of incidence
geometry.
The helium ion microscope is a new scanning microscope with
a single atom ion source that was developed in 2006 [12-15].
One of the main features of this device is a large depth of focus
provided by a narrow beam divergence angle of about 0.5 mrad
[15,16], which is ten times less than the best beam divergence
angle possible in SEM. The large depth of focus makes helium
ion microscopy (HIM) a very promising tool for scanning
reflection microscopy. During the last decade the imaging capabilities of HIM were examined in the field of material science
[15,17-23] as well as in biology [15,16,24-26]. Different techniques such as secondary electron energy filtering [27], helium
ion channeling contrast [28-30], helium ion transmission
microscopy [31], secondary ion mass spectrometry [32,33], and
ionoluminescence [34,35] were developed.
In this paper we report on the development of the instrumentation and the analysis of the capabilities and limitations of scanning reflection ion microscopy (RIM) in a helium ion microscope. In the experimental part of our work we describe a configuration of a sample holder developed for RIM and demonstrate first results obtained for standard test samples. In the
discussion part a simple theoretical treatment of the image
contrast formation in RIM is provided, which is necessary to
obtain quantitative information from RIM images.

Figure 1: Schematic of the detection of reflected ions in the helium ion
microscope. 1 – sample, 2 – Pt-coated surface, 3 – secondary electron detector, 4 – SE grounded shield, 5 – additional SE shield (SE3),
6 – slit diaphragm, 7 – backscattered ion detector.

the detection of SEs coming from the sample and SEs excited
by backscattered ions from the chamber walls and objective
lens (by the so-called SE3). The shield (5) is shown as transparent in Figure 1 in order to make the ion beam paths visible.
The detection of SEs excited from the conductive sample
occurred when the bias was switched off, as the SEs excited
from the conductive sample exceeded the signal of the RI-to-SE
converter. For insulating samples, the SE signal from the
sample could not be detected because of positive charging as
will be described further in detail below.

Experimental
All investigations were performed in a Zeiss Orion scanning
helium ion microscope. The detection of reflected ions (RIs)
requires an additional detector installed below the specimen.
One of the easiest ways to detect the reflected ions is by their
“conversion” to secondary electrons (SEs). Previously, such a
RI-to-SE conversion was used for the detection of backscattered electrons in SEM [36] and for scanning transmission
mode in HIM [37]. A schematic of the originally developed RI
detection system is shown in Figure 1.
The sample (1) was mounted on a stage at a grazing angle relative to the focused helium ion beam. The reflected helium ions
were directed to the Pt-coated plate (2) which served as the
main RI-to-SE converter. Platinum was chosen because of its
high SE yield under He-ion excitation [12]. The SE signal was
measured by a conventional Everhart–Thornley (ET) detector
(3). The sample was surrounded by grounded metal shields (4
and 5) and was kept under a positive bias of 100 V to exclude

The angular aperture of detected reflected ions was limited by
the slit (6) installed under specular reflection conditions. The
slit, with the width of about 1 mm, was mounted parallel to the
tilt axis of the sample stage at a distance of about 14 mm, which
corresponds to an RI detection angular aperture of 4°. Backscattered ions (BSI) were detected by the microchannel plate
detector (7). The width of the scanned area was less than tens of
micrometers, corresponding to the variation of the detection
angle of less than 0.1°. The incidence angle of the RIs was also
practically unchanged during the scan over the small sample
area, which assured the proportionality between the number of
SEs excited from the Pt plate and the number of RIs.
All measurements were performed in the chamber with a base
pressure in the range of 10−7 Torr. The energy of the He ions
was 35 keV with a beam current of 0.5 pA. The compensation
of the sample charge by the electron flood gun was not possible
due to the configuration of the sample holder.
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The following model test samples were investigated: (1) a Au
on carbon SEM test sample from Agar scientific, (2) an AFM
standard TGQ-1 from NT-MDT: a grid of SiO2 square bars of
22 nm thickness on a silicon substrate, and (3) a mica (phlogopite) sample prepared by mechanical cleavage.

Results
Comparison of RI, SE and BSI imaging
modes: Au on carbon test sample
Figure 2 represents the RI and BSI images of Au on a carbon
sample taken at the grazing angle of incidence of 5° and the
same angle for RI detection.
In Figure 2, one can easily recognize that only the central part
of the images is in focus, which is due to the tilt of the sample
with respect to the incident beam. This allows the independent
estimation of the divergence angle of the He-ion beam from the
pixel size and the depth of focus. The depth of focus is defined
as the distance between the edges of the in-focused part of the
image plane divided by the tangent of the grazing angle. From
the image in Figure 2, the depth of focus can be estimated to be
approximately 10 µm. Using digital signal processing in HIM,
the image remains sharp unless the diameter of the beam is
larger than the pixel size in the image. From the width of the
image field of view (2.5 μm) and the number of acquisition
points 1000 × 1000, the pixel size was calculated to be 2.5 nm.
These values gave the angle of the beam divergence of approximately 0.5 mrad, which is in a good agreement with the manufacturer’s data.
Figure 2 represents the images of a Au on carbon sample that is
partially covered by Au nanoparticles in the central part only.

As expected, the Au particles exhibit a bright contrast in the
BSI image on the dark background of the carbon substrate due
to its significantly larger atomic number. On the contrary, the
RI image does not show any noticeable signal difference
between two different materials, giving information about
surface morphology only. Additionally, the ratio of the signals
from the top and side surface of the Au particles in the BSI and
RI images are inverted. The top surface of the particles is
brighter than the side wall in the RI image, whereas in BSI
image, the situation is reversed.
Figure 3a,b represents a comparison of the SE and RI imaging
modes of Au on carbon. One can see that in both imaging
modes there is no noticeable signal level difference between the
Au nanoparticles in the central part of the image and the carbon
substrate in the upper and the lower parts of the image. This
implies that the RI yield at low ion incidence angles does not
depend on the element properties and the RI contrast in the
images originates from the surface morphology only in contrast
to the case of normal incidence. One should also note that SE
and RI images focusing on the same structural peculiarities
differ from each other. A more detailed description of the
difference will be treated in the next section.

Reflection ion microscopy of silicon dioxide
steps on silicon
Figure 4 shows images of SiO2 bars on silicon obtained by the
detection of SEs (Figure 4a) or RIs (Figure 4b) under the
grazing and detection angles of 10°. One can easily recognize
two main differences between the RI and SE images. Firstly, the
contrast between silicon and silicon dioxide is clearly distinguishable in SE image, but not in the RI image. Note that the

Figure 2: Images of Au on carbon by detection of reflected He ions (a) and backscattered ions (b).
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Figure 3: Images of Au on carbon obtained by detection of secondary electrons (a) and reflected He ions (b).

Figure 4: Images of silicon dioxide bars on silicon (TGQ-1 sample) obtained by detection of (a) secondary electrons, (b) reflected ions. (c) Sketch of
ion beam path: green arrows correspond to the direction of the primary beam and reflected beam, the red axis corresponds to the vertical axis of the
images in (a) and (b). “Upward” and “downward” steps are marked with “u” and “d”, respectively.

silicon dioxide bars are darker than the silicon substrate in the
SE image (see Figure 4a), while there was no noticeable SE
signal difference between Au and carbon (see Figure 3a). Addi-

tionally, the dark contrast of the upward steps (marked “u” in
Figure 4c) seems to be broader in the RI image than in the SE
image.
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The profiles of the SE signal and RI signal measured across the
silicon dioxide bar are presented in Figure 5a. The profiles are
measured along the beam projection, and the profiling path is
shown by the red line in Figure 5b. The edge of upward step
and the edge of downward step are marked with “u” and “d”,
respectively. The comparison of the SE profile (dashed line in
Figure 5a) and RI profile (solid line in Figure 5a) revealed that
the dark area in the RI image of the upward step was broader
than the dark area in the SE image for the same step. The width
of the bright area in the RI image of the downward step was
found to be equal to the width of this area in the SE image.

Reflection ion microscopy of cleaved mica
Figure 6 shows an RI image of a cleaved mica surface obtained
at a magnification of 100,000× under the grazing angle of 5°
without charge compensation or conductive coatings. One can
see that all details of the step-like surface are well reproduced
without any noticeable image distortion that might be expected
due to surface charging. Some distortion of the image caused by
the charging appeared only at significantly higher magnification. It should be noted that the overall detector signal of registered electrons was not changed by the variation of the sample
bias, indicating that SEs excited immediately near the sample
could not reach the detector because of sample surface
charging.
The step of a minimum height in the field of view of the image
in Figure 6 is marked with arrows. The value of the height, as
retrieved from the image processing, was found to be 7 ± 2 nm.
The details of the calculation procedure will be described in the
next section.

Figure 6: RIM image of cleaved mica. White arrows shows mark the
smallest step in this image. Accelerating voltage: 30 keV, beam
current: 0.3 pA.

Discussion
Contrast formation in scanning reflection ion
microscopy
The results presented in the previous sections showed that
imaging using an incident ion beam at low grazing angles
exhibits following properties:
• RI detection is insensitive to the atomic number or
density of the material;

Figure 5: (a) Signal profiles: secondary electrons (dashed line) and reflected ions (solid line), red arrows shows the position of upward (u) and downward (d) steps. (b) Schematic view of ion reflection, green arrows correspond to the direction of the primary beam and reflected beam, the red line
corresponds to the profile path, and the red arrows show the position of upward (u) and downward (d) steps.
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• there is a difference between SE and RI imaging of
upward steps but not for the downward case;
• no distortion caused by charging effects is observed in an
RI image for insulators.
An explanation for these RIM properties and an analysis of the
advantages and limitations of RIM require a theoretical description of the ion reflection and detection processes. In this part of
the paper such a description will be provided combining a
simple geometrical modeling and ion–matter interaction simulations.
The following designations are used to describe the incident and
reflection paths as shown in Figure 7: Θ 0 - grazing angle
between the incident beam and the specimen plane, Θ1 - angle
between the incident beam and a local detail of the specimen
surface, Θ2 - angle between the reflected beam and the specimen plane, ΔΘ - angular aperture of RI detection, δΘ halfwidth of the angular divergence of RI, φ1, φ2 - polar angles
of the incident and of the reflected beams, respectively, in the
specimen plane (not shown in Figure 7). To describe the surface
morphology we will use the angle α between the specimen
plane and the detail of the specimen surface roughness under
consideration. From this geometry, Θ 1 = Θ 0 + α. We will
neglect the incident beam divergence angle since it is much
smaller than both the angular aperture of the RI detector
diaphragm and the halfwidth of the angular distribution of the
RIs. Thus, we will further consider the incident beam as being
infinitely narrow.

on the angle of incidence and the reflection only, that is,
η = η(Θ 1 ,φ 1 ,Θ 2 ,φ 2 ).
Firstly, we assume that the reflection coefficient is independent
of the polar incident angle, φ1, that is, η = η(Θ1,φ1,Θ2,φ2) =
η(Θ1,Θ2,φ2). This assumption is valid for amorphous materials
and in the absence of ion channeling in crystalline materials.
Ion channeling can cause the reflection coefficient to become
strongly dependent on the angle in the vicinity of the channeling critical angles [28,30] and can be eliminated by a proper
choice of the angle between the incident beam and crystal
atomic planes [38].
The RI signal is the number of SEs per second measured by the
ET detector as the flux of SEs from the Pt RI–SE converter (see
(2) in Figure 1). The total number of reflected ions is proportional to the number of primary ions, NI, and the proportionality constant is the reflection coefficient, η(Θ1,Θ2,φ2). In fact,
only those reflected ions that are transmitted through the slit
aperture can reach the Pt-coated surface and excite the SEs. The
portion of the RIs that reach the Pt converter is a function of the
ion reflection angles f(Θ2,φ2). The number of SEs excited from
th Pt surface is proportional to the number of ions reflected
within the aperture, and the proportionality constant is the secondary electron yield for the Pt-coated surface, γ0. The SE yield
depends on the angle of incidence and is determined by Θ2,
thus, γ0 = γ0(Θ2). Thus, the detected RI signal should be calculated as the product of the number of reflected ions and the efficiency of SE detection, while integrating over all angles as
shown in Equation 1.
In the case of the slit-like aperture installed at a fixed angle, Θ2,
one can assume that the portion of RIs that reaches the Pt
converter is independent of the polar angle, that is, f(Θ2,φ2) =
f(Θ2). This assumption gives rise to the explicit form of the
f(Θ 2 ) dependence: f(Θ 2 ) = 1 if Θ 0 −ΔΘ/2 < Θ 2 < Θ 0 +ΔΘ/2,
otherwise f(Θ 2 ) = 0.

Figure 7: A schematic diagram of the incident and reflected ion paths
with designations given in the text.

The number of reflected ions per incident ion is called the
reflection coefficient or reflected ion yield. In the simple
geometrical model, the reflection coefficient,η, depends

The SE yield from the Pt surface depends on the ion angle of
incidence with this surface, β, and can be approximated by the
inverse cosine law [19]: γ(β) = γ0/cosβ. The typical ion grazing
angle of incidence in our work was 5° and the slit angular aperture was 4°. In this case, β can vary between 6° and 14°. The
cosine function varies only within 2% for this angular range and
we can neglect dependence of the SE yield on the ion reflection
angle, thus, γ0(Θ2) = γ0. We factor out the integral sign for the
number of primary ions and SE yield and integrate Equation 1
over Θ1 and φ2 to arrive at the expression:
(1)
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(2)

According to this expression, the RI signal is determined by the
ion reflection coefficient and its angular dependence, the
angular distribution of the reflected ions and the angular aperture of the slit diaphragm. We will now consider the effect of all
these factors separately.

In fact, the RI contrast is determined by the angular dependence of the reflection coefficient only when all of the reflected
ions are detected. In turn, this assumption is valid when the
halfwidth of the angular aperture is larger than the halfwidth of
the RI angular distribution, that is, ΔΘ > δΘ, and the sample
surface is sufficiently smooth so that |Θ1−Θ0| = α < ΔΘ. Under
these conditions the expression for the RI signal given by
Equation 2 can be simplified as:

Angular dependence of the ion reflection
coefficient
The dependence of the reflection coefficient for singly charged
He ions on the grazing angle as obtained by a Monte Carlo
simulation with SRIM software [39] for different materials is
depicted in Figure 8. Note that the SRIM Monte Carlo simulation assumes that the ions are reflected from an amorphous
target and all of them are collected by a detector.

(3)

(4)
where η0(Θ1) is the RI reflection coefficient as a function of the
grazing angle.

Effect of angular distribution of reflected ions
As indicated above, the signal of the reflected ions is determined by the angle between surface and primary ion beam if all
reflected ions are detected. In practice, some part of the
reflected ions may be stopped by the diaphragm or by the
elements of the specimen surface (shadowing effect). Firstly,
we suppose that the angular distribution of the reflected ions
η(Θ1,Θ2) has a maximum at an angle of Θ20 that corresponds to
specular reflection: Θ20 = Θ20 + 2α and the shape of the angular
distribution of reflected ions is independent of the Θ1 angle.

Figure 8: Dependence of the reflection coefficient of 35 keV He+ on
the grazing angle calculated with SRIM software for different materials.

As it can be seen in Figure 8, the ion reflection coefficient is a
monotonically decreasing function that tends to the yield of
backscattered ions when the grazing angle is greater than 90°.
As Θ1 approaches zero, the reflection coefficient tends towards
unity, implying that for reflection at very low angles nearly all
ions will pass over the specimen surface. The highest relative
difference in the reflection coefficient for the different materials (i.e., material contrast) is observed at normal incidence,
whereas this difference reduces for low grazing angles and the
material contrast vanishes. At the same time, the slope of
angular dependence on the reflection coefficient is high at low
grazing angles and low for normal incidence. This explains why
the morphology contrast in the RI images is determined mostly
by the surface morphology but not by the surface composition
in our experiments.

The reflection coefficient can be presented as two multiplicands: η(Θ1,Θ2) = η0(Θ1) g(Θ2−Θ20), where η(Θ1) is described
by Equation 3 and g(Θ2–Θ20) is the normalized angular distribution of the reflected ions, centered at Θ20. Substituting this
reflection coefficient into Equation 2:

(5)

Using the notation t = Θ2−Θ20 we obtain:

(6)

and variations of α can be described now as a shift of the integrating window. In particular, the comparison of Equation 4 and
Equation 6 shows that the RI signal will decrease when α > ΔΘ.
Further, a suggestion for an explicit analytical shape of g(t) is
required for the calculation of the RI signal profile with the help
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of Equation 6. If α > δΘ/2 + ΔΘ/4, then we can assume that the
signal tends to zero because we integrate Equation 6 far from a
maximum of g(t), that is, all ions are stopped by the diaphragm.
Hence, such regions of the sample will appear in dark contrast
in the RI image. Additionally, double (or multiple) reflections
can take place giving rise to a “shadow effect”. This so-called
shadow effect means that after the first reflection from the
surface with low α, the ions are iteratively reflected from some
pronounced details of the specimen and do not contribute to the
signal. The simplest example of the shadow effect is the rectangular upward step that was investigated for the SiO2 sample
bars on silicon (Figure 4).
To further simplify the description, we assume that the surface
between the steps is flat and parallel to the specimen plane (i.e.,
α = 0) and the step sidewall is perpendicular to the surface (i.e.,
α = 90°). The area at the step can be then divided into three
regions, as shown in Figure 9.

(7)
The width of the shadowed region 2, as calculated from simple
geometry, is given by d2 = h∙sinΘ0/tan(Θ0 + ΔΘ).
In region 3 a smooth transition (penumbra) from zero RI signal
to a constant RI signal from the substrate takes place. The form
of the transition curve is determined by the RI angular distribution according to:

(8)

The total width of the dark area in the image of the step will
then be a sum of the widths of regions 1 and 2:

(9)

Thus, the step height can be calculated from the dark contrast
width in the RI image and the halfwidth of the slit aperture as
follows:

(10)

Using Equation 10 we calculated the step height from the
experimental data presented in Figure 4 (Θ0 = 10°, ΔΘ = 2°,
d = 40 ± 10 nm), where a value of h = 22 ± 6 nm was obtained,
in good agreement with the AFM results.

Figure 9: Designation of the regions of the upward step (a), and their
projection onto the image plane (b): 1 – sidewall region, 2 – shadow
region, 3 – penumbra region.

In region 1 in Figure 9 all ions are reflected by the step sidewall away from the aperture and do not contribute to the
detected signal, S(α) = 0. In this case, a dark area of width
d1 = hcosΘ0 appears in the image, where h is the step height.
In region 2, all ions reflected from a plane bottom sample
surface will be scattered by the sidewall, and an additional dark
area (shadow) appears in the image (see Figure 9). If we denote
the distance from step along the substrate as x, then the ions can
pass through aperture when: Θ2 = arctan(h/x). In this case, the
detected signal is described as follows:

In conclusion, the shadow effect and a finite aperture size result
in dark areas in the image. These dark areas appears in the
regions of a sample where α > δΘ/2 + ΔΘ/4. If a surface feature
can be described with the rectangular step model, then
Equation 10 can be used for the calculation of the step height.

Effect of ion transmission
The contrast formation mechanisms presented above describe
the RI signal from the parts of the sample surface facing the
incident ion beam. On the opposite side, the primary beam does
not reach the surface and, accordingly, no RI signal can be
obtained. In the vicinity of a sharp edge of a feature the ion
transmission may contribute to the image contrast formation. As
was demonstrated in Figure 4a, a bright contrast was observed
in the downward step region. The peak position of the RI
contrast coincided with one of the SE bright contrasts and with
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the sharp edge of the step. The bright RI contrast originates
from the transmission of ions through the step edge and their
subsequent reflection [40]. This divides the sample surface into
two regions of reflection: the upper surface of the bar and the
substrate surface beyond the step edge (see Figure 10a). To
quantify the bright contrast profile we will use following
simplified model.

Figure 10: Ion transmission through the edge of a downward step (a)
and its projection to the image plane (b).

The reflection coefficient of the primary beam from the upper
surface (beam 1 in Figure 10a) is denoted as η*(Θ1,Θ2). The
asterisk is used to emphasize that the reflection coefficient near
the step edge differs from the reflection coefficient of the bulk
sample surface when the distance to the step edge is comparable with the ion penetration depth. Near the step edge some
part of the incident beam penetrates through it with the probability ρ(Θ1,Θ3) and hits the substrate at an angle Θ3, which we
assume to be close to the angle of incidence, that is, Θ3 ≈ Θ1.
The transmitted ions are reflected from the substrate with the
reflection coefficient η(Θ3,Θ2) (beam 2 in Figure 10a). Using
these designations the total reflection coefficient can be written
as:

Figure 11) increases with the distance from the step edge. The
total reflection coefficient calculated using the Equation 11
(solid line in Figure 11) exhibits a maximum at a distance of
about 50 nm from the edge of the step, which is related to the
bright line in the RI image.

Figure 11: Dependence of the coefficients on the distance from the
edge of the step: reflection coefficient from upper surface (dashed
line), ion transmission probability (dotted line) and the total reflection
coefficient calculated with Equation 11 (solid line) (angle of incidence
was 10°).

The solid line in Figure 12 represents the profile of the RIM
contrast calculated according to Equation 8 at a rectangular
downward step of a SiO2 bar on Si. Far away from the step edge
the reflection coefficient tends towards the constant value of the
bulk material. The contrast is presented in Figure 12 with
respect to the reflection coefficient value for a SiO 2 bar.

(11)

Figure 11 shows the dependence of the reflection and transmission coefficients on the distance from rectangular step edge
along the top surface. All values were calculated with SRIM
Monte Carlo simulation software for a silicon dioxide step on
silicon and 35 keV He ions. The ion transmission probability
(dotted line in Figure 11) decreases from unity when the ion
beam moves away from the step edge. On the other hand, the
number of ions reflected from the upper surface (dashed line in

Figure 12: Profile of the relative contrast of a downward step: dots –
experimental data, solid line – data calculated with SRIM software.
Zero corresponds to the reflection from bulk SiO2.
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From Figure 12 one can see that the simulated curve is in good
agreement with experimental data, confirming the validity of
the suggested simple theoretical model. A difference between
the experimental points and the calculated results can be seen in
the tails of the profile, which is caused by the finite size of the
ion beam and the angular distribution of transmitted ions
(assumed to be zero in the calculations).
From the point of view of applications of this technique, it is
interesting to know the minimum value of the step height that
can be distinguished in RIM contrast. Figure 11 shows that the
edge contrast becomes negligible when the distance from the
step edge is less than xmin = 10 nm. At the same time, the edge
contrast can appear only when the primary beam projection
passes above the bottom boundary between the step and the
substrate. Consequently, the step height must be greater than
h > xmintanΘ1 to observe edge contrast. In our case Θ ≈ 10°,
and the edge contrast can be observed if the step height is
greater than 2 nm.
In summary, the ion transmission through small features on the
surface and their subsequent reflection can result in bright
contrast in the RIM image. One should note that despite of the
similarity of the bright contrasts in the SE and in RI images, the
origin of their mechanisms are quite different.

Effect of a surface charge
The RI image formation mechanisms described above originate
from the ion scattering by the geometrical specimen relief and
do not take into account the possible impact of surface charging
produced by the positively charged ions. Our experiments with
the mica surface demonstrated very sharp RI images without
any noticeable effect of charging on the image quality, despite a
strong positive surface charging that was revealed as the
absence of the SE in the detected signal due to their attraction to
the sample. Although the charging makes SE detection for
imaging both at the normal and glancing ion incidence impossible to use, RI detection can still be successfully implemented.
Despite the fact that the energy of the SEs is three orders of
magnitude less than the energy of the primary ions, the influence of surface charge on their trajectories might not be negligible, and the question regarding possible image distortion
arises.
Under the action of the electric field of the positively charged
sample surface, the trajectories of the primary ions become
curved as schematically shown in Figure 13. The primary ion
beam is decelerated before the reflection from the surface, but
the reflected beam is accelerated back to its initial energy since
the electric field is almost uniform.

Figure 13: Reflection of ions from the charged surface. Trajectories of
ions reflected from a charged surface (solid blue line) and trajectories
of ions reflected from a neutral surface (dashed black line).

In general, the grazing angle changes due to surface charging
should be taken into account for the metrology of the surface
relief. Theoretically, the changes of the angle can proceed until
the beam is no longer parallel to the surface. Since that potential increases inversely proportionally to the size of the scan
area with the same charge, the model predicts an increase of the
charging effect on the beam trajectory with the increasing in the
magnification. Accordingly, the simplest test to check for the
presence of the effect of beam charge bending is a comparison
of results of two scans preformed with different magnifications.
Similar results will provide evidence of the accuracy of the
lateral size definition. As for the accurate calculation of the step
height from the shadow contrasts, it should be noted that the
dependence of the width of the shadow on the angle of incidence (according to Equation 10) is rather weak for the experimental parameters used in RIM. In fact, a variation of the angle
of incidence from 0° to 10° results in the relative variation of
the shadow width of a few percent and does not affect the accuracy of the measurements.
In summary, reflection ion microscopy is useful for imaging of
the surface of dielectric materials without the need for charge
compensation, and the accumulated surface charge plays te role
of positive sample bias. The impact of the charging on the
height of the surface steps is negligible.

Conclusion
In summary, we investigated the capabilities of a scanning
reflection helium ion microscopy technique that was realized in
a helium ion microscope for the first time. No additional RI
detector was installed in the He IM chamber. Instead, reflected
ions were detected with a conventional SE detector by using RI
conversion to secondary electrons on a Pt-coated surface.
It was demonstrated that in contrast to the case of a backscattered geometry, the reflection coefficient of the ions, which are
incident and reflected at low grazing angles, is not sensitive to
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the atomic number of the sample material, and the contrast in RI
images is determined mostly by the surface morphology. This
experimental fact is in agreement with the results of the Monte
Carlo simulations of the angular dependence of the ion reflection coefficient. Accordingly, RIM can be used for the imaging
of surface morphology but not for the imaging of surface
composition.
The obtained experimental results show that there are some
quantitative differences in the surface morphology imaging
between SE and RI imaging modes. The quantitative calculation of the shadow contrast at a rectangular step was performed
based on a simple geometrical model. The calculation results
show that the width of the dark contrast area in the RI image of
an upward step is approximately twice broader than the same
step width in the SE image. At the same time, the width of a
bright area is practically the same in the RI and SE image of a
downwards step. It should be also noted that in contrast to RIM,
the width of the dark contrast in the SE image can vary
depending on the SE detector collector grid voltage. Accordingly, the precision of the RIM definition of the height of an
individual surface rectangular step is noticeably better than with
the SE detector. With regards to the subject of surface
morphology, we should compare RIM with other methods of
surface investigation such as REM and AFM.
Conventional REM demonstrates the capability of imaging of a
single atomic step, and it is used mostly for this purpose. Single
atomic steps were not observed by means of RIM yet, but there
are several features of the developed detection system that limit
the imaging capabilities of RIM. The REM imaging of surface
steps exploits the specific diffraction conditions, and the
obtained contrast is a superposition of phase contrast and
diffraction contrast [9]. All described mechanisms of RIM
contrast formation neglect the dependence of a reflection coefficient on the polar angle because a slit diaphragm was used in
the experiment. In reality, this dependence contains additional
information on the surface details [41], and the channeling
effect and the deviation from channeling conditions can be used
for RIM contrast formation analogous to diffraction conditions
in REM. A 2D aperture instead of slit is required to limit both
angles of the reflected beam. Another distinction of the REM
setup is a high vacuum specimen chamber that is required for
the observation of the surface steps. The high vacuum chamber
is also required to reduce the effect of contamination as noted
below. Thus, observation of atomic steps in RIM seems to be
possible, but requires modification of the specimen chamber
and detection conditions.
Atomic force microscopy as well as RIM allows for precise,
quantitative measurements of the height of surface details;

however, the scanning process is very slow. From this point of
view, RIM has the same advantage as SEM: fast scanning and a
large maximum field of view. On the other hand, scanning and
measurements in AFM can be performed for all sides of the
sample features, whereas in RIM (as well as in REM) only the
side facing the beam is suited for investigation.
In this work, RIM was demonstrated to obtain sharp images of
an insulator surface without the need for charge compensation
or a conductive coating. A positive surface charge produced by
ions attracts SEs but does not significantly change the RI trajectory and their detection. The changes in trajectory caused by the
electric field of the charged surface can reduce the ion incident
and reflection angles, but our calculation shows that their influence on the step height determination is negligible and can be
monitored by changing the imaging magnification. The alternative method of the imaging of an insulating surface in HIM is
charge compensation by an electron flood gun. Imaging with a
flood gun requires accurate adjustment of the flood gun parameters and ion beam parameters to neutralize the surface charge.
The scan speed decreases when line-by-line charge compensation is used. The reflected ions are less sensitive to surface
charge than SEs, thus RIM of insulating surfaces is more
straightforward. At the same time, RIM requires a special
sample holder. One of the main disadvantages of RIM is the
inability to image the whole surface of a sample. Part of a
sample is always hidden by sample features. Thus, the potential
advantage of RIM over the use of a flood gun is determined by
the sample surface details. Unfortunately, the construction of
the RIM specimen holder does not allow for charge compensation, and a direct comparison of these methods is impossible.
Beside the factors mentioned above, the sensitivity and the
precision of the RIM measurements are obviously defined by
the signal-to-noise ratio that increases with the image acquisition duration. There are two factors that limit measurement time
in RIM: the ion beam induced deposition (IBID) of hydrocarbons and the sputtering of the surface material.
The first problem exists both in a case of RIM and in conventional HIM. Fortunately, IBID that is mainly stimulated by secondary electrons [21] can be eliminated in RIM by applying a
positive bias to the sample and reducing the contamination
growth rate, and it can be completely avoided by usage of high
vacuum conditions.
Ion beam-induced sputtering always takes place and, unfortunately, the sputtering yield increases at low angles, and even for
ions as light as He this can exceed one atom per ion. Thus, this
effect is the main factor limiting the acquisition time. Most of
the images were obtained with a dose of about 1014 cm−2, and
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the largest ion dose used for the acquisition of RI images of Au
on carbon was about 1015 cm−2. In this case we expect the sputtering of a single atomic layer of the sample. The resolution of
the obtained images was insufficient to observe such a sputtering effect, but it can be a limiting factor for the observation
of the atomic steps. Thus, the further enhancement of the detection system is desirable to reduce the measurement time and to
avoid sputtering of a sample.
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In conclusion, reflection helium ion microscopy is a promising
tool for the investigation of surface morphology and is especially useful when applied to non-conductive materials. Further
development of this technique would require a special, more
sensitive RI detector, higher vacuum conditions, and a polar
angle limiting aperture.
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Abstract
The aim of the present overview article is to raise awareness of an essential aspect that is usually not accounted for in the modelling of electron transport for focused-electron-beam-induced deposition (FEBID) of nanostructures: Surface excitations are on the
one hand responsible for a sizeable fraction of the intensity in reflection-electron-energy-loss spectra for primary electron energies
of up to a few kiloelectronvolts and, on the other hand, they play a key role in the emission of secondary electrons from solids,
regardless of the primary energy. In this overview work we present a general perspective of recent works on the subject of surface
excitations and on low-energy electron transport, highlighting the most relevant aspects for the modelling of electron transport in
FEBID simulations.

Introduction
An accurate modelling of the energy losses of electrons
traversing a solid surface is instrumental for a quantitative
understanding of a series of techniques exploiting transmitted,
reflected, or emitted electrons, including a number of spectroscopies (electron-energy-loss spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and Auger-electron spectroscopy), electron
microscopy, and the focused-electron-beam-induced deposition
(FEBID) of nanostructures, on which we focus here. This technique employs beams of focussed kiloelectronvolts-electrons to
trigger and steer the growth of nanostructures with tunable elec-

tronic and magnetic properties from molecules of organometallic precursor gases [1] adsorbed on a substrate [2]. It has been
shown that, for irradiation with electrons of 1–5 keV, both the
incoming primary electrons and the emitted secondary electrons influence the growth of the nanostructures, the latter electrons being responsible for the lateral resolution [3].
In the modelling of electron transport for FEBID [2-7], electron
stopping is described on the basis of properties that are applicable in the bulk of the material. However, electrons traversing a
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solid interface additionally excite surface modes, an energy-loss
channel that amounts to a sizeable fraction of the energy-loss
spectrum for electrons of up to a few kiloelectronvolts. The
existence of surface excitations was predicted in the late 1950s
[8]; experimental evidence was obtained shortly thereafter
[9,10]. In order to model surface excitations in electron spectroscopies, several models have been developed to date [11-31].
Various approaches are considered, often with underlying
simplifications, evoked on physical or technical grounds, in the
interest of making calculations feasible in a finite time. In order
to derive a distribution of energy losses of charged projectiles
moving in the vicinity of the surface, some of the models cited
above rely on the semiclassical dielectric formalism, whereas
others adopt a many-body formalism. Both approaches have
been shown to yield results in equivalently good agreement [32]
with experimental data.
In what follows we briefly review the stopping of charged
projectiles in the vicinity of a solid surface, along the lines of
[31], which will be referenced for further details. We summarize a series of rules which characterize the behavior of the
probability for surface excitations and we briefly review a practical model for the emission of secondary electrons. Relevant
aspects to FEBID modelling will be highlighted.

Review
Inelastic collisions in the bulk of the material
Energy losses of a charged projectile moving in a solid can
be described accurately within the semiclassical dielectric
formalism. In this approach, one assumes that the presence of
the charged projectile disturbs the equilibrium charge density of
the solid, which becomes polarized and, thus, an electric field is
induced at all points of space. The force acting on the charged
projectile due to the induced electric field is assumed to be the
agent responsible for its (electronic) stopping. In order to derive
physical quantities that describe the stopping, it is now a matter
of calculating first the induced electric field and, from it, the
so-called stopping power, defined as the variation of the kinetic
energy of the projectile per unit path length. Once an expression for the stopping power is derived, one can identify from it
an expression for the distribution of energy losses per unit path
length, the basic quantity that is needed to describe energy
losses in a detailed Monte-Carlo simulation of electron transport. In this section we briefly outline the basic steps of these
calculations and highlight the underlying assumptions. Further
details can be found in the cited works.
The starting point of the calculation is the dielectric function
ε(q,ω) of the material, where q and ω are the respective Fourierconjugate variables of the position, r, and the time, t. In practice one typically has data available for ε(ω), be it from optical

data obtained experimentally [33] or from theoretical calculations, e.g., via density-functional theory calculations [33-35].
An ω-dependent dielectric function is sufficient to describe the
response of the medium to a spatially homogeneous perturbation, such as that of an incoming photon. However, for incoming charged projectiles the perturbation is strongly dependent on
the spatial coordinates, so that a q-dependent dielectric functions is required. Physically reliable models are built on the
basis of the (q,ω)-dependent dielectric function for the homogeneous electron gas [36-38] or on the basis of a simple superposition of Drude–Lindhard oscillators [33].
Assuming a projectile that moves with a velocity v along a
trajectory r = vt, one can conveniently solve the Maxwell equations in Fourier space to obtain the following expression for the
induced electric field [31]

(1)

where ρ(q,ω) is the Fourier transform of the projectile charge
density ρ(r,t) = Z0eδ(r−vt), where Z0 is the projectile charge in
units of the modulus of the electron charge, e, and v is the
velocity of the projectile. To obtain this expression, the
following approximations were considered: (1) The Coulomb
gauge was adopted and the contribution from the vector potential was neglected. (2) The dielectric displacement field was
assumed to be proportional to the electric field in Fourier space
(linear response). The first approximation restricts the validity
of the calculation to non-relativistic projectiles (the calculation
with the full electric field for relativistic projectiles is also
feasible [39]), whereas the second approximation can be seen to
be formally equivalent to a first-order Born approximation in
perturbation theory, imposing a lower bound to the domain of
validity of the calculation [22,40], which for practical purposes
is above 100 eV.
The stopping power S is obtained as the variation of the kinetic
energy per unit path length,
(2)

where is the kinetic energy of the projectile and s = vt is the
path length. Combining Equation 1 and Equation 2 one obtains

(3)
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Up to this point the stopping of the projectile is treated as a
continuous phenomenon, whereas in reality charged projectiles
lose energy and are deflected in the course of individual
inelastic collisions. The so-called semiclassical approximation
consists in assigning to v and ω the meaning of a momentum
transfer from the projectile to the medium and of an energy loss
of the projectile, respectively. Atomic units ( = me = e = 1)
will be used below. Now that these variables have a welldefined physical meaning, the corresponding integrals must be
restricted to the kinematically allowed domain,

(4)

where
(5)

are the minimum (−) and maximum (+) momentum transfers
allowed by the energy and momentum conservation laws.
Equation 4 can be understood as the average energy loss per
unit path length dictated by a distribution of energy losses per
unit path length, dμ/dω:

(6)

The quantity dμ/dω is known as the differential inelastic inverse
mean free path (DIIMFP), explicitly given by

(7)

Note that the DIIMFP is a function of the energy loss for the
given velocity of the projectile. The integral of the DIIMFP
over all allowed energy losses gives the inelastic inverse mean
free path

(8)

The latter two quantities are the necessary quantities for a
detailed Monte-Carlo simulation of electron transport (see
section “Monte-Carlo simulation of electron energy-loss

spectra”), a method that has been successfully used in the last
decades.

Inelastic collisions in the vicinity of a planar
surface
The scheme outlined in the previous section to describe
inelastic interactions of charged projectiles in solids gives a
good account of inelastic collisions in the bulk of the solid.
However, projectiles impinging and emerging from a solid additionally cross a planar interface to vacuum (or another solid)
that is not explicitly accounted for. The existence of a planar
surface imposes additional boundary conditions on the electric
field [41,42].
Several approaches exist in the literature to solve the Maxwell
equations with these boundary conditions for the stopping
problem: Some consider the dielectric function of a semi-infinite medium [43], and others (preferred in the electron-spectroscopy community) rely on a method that allows one to work
with bulk dielectric functions, the method of image charges,
also known as the method of extended pseudomedia. The
method consists in rephrasing the semi-infinite-geometry
problem as the sum of two infinite-geometry problems, supplied
with a series of fictitious charges that are determined in terms of
known quantities by imposing the boundary conditions at the
interface.
The resulting induced electric field has a more complex expression than in the bulk case. Nevertheless, it can be expressed as
the sum of one contribution arising from a charge density
induced in the bulk of the material and another one arising from
a charge density induced at the surface of the material.
The DIIMFP resulting from the induced electric field becomes
more complicated, with two additional parametric dependencies: (1) on the depth coordinate with respect to the surface and
(2) on the surface crossing angle with respect to the surface
normal. Several models exist with varying approximations
[23,24,30,31], the effects of which were scrutinized [31].
Regardless of the details of the models, they all yield a number
of consistent general features and trends of the surface excitation probability:
• Surface energy losses can be undergone by the charged
projectile on either side of the interface, at the solid side
or at the vacuum side. Indeed, a surface charge can be
induced regardless of the side at which the projectile is
moving on and, thus, a charged projectile moving on the
vacuum side of the interface can also undergo energy
losses. It has been recently shown that, in reflection-electron-energy-loss spectra, surface losses on the vacuum
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side of the interface account for a large fraction of the
surface-excitation intensity, often more than half of it
[44].
• The probability for an electron that crosses a surface
to undergo a surface excitation is, to a first approximation [45], proportional to the surface dwell time
, where is the projectile energy and θ
is the surface crossing angle with respect to the surface
normal. The energy dependency implies that, in practice,
surface excitations are relevant for electron energies up
to a few kiloeelectronvolts. Additional structure to the
aforementioned angular behavior is predicted for scattering geometries coinciding with deep minima of the
differential elastic scattering cross section: minor deflections in the course of an inelastic collision lead to an
effective scattering geometry with enhanced elastic scattering and therefore higher detection probability [44].
• The DIIMFP for energy losses of charged projectiles
impinging on a surface differs from the DIIMFP for the
conjugate emerging direction. This effect, known as
in-out asymmetry in surface energy-losses, has been long
predicted but only recently observed experimentally
[46]. In-out differences are most accentuated for surfacecrossing directions close to the surface normal and for
high kinetic energies (about 1 keV).

Monte-Carlo simulation of electron energyloss spectra
The electron-transport problem in a solid is described in terms
of a Boltzmann-type transport equation. A practical method for
solving the problem is provided by Monte-Carlo simulation,
which consists in sampling an ensemble of trajectories undergoing collisions of the relevant types as dictated by a given set
of interaction cross sections. A statistical average of the desired
observable is performed over the sampled trajectories to the
selected precision [47].
In the energy range between 100 eV and a few keV the relevant
interaction mechanisms of electrons with the solid are elastic
collisions with the atoms and inelastic collisions with typically
weakly bound electrons in the solid. Elastic scattering can be
accurately described by means of a differential cross section for
elastic scattering (DCES), which can be systematically calculated by means of partial-wave calculations [48,49]. Inelastic
scattering is accounted for by the DIIMFPs described above.
Monte-Carlo simulations of electron transport (bulk losses only)
for typical geometries in FEBID experiments have been previously considered [2,7]. The inclusion of surface excitations
implies a modification of the sampling algorithm in the vicinity
of the surface (typically 15 Å above and below the surface), as
schematically shown in Figure 1. Technical details on the

implementation of the algorithm for the simulation of surface
energy losses can be found elsewhere in great detail [30,31,50].
Here the focus is on the effect of surface excitations on the
reflection-electron-energy-loss spectrum (REELS). To this
effect, Figure 2 compares the REELS of Si (left) and Cu (right)
under bombardment with 1 keV electrons impinging perpendicularly on the sample; all reflected electrons are collected. The
simulation geometry is depicted in Figure 3. The materials are
chosen as representative substrate (Si) and deposit (Cu) materials. The solid red curves (dashed blue curves) in Figure 2
correspond to REELS simulated without (with) the inclusion of
surface excitations. We observe that even for a primary energy
of 1 keV surface excitations account for (1) additional features,
i.e. the excitation of surface plasmons, in the low-energy-loss
part of the REELS that are not accounted for by a bulk-only
description of the energy losses of charged projectiles in the
material and (2) a sizeable fraction of the intensity in the first
few tens of eV of energy losses, about 20% of the intensity in
the case of Si and 15% of the intensity in the case of Cu.
Although the relative importance of surface excitations is
enhanced for lower energies, their effect is noticeable even in
the 1 keV domain. Thus, the inclusion of surface excitations in
the modelling of electron-transport is expected to give a yet
more quantitative description of FEBID processes at and below
the 1 keV primary-energy domain.

Secondary-electron emission
Energy losses of the charged projectile can lead to the ejection
of loosely bound electrons of the solid, which emerge as secondary electrons (SE). The majority of these SE are of relatively low energies (≤50 eV). These energies are well below the
domain of validity of the elastic and inelastic interaction cross
sections available in the literature, which has been a limitation
for progress in the field. Electron coincidence measurements
[51-54] have supplied a wealth of valuable information.

Figure 1: Example incoming trajectories (dotted lines) in the surfacescattering zone (typically 15 Å above and below the surface), undergoing (a) a surface energy loss in the medium side, (b) a surface
energy loss in the vacuum side, (c) a bulk energy loss, indicated by the
filled circles.
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Figure 2: Comparison of reflection-electron-energy-loss spectra (REELS) of Si (left) and Cu (right) under bombardment with 1-keV electrons at
normal incidence, without (red solid curves) and with (blue dashed curves) an account of surface excitations. All backscattered electrons are
collected.

Figure 3: Simulation geometry: 1 keV electrons impinge normally onto
the material (Si or Cu); all backscattered electrons are collected.

Recently, coincidence measurements of correlated electron pairs
emitted from solids (Al, Si, Ag) under electron bombardment
have been measured, providing a double-differential SE yield,
differential with respect to the energy loss of the primary electron and with respect to the energy (or the time of flight) of the
emitted secondary electron [55]. These experimental data are
displayed for Si under 100 eV electron bombardment in the
lower panel of Figure 4 as a bird’s-eye-view plot (only the
shape and relative intensities of the spectrum are of relevance
here, hence the missing units in the linear color scale, where
black is the null point and white is the maximum attained
value). The horizontal white lines indicate the corresponding
times of flight for electrons with 0 eV (accelerating grids were
used), 50 eV, and 100 eV. See [55] for the experimental details.
The plot can be read as the (time-of-flight) spectrum of secondary electrons emitted as a result of different energy losses of the
impinging electron (to be read at the abscissae). The upper
panel of Figure 4 displays the REELS of 100 eV from Si, where
the energy-loss peaks corresponding to the excitation of one
surface plasmon, one bulk plasmon, and two surface plasmons
are indicated by vertical red dashed lines and labeled, respectively, 1s, 1b, 2s as a guideline for the abscissae scale in the
other plots of the figure.

Figure 4: (Upper panel) Reflection-electron-energy-loss spectrum
(REELS) of Si under 100 eV bombardment (see [55] for experimental
details). (Lower panel) (e,2e)-coincidence spectrum of secondary electrons emitted in coincidence with energy losses (SE2ELCS) of 100-eV
electrons backscattered from Si. (Middle panel) Monte-Carlo simulation of the SE2ELCS measurement without accounting for surface
energy losses. The vertical dashed lines in red indicate energy losses
corresponding to the excitation of one surface, one bulk, and two
surface plasmons. The horizontal solid white lines indicate the times of
flight corresponding to electrons with 0 eV (accelerating grids were
used), 10 eV, and 50 eV.
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The coincidence data (e.g., lower panel of Figure 4) provide on
the one hand very detailed insight into the mechanisms responsible for SE emission and, on the other hand, provide a benchmark against which models for SE emission and low-energy
electron transport in general can be tested. The transport
models, in turn, aid in the interpretation of the data, as discussed
below. The Monte-Carlo simulation briefly outlined above was
extended to include the generation and the transport of the secondary electrons and to simulate the electron-coincidence
measurement on the basis of a simple model for SE emission:
every time that the primary electron undergoes an energy loss, a
SE trajectory is started with the energy loss as an initial energy
(see [55] for the simulation details). Having the experimental
data as a guideline, the interaction cross sections described
above were used down to 1 eV (knowing that this is well below
the domain where they are formally applicable) as a first
approximation. Simulations were first carried out using bulk
energy-loss DIIMFPs exclusively. The resulting spectrum is
displayed in the middle panel of Figure 4. It is clear that these
simulated peaks do not reproduce the onset of the experimentally observed peaks. Only after the inclusion of surface excitations, both for the incoming primary electrons, for the backscattered electrons, and for the emitted secondary electrons, is good
agreement between simulations and measurements found, as
shown in Figure 5. The Monte Carlo simulations further allow
one to discern the processes that give rise to the different
regions of the coincidence spectrum [55].
Thus, it was found that any realistic model of SE emission and
low-energy electron transport near solid surfaces must account
for surface excitations. This conclusion has strong implications
on the emission depth from which SE are emitted: if secondary
electrons undergo additional energy losses on their way out of
the solid, the average SE-emission depth becomes much shallower than one would assume on the basis of a model based
only on bulk properties. The predicted number of emitted SE
can also differ appreciably with respect to a bulk-only simulation. Furthermore, the energies of the SE are also modified by
the presence of additional surface energy-loss channels.

Conclusion
In light of the presented richness in the behavior of surface
excitations and their effect on both the energy losses of the
impinging electrons and on the emission of secondary electrons,
it is to be expected that their inclusion in the modelling of electron transport for FEBID will yield a more detailed description
of the role played by both the primary electrons and the emitted
secondary electrons in the growth process. It should be noted
that, while surface excitations are relevant for primary electrons with energies up to 1–2 keV, they are essential ingredients for the modelling of slow secondary electrons regardless of

Figure 5: Same as Figure 4 with the inclusion of surface excitations in
the modelling of electron transport through the solid-vacuum interface.

the energy of the primary electron responsible for their
emission.
The previous considerations suggest that the inclusion of
surface excitations in the electron-transport model employed to
investigate FEBID experiments might lead to noticeable effects.
On the one hand, more primary electrons are backscattered
compared to the case without surface excitations (see Figure 2),
so that an increase in the simulated deposition rate might be
expected (at least for primary energies in the 1–2 keV regime
and below). On the other hand, more slow (≤50 eV) secondary
electrons will be available from the decay of surface plasmons
[56] excited by either the incoming electrons or the outgoing
electrons (backscattered electrons or emitted secondary electrons). This should also contribute to an increase of the simulated deposition rate and additionally lead to an enhancement of
the FEBID proximity effect.
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Abstract
Suspended nanowires (SNWs) have been deposited from Co–carbonyl precursor (Co2(CO)8) by focused electron beam induced
deposition (FEBID). The SNWs dimensions are about 30–50 nm in diameter and 600–850 nm in length. The as-deposited material
has a nanogranular structure of mixed face-centered cubic (FCC) and hexagonal close-packed (HCP) Co phases, and a composition
of 80 atom % Co, 15 atom % O and 5 atom % C, as revealed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM) analysis and by energydispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy, respectively. Current (I)–voltage (V) measurements with current densities up to 107 A/cm2
determine different structural transitions in the SNWs, depending on the I–V history. A single measurement with a sudden current
burst leads to a polycrystalline FCC Co structure extended over the whole wire. Repeated measurements at increasing currents
produce wires with a split structure: one half is polycrystalline FCC Co and the other half is graphitized C. The breakdown current
density is found at 2.1 × 107 A/cm2. The role played by resistive heating and electromigration in these transitions is discussed.

Introduction
The growing importance of nanotechnology and nanoscience in
advanced applications and fundamental research requires
nanofabrication techniques that are highly resolved but at the
same time flexible and feasible with research laboratory equipment. A promising approach is represented by focused electron
beam induced deposition (FEBID), a direct-write nanolithography based on the decomposition of gas precursors molecules
with electron beams [1]. This technology, in fact, allows for the

deposition of various materials on planar and non-planar
substrates with nanoscale resolution [2], and it can be easily
implemented on scanning electron microscopes (SEM) by
installing a gas injection system (GIS).
FEBID flexibility has been exploited in applications that are
critical for traditional lithography techniques, such as the deposition of electrical connections to isolated nanostructures [3,4]
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or the fabrication of scanning probe nanotips [5,6], but it has
been also employed successfully in the realization of different
types of nanosensors [7-10] and nanodevices [11,12]. Among
the FEBID capabilities, the deposition of nanowires with
nanoscale site specificity [10,13] becomes appealing for
the development of future nanoscale devices which need
scaled interconnects, and the deposition of magnetic nanostructures opens interesting perspectives in the field of magnetic
nanodevices [14,15].
To keep up with such challenging tasks, FEBID has to face a
deposit purity issue [16], the C and O contamination of metal
deposits coming from incomplete fragmentation of the metalorganic molecules, typically employed as precursors. Several
methods have been investigated, mainly consisting in the
deposit treatment by thermal annealing [17,18] or e-beam irradiation [19], but also the design and synthesis of new precursors is considered [20].
Another important aspect, often not considered in the literature,
is to investigate the electrical behavior and stability of FEBID
nanodeposits under critical conditions that may occur in real
devices, such as extended voltage and current ranges and high
current density, where Joule heating and electromigration
effects [21,22] come into play and are a major cause of failures.
In this work, we deposit free-standing suspended nanowires
(SNWs) using Co–carbonyl precursor (Co2(CO)8), and study
their behavior under high electrical current density, following
the same approach used for Pt–metallorganic SNWs [23]. While
FEBID deposits are usually grown on a substrate, suspended
deposition is obtained by moving the electron beam away from
an elevated edge under gas flow. If the scanning speed (beam
stepsize/beam dwell time) is properly tuned, a self-standing
nanowire can be deposited along the beam path [24]. This approach offers the possibility to deposit and analyze the material
free from any substrate contribution, but above all it enables 3D
nanofabrication [25]. The SNWs are characterized electrically
at high current densities and analyzed structurally by transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The Co–carbonyl precursor
has been chosen because it is one of the most commonly
used for the deposition of magnetic nanostructures, and also
because it yields one of the highest metal concentrations among
metalorganics [26].

Experimental
FEBID was performed in a dual beam system (FEI Strata
DB235M) combining a Ga-ion focused ion beam (FIB) with a
thermal field emission SEM, equipped with a Co–carbonyl
(Co2(CO)8) GIS operated at room temperature (RT). The GIS is
mounted at a polar angle of 52° and an azimuthal angle of 115°

with respect to the sample surface. An injection nozzle with a
reduced diameter of 160 μm was installed in order to limit the
pressure bursts that typically occur for this kind of precursor at
the first openings, and to reach a gas pressure into the chamber
of the order of 3 × 10−6 mbar (with respect to a base pressure of
6 × 10−7 mbar), a value that allowed for a fine control of the
deposition process. The nozzle-to-sample distance during deposition was about 200 μm.
The samples are Au-coated (100 nm thickness) silicon nitride
membranes (500 nm thick). Pairs of contact pads were patterned
on gold by FIB milling, and, at the gap between the pads, a slit
(500 nm wide and 6 μm long) was opened through the
membrane to enable TEM observation and obtain substrate-less
suspended growth. SNWs were deposited across the slit by
focusing a 15 keV, 67 pA electron beam (probe size about
5 nm) either on Co nanopillars, grown by FEBID, or directly on
the gold pads, and moving it towards the opposite side with
5 nm steps and dwell times varying between 10 and 35 ms in
order to obtain the desired horizontal growth.
Electrical characterization was done in situ using two nanomanipulated probes (Kleindiek MM3A-EM) connected to a
Keithley 6487 source meter. The current (I)–voltage (V)
measurements were performed by applying voltage to the left
Au pad and sweeping it over a (0, +V, −V, 0) loop with the right
pad grounded (GND) while measuring the current. After each
I–V curve an SEM image of the SNW was taken to check for
morphological modifications. TEM analysis was performed
with a JEOL 2010 microscope, equipped with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) system (Oxford INCA 100) for
composition analysis.

Results and Discussion
In Figure 1a, an example of Co–carbonyl SNW deposited by
FEBID is shown. The suspended wire is deposited across the
slit and connects two Co–carbonyl nanopillars facing on the
opposite sides. Deposition of the SNW is performed by
focusing the beam, normal to the sample, on the right pillar and
moving it toward the left with the scan parameters specified
before. The obtained SNW (SNW 1) is about 700 nm long,
50 nm thick and 30 nm wide, and because it is slightly sloped
upward another deposition (30 nm wide and 65 nm long) was
necessary to connect to the left pillar. The deposited material
shows a uniform bright contrast under the SEM, and TEM
imaging (not shown) reveals a nanogranular structure typical of
metallorganic deposits, where metal grains with a size of few
nanometers are embedded in an amorphous, carbonaceous
matrix [27]. The structure is confirmed by TEM selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) measured at the center of the wire
and presented in Figure 1b. The pattern shows an innermost
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CoO, displayed as bars proportional to the intensities of the
reflections. The experimental curve shows the main peak at
r = 4.9 1/nm and three smaller structures at r = 7.7, 9.2 and
12.1 1/nm. The best agreement is found with the Co FCC
pattern, which can fit all the four peaks with (111), (220), (311)
and (331) reflections, respectively. A lower degree of agreement also exists with the Co HCP pattern. On the contrary, the
absence of any structure at r = 6.6 and 4.0 1/nm, corresponding
to the second (220) and third (111) most intense reflections of
CoO FCC, suggests that such a phase is not present. This comparison indicates that the deposited material is a mixture of FCC
(a larger fraction) and HCP cobalt nanograins. EDX analysis
was also performed by TEM. The measured spectrum, in
Figure 1c, shows the peaks of the precursor components, C, O
and Co, with atomic concentrations of 4, 15 and 81 atom %,
respectively. This high Co concentration is in line with the best
values reported in the literature for this precursor [25], though
concentrations above 90 atom % have also been obtained
[10,26,28].
Electrical characterization of SNW 1, shown in Figure 2a, was
carried out inside the dual beam system. The bias range in this

Figure 1: (a) SEM image (at 52° tilt angle) of suspended nanowire
(SNW) 1 deposited between pillars; (b) electron diffraction pattern from
SNW 1 and radial integral of the pattern (red line) compared with
calculated reflections (bars) for FCC Co, HCP Co and FCC CoO.
(c) EDX spectrum of SNW 1 with peak labels and derived atomic
composition.

high-intensity ring with many single spots, and outer, fainter
rings with spots apparently randomly arranged. This kind of
pattern is typical of nanocrystalline materials with randomly
oriented nanograins. To establish the structure of these
nanograins the radial integral of the pattern (red curve) was
compared to the main reflections calculated for face-centered
cubic (FCC) Co, hexagonal close-packed (HCP) Co and FCC

Figure 2: (a) Current(I)–voltage(V) measurements on SNW 1. In the
inset, the first I–V measurement taken on the wire as shown in
Figure 1a is magnified; (b) SEM image (at 52° tilt angle) of SNW 1
after I–V 1.
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case was V = 0.1 V. In the first measurement, shown in the inset
of Figure 2a (squares), the current starts increasing linearly with
voltage, but around V = 0.07 V, a big spike from I = 0.7 to
2.7 μA is recorded, followed by a return to values on the original linear trend. The measurement was stopped before finishing
the loop to observe SNW 1. The SEM image is shown in
Figure 2b. It is clear that a structural transformation has
occurred due to the current spike, because the nanowire shows a
completely changed morphology, with dark bumps and spots on
the surface and inside, and a reduced thickness in the middle.
The connection to the left pillar is heavily bent and deformed as
if a mechanical stress was applied. The supporting pillars do not
show such modifications and maintain the same uniform
bright contrast. A second I–V measurement was taken on
the same bias range, completing the cycle, and data are shown
in Figure 2a (circles). The I–V trend is strictly linear,
and current values are increased dramatically from the
previous run, reaching almost I = 200 μA at V = 0.1 V. The
resistivity obtained considering SNW 1 alone drops from
1.6 × 104 μΩ·cm, before the transition, to about 110 μΩ·cm, a
value to be compared to 6 μΩ·cm for bulk cobalt. SEM inspection after this measurement shows no further difference from
the picture in Figure 2b.
TEM structural analysis after these electrical measurements is
reported in Figure 3. The bright-field image of SNW 1 is

completely changed from the grainy structure observed after
deposition. Now it has the typical appearance of a polycrystalline material, with regions of well-defined contrast extending
for tens of nanometers along the wire, and separated by sharp
contrast lines. This suggests the presence of big metal grains
inside the nanowire. The SAED pattern taken on the central
dark region (blue circled), 35 nm wide and 55 nm long, shows
single spots arranged in a rectangular lattice that correspond to
the FCC structure of Cobalt, oriented along the [112] zone axis.
This type of pattern indicates that a highly ordered, essentially
monocrystalline, structure is present within this region. Other
orientations of the same Co FCC phase were found along the
wire, while the bright circles on the right turn out to be hollow
graphite cages, as will be shown for the second SNW. EDX
analysis performed along the wire reveals a small gradient in Co
concentration on going from right to left: 78 atom % on the
right, 87 atom % on the center and 89 atom % on the left.
Interestingly, this distribution follows the electron current direction, from cathode (right) to anode (left), suggesting that an
electromigration effect is involved in the structural transition.
This effect occurs in metallic micro- and nanowires under high
current densities (106 to 107 A/cm2) and consists in the dragging of metal ions along the electron current direction due to
momentum transfer by the flowing electrons [21]. From EDX
spectra, shown in the right-bottom panel of Figure 3, it is also

Figure 3: Bright-field TEM image of SNW 1 after electrical measurements. In the inset, the SAED pattern taken on the circled area, with labelled
phase and spots. On the right, the EDX spectra and a table of the relative atomic compositions taken along SNW 1 in three points indicated by the
arrows.
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evident that a true carbon peak, above background level,
remains only on the right part of SNW 1, where the graphite
circles were observed.
A second SNW (SNW 2), shown in Figure 4a, was deposited
directly between the Au contacts without pillars. It is about
600 nm long, 45 nm thick and 30 nm wide. To ensure good
connection to the left pad, an additional deposition was
performed on a square area around SNW end. EDX analysis,
not shown, returned concentrations similar to SNW 1: 5 atom %
C, 17 atom % O and 78 atom % Co. SNW 2 was tested with
five subsequent I–V measurements, shown in Figure 4b,
extending the voltage range from 0.1 to 2 V, and after each one

of them a check for morphology changes was done by SEM.
The first measurement, shown in the inset of Figure 4b (black
line), has a linear behavior with a resistance of 223 kΩ and
resistivity of 5 × 104 μΩ·cm, while the second I–V curve (red
line) shows a slight upward bending as the voltage increases
above 0.1 V. All subsequent I–V curves show an increasing
bending for increasing voltage. These semiconductor-like trends
are typical of potential-barrier conduction systems, such are the
nanogranular FEBID deposits, but they might also include an
Au/SNW contact barrier that the two probe setup is not able to
cancel. SEM observation after the first four cycles did not
reveal any modification in SNW 2. In the last I–V curve (pink
line), a different behavior appears: an hysteresis between
[0,2 V] and [2,0 V] data is present, the return curve having
higher currents with respect to the first leg. The negative bias
portions reflect the return curve trend and do not show any
hysteresis. The observed effect might be linked to some structural transformation that was indeed confirmed by SEM
analysis, in Figure 4c. The left-hand half of the wire looks
brighter while the right-hand one has become transparent.
To deeper investigate the nature of this transition we turned to
TEM analysis. As shown by the bright-field image in Figure 5,
the opaque portion on the left is polycrystalline cobalt while the
transparent region on the right is graphitized carbon. The SAED
pattern taken on the big central grain (55 nm wide and 65 nm
long, blue circled), after a tilt of the sample, is shown in the
upper panel. The spots arranged in a diamond lattice reveal that
the grain has an FCC structure oriented along the [110] zone
axis.
The extra spots around the main lattice arise from nearby grains
entering the diffraction volume due to the sample tilt. A highresolution image of the transparent region (orange squared) is
reported in the lower panel, and shows graphite planes arranged
in a rounded cage structure with a hollow/amorphous-like interior. This carbon structure, strongly resembling the one of
carbon-encapsulated metal nanoparticles [29], was probably
hosting a Co grain before its migration. From this analysis, the
effect of electromigration is even more evident than before: the
metallic part has all migrated toward the anode, leaving a
graphitic skeleton behind.

Figure 4: (a) SEM image (at 20° tilt angle) of SNW 2 deposited
between the Au pads across the slit. (b) Five subsequent I–V
measurements taken on SNW 2 at increasing bias range. In the inset,
the first two I–V curves are shown; (c) SEM image (at 20° tilt angle) of
SNW 2 after the last I–V measurement.

Finally, a third SNW (SNW 3) was deposited between the Au
pads and stressed electrically until breakdown. As shown in
Figure 6a, SNW 3 is 850 nm long, 30–35 nm thick and
25–30 nm wide. A square deposition on SNW end was applied
as for SNW 2. EDX analysis, not shown, gave concentrations of
6 atom % C, 13 atom % O and 81 atom % Co. The first I–V
measurement, shown in the inset of Figure 6b, was taken with a
bias of V = 0.4 V and displays a linear behavior, slightly devi-
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Figure 5: Bright-field TEM image of SNW 2 as shown in Figure 4c. In
the top inset, the SAED pattern taken on the blue-circled area, with
labelled phase and spots. In the bottom inset, the high-resolution
image of the orange-squared area.

ating at the extreme points of the negative interval. The
measured resistance is 23 kΩ, corresponding to a resistivity of
2.5 × 103 μΩ·cm. The second measurement (red line) starts exhibiting the bent-up characteristic, less pronounced than for
SNW 2, and also an asymmetry between positive and negative
branches. At V = −1 V, in fact, a 10% increase in the absolute
current is recorded, possibly indicating that structural modifications are going on during measurement. The third and last I–V
curve (blue line) rises up steeper and at V = 1.5 V, I = 190 μA,
corresponding to a current density of 2.1 × 107 A/cm2, it drops
down not to zero but to I = 17 μA, where it keeps following a
bent-up trend to 2 V and finishes the cycle drawing a symmetric
negative branch. The SEM image taken at the end of the
measurement (Figure 6c) clearly shows a gap in the SNW with
Co depletion in the terminal of the right section, which appears
transparent.
By zooming in the gap region (bottom-right inset) we can
distinguish a very narrow gap (4 nm) separating the left part,

Figure 6: (a) SEM image (at 52° tilt angle) of SNW 3 deposited
between Au pads; (b) Three subsequent I–V measurements on SNW 3
at increasing bias range. In the inset, the first I–V curve is shown;
(c) SEM image (at 20° tilt angle) of SNW 3 after the last I–V measurement. In the bottom-right and bottom-left insets, a magnified view of
the gap region taken with the SEM (at 52° tilt angle) and with the TEM,
respectively, are shown.

ending with a dark tip on a bright grain, and the right part,
ending with a 9 nm thick, 45 nm long dark, i.e., transparent tip.
TEM analysis (bottom-left inset) confirms that the right section
is polycrystalline Co ending with a tiny tip of graphitized C, and
the tip on the right is also graphitized C. A question arises
whether the current measured after the drop is flowing through
a still-continuous C bridge or it is tunneling across the gap. The
second case seems to be excluded because the current values are
too high and the curve does not fit a Fowler–Nordheim model.
The first option is favored because the cross section reduction
from 35 to 9 nm diameter, observed at the bridge, can roughly
account for a current drop of a factor of 13. If this is the case,
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then the gap probably formed after measurement by some vibration during nanoprobes lift-up.
At the basis of the structural evolution observed in the three
SNWs there is an interplay of several factors. Primarily the
physical effects related to high current density (Joule heating
and electromigration), but also geometrical factors represented
by the suspended geometry and nanosize dimension of the
conductor, and the highly-resistive nanogranular material. Let
us first consider the materials obtained at the end of the electrical measurements: polycrystalline FCC cobalt and graphitized carbon. The equilibrium phase of bulk cobalt at RT is
HCP, and at 430 °C there is a transition to the FCC phase. Co is
known to stabilize FCC at RT as a consequence of either rapid
quenching from annealing above the transition temperature or
of the grain size confinement to submicron range [30]. The transition temperature is easily surpassed during the electrical
measurements, where current densities up to 107 A/cm2 are
injected into the SWNs. As already shown in our previous study
on Pt SNWs [23], and in W nanowires either suspended [31] or
deposited on ultrathin membranes [32], the temperature reached
in such conditions can be as high as or exceed 1000 °C. The fact
that cobalt does not stabilizes back into the HCP phase at the
end of the measurement, when the SNWs return to RT, is a
consequence of the nanosize cross-section of the wire: FCC
structure at RT is often reported for both Co nanoparticles and
nanowires in the diameter range of tens of nanometers [33].
Concerning graphitized carbon, this material is formed around
the Co grains, acting as catalyzers, under the combined action
of high temperature and nanograin motion, as reported in
similar amorphous C nanowires loaded with Fe nanoparticles
[34].

structure, where, at the boundary between Co grain and graphitized C, a neck forms as the current density is increased, and the
C portion thins down to form a bridge of a few nanometers.
Alternatively, looking at the shape of SNW 3 at the bridge
(bottom-right inset of Figure 6c), the sharp SNW truncation on
the right could suggest that a big Co grain was present above
the bridge and has moved left, leaving a void.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we have deposited Co (80 atom % concentration)
SNWs from Co–carbonyl precursor by FEBID, and characterized them electrically at increasing bias range to reach high
current density (107 A/cm2). Starting from a nanogranular material of mixed FCC and HCP Co grains, Joule heating leads to
the formation of polycrystalline FCC Co already at low voltages and current densities. Different structural morphologies are
observed in the SNWs depending on the I–V history. With a
short current burst the wire becomes fully polycrystalline Co
and shows ohmic behaviour. When repeated I–V measurements
at increasing voltage are performed, an electromigration effect
becomes dominant dividing the wire in two halves: a metallic
portion, on the anode side, and a graphitic carbon portion on the
cathode side. The highest current density reached before breakdown is 2 × 107 A/cm2.
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Abstract
Iron nanostructures grown by focused electron beam induced deposition (FEBID) are promising for applications in magnetic
sensing, storage and logic. Such applications require a precise design and determination of the coercive field (HC), which depends
on the shape of the nanostructure. In the present work, we have used the Fe2(CO)9 precursor to grow iron nanowires by FEBID in
the thickness range from 10 to 45 nm and width range from 50 to 500 nm. These nanowires exhibit an Fe content between 80 and
85%, thus giving a high ferromagnetic signal. Magneto-optical Kerr characterization indicates that HC decreases for increasing
thickness and width, providing a route to control the magnetization reversal field through the modification of the nanowire dimensions. Transmission electron microscopy experiments indicate that these wires have a bell-type shape with a surface oxide layer of
about 5 nm. Such features are decisive in the actual value of HC as micromagnetic simulations demonstrate. These results will help
to make appropriate designs of magnetic nanowires grown by FEBID.
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Introduction
The fabrication of magnetic nanostructures in a single lithographic step by focused electron beam induced deposition
(FEBID) is currently an exciting research topic [1,2]. In this
technique, a scanning electron microscope (SEM) dissociates
the precursor molecules delivered into the area of interest by a
gas-injection system, producing a deposit [3-6]. The use of
precursor molecules containing cobalt [7-10] or iron [11-14]
allows for the growth of magnetic nanostructures with tailored
dimensions. Some of the most recent advances in this topic are:
the achievement of resolution in single magnetic structures
below 30 nm [15-17], the fabrication of nanomagnets for logic
[18], the production of highly-dense isolated magnetic structures [19], the growth of three-dimensional nanowires [20,21]
and the fabrication of nanospheres on scanning probe tips
[22,23].
One of the crucial parameters to be controlled in such magnetic
nanostructures grown by FEBID is the coercive field, H C ,
which corresponds to the magnetic field producing the magnetization reversal. Most of magnetic devices work by producing a
voltage output when the magnetization reversal occurs. In the
case of cobalt deposits, it was previously found that the coercive field is governed by shape anisotropy [24] due to the polycrystalline microstructure [25], and is thus a function of the
deposit dimensions [26]. However, more detailed studies subsequently emphasized the role played by the halo and the effective magnetic shape in the coercive field of cobalt nanowires
[27-29]. In brief, the halo structure around the main deposit
(caused by proximity effects in FEBID [30]) is an easy place for
nucleation of domain walls (DWs) [31] starting the magnetization reversal of the nanowire, which gives rise to low coercive
fields. This can be a source of troubles if one naively aims to
control the coercive field of magnetic nanostructures by means
of the shape of the main deposit without taking into account the
effect of the halo.
Regarding the case of iron nanostructures grown by FEBID, the
work by Gavagnin et al. has highlighted that the coercive field
could be controllable by means of the deposit thickness [18].
These authors found that nanomagnets with thicknesses of 25
and 35 nm (but equal length and width) produced different coercive fields [18]. However, a detailed explanation for such
phenomenology was not provided. The same group later found
that, similar to the case of cobalt nanowires grown by FEBID, a
magnetic halo in iron nanowires is an easy nucleation center for
domain walls, decreasing the observed coercive field [31].
At this point, further research towards a deeper understanding
of the processes that determine the coercive field in magnetic
nanostructures grown by FEBID is required. A true control over

coercivity is the only way to design and fabricate appropriate
magnetic devices based on FEBID materials. In the present
work, we focus our attention on iron nanowires with fixed
length (4 μm) and varying width (50–500 nm) and nominal
thickness (tNom) between 10 and 45 nm. We have chosen this
geometry given our previous experience with cobalt nanowires
grown by FEBID [24,27]. In these experiments mono-domain
magnetic structures in remanence, as required in most applications, were obtained for nanowire widths around 400 nm or
smaller and length/width aspect ratios of the order of 10. By
performing systematic studies of the coercive field as a function of dimensions and carrying out micromagnetic simulations,
we are able to conclude that the specific shape of the nanowire
as well as the surface oxidation are key to explain the observed
behavior. These will determine the effective magnetic shape of
the nanowires, which will control the coercivity. This will be
still more relevant as the dimensions of the nanowires become
smaller, as it is desired in some applications where high integration of magnetic nanostructures is needed.

Results and Discussion
Growth of the nanowires
The iron nanowires have been grown on B-doped Si substrates
inside an FEI Helios 600 apparatus, using Fe 2 (CO) 9 as
precursor and the scanning electron microscope (SEM) to
produce magnetic deposits in a single step, as sketched in
Figure 1a. The precursor is delivered to the area of interest
through a single gas-injection-system (GIS) with inner diameter of 160 μm, whose tip is located approximately 150 μm
above (z direction) and 50 μm off (x direction) the central irradiation point of the electron beam. The base pressure inside the
chamber (before the flow of the precursor gas) is about
1 × 10−6 mbar. The precursor flux can be controlled through a
leak valve in the GIS and had to be optimized in order to obtain
deposits exhibiting ferromagnetic properties with suitable shape
anisotropy. In these experiments, the nominal turbopump speed
is 260 L/s for nitrogen gas. When the leak valve is opened, the
chamber pressure increases. The chamber pressure is monitored through a Penning vacuum gauge, which serves to
perform systematic quantitative studies (we cannot provide
direct values of precursor flux on the substrate because the
pumping efficiency of the vacuum pump for Fe2(CO)9 molecules in our apparatus is unknown). The beam current and
voltage used for the growth were, respectively, 1.4 nA and
3 kV. The first experiments under relatively high precursor flux
(process pressure approx. 6 × 10−6 mbar) indicated that the
microstructure of the deposits consisted of grains with a typical
size of about 100 nm, as can be observed in Figure S1 of
Supporting Information File 1. In those wires, there was no
significant modification of the coercive field as a function of
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Figure 1: (a) A sketch of the FEBID process. (b) A SEM image of the nanowire with targeted width of 250 nm and nominal thickness of 15 nm.
(c) Sketch of the two batches of nanowires: Batch 1 has got 25 nm nominal thickness and varying width whereas batch 2 has got 250 nm width and
varying thickness.

the deposit dimensions, indicating that the magnetization
reversal was governed by the individual grains, somehow
magnetically decoupled one from each other. However, when
the process pressure was decreased to the range from 3 × 10−6
to 4 × 10−6 mbar, the deposits did not show the granular structure and the magnetization reversal was found to be dominated
by shape anisotropy (see next section). In situ compositional
analysis by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) indicated that the Fe content in these optimized deposits were
always in the range of 80–85%, the rest being C and O. These
values are similar to those found by Gavagnin et al. with the
precursor Fe(CO)5 [18]. In Figure S2 of Supporting Information File 1, we show one of the typical EDS spectra of these
deposits.
In the following, we will describe the results obtained in two
batches of samples corresponding to optimized nanowires. In
both batches, the length is fixed to 4.5 μm and the ends are
triangular (see Figure 1c), as frequently used in this type of
nanowires to avoid easy nucleation of domain walls at the end
of the nanowire and thus the appearance of low coercive fields.
In the first batch, tNom is fixed to 25 nm and the width is varied
from 50 to 500 nm (4 samples). In the second batch, the width

is fixed to 250 nm and t Nom is varied from 10 to 45 nm
(8 samples). This will allow for a systematic study of the effect
of varying width and thickness in these nanowires.

MOKE experiments: coercive field
Magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE) experiments have been
carried out using the Nano-MOKE-3 apparatus by Durham
Magnetooptics. This device uses a 2 μm diameter infrared laser
beam that scans the area of interest in raster mode to detect
MOKE contrasts via the variation of the signal amplitude or
the change in the rotation angle of the light. The positioning of
the beam permits the localization of the nanostructure to be
measured and to position the beam in a targeted place. For
measurements as a function of the magnetic field, the laser
beam is fixed on the centre of the nanowire and quadrupole
coils are used to apply a magnetic field in the plane of the
sample, which allows for tracing the MOKE changes versus the
magnetic field. The MOKE signal is proportional to the total
magnetization, allowing one to study magnetization reversal
processes and precise determination of the coercive field of the
nanowires. In our experiments, we have measured the longitudinal MOKE signal with the magnetic field being applied
parallel to the nanowire length (easy axis) [32].
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As an example of the type of magnetization loops measured, we
show in Figure 2a and Figure 2b the results for two nanowires
from the second batch with tNom of 10 and 35 nm. The signalto-noise ratio is ten, certainly enough to determine the coercive
field, which is given by the measured MOKE field at the midpoint between the two saturation values at high positive and
high negative fields. The observed noise, about 10% of the
signal, is small given that the nanowire width is only 1/8 of the
laser diameter (thus having significant signal originated from
the non-magnetic substrate). The values of HC for both batches
are represented in Figure 2c and Figure 2d. All results shown in
Figure 2 correspond to the average of more than 100 hysteresis
loops. Given the sharp switching transitions observed, a high
level of reproducibility can be inferred.
The observed decrease of HC with the width was also observed
in polycrystalline cobalt nanowires grown by FEBID with
widths above 250 nm [26,27] and previously in permalloy [33]
and cobalt [34-36] nanowires patterned by electron beam lithography. Such dependence was explained by a model in which a
small volume in the wire reverses magnetization coherently,
propagating across the entire wire. In such a model, the coer-

cive field is proportional to the ratio thickness (t)/width (w) due
to demagnetizing effects:
(1)

where H∞ is the coercive field for a wire with infinite width
(thin film) and a is constant parameter that depends of the
finite-length shape anisotropy factor and saturation magnetization [37]. Applying this model to the Fe wires of the batch 1, we
obtain that H ∞ is 7 Oe, indicating that the material is soft
magnetic, as expected for Fe.
We note, however, that the model is not able to explain the
thickness dependence of HC in the 250 nm wide Fe nanowires
of the batch 2. In fact, we observe that H C decreases with
increasing thickness, contrary to the model. Similar behavior
has also been observed theoretically in permalloy nanowires
[38] and experimentally in permalloy nanowires arrays [39] and
in cobalt nanowires grown by FEBID [40]. In all cases, the
occurrence of the failure of the model is caused by a transition
in the type of magnetization reversal process, which led us to

Figure 2: MOKE results. (a) Average magnetic hysteresis loop of the sample with width/nominal thickness of 250 nm/10 nm. (b) Average magnetic
hysteresis loop of the sample with width/nominal thickness of 250 nm/35 nm. (c) Coercive field as a function of width for batch 1 (tNom = 25 nm) with
positive and negative applied magnetic field (blue squares and red circles respectively). Please, be aware that the red circles partially hide the blue
squares. The line is a fit to Equation 1. (d) Coercive field as a function of tNom for batch 2 (width = 250 nm) with positive and negative applied
magnetic field (blue squares and red circles respectively). The line is a visual guide.
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perform micromagnetic simulations to investigate this possibility. Given the previous knowledge regarding the influence of
the halo [31] and the effective magnetic shape [27] in the coercive field of FEBID magnetic nanostructures, it is convenient to
know these properties in the studied nanowires. This is why we
first carried out transmission electron microscopy (TEM) experiments to investigate the exact shape and composition of the
nanowires, so that the subsequent micromagnetic calculations
could reliably reproduce the observed dependence of the coercive field.

TEM experiments: deposit shape, halo extension, surface oxidation
TEM characterization of the microstructure and composition of
Fe nanowires was carried out in a probe-corrected FEI Titan
60-300 operated at 300 kV. Two TEM lamellae of Fe nanowires
with a width of 250 nm and nominal thicknesses of 10 and
45 nm were fabricated using a focused Ga+ ion beam and standard lift-out procedures in an FEI Helios 600 Nanolab. The
slices were cut perpendicular to the nanowire length to analyze
their cross-sectional width profile. The morphology and microstructure were determined by bright field (BF) TEM and high

resolution TEM (HRTEM) imaging, and chemical composition
of the sections was determined by combining high angle
annular dark field (HAADF) imaging and electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS) in scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) mode. The beam current in the STEMEELS experiments was 250 pA. Focused beam induced
annealing effects were not observed in the experiments. These
are easily observable because the images change with time,
which was not the case in the experiments presented here.
Low-magnification BF-TEM images of the cross-sections of Fe
nanowires are shown in Figure 3a and Figure 3b. These wires
have been chosen for the TEM study because they are respectively the thinnest and the thickest ones for the fixed width of
250 nm. Both wires presented irregular bell-shaped profiles,
which are fitted using the following empirical formula:
(2)

where A and C are fitting parameters while yc corresponds to
the peak position in the lateral y direction (in this case manu-

Figure 3: Low-magnification TEM images of the iron nanowires with width of 250 nm and nominal thickness of (a) 10 and (b) 45 nm. Fitting of the
(c) full and (d) half profiles of both nanowires using Equation 2.
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ally centered, yc = 0) and 2y0 corresponds to the full width of
the profile measured along the y direction at a height of z0.
Mathematically speaking, z 0 will correspond to the height
where the bell profile changes its concavity (inflexion point).
As one can notice in Figure 3c and Figure 3d, Equation 2 fits
well the profiles of the nanowires extracted from TEM images
of Figure 3a and Figure 3b. A better fit is obtained if we only
take into account a half part of the profiles. All fitted parameters of both cases are reported in Table S3 (Supporting Information File 2). Comparing the values obtained from the fit for 2y0
and z0, one can note that both correlate, respectively, with the
nominal values of the width and thickness of these two
nanowires, being more similar for the thinnest one. In addition,
the TEM images clearly reveal that the bell-shaped profile of
the nanowires makes that the t Nom is almost half of the
maximum thickness (tMax), corresponding to the peak height.
Taking this fact into account and given that we have experimentally measured the profiles of the thinnest and the thickest
nanowires, a linear extrapolation of the fitting parameters of
Equation 2 permits to estimate the profile parameters of the
intermediate thicknesses. The values of this extrapolation are
reported in Table S2 (Supporting Information File 2), considering the fitted parameters obtained from Figure 3d (half
profile) and establishing z0 as the tNom of the nanowires. The
HRTEM images of the nanowires, shown in Figure S3
(Supporting Information File 1), indicate that the Fe is

nanocrystalline, as previously reported [14,18]. This microstructure will produce negligible magnetocrystalline anisotropy
effects and, as a consequence, shape anisotropy will determine
the magnetic anisotropy of the wires. The Fe content determined by EELS inside the wires is around 85%, in good agreement with the EDS performed inside the FIB-SEM equipment.
According to previous studies, the saturation magnetization in
Fe deposits grown by FEBID corresponds well with the Fe
content [14,41]. Then, one would expect a saturation magnetization about 80–85% of that of bulk Fe.
From the STEM-EELS experiments shown in Figure 4, where
the oxygen intensity is probed from above the surface towards
the interior part of the nanowires, it can be concluded that the
top surface of the nanowires exhibits an oxidized layer of
4–5 nm thickness. The stoichiometry of this oxidized layer is
found to be Fe/O = 1:1 (49.4 ± 2% of Fe and 50.6 ± 2% of O),
which corresponds to a paramagnetic material at room temperature. Such an oxidized surface is not ferromagnetic, which
affects the overall magnetization reversal of the wires. The
oxidized layer will have a strong impact on the thinner part of
the wires, i.e., the tails and halo, which will be prone to lose the
ferromagnetism. As a consequence, the effective ferromagnetic
volume of the wire will be more localized towards the centre of
the nanowire, thus modifying its functional ferromagnetic
shape.

Figure 4: Compositional analysis through EELS of the iron nanowires with nominal thickness of (a) 10 nm and (d) 45 nm. In (b) and (e) a close-up of
the corresponding halos is shown. In (c) and (f) the intensity profiles of the oxygen from above the surface towards the interior part of the two
nanowires (at the positions marked with yellow arrows) are shown: The thickness of the oxidized surface layer (FeO) is around 4–5 nm.
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Micromagnetic simulations
Quasi-static micromagnetic simulations were carried out to
study the influence of the shape profile of the Fe nanowires and
oxidized surface layer on the magnetization reversal process.
We have focused our attention on the dependence of HC on the
thickness, which deviates from the model of magnetization
reversal for nanowires described by Equation 1. In particular,
we have studied the variation of H C with the thickness for
250 nm wide Fe nanowires considering the actual geometry of
the Fe nanowires of batch 2. The GPMagnet software package
[42] was used to perform the simulations employing the
following magnetic parameters for polycrystalline pure iron
[43]: saturation magnetization = 1.7 × 10 6 A/m, exchange
constant = 2.1 × 10−11 J/m, anisotropy constant = 0 (we assume
that in nanocrystalline iron the magnetocrystalline anisotropy is
averaged out). For the simulation, we have adopted the same
in-plane geometry used for the MOKE measurements shown
before. In order to decrease the simulation time, different cell
sizes have been used depending on the thickness (see Table S1
in Supporting Information File 2). HC has been calculated for
three different cases, which allows us to investigate in a more
general way the influence of the shape of the nanowires in the
behavior of the coercive field:
case I: a rectangular profile where constant width (250 nm) is
considered, case II: the actual bell-shaped profile determined
from the TEM measurements, and case III: a reduced bellshaped profile considering a surface oxidation layer of 5 nm
along the whole deposit.

The three different cases are schematically shown in Figure 5
for the Fe nanowire with a tNom of 20 nm. As one can notice in
Figure 5, in case I a single value of thickness can be considered,
corresponding to the maximum height of the rectangular profile
(i.e., t = tNom = tMax). However, in the nanowires of cases II and
III we defined tNom = z0 and tMax = zMax (peak height). The
three-dimensional (3D) shape of the nanowires was designed by
stacking several layers of equal thickness and either using the
same area in the x,y plane (for case I) or progressively reducing
their widths in order to approach the bell-shape of the profile
(for case II and III). The sketch shown in Figure 5c provides a
visual understanding of the 3D structure of the simulated Fe
nanowires. To simulate the oxidized bell-shaped profile, the
structural bell-shaped profile has been reduced 5 nm from the
surface in order to keep only the magnetic volume. It should be
pointed out that temperature is not taken into account in the
simulations. This is why the absolute value of HC in the simulations is expected to be twice or more the experimental value at
room temperature [27].
Plots of the simulated HC values as a function of the nominal
thickness for the three cases considered are presented in
Figure 6. For case I (rectangular profile), in the range of thickness 5 nm < tNom < 30 nm, one notices that HC increases with
the thickness, as expected from Equation 1, until reaching a critical thickness (t c ) of 30 nm. At that point, H C exhibits a
maximum. Above tc, HC decreases with thickness. A similar
behavior is observed in the nanowires with bell-shaped profiles,
with and without the oxidized top layer of 5 nm (cases II and

Figure 5: Sketch of the two-dimensional (y,z plane) geometrical shapes used in the micromagnetic simulation for a 250 nm wide Fe nanowire with a
tNom of 20 nm: (a) Rectangular profile (case I), (b) approximated bell-shaped profiles without (case II) and with (case III) an oxidized surface layer of
5 nm. (c) Three-dimensional representation of the same wire in case I (left) and case II and case III (right).
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III, respectively). However, one can notice that the bell-shaped
profile favors the occurrence of the maximum value of HC at a
lower tNom (tc = 15 nm, for both cases II and III), also reducing
the values of HC for the same tNom compared to case I. Above
t C , we note that the decreasing of H C with the thickness
observed in the nanowires of cases II and III resembles the
experimental result (shown in Figure 2d). The full behavior of
the simulated HC as a function of the thickness in the bellshaped Fe nanowires resembles the one that is reported for
500 nm wide L-shaped Co-FEBID nanowires [40]. In [40], a
maximum value of HC is obtained at the crossover between two
types of DWs nucleated in the corner of the “L”. The transition
is from transversal DWs (at low thicknesses) to vortex DWs (at
high thicknesses). In principle, a change in the magnetization

Figure 6: Coercive field (HC) obtained from the simulations of iron
nanowires with nominal width of 250 nm and varying nominal thickness (from 5 to 50 nm) for the three cases discussed in the text.

reversal mode is a good candidate to produce a dependence of
HC with thickness presenting a maximum. The micromagnetic
simulations in the Fe nanowires permit a direct visualization of
the magnetic configuration during magnetization reversal,
which allows us to explore the changes in the reversal magnetization mechanism between nanowires with low and high thickness.
In Fe nanowires with rectangular profile (case I), for values of
thickness t Nom < t c (t c = 30 nm), we find that the reversal
magnetization process occurs through the propagation of two
extended domain walls (EDWs). These relatively complex
head-to-head and tail-to-tail EDWs are first nucleated at the
ends of the nanowire and then propagate along the nanowire
until they meet at the nanowire center and annihilate. Figure 7
shows five snapshots of the magnetization reversal process in
the sample with width of 250 nm, thickness of 20 nm and
profile defined as case I. This magnetization reversal mechanism is not via the formation of a multi-domain structure but
monodomain-type, with EDW nucleation at the pointed ends of
the nanowires and propagation towards the center.
Interestingly, the simulations performed give access to image
the x,y plane-view magnetization states along the full depth of
the nanowires. One example is the top and bottom layers of the
20 nm thick nanowire with rectangular profile, shown in
Figure 8a. The EDWs observed in this nanowire consist of
small (extending only locally) 180° and 90° DWs, where the
local magnetization rotates coherently in the plane of the
nanowire (x,y plane) without out-of-plane magnetization rotations. This is in agreement with the observed magnetization
reversal through coherent rotation modes that occurs at low
thickness of magnetic nanowires [39,44]. This behavior can also

Figure 7: Simulated magnetization reversal with five snapshots of the magnetization state in the nanowire with width of 250 nm, thickness of 20 nm
and profile defined as case I.
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be observed in cross-sectional images of the magnetization
extracted along an EDW (y,z plane), where the local magnetization rotation across the whole thickness of the DWs occurs in
the x,y plane (see the y,z plane view included in Figure 8a).
Thus, the magnetic structure of the EDW is composed by small
DWs covering the whole thickness and propagating to produce
the magnetization reversal. This magnetization reversal mechanism, corresponding to a coherent rotation mode, is theoretically well described by Equation 1 [37]. Therefore, an increasing
value of HC with the thickness is expected in that nanowire
thickness range. For tc < tNom < 50 nm simulations also indicate a monodomain-type reversal magnetization, through nucleation and propagation of EDWs, even though their small
constituent DWs present local non-coherent rotation modes.
This effect can be noticed in the cross-sectional images of the
magnetization extracted across the EDWs for the 35 nm thick
Fe nanowire of rectangular profile depicted in Figure 8b. Both,
the pseudo-vortex wall formed in the inner part of EDW structure and the extended transversal 180° DW formed in the

external part of the EDW structure, reveal local out-of-plane
magnetization rotations of either Neél-type or C-shape magnetization distributions. In thicker films (above tc) the formation of
DWs with non-coherent magnetization rotation is energetically
more favorable than having coherent magnetization rotation
[44,45]. The crossover to non-coherent magnetization reversal
modes will be accompanied by a decrease of the DWs energy
with the thickness. A direct consequence of this fact is that HC
will decrease with the thickness, as experimentally observed in
Figure 2d.
The same reversal magnetization mechanisms previously
observed in the rectangular profile nanowires have been found
in the bell-shaped profile nanowires (case II and III). Thus,
for tNom < tc, with tc = 15 nm, a monodomain-type reversal
magnetization of EDWs with coherent rotation occurs, as
shown in Figure 9a for a bell-shaped profile nanowire (case II)
with tNom = 10 nm. For tc < tNom ≤ 25 nm, a monodomain-type
reversal magnetization of EDWs with non-coherent rotation

Figure 8: Magnetization vector-color maps extracted from the simulations for 250 nm wide Fe nanowires with rectangular profile (case I) and thickness of (a) 20 nm and (b) 35 nm. The areas named “1” (green lines) and “2” (black lines) in the x,y plane representations have been chosen for the
representation in the y,z plane.
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Figure 9: Magnetization vector-color maps extracted from the simulations for 250 nm wide Fe nanowires with bell-shaped profile (case II) and
nominal thickness of (a) 10 nm and (b) 20 nm. The areas marked with black lines in the x,y plane representations have been chosen for the representation in the y,z plane (cross-section).

occurs, as shown in Figure 9b for a bell-shaped profile
nanowire (case II) with t Nom = 20 nm.
Interestingly, for 30 nm ≤ tNom ≤ 50 nm, the reversal magnetization process is already multidomain-type, as shown in
Figure 10. Indeed, for nominal thicknesses of 30 and 35 nm, the
switching is produced through the formation and displacement
of several magnetic domains along the nanowire length. The
example of the 30 nm nanowire is shown in Figure 10a. For
tNom = 40 and 50 nm, the magnetization reversal is given by the
displacement of two transversal 180° DWs, each of them initiated at one of the pointed ends of the nanowires. In this displacement, while one extreme of the transversal 180° DW is
pinned at the apex of the nanowire, the other extreme moves
towards the center of the nanowire. When both DW meet at the
center, they form a single DW spanning along the full length of
the nanowire, forming a Landau–Liftshitz domain pattern, as
displayed in Figure 10b.
An interesting behavior is observed if we plot the values of HC
as a function of t Max . This new representation, shown in
Figure 11, indicates that the different reversal magnetization

mechanisms are directly linked to the maximum thickness,
independently of the shape of the profiles. The shape of the
profile, however, allows for the tuning of the value of HC, being
higher in the rectangular profile nanowires. The surface oxidation in the bell-shaped profile (giving rise to a reduction of
the magnetic volume) produces an increase in the values of HC.
In Figure 11, two additional values of HC for rectangular profile
nanowires with tMax = tNom = 70 and 90 nm are reported. The
simulations show a non-coherent multidomain magnetization
reversal in such nanowires, similar to that observed in the bellshaped profile nanowires in the same tMax range.
From the information obtained in the micromagnetic simulations, one can safely infer that the dependence of HC on the
thickness in Fe nanowires is directly related to the specific
magnetization reversal mode taking place at that thickness
range. While reversal modes via coherent magnetization rotation produce an increasing value of H C with the thickness,
reversal modes via non-coherent magnetization rotation make
HC decrease with the thickness. Extrapolating this analysis to
the experimental results obtained, we conclude that the
decreasing value of HC with thickness observed in Figure 2d is
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Figure 10: Magnetization vector-color maps extracted from the simulations for 250 nm wide Fe nanowires with bell-shaped profile (case II) and
nominal thicknesses of (a) 30 nm and (b) 50 nm. The areas marked with black lines in the x,y plane representations have been chosen for the representation in the y,z plane (cross-section).

caused by magnetization reversal modes with non-coherent
magnetization rotation.
Having established the reason for the dependence of HC on the
thickness over the thickness range studied, a number of interesting features need to be discussed.

Figure 11: Coercive field (HC) obtained from the simulations of
nanowires as a function of tMax for the three cases.

i) Effects produced by the bell shape and the halo of the
nanowires. As shown in Figure 6, the bell-shaped nanowires
present a lower HC compared to the ones with a rectangular
profile. This was already found in the simulations of FEBID Co
nanowires performed by Fernández-Pacheco et al. [27]. The
reason is that the nucleation of DWs is favored at the thinnest
parts of the nanowire, which facilitates the magnetization
reversal. Previous simulations in Fe nanowires considering an
extended halo also highlighted its influence on the magnetization reversal [31]. Moreover, experiments where the halo was
eliminated by means of ion irradiation already indicated its relevant role played in the magnetization reversal [28,29].
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ii) Effects produced by the oxidized top layer of 5 nm. The
oxidized top layer of 5 nm is expected to play some role in thin
nanowires due to the modification of the magnetic properties of
a substantial part of the nanowire. Assuming that this oxidized
layer is paramagnetic at room temperature (as the Fe/O 1:1 stoichiometry suggests), this surface layer will lose its ferromagnetic behavior. According to the simulations shown in Figure 6,
the main effect of such oxidized layer is therefore to increase
HC. This is explained by the change in the ferromagnetic shape
of the nanowire caused by the oxidation, which degrades or
annihilates the ferromagnetism in the halo. The halo is a source
for easy DW nucleation and its oxidation will weaken such
mechanism for the initiation of the magnetization reversal.
iii) Behavior of HC at low thickness. The simulations predict
that for the thinnest bell-shaped nanowires (tNom < 15 nm), a
regime of increasing HC with thickness could be observed. This
thickness regime was not experimentally addressed by us in a
systematic way as it was beyond the scope of the present work.
In fact, only one sample in our study falls in that thickness
range, which does not permit to extract any reliable conclusion.
However, it seems an interesting focus for future work. Such
challenging work should consider, for example, a systematic
characterization of the iron oxides formed at the surface, the
continuity of the magnetic layer at such low thicknesses, and
the nanowire roughness.
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Abstract
In this paper we study in detail the post-growth annealing of a copper-containing material deposited with focused electron beam
induced deposition (FEBID). The organometallic precursor Cu(II)(hfac)2 was used for deposition and the results were compared to
that of compared to earlier experiments with (hfac)Cu(I)(VTMS) and (hfac)Cu(I)(DMB). Transmission electron microscopy
revealed the deposition of amorphous material from Cu(II)(hfac)2. In contrast, as-deposited material from (hfac)Cu(I)(VTMS) and
(hfac)Cu(I)(DMB) was nano-composite with Cu nanocrystals dispersed in a carbonaceous matrix. After annealing at around
150–200 °C all deposits showed the formation of pure Cu nanocrystals at the outer surface of the initial deposit due to the migration of Cu atoms from the carbonaceous matrix containing the elements carbon, oxygen, and fluorine. Post-irradiation of deposits
with 200 keV electrons in a transmission electron microscope favored the formation of Cu nanocrystals within the carbonaceous
matrix of freestanding rods and suppressed the formation on their surface. Electrical four-point measurements on FEBID lines from
Cu(hfac)2 showed five orders of magnitude improvement in conductivity when being annealed conventionally and by laser-induced
heating in the scanning electron microscope chamber.
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Introduction
Focused electron beam induced deposition (FEBID) is a direct
maskless nanolithography technique, based on the local dissociation of adsorbates upon the irradiation with electrons [1]. The
molecules are delivered into the microscope chamber by a gas
injection system (GIS) where they reversibly physisorb onto the
substrate surface. Part of the energy from the primary electron
beam or from the secondary electrons generated in the vicinity
of the impinging primary beam is transferred to the adsorbates
and breaks their chemical bonds. The non-volatile fragments
stick to the substrate surface whereas the volatile fragments are
removed from the chamber by the pumping system. By controlling the beam scanning three dimensional structures of a complex shape can be created in a single direct-write deposition step
onto planar or non-planar surfaces [2].
Nanodevices with various functionalities have been deposited
comprising gas sensors [3,4], magnetic sensors [5,6] strain
sensors [7], thermal sensors [8], photodetectors [9], and mode
stabilizers for vertical surface emitting lasers [10]. Other
deposits were used as ferromagnetic wires [11,12], superconducting wires [13], plasmonic structures [14], or as electrode
nanocontacts [15,16]. The feasibility of obtaining 3D nanostructures with a high aspect ratio makes FEBID suitable for fabrication of high resolution probes to scanning magnetic force
microscopy (MFM) [17-19].

Purification methods of FEBID structures
For FEBID direct-write nanostructures lateral resolution can be
well-controlled by adjusting the beam and gas flow settings [20]
as well as by optimizing scanning strategies [21]. However, the
purity of FEBID materials obtained with organic precursors still
remains an issue. Recently, post-growth purification methods
using electron beam irradiation in combination with thermal
annealing and co-injection of reactive gases/ions were developed. In the case of Pt–C deposits, the catalytic properties of Pt
nanoparticles facilitate the process of molecular oxygen dissociation, thereby increasing the efficiency of removing the carbonaceous matrix [22]. Pure Pt material was obtained with a post
deposition treatment using O2 gas and a) laser pulsing [23] or
b) low-temperature substrate annealing (up to 50 °C) [24]. The
presence of H2O during electron irradiation performed at rt
allowed for a total elimination of carbon from Pt–C deposits
without affecting the shape [25]. The combination of thermal
heating to 300 °C, injection of H2 gas and simultaneous electron irradiation led to pure Co deposits [26]. Microstructural
changes were observed upon simple 5 keV electron beam
curing of FEBID structures. The Pt–C deposits exhibited an
increased conductivity by three to four orders of magnitude
[27,28]. For W–C deposits an improvement of one order of
magnitude was found [29].

Conventional post-growth annealing of FEBID material in
vacuum was summarized in a review by Botman et al. [30]: The
thermal energy which is delivered to the sample can cause a desorption of carbonaceous fragments increasing the metal
concentration from 15 atom % of Au (rt) to 24 atom % of Au (at
100 °C). Increasing the substrate temperature during FEBID
also favors the desorption of non-metallic dissociation by-products as it was observed by Mulders et al. [31] for various
precursors: TEOS (tetraethylorthosilicate), Co(CO) 3 NO,
Co2(CO)8, and Me2Au(acac) with the best purity enhancement
for W(CO)6 (from 37 atom % at 25 °C to 59 atom % of W at
280 °C). However, the temperature rise during the deposition
may not be favorable as it also decreases the residence time of
adsorbates, significantly lowering the growth rate. Furthermore,
the high temperature may also cause the diffusion of deposit
atoms into or from the substrate.
A compromise approach is based on pulsed heating with an IR
laser as a heat source which can generate abrupt temperature
peaks in the microseconds range only (sufficient for
desorption), allowing the substrate surface to equilibrate quickly
and to replenish with new adsorbates before the next electronbeam scan frame. FEBID together with synchronized pulsed IR
laser heating helped to increase the metal concentration of Au,
W, Pt in FEBID deposits, however, did not fully remove the
carbon. For deposits obtained from Me2Au(acac) the initial
atomic ratio of C to Au decreased from 4 to 0.5 with the laser
assistance [32]. For W(CO)6 FEBID the atomic ratio of W to C
was improved from 1:4 to 2:1 [33]. For MePtCpMe3 FEBID the
Pt concentration increased from about 15 atom % to 35 atom %
[34]. Such an improvement was not observed when using a
conventional heating stage during the deposition process with
MePtCpMe3. The deposit obtained at 350 °C did not exhibit a
different Pt/C ratio than the deposit obtained at room temperature, where 15 atom % Pt were measured [31].

Copper purification
The very high conductivity of copper makes the localized deposition of this metal very attractive for applications in nano-electronics. The organometallic hexafluoroacetylacetonate (hfac)based Cu(I) and Cu(II) precursors are widely used in chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) methods due to their stability and high
vapor pressure. They allow to obtain pure metal CVD films
with the same resistivity as in a bulk material at deposition
temperatures below 300 °C [35-37].
Recently, it was shown for condensed monolayers of Cu(hfac)2
(also Pt(hfac)2 and Pd(hfac)2) that electron-beam irradiation
results in about 80 atom % of carbon content [38]. The metal
content could be then increased by two sequential purification
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steps: 1) deposit bombardment with atomic oxygen 2) deposit
bombardment with atomic hydrogen. In the first step the carbonaceous material was fully removed from the material and in
the next step the metal oxide was reduced to the metal.
Although this method was successfully applied to obtain a
deposit with high metal purity, the total exposure time was
rather long: 40 h for oxygen and 2 h for hydrogen. The efficiency of atomic hydrogen only for purification of Cu–C material obtained by an ion-induced deposition process at room
temperature was shown by Chiang et al. [36]. It led to
99 atom % pure Cu films. H2/Ar microplasma-assisted FEBID
increased the Cu content from 12 atom % to 41 atom % but also
caused extended halo deposits [39]. Ga+ ion beam deposition
showed that heating the substrate surface has a crucial influence on the properties of the deposit structure, from small
isolated nanocrystals of Cu (ca. 20 nm) at 25 °C towards continuous thin films of pure copper at 100 °C, using (hfac)CuVTMS
[40].
In this paper we will show results obtained by SEM, TEM, and
electrical resistance monitoring during post-growth annealing of
Cu–C FEBID material from Cu(II) and Cu(I) precursors with
respect to nanostructural changes and conductivity showing the
potential of fabricating pure copper nanodots, from the
as-grown amorphous Cu–C deposit. The thermal energy input
favors the migration of Cu atoms to coalesce to pure Cu
nanocrystals being dispersed inside and on top of the carbonaceous matrix.

Experimental
FEBID
The experiments were performed using a Hitachi 3600 scanning electron microscope (SEM) with a tungsten filament. The
precursors were filled into their reservoirs inside a glove box in
argon or dry nitrogen atmosphere. The deposition process has
been carried out at room temperature on two types of substrates:
Si with a 200 nm top layer of SiO2 and copper TEM grids with
holey carbon films. The beam energy was fixed to 25 keV.

In this study bis(hexafluoroacetylacetonato)copper(II)
[Cu(hfac) 2 , Cu(HC 5 O 2 F 6 ) 2 ] was used as a precursor and
compared to earlier experiments with the precursors
vinyltrimethylsilane copper(I) hexafluoroacetylacetonate,
[(hfac)CuVTMS, (C 6 H 12 Si)Cu(HC 5 O 2 F 6 )], and dimethylbutene copper(I) hexafluoroacetylacetonate [(hfac)CuDMB,
(C5H12)Cu(HC5O2F6)] [41].
The precursor flux was estimated to be about 10 monolayers per
second for Cu(hfac)2. The exposure parameters for Cu(hfac)2
for 1 µm × 1 µm square deposits were: dwell time of 1 µs, pixel
distance of 0.4 nm, and frame repetitions varying from 100 to
1000 with refreshment times of 0.625 s. The beam current was
0.4 nA. This corresponds to doses of 0.25 nC/µm2 (100 repetitions) and 2.5 nC/µm2 (1000 repetitions). For the 15 μm long
lines we used 100 µs dwell time per pixel, 0.5 nm pixel distance, and 300 line repetitions with a refreshment time of 3 s.
The beam current was 1 nA, which corresponds to the dose of
9 nC/µm 2 and exposure time of 900 s. Tip deposits were
obtained by the stationary dot exposure mode exposing a pixel
for two minutes. Line and freestanding-rod deposits with
(hfac)CuDMB and (hfac)CuVTMS from earlier FEBID experiments [39,40] were performed with a single scan at around
30 nm/s with 600 pA.

Annealing
Post-growth annealing in vacuum was achieved by various
setups shown in Figure 1. The conventional heating using a hot
plate was performed without breaking the vacuum after the
deposition process. The experiments were performed inside the
SEM for a temperature range from room temperature up to
220 °C. The sample was supported in a custom-made massive
copper block on a resistive heater (Boraelectric). The control of
temperature was done with a thermocouple directly coupled to
the base of the substrate. During the heating we observed an
increase of the pressure inside the SEM chamber from 5 × 10−6
to 5 × 10−5 mbar. We cannot exclude possible reactions of the
deposits with the residual gas (most likely water and residual

Figure 1: Sketch of post-growth annealing experiments: a) conventional heating using a hot plate in an SEM, b) SEM integrated laser heating; the
substrate is heated by the IR laser pulses, c) post-growth thermal annealing during in situ TEM analysis. Conventional and IR laser annealing experiments were combined with in situ four-point probe resistance measurements.
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hydrocarbons) but we judge the influence as negligible as TEM
annealing experiments at pressures better than 1 × 10−6 mbar
also resulted in nanocrystal formation (see below in Figure 6).
An infrared laser system was integrated into the SEM chamber
for in situ post-growth annealing directly after the deposition.
The system was composed of a SvetWheel’s MU40-960-01
laser diode module and a fast diode current modulator VFM
20-25s (Messtec Power Converter GmbH) triggered by a signal
function generator. The wavelength of emitted photons was
equal to 960 nm (corresponding to an energy of 1.29 eV) with a
total maximum laser power of 29 W. The tip of the laser optical
fiber was placed in close vicinity of the FEBID deposit. The
laser power, pulse duration and its frequency were adjustable by
the signal generator. The size of the laser spot on the substrate
was estimated to 65 µm × 130 µm, based on the molten area in
SiO 2 using the maximum laser power and a high pulse
frequency.
The substrate surface temperatures generated by the laser during
post-deposition annealing were determined experimentally and
theoretically. Numerical finite element simulations with the
annealing conditions (peak laser power of 13.6 W, pulse duration of 10 μs and frequency of 10 kHz) gave a stationary
substrate surface temperature at the center of the laser beam
of 158 °C which was reached after approximately 30 s.
This was in good agreement with the value of 150 °C deduced
from in situ four-point-probe resistance measurements of a
gold wire deposited by e-beam lithography and PVD metal
lift-off together with the pre-structure of the four-point
electrodes.
TEM in situ annealing of FEBID deposits from Cu(hfac)2 was
performed with a Gatan double tilt heating holder (Model 652)
in a JEOL-2200FS microscope. The samples were heated up to
220 °C with a ramp rate of 20 K/min.

Characterization
For SEM observation we used a Hitachi S4800 electron microscope and for the EDX measurements a Brooker/Oxford device
mounted on a TESCAN LYRA microscope. EDX measurements were performed at 5 kV and 2 nA over 30 s with a
300 nm × 300 nm scan area on the squares to account for in
homogeneities in the lateral copper nanocrystal precipitation.
Standard EDX software was used to calculate the composition
from the spectra.
High-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) images were taken at
200 keV. Selected area diffraction (SAD) was taken using the
second smallest selected area aperture corresponding to an area
of 400 nm in diameter on the sample. Chemical mapping was

obtained using electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) operated in the scanning TEM (STEM) mode. The Cu K edge
(928 eV) and a signal energy window of 40 eV (920–960 eV)
after background subtraction were used to map the composition
distribution of Cu, see Figure S1 in Supporting Information
File 1.
The changes of resistance during the annealing were monitored
by four-point probe measurements using an SEM-integrated
15-stage nanomanipulator from SmarAct. Conductive microprobes were connected via an SEM feedthrough to a Keithley
2400 Sourcemeter, with a source current of 100 µA and a
voltage compliance level of 500 mV.

Results and Discussion
As-deposited material
Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis showed that at room
temperature deposited Cu–C lines and squares obtained
from Cu(II)(hfac) 2 had an atomic ratio of approximately
Cu/C/O/F = 10:64:25:1 with standard deviations of ±1 atom %
for Cu, ±2 atom % for C, ±1 atom % for O, and ±0.3 atom %
for F on eight deposits. This amounts to 10 ± 2 atom % of Cu.
With respect to the stoichiometric copper content in the
Cu(hfac)2 precursor of 3.7 atom % (disregarding the hydrogen)
this was 2.7 times more copper in the deposit. The Cu content in
deposits obtained from the (hfac)Cu(I)VTMS and
(hfac)Cu(I)DMB precursors was about twice as high [41].
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) showed that dot,
square, and line deposits from Cu(II)(hfac)2 on an amorphous
carbon membrane were amorphous (Figure 2).
In contrast, as-deposited freestanding rods from earlier FEBID
experiments with (hfac)Cu(I)VTMS showed small Cu
nanocrystals homogeneously dispersed in a polymeric carbonaceous matrix (see below in Figure 7 taken with a Philips
EM-430 TEM at 300 keV). This matrix contains all the ligand
elements: carbon, oxygen, fluorine, and silicon as well as probably some hydrogen (not detectable by EDX) [42]. The difference between amorphous and nano-composite materials
obtained for the Cu(II)(hfac)2 and (hfac)Cu(I)VTMS precursor,
respectively, can be attributed to the lower thermal stability of
(hfac)CuVTMS which is 63 °C compared to 250 °C for
Cu(hfac) 2 .
Electrical measurements showed that the as-deposited FEBID
lines from Cu(hfac)2 were highly resistive with a value of a few
gigaohms being around the measurement limit of the Keithley
device. This is in line with our former experiments which
showed for all three copper precursors nonconductive behavior
for the room temperature as-deposited material [41].
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Figure 2: TEM of as-deposited lines and squares from Cu(hfac)2 on an amorphous carbon membrane on a TEM grid. a) An overview of deposits,
b) zoom into a line deposit, c) a SAD pattern showing amorphous nature of the deposit.

Annealed material
SEM observations
Upon annealing conventionally or with a laser the flat
morphology of square, line, or tip deposits on the pre-patterned
SiO2/Si substrate changes (Figure 3 and Figure 4). While the
laser allows for local heating, the conventional hotplate approach allows for more accurate temperature measurements.
The visible onset of Cu nanocrystal precipitation on the deposit
surface starts at around 150 °C for the Cu(hfac)2 deposits on the
pre-patterned SiO2/Si substrate. Further heating to about 200 °C
for 30 min did not visibly change the appearance of the Cu
nanocrystal precipitation.
EDX analysis after conventional heating to 200 °C
for 30 min showed an atomic ratio of approximately
Cu/C/O/F = 12:75:13:0 with standard deviations of ±2 atom %
for Cu, ±2 atom % for C, and ±1 atom % for O on the same
deposits. The 12 ± 2 atom % Cu content in the deposit is thus
rather constant compared to the as-grown sample value of
10 ± 2 atom % Cu within the error limits and may have even
been slightly overestimated systematically by the standard EDX
software due to the surface-precipitated Cu nanocrystals
corrected for absorption. Compared to the as-deposited material the fluorine completely disappeared and the oxygen
content was halved. An estimation of the amount of precipitated copper nanocrystals that are visible in SEM gave only
about 9 to 17 wt % (see Supporting Information File 1).
Compared to the average Cu content in the as-grown and
deposited samples of roughly 11 atom % (corresponding to
an average 37 wt % Cu) this means that 20 to 28 wt % or
5 to 7 atom % of the copper dispersed in the matrix did not
precipitate to be visible in SEM or segregated during the
annealing. The matrix deposit volume shrunk during annealing
to about 70% of its initial volume pointing to reticulation of the
carbon network after release of fluorine and oxygen.

Figure 3: Post-growth annealing of FEBID line from Cu(hfac)2
between four gold electrodes. SEM tilt images (60°) of a) as-deposited
line, b) after annealing at 200 °C for 30 min, and c) top-view zoom into
central part of the annealed line showing the Cu nanocrystals on the
line deposit and inside as well as on the halo deposit.

Interestingly, the size of the nanocrystals is much smaller in the
thin halo region of the deposited line, yet the nanocrystal
density is much larger. This may be due to the small amount of
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Figure 4: Post-growth laser annealing of FEBID deposits from Cu(hfac)2. SEM top view images of a) as-deposited square, b) Cu nanocrystals
forming due to laser annealing at a power of 13.6 W over 1 min, c) laser-annealed FEBID line between two gold electrodes.

deposit material available to form the Cu nanocrystals but could
be also due to the low irradiation dose of these regions and
hence a slightly less reticulated carbon network which facilitates segregation at many places.
For laser-induced heating we found the same phenomenon of
surface precipitation of Cu nanocrystals although the annealing
time was only one minute. Also the same trend in the variation
of the atomic ratio with annealing was found. Energy
dispersive X-ray measurements of the deposit shown in
Figure 4a and Figure 4bgave an atomic ratio of Cu/C/O/F =
9:52:32:6 for the as-grown FEBID material which changed to
Cu/C/O/F = 10:66:23:0.6 after laser annealing. Considering the
error limits of 2 atom % there is no fundamental difference to
the trends and absolute values for Cu stated for conventional
annealing. The Cu/C = 1:6.6 ratio after laser annealing of 1 min
at around 158 °C (see section Experimental) is smaller than for
thermal annealing, however, time and annealing temperature
were lower for the laser than for thermal annealing. Figure 4 c
shows that precipitation of Cu nanocrystals is not fully uniform
across the line length in contrast to the conventionally annealed
lines in Figure 3b and Figure 3c (see also Figure S5 in
Supporting Information File 1). At the vicinity to the gold electrodes there are fewer nanocrystals visible which might be due
to a varying distribution of the laser-induced temperature.

The precipitation of Cu nanocrystals on the initial deposit
surface was observed also in former experiments with the Cu(I)
precursors. Figure 5 shows SEM tilt views of a periodic three
dimensional line deposit obtained from (hfac)Cu(DMB). Such
periodicity can arise when the vertical deposition rate is comparable to the scan speed of the focused electron beam. For the
annealing experiments this is not of importance (for more
details we refer to Bret et al. [43]). Upon annealing the same
precipitation at deposit surfaces and at halo regions due to
forward and backscattered electrons can be seen (Figure 5a–c).
For a tip deposit the same features develop upon heating
pointing to the fact that the dwell time per pixel during FEBID
is not a very sensitive parameter for Cu nanocrystal precipitation (Figure 5d). The prolonged irradiation of a few minutes in
the spot mode during FEBID with 20 keV electrons does not
seem to change the reticulation of the matrix in such a way that
formation of Cu nanocrystals remains contained inside the
matrix. On the other hand, post-irradiation experiments with
electrons energy of 5 keV were shown to be already effective to
change the electron transport mechanisms in Pt–C and W–C
FEBID deposits [27-29].

TEM observations
In Figure 6, the results of in situ TEM annealing experiments
performed on the line and square deposit material from

Figure 5: Periodic 3D FEBID line deposits from (hfac)Cu(DMB) between gold electrodes on SiO2/Si. SEM tilt images: a) before annealing, b) after in
situ vacuum annealing, c) zoom on Cu nanocrystals, d) tip deposit showing also Cu nanocrystal formation.
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Cu(hfac)2 FEBID (shown in Figure 2) are presented. During
annealing the deposits were not observed except for one to
capture the temperature of crystal formation in a video.
The formation of nanocrystals took place at a temperature of
200 °C. The time for Cu nanocrystal formation was below
500 ms – the time range of the CCD camera to take a video
frame image. After this rapid transition the nanocrystal arrangement did not change anymore. We compared it to regions that
were not observed in TEM and found no differences so that the
given temperature for crystal formation was not subject to irradiation during the video. We have tried different annealing
rates and taken TEM images at different beam currents (which
can be easily done by spreading the electron beam) and the
results remained the same. In Figure 6 it can be seen that the
amorphous material from Cu(hfac)2 turns to nano-composite
with Cu nanocrystals embedded in an amorphous carbonaceous
matrix. The size ranges from 2 nm to 20 nm for the face
centered cubic (fcc) copper nanocrystals. This underlines that
post-growth annealing has the potential to achieve one-digitnanometer sized copper nanocrystals when using a high-resolution electron microscope for smallest dot deposition [44].
Theoretically, annealing a hemispherical FEBID deposit having
a radius rmet and containing a given weight percentage wmet to
pure metal would result in a metal hemisphere of radius

(1)

with ρ met and ρ dep being the densities of the metal and
deposit, respectively. For our deposits from Cu(hfac) 2
Equation 1 yields rmet = 0.46·rdep with wmet = 0.35 (corresponding to the 10 atom % Cu in the as-grown deposit, see

section “As-deposited material”), ρdep = 2.5 g/cm3 (from [45])
and ρCu = 8.9 g/cm3. This means that 1 nm Cu dots could be
annealed out of a 2 nm sized hemispherical FEBID material
from Cu(hfac)2.
Selected results of earlier in situ TEM annealing experiments
within a Philips EM-430 TEM on freestanding FEBID rods
obtained from (hfac)Cu(VTMS) are shown in Fsigure 7. Interestingly, the comparison of Figure 7b and Figure 7c shows that
the place of Cu nanocrystal precipitation can be controlled by
post-irradiation with the high-energy electrons of a TEM in
contrast to the experiments with Cu(hfac)2. The Cu crystals
segregate around 140 °C inside the carbonaceous matrix when
the deposit was exposed to the 300 keV electrons of the TEM
during the annealing experiment, probably due to an electrontriggered reticulation of the polymeric carbonaceous matrix.
The stronger reticulation of the carbon matrix seems to suppress
the long-range mobility of Cu atoms to diffuse to the outside
surface. In contrast, irradiation with only 20 keV is not efficient in reticulating the matrix in such a way that out-diffusion
is hampered as was observed for (hfac)CuDMB deposits in
Figure 5 and for Cu(hfac)2 deposits in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
In contrast, purification by electron beam induced heating of
freestanding rods obtained from FEBID with (hfac)CuVTMS
[42] gave much larger pure copper crystals (up to 150 nm in
size). In comparison to the above results the differences may be
explained by invoking an electron stimulated desorption effect
which was suggested for FEBID by van Dorp et al. [46] which
would facilitate the desorption of carbonaceous fragments and
thus the formation of larger copper nanocrystals.

Electrical measurements
Figure 8 shows the typical behavior of a Cu–C FEBID line for a
heating/cooling cycle. The as-deposited lines were non-conduc-

Figure 6: In situ TEM annealing for 10 min at 220 °C on a line deposit from Cu(hfac)2 shown in Figure 2. a) STEM high angle annular dark field
(STEM-HAADF) image of Cu nanocrystals forming from the deposit material. b) HAADF image showing distribution of Cu nanocrystals.
c) High-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) image of 15 nm sized polycrystalline Cu precipitate. The inset shows the SAD pattern of Cu fcc nanocrystals.
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Figure 7: TEM in situ annealing of FEBID rods grown from (hfac)Cu(VTMS). a) Dark field image of an as-deposited freestanding rod. Inset: rod apex
with small Cu nanocrystals in carbonaceous matrix. b) Bright-field image of same rod after 270 °C annealing and continuous TEM observation
(200 keV). Large Cu nanocrystals form inside the rod. c) Bright field image of another rod not observed during the same annealing process. Cu
nanocrystals form at the outside surface of the rod.

Figure 8: Calculated resistivity from the resistance measurement of a Cu–C line during in situ post-growth heating with a hot plate (red dots) and
cooling down (blue dots) inside the SEM chamber. The resistance did not change when opening the chamber. The top SEM images show the
morphology changes of an adjacent FEBID line which was observed simultaneously during the in situ resistance measurement.

tive, showing an electrical resistance of few gigaohms at room
temperature. After thermal annealing the resistance dropped by
four to five orders of magnitude to hundreds of kiloohms. At

the current densities, used in the experiments (less than
0.1 MA/cm2) the migration process of Cu atoms is rather slow.
Gazzadi and Frabboni [47] reported grain formation and
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electromigration in Pt–C material at current densities
approaching 10 MA/cm2 which is about a factor 100 below our
maximum current densities applied. A large resistance drop was
observed after nanocrystals precipitated on the surface around
150 °C.
An increase in resistivity of one order of magnitude can be
observed upon the cooling cycle from 180 °C to 25 °C. The
temperature coefficient for bulk Cu is 0.00386 K−1 and would
amount to an increase of the resistance by a factor of 1.6 only
for the temperature difference of 155 K. The thermally activated transport observed in this case, can be due to the variable
range hopping mechanism [48], corresponding to the insulating
transport regime for granular materials, as it was observed
previously for various FEBID deposits, composed of metallic
grains embedded in carbonaceous matrix [49]. More detailed
studies are planned to characterize the electronic transport of
this material including the question whether the resistance-vstemperature behavior of the samples would be stable. Here we
focused on a proof of concept study.
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Abstract
Focused electron beam induced processing (FEBIP) is a suite of direct-write, high resolution techniques that enable fabrication and
editing of nanostructured materials inside scanning electron microscopes and other focused electron beam (FEB) systems. Here we
detail continuum techniques that are used to model FEBIP, and release software that can be used to simulate a wide range of
processes reported in the FEBIP literature. These include: (i) etching and deposition performed using precursors that interact with a
surface through physisorption and activated chemisorption, (ii) gas mixtures used to perform simultaneous focused electron beam
induced etching and deposition (FEBIE and FEBID), and (iii) etch processes that proceed through multiple reaction pathways and
generate a number of reaction products at the substrate surface. We also review and release software for Monte Carlo modeling of
the precursor gas flux which is needed as an input parameter for continuum FEBIP models.

Review
Introduction to continuum models of focused
electron beam induced processing (FEBIP)
Continuum FEBIP models enable the simulation of process
rates that govern focused electron beam induced etching
(FEBIE), deposition (FEBID) [1-16] and surface functionalization [17] techniques. They are typically used to simulate growth

rates and nanostructure geometries as a function of experimental parameters, and to help elucidate the underlying growth
mechanisms. Continuum FEBIP models are comprised of
differential equations for the rates of change of concentrations
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of all surface-adsorbed species thought to be involved in the
deposition or etch kinetics. The rate equations are functions of
time and space, and require specification of the molecular properties of each adsorbate and the electron flux profile(s) at the
solid–vacuum interface. Simple continuum FEBIP models can
be solved analytically, yielding governing laws delineating the
so-called “reaction-rate” and “mass transport” limited process
regimes, and resolution scaling laws. Numerical models can
account for adsorbate diffusion and enable modeling of
processes such as simultaneous FEBIE and FEBID performed
using a mixture of precursor gases. Here we provide software
that can be used to simulate a wide range of processes reported
in the FEBIP literature, and review the underlying continuum
FEBIP models (recent general reviews of FEBIP can be found
in [4,10,18-21]). We begin with a discussion of the reaction rate
limited regime and the most common continuum model input
parameters: initial adsorbate coverage, electron flux profile and
the gas flux distribution produced by a capillary-style gas injection system. We then cover simple continuum models that are
valid in the reaction rate limited regime (where net adsorbate
transport via surface diffusion is negligible) and can be used to
model FEBIP performed using continuous and pulsed electron
beams, physisorbed and chemisorbed precursor molecules, gas
mixtures, and multiple reaction products. Finally, we cover a
number of models that account for surface diffusion and can be
used to model FEBIP in both the reaction and mass transport
limited regimes. Throughout, we emphasize the underlying
assumptions and limitations inherent to each model.

Table 1: Guide to commonly used symbols.

symbol

units

definition

Θ
Λ
Ω

Å−2
Å−2s−1
Å or nm

δ
κ
κD
λ
σ
τ
A
D
E
F or J
N
P
T
Tg
V
d
f
h
k
kB
n0

Å
s−1
Å−2s−1
m
Å2
s−1
Å2
Å2s−1
eV
Å−2s−1
Å−2
Pa or mbar
K
K
Å3 or nm3
μm
Å−2s−1
Å or nm
s−1
eV·K−1
Å−2

s

N/A

adsorbate coverage
adsorption flux
standard deviation of a
Gaussian beam
molecule diameter
desorption attempt frequency
diffusion coefficient pre-factor
mean free path
cross-section
residence time
adsorbate area
diffusion coefficient
energy
gas molecular flux
adsorbate concentration
gas pressure
substrate temperature
gas temperature
volume
GIS capillary diameter
electron flux
height
desorption rate
Boltzmann’s constant
maximum (monolayer)
adsorbate concentration
sticking probability

Before beginning our discussion, we note that the terms “rate”,
“concentration” and “flux” are always used to describe quantities with units of reciprocal time [s−1], reciprocal area [Å−2]
and their product [Å −2 s −1 ], respectively. For example, the
concentration of adsorbate species ‘a’, Na, their desorption rate
k a and desorption flux N a k a have units of [adsorbates/Å 2 ],
[molecules/s] and [molecules/Å2/s], respectively. Frequently
used symbols in this review are defined in Table 1. The term
“growth” is applied to both FEBIE and FEBID (positive and
negative growth rates refer to the growth of deposits and etch
pits, respectively). We limit our discussion to FEBIP performed
using a stationary, continuous or pulsed, radially symmetric
electron beam (i.e., models implemented in cylindrical coordinates). Examples of models of scanned beams can be found in
[22-24].

condition can be met by performing FEBIP in the so-called
reaction rate limited growth regime (also called the electronlimited growth regime) where the extent of adsorbate depletion
caused by electrons is negligible [4,10,19-21]. The strict definition of reaction rate limited growth is that the electron-induced
dissociation rate is much smaller than the sum of the adsorption
rate and the thermal desorption rate, i.e., using the symbols
defined below and in Table 1, for adsorbate species ‘a’,
. Conversely, the mass transport limited
growth regime (also called the adsorbate-limited growth
regime) is defined as
. In the mass transport limited regime, the magnitude of the electron flux is sufficiently high to cause significant depletion of precursor adsorbates, and adsorbate diffusion into the area irradiated by electrons makes an important contribution to the growth rate.

Reaction rate limited growth regime

In practice, the reaction rate limited regime can be identified
simply by measuring or simulating the steady state growth rate
as a function of electron flux, as illustrated in Figure 1 (in the
figures, numerical values are excluded from axis labels when
the plots are used to illustrate general trends that occur under a
wide range of FEBIP conditions). Here, the linear portion of the

In order to reach clear conclusions it is often desirable to
perform simulations and experiments under simplified conditions where one or more processes are negligible. In the case of
FEBIP models, a useful simplification occurs when the net
transport of adsorbates via surface diffusion is negligible. This
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curve corresponds to the reaction rate limited growth regime. In
the mass transport limited growth regime, the deposit/pit shapes
can provide information on the role of diffusion in the FEBIP
process. Inclusion of diffusion in continuum FEBIP models
adds a layer of complexity to the modelling and to interpretation of the model outputs. It is necessary only if diffusion is a
major contribution to the growth rate. We will discuss models
that incorporate diffusion in a self-contained section below, but
will limit the majority of our discussion to diffusion-less
models.

(3)
where Aa is the area of a surface site occupied by adsorbate ‘a’,
and 1/Aa is the maximum possible concentration of species ‘a’.

Figure 2: Potential energy diagram for adsorption governed by a
single potential well at the surface. Modified from [18].

We note that Equation 2 describes non-activated Langmuir
adsorption of a single molecular species ‘a’. The Langmuir
model limits the surface coverage to one monolayer (hence the
term (1 − Θ) in Equation 2), and can be modified to account for
other adsorption behavior such as multilayer adsorption and
thermally activated chemisorption. We also note that most
FEBIP models assume that sa is independent of temperature.

Figure 1: Steady state vertical growth rate of a deposit plotted as a
function of electron flux. The linear region of the curve in the limit of
low electron flux corresponds to the reaction rate limited growth
regime.

Initial adsorbate coverage
FEBIP models require specification of the initial concentration
of surface-adsorbed precursor molecules
, i.e., the steadystate concentration of adsorbates in the absence of electron irradiation.
can be found by solving for the difference
between the flux of molecules adsorbing from and returning to
the gas phase. In the gas phase, the molecule flux is given by:
(1)

where Pa is the pressure of the precursor gas for adsorbate ‘a’,
ma is the mass of a gas molecule, kB is Boltzmann’s constant
and Tg is the gas temperature. The simplest case of gas-molecule adsorption onto a substrate surface is that of physisorption,
described by a single potential well at the surface as shown in
Figure 2. The flux Λa of precursor molecules physisorbing to
vacant surface sites is given by:
(2)

where sa is the sticking coefficient (in the limit of zero surface
coverage), and Θ is the adsorbate coverage, i.e., the fraction of
surface sites occupied by physisorbed gas molecules:

The thermal desorption rate ka of the physisorbed species ‘a’ is
given by:
(4)

where τa is the adsorption time (i.e., adsorbate residence time),
κ a is the desorption attempt frequency, E a the desorption
energy, (i.e., the depth of the potential well shown in Figure 2),
and T is the temperature of the substrate surface. The thermal
desorption flux is given by Naka, and the adsorbate concentration is found by solving
(5)

for Na(t):

(6)

In Equation 6, t = 0 represents the time at which the gas flux Fa
is turned on in the model, i.e., the time at which the gas pres-
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sure is changed from 0 to Pa. A typical time-evolution of Na in
the absence of electron irradiation is shown in Figure 3. As
t → ∞, the surface coverage reaches a steady-state equilibrium
value,
, which is the initial value that is input into FEBIP
models (in which t = 0 represents the time at which the electron
flux is turned on):

A Gaussian and two tophat electron flux profiles are shown in
Figure 4. These profiles can be used to approximate those encountered in FEBIP. Actual flux profiles have contributions
from primary, backscattered and secondary electrons, each
of which has a unique spatial profile and a unique energy
distribution [19].

(7)

Figure 3: Adsorbate concentration (Na) versus time in the absence of
electron irradiation (here, Na = 0 at t = 0).
is the steady state
adsorbate concentration in the absence of electron irradiation, which is
used as the initial adsorbate concentration input into FEBIP models.
Na(t) and
are given by Equation 6 and Equation 7, respectively.

Electron flux profile
Spatially-resolved FEBIP models require specification of the
electron flux profile f(r). Focused electron beams are usually
approximated by a Gaussian function:

(8)

where Ω is the standard deviation (i.e., full width at half
maximum, FWHM =
) of the Gaussian beam. Defocused beams typically have a tophat shape that can be approximated by:

(9)

where f0 is the (maximum) flux at the beam axis (r = 0), β
defines the abruptness of the edge of the tophat, and ξ is the
beam radius. Tophat beams are useful for quantitative analyses
and modeling of experimental data because they are easy
to measure and control with a high degree of accuracy
[2,3,6,25,26].

Figure 4: Gaussian electron flux profile (Ω = 10 nm) and two tophat
flux profiles with a radius of 250 nm (β = 15 and 40). All three profiles
are normalized to f0, the electron flux at the beam axis.

Gas flow from a capillary-style gas injection
system (GIS)
FEBIP precursor gases are injected into a specimen chamber
using one of two methods. In the first method, the entire
vacuum chamber, or a sub-chamber [6] is filled with a precursor
gas, as is done in environmental electron microscopy [27-30].
Such vacuum systems can be configured so that the gas
pressure is uniform across the substrate surface, and can
be measured accurately by conventional pressure gauges.
However, in the vast majority of FEBIP setups, a gas injection
capillary is used to inject the precursor gas into a chamber that
is pumped continuously by a high-vacuum pumping system.
The low conduction of the capillary makes it the element that
limits the flow rate and shapes the flux profile of such gas injection systems. The capillaries are useful because they simultaneously assure a high local molecule flux at the substrate surface,
and a low vacuum chamber background pressure, as required
for robust operation of the vacuum system. However, a disadvantage of a capillary-style GIS is that the gas pressure varies
dramatically throughout the chamber, and the gas pressure at
the substrate surface cannot be measured accurately using
conventional pressure gauges. Hence, in this section, we
describe a Monte-Carlo simulator developed at Empa (the “GIS
simulator”) for calculating gas pressure distributions generated
by a capillary-style GIS. The code can be used to calculate the
gas molecule flux at the beam impact point on the substrate
surface (which is an input parameter to all FEBIP models).
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Gas molecule impingement rates on the substrate have lateral
distributions that depend on the capillary nozzle geometry, the
angle and distance between capillary and substrate, and the
molecule flow regime. The GIS simulator code enables the
selection of some pre-defined nozzle geometries, capillary inner
and outer diameters, angles and distances to the substrate, and
either molecular or transient flow regime. By default it maps the
impingement distribution on planar substrates, the molecule
flux along the tube, and the angular nozzle effusion distribution.
The code was validated by capillary injection experiments for
both flow regimes [31,32].
Due to the Monte Carlo code implementation, the GIS
simulator does not account for gas pressure gradients
inside the capillary and above the substrate. The code can
be used in an executable version or an editable version
(http://www.empa.ch/febipcode) to include specific shadow
effects by non-planar substrate geometries (such as deposits
grown by FEBID), surface gas phase collisions, or other capillary geometries.

Mean free paths for a given GIS can be obtained by monitoring
the precursor consumption rate Q (molecules per unit time)
experimentally and calculating the mean free path using

(11)

where R is the ideal gas constant and M is the molar mass [33].
The Knudsen number can then be calculated by inserting
Equation 11 into Equation 10. The consumption rate of the
precursor can be monitored by measuring its mass or volume
change due to evaporation during FEBIP. Alternatively, mass
flow controllers can be used to supply a defined flow rate Q
(sccm). Figure 5 shows the dependence of the Knudsen number
on the pipe diameter for two flow rates of H 2 and H 2 O.
At a fixed flow rate and capillary diameter, the Knudsen
numbers and mean free paths scale with
. Values
for a few molecules are given in Table 2 together with their
vapour pressure and monolayer adsorbate concentration
n 0 = 1/A a = 1.154δ −2 .

Flow regimes
To make a correct choice of the flow regime for the simulation
one needs to determine the mean free path λ between
molecule–molecule collisions and the Knudsen number (the
ratio of λ to the capillary diameter d):

(10)

The Knudsen number specifies the ratio of wall collisions to
molecule–molecule collisions. A value of 10 < Kn < ∞ signifies
rare flow conditions under which the molecule gas flow distribution is determined predominantly by tube wall collisions
(molecular flow regime). In the range 0.1 < Kn < 10 collisions
between molecules become more important for shaping the flow
(transient flow regime). When Kn < 0.1 the flow becomes
viscous and can be treated by continuum models; this regime is
not covered by the GIS simulator.
The calculation of the mean free path along a capillary is not
trivial as the pressure P along the capillary is not constant.
There will be a pressure gradient along capillaries directing
net flow from the precursor reservoir (P≈ vapour pressure)
to the vacuum chamber (P≤ 10−4 mbar) [33]. The commonly
known relation
, where δ is the molecule
diameter and other variables are as defined in Equation 1,
can only be used if the pressure close to the capillary exit is
known.

Figure 5: Molecule flow regimes for two flow rates Q of H2 and H2O.
Note that 1 sccm = 4.48 × 1017 molecules/second, using Avogadro’s
number and the standard volume of 22.4 L/mol of an ideal gas at 0 °C
and 1 atm.

To estimate an upper limit for the impingement rate, consider a
substrate placed directly in front of a capillary with an exit area
of 1 mm2 and a flow rate of 1 sccm. This results in a molecule
flux Fa ≈ 4.5 × 1019 molecules cm−2s−1 leaving the capillary, or
F a ≈ 5 × 10 5 monolayers per second (taking 10 14 cm −2 as
monolayer coverage). At a minimum, impingement rates of
FEBIP molecules should be greater than the impingement rates
of residual gases (at least one monolayer per second at a background pressure of 10−6 mbar). Of course, the molecule flux
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Table 2: Summary of molecule diameters (δ), molar masses (M), vapour pressures Pvap and monolayer adsorbate concentrations n0 of selected
FEBIP precursors. The latter were calculated using n0 = 1.154δ−2.

precursor

M [g/mol]

δ [Å]

n0 [nm−2]

Pvap [Pa/T]

Pvap ref.

Me3PtCpMe
TEOS:Si(OEt)4
XeF2
Me2Au(tfac)
W(CO)6
Co2(CO)8
Cu(hfac)2
(hfac)Cu(VTMS)
[(PF3)2RhCl]2
O2
H2
H2O

319.17
208.33
169.29
310.03
351.90
341.95
477.65
370.83
628.48
16
2
18

7.8a
8.1b
4.5b
3.5a
6.8b
7a
8.0b
8.6b
5.7a
3.7e
2.7c
3.5b

1.9
1.8
5.7
9.4
2.5
2.4
1.8
1.6
3.6
8.4
15.8
9.4

19/31 °C
172/25 °C
598/25 °C
7.3/23 °C
3.5/25 °C
0.6...16/20 °Cc
0.4/25 °Cd
10/23 °C
7.5/23 °C
—
—
2330/20 °C

[34]
[36]
[37]
[38]
[39]
[40]
[41]
[42]
[38]
—
—
[44]

aLongest

dimension of molecule.
molecule size is determined from the compound density ρ according to δ = 1.122(M/(ρNA))1/3 where NA is Avogadro’s constant [35].
cCo (CO) can disproportionate spontaneously in vacuum [40].
2
8
dCu(hfac) exists as dihydrate Cu(hfac) ·2H O if not dried in vacuum with little effect on the vapour pressure [41].
2
2
2
eApparent diameters from [43].
bThe

will rapidly decrease with distance between the capillary and
the substrate.

Wall uptake
The GIS simulator incorporates an uptake factor for capillary
wall collisions. Setting this value to zero means that all molecules colliding with the wall will immediately desorb; setting
the value to 1 means that all molecules colliding with the wall
will adsorb permanently (i.e., only molecules without wall collisions will exit the capillary). In most cases the uptake factor can
be set to zero, as molecule condensation on capillary walls is
normally avoided through the pressure gradient and keeping the
reservoir at a temperature that is lower than or equal to that of
the capillary walls. However, some organometallic molecules
can spontaneously decompose in contact with the wall material
and thus provide a surface for continuous autocatalytic decomposition through successive molecule–wall collisions. (Metal
carbonyls are known for autocatalytic decomposition but data
quantifying the uptake coefficients is sparse. A change in colour
of the capillary points to such a mechanism). Analogous to the
atomic layer deposition process [45], a more likely scenario is
that at room temperature the molecules decompose partially via
chemisorption upon collisions with unoccupied adsorption sites
on the wall. This process is self-limiting after a short transient
time during which all wall sites are occupied and the wall is
passivated for further molecule decomposition.

Nozzle geometries
Two nozzle geometries are incorporated in the GIS simulator
[31], and users can implement other geometries. Here we

release the source code of version 1.5 containing the
geometries shown in Figure 6 for straight capillaries and for
bevelled capillaries with access holes. This C++ code is the
base of the executable GIS simulator tool downloadable at
http://www.empa.ch/febipcode. We would like to note that the
code is not professionally commented nor written but has been
checked against analytical solutions (for simple geometries) and
against experiments. The current version of the code does not
consider desorption of molecules from the substrate.

Simulation method
The physics behind the GIS simulator is described in detail in
[31,33,46] and we give only a brief summary here. The code is
based on the so called test-particle Monte Carlo method, which
works in the molecular and transient flow regimes. The molecule flux distribution is obtained as a function of the nozzle
geometry and the arrangement of nozzle and substrate.
Molecule trajectories are computed consecutively for 106 to
107 molecules. This approach is strictly only valid for molecular flow conditions where molecule trajectories are independent of each other, and collisions occur only with the inner
tube wall. However, it was shown experimentally [31] and by
comparison with direct simulation Monte Carlo [33] that the
test-particle Monte Carlo method with intermolecular collisions
gives excellent results in the following way (points 3 and 4 are
simplifications, which can be changed by the user if required):
1. Transient flow simulations can be performed by setting
the mean free path λ = d·Kn inside the entire capillary.
The mean free paths should be calculated from precursor
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Figure 6: Illustration of the two capillary nozzle geometries implemented in the GIS simulator. Left: straight capillary; right: bevelled capillary. Modified from [31].

consumption measurements using Equation 11. The flow
regime prevailing near the end of the capillary exit will
then be entered correctly into the simulation.
2. Wall collisions are implemented such that the molecules
leave the wall with a cosine distribution in space, while
molecule–molecule collisions are implemented as a
uniform angular distribution. The capillary entry distribution is implemented as a cosine point source. The
implementation of these angular distributions of wall and
molecule collisions was shown to be correct by independent experiments [31,32].

3. Outside of the nozzle the Knudsen number is set to
infinity, i.e., molecules follow straight trajectories from
the last collision inside the capillary until they hit the
substrate (i.e., there are no molecule–molecule collisions
outside the tube).
4. Consecutive trajectories inside the vacuum chamber
are not taken into account (molecule desorption is
neglected).
The capillary length must be entered into the simulation. For
long capillaries this is an enormous computational effort. A

Figure 7: Precursor flux distributions at the substrate under molecular flow conditions for conical nozzles with cone angles, θ, varying from 0° (straight
tube) to 30°. The (0,0) position denotes the upper edge of the nozzle. Jtot is the total molecule flow leaving the nozzle exit and the color code indicates the molecule fraction J/Jtot. The cone geometries are shown to illustrate which areas are covered and hence inaccessible by the electron beam.
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reduced capillary length Lr can be entered instead, still giving
accurate results. For molecular flow conditions, the spatial
distribution of impinging molecules on the substrate is not
significantly altered for lengths Lr > 15d. For transient flow
conditions, the reduced length depends on λ with Lr = 3λ to 5λ
[31,33].

Simulation examples with the GIS simulator
It is most useful to know how the nozzle geometry and the
arrangement of the capillary with respect to the substrate influences the precursor flux at the substrate. The dependence of
precursor flow on nozzle geometry (straight nozzle, bevelled
nozzle with FEB access hole, closed capillary with FEB access
holes), capillary angle, and shadowing by 3D objects have been
studied by Friedli et al. [31,33]. More recently, it was shown
that certain FEBIP scan strategies also lead to shadowing
effects which can cause disruptions in surface flatness [23]. A
specific simulation of a gas-flow distribution on a cantileverbased mass sensor enabled the estimation of the residence time
of Me3PtCpMe on SiO2 [47]. With the released code the reader
can include new nozzle geometries or substrate morphologies,
for example a conical nozzle geometry as shown in Figure 7.
With respect to the straight tube geometry the conical geometries are less practical for FEBIP in the molecular flow regime:
Although cones “focus” the exiting molecules, they laterally
reduce the maximum impinging flux area, physically cover the
maximum flux area, and reduce the maximum impinging flux
value slightly as shown by the J/Jtot contours. This behavior can
be understood from the cosine-law redistribution of molecule
collisions with the inner tube wall dominating the exiting
precursor distribution in the molecular flow regime in contrast
to the viscous flow experienced daily in water taps. Nonetheless, keeping the inner tube geometry straight and making the
outer geometry conical could solve some space restrictions in
the scanning electron microscope or allow to bring the nozzle
closer to the substrate to increase the molecule impingement
rate.

(12)

This equation is a sum of fluxes representing gas molecule
arrival at the surface through adsorption (Λ a ), adsorbate
removal through thermal desorption (−Naka), and adsorbate
conversion to fragment species through electron induced dissociation (−∂Nα/∂t). In Equation 12, t = 0 represents the time at
which electron irradiation is activated in the model, and the
initial adsorbate concentration
is given by Equation 7.
Most models of FEBIP assume that the adsorbate dissociation
flux, ∂Nα/∂t, is proportional to the product of the electron flux f
and Na:
(13)

where nα is the number of fragments α generated per dissociation event, and σα is the effective cross-section [3,18] for the
generation of fragments that volatilize the substrate (in FEBIE)
or deposit onto the substrate (in FEBID).
The steady state adsorbate concentration can be found by
solving Equation 12 in the limit t→∞:
(14)

Substituting
into Equation 13 gives the steady state growth
rate
. The vertical growth rate ∂h/∂t, which is easily
measured experimentally, is proportional to
:
(15)

Single gas species FEBIP model: etching or
deposition

where h is the deposit height (or etch pit depth), ι is ±1 for
deposition and etching, respectively, and VD is the volume of a
single molecule removed from or added to the substrate in the
etch or deposition reaction.

In the following sections, we outline continuum FEBIP models
that can be utilized to simulate a wide range of experiments
reported in the FEBIP literature. We start with the simple case
of a precursor gas comprised of a single molecular species “a”
(i.e., an etch or deposition precursor) that physisorbs to the
substrate surface. In this case, the continuum FEBIP model
is based on an expression for the rate of change of the
adsorbate concentration N a at each point r on the substrate
surface. The expression for ∂Na/∂t is obtained by extending
Equation 5 to account for the dissociation of adsorbates by
electrons [16,19]:

The electron flux f can either be fixed at f0, or specified by an
r-dependent function such as Equation 8 or Equation 9. Setting f
to f0 is justified when simulating the growth rate or the deposit
height (etch pit depth) at the beam axis (r = 0). We emphasize
that the above equations are valid only in the reaction rate
limited growth regime where net transport of adsorbates
through diffusion is negligible. We also note that electron-stimulated desorption (ESD) [48-51] is assumed to be negligible.
This assumption is typically justified because, for most adsorbates, the ESD cross-section σE lies in the range from 10−7 to
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10−2 Å2 [50] (i.e., in general, σE << σα). However, if necessary,
ESD can be incorporated in the above FEBIP model simply by
adding the term (−σEfNa) to Equation 12 [52].
Equation 15 can be used to calculate FEBIP growth rates as a
function of experimental parameters such as the precursor gas
pressure, electron flux and the substrate temperature. For
example, Figure 8 shows a set of spatially resolved steady-state
vertical growth rates calculated using a Gaussian electron flux
profile and substrate temperatures of 300, 320, 340, 360 and
380 K. The growth rate decreases exponentially with temperature due to an increase in the thermal desorption rate ka (given
by Equation 4).

The steady-state concentration of adsorbates under an electron
beam, given by Equation 14, and the steady-state vertical
growth rate defined by Equation 15 can now be reformulated as:

(18)

(19)

In the above,
is a dimensionless (normalized) version
of the Gaussian or tophat electron electron flux profile given by
Equation 8 or Equation 9, respectively, and is given by:
(20)

The lateral resolution can be quantified by the dimensionless
parameter , expressed as the ratio of the diameter of the
deposit (FWHM D ) and the electron beam (FWHM):

(21)
Figure 8: Steady state growth rate versus r calculated at a number of
substrate temperatures using Equation 15 and a Gaussian electron
flux profile (Equation 8, Ω = 5 nm).

Dimensionless FEBIP models
We now introduce a number of dimensionless parameters, originally employed by Utke et al. [15], which are useful for
describing adsorbate kinetics in FEBIP [1] and giving concise
scaling laws for the lateral resolution of the FEBIP process.
Irradiative depletion is a dimensionless parameter that quantifies the adsorbate concentration at the beam centre relative to
the non-irradiated area. It is proportional to f 0 and can be
expressed as [53]:
(16)
The effective residence time in the absence of electron irradiation (or outside the irradiated area) τout,a is given by:
(17)

where τ a is given by Equation 4, and n 0 is the maximum
possible adsorbate concentration (corresponding to one monolayer) in the absence of electron irradiation (i.e., n0 = 1/Aa).

In the case of negligible surface diffusion, can be derived
analytically yielding the -vs- scaling law of FEBIP resolution for stationary Gaussian [15] and tophat electron beams:
(22)

(23)

The resolution scaling behavior defined by the above equations
is shown in Figure 9. In the limit of very low irradiative depletion
the resolution parameter is equal to 1, giving the
highest possible FEBIP resolution (i.e., the smallest possible
deposit size in the case of FEBID). In other words, the reaction
limited (electron-limited) regime gives better lateral resolution
than the mass transport limited (adsorbate-limited) regime.
Deposits generated by tophat beams exhibit a less pronounced
dependency of lateral resolution on irradiative depletion than
those generated by Gaussian beams, and the dependence of
on is a function of the blurring parameter β (see Equation 9).
However, tophat profiles typically have a much larger beam
diameter 2ξ compared to the FWHM of a Gaussian.
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Figure 9: First FEBIP resolution scaling law for Gaussian and tophat
electron beams.

Pulsed exposure: To illustrate the use of dimensionless parameters in FEBIP models, we consider the case of FEBIP
performed using a pulsed, Gaussian electron beam. Specifically,
we consider the adsorbate kinetics during an electron pulse,
under the assumption that that the surface is replenished entirely
between consecutive electron pulses. When the electron beam is
turned on, the adsorbate concentration Na initially decays with
time due to electron induced dissociation. The decay rate
depends on the effective residence time τa,out and the irradiative depletion parameter . The resulting time-evolution of Na is
given by the solution to Equation 12, which can be expressed
as:

We note that Equation 8 and Equation 9 for the beam profile do
not account for lateral contributions of backscattered and
forward scattered electrons as well as their generated secondary
electrons to the final shape of the deposit or etch pit. The above
model also does not account for the change of those contributions on the developing three-dimensional pillar and etch-pit
geometry. These simplifications limit the applicability of the
resolution scaling laws given by Equation 22, Equation 23, and
Equation 26 as well as Equation 79 and Equation 80 to aspect
ratios of roughly 1 to 4 for deposits and etch pits. A more
detailed discussion on the applicability range can be found in
[10]. For high-aspect ratio structures either a full Monte Carlo
electron trajectory approach can be chosen [54] or the
continuum equations outlined in our present work need to be
solved on a curvilinear reference surface, see [13] and [55].

Multiple gas species FEBIP model:
Simultaneous etching and deposition
Deposition and etching arising from electron-induced dissociation of multiple adsorbed species is important in a number of
experimental processes. Deliberate use of a deposition and etch
precursor gas mixture, as shown in Figure 10, is often advantageous, such as in the deposition of high purity materials using a
FEBID precursor and an oxygen-containing background gas
[56-63], or a mixture of two FEBID precursors [4,8,64-66].
Unintentional deposition of carbonaceous films through electron-activated cross linking of hydrocarbon contaminants is a
common problem in many etch processes [6,9,14].

(24)

The corresponding vertical growth rate is proportional to Na(t)
and the electron flux, and is given by:
(25)

The lateral size of the growing structure or etch pit will evolve
in time, yielding the -vs-t law of pulsed FEBIP resolution,
expressed as the lateral resolution , (neglecting surface diffusion) versus the electron beam exposure time t [1]:

(26)

In the limit t → 0,
. In the steady state (t → ∞)
this converges to the scaling law given by Equation 22.

Figure 10: Illustration of two adsorbate FEBIP where the molecules
are supplied by two capillaries and impinge with fluxes Fe and Fd.

Simultaneous FEBID and FEBIE can be simulated using
models such as those described in [11], with adjustment to
account for system-specific details such as the surface site
competition behavior of the etch and deposit precursor molecules, adsorbate–adsorbate interactions, and whether the etch
precursor can volatilize all or only some fraction of the
deposited material. A specific example of this is H2O-mediated
FEBIE of deposits formed from organometallic precursors,
where only the deposited carbon (and not the metal) is etched.
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Here, we illustrate how simultaneous etching and deposition
can be incorporated into a continuum FEBIP model for the case
of a mixture of H2O and C10H22 as the precursors for etching
and deposition of carbon, respectively [11]. In this model, we
assume that both etch and deposition precursor adsorbates
(denoted by the subscripts “e” and “d”, respectively) physisorb
to the substrate surface (Figure 2) in a competitive process, with
the total surface coverage Θ being limited to 1 ML. The fluxes
and coverages of the two species are given by the following set
of Equation 27–Equation 31:
(27)

(28)

for the simultaneous deposition of carbon through FEBID
(∂N δ /∂t) and volatilization of the deposit via EBIE
[(∂Nε/∂t)(1 − σrNd)σrDND ], where (∂Nε/∂t)σrNd discounts those
etch precursor fragments ε that are consumed in volatilizing the
deposition precursor adsorbates “d”, and ND must be capped at
1/Ad so that only molecules in the top monolayer of the deposit
are available for volatilization by the fragments ε. The reaction
cross-section σr (and σrD) accounts for the effectiveness of
collisions between the etch precursor fragments ε and the adsorbates “d” (or deposited molecules “D”) in contributing to
etching [11]. Equation 35 is the vertical growth rate, and is
directly analogous to Equation 15.
The fluxes ∂Nε/∂t and ∂Nδ/∂t represent electron-induced dissociation of the adsorbates “e” and “d”, respectively, and are
given by:

(29)

(36)

(30)

(37)

(31)
Here, Equation 27 and Equation 28 are directly analogous to
Equation 1, Equation 29 and Equation 30 are analogous to
Equation 2, and Equation 31 is equivalent to Equation 3, modified to account for the fact that the adsorbates “e” and “d”
physisorb to the surface and compete for the same surface sites.
Growth rates can be found by solving differential equations for
the rate of change of the concentration of the species “e”, “d”
and “D”, where the latter denotes molecules that are deposited
as a result of FEBID:
(32)

(33)

(34)

(35)

Equation 32 and Equation 33 are analogous to Equation 12,
modified to account for the fact that FEBIE can volatilize the
adsorbates “d” (i.e., the flux (∂Nε/∂t)σrNd represents FEBIE of
the deposition precursor adsorbates). Equation 34 accounts

where the symbols have the same meanings as in Equation 13.
The thermal desorption rates ke and kd have the same functional
form as Equation 4:
(38)

(39)

Initial concentrations of the species “e” and “d” (i.e., Ne0 and
Nd0, respectively) can be found by solving Equation 32 and
Equation 33 for the case of zero electron flux. The resulting
time-evolution of surface coverage is more complex than that of
the single gas species model shown in Figure 3, due to the
nature of the surface site competition effect implemented in
Equation 29–Equation 31. This is illustrated in Figure 11a for
the case where Pe >> Pd and Ee << Ed. Initially, Ne increases
much more rapidly than N d because P e >> P d (and hence
F e >> F d ). However, at times greater than ca. 10 −4 s the
increase in Nd causes a corresponding decrease in Ne because
the two species compete for the same surface sites and
E d >> E e (and hence τ d << τ e ).
The utility of the simultaneous FEBIE/FEBID model defined by
Equation 32, Equation 33 and Equation 34 is illustrated in
Figure 11b, which shows a number of deposits simulated using
a Gaussian beam (given by Equation 8), with a maximum flux
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Figure 11: (a) Adsorbate concentrations Ne and Nd versus time, calculated in the absence of electron irradiation (here, Ne = Nd = 0 at t = 0). Ne0 and
Nd0 are the steady-state adsorbate concentrations in the absence of electron irradiation, which are used as the initial adsorbate concentrations input
into FEBIP models defined by Equation 27–Equation 37. (b) Deposit geometries simulated using a Gaussian electron beam with a standard deviation
(Ω) of 5 nm and a maximum flux (f0) of 1 × 103, 2 × 103 and 5 × 103 Å−2s−1. (Etch species = H2O, deposition species = C10H22, Pe = 1 Torr,
Pd = 0.01 Torr, se = 1, sd = 0.4, Ee = 0.56 eV, Ed = 1.0157 eV, κe = κd = 1016 s−1, σε = σδ = 1 Å2, σr = σrD = Ad = 74 Å2, T = Tg = 300 K. All other
model input parameters were the same as in [11].)

(f0) of 1 × 103, 2 × 103 and 5 × 103 Å−2s−1. At the lowest electron flux (f0 = 1 × 103 Å−2s−1), the deposit shape is approximately Gaussian because the extent of adsorbate depletion by
the beam is low. At the intermediate flux (f0 = 2 × 103 Å−2s−1),
the central region of the deposit contains an indent caused by
preferential depletion of the FEBID precursor adsorbates “d”.
At the highest electron flux (f0 = 5 × 103 Å−2s−1), FEBIE dominates in the central region of the deposit due to complete depletion of “d”. The preferential depletion of species “d” is a direct
consequence of the slower replenishment rate caused by the fact
that Pe >> Pd. The difference between the replenishment rates
of “e” and “d” is illustrated in Figure 11a (at times shorter than
ca. 10−5 s).
We emphasize that the changes in deposit geometry seen in
Figure 11b are caused by a competition between simultaneous
FEBIE and FEBID processes, and are not caused by adsorbate
diffusion (which is ignored by Equation 27–Equation 37). This
competition and the resulting phenomenon of electron flux
controlled switching between etching and deposition have been
discussed in detail in [11,14]. The additional effects of adsorbate diffusion can be investigated using a version of the above
model that incorporates diffusion (discussed below).

Multiple adsorption states:
Thermally activated chemisorption
The FEBID growth rate typically decreases with increasing substrate temperature (as illustrated by Figure 8) due to thermal
depopulation of the physisorbed state shown in Figure 2.
However, recently it was shown that activated chemisorption
can give rise to a more complex dependence of the growth rate
on T due to thermal population and depopulation of chemisorbed states [5,67]. The simplest case of a system that can

undergo physisorption and activated chemisorption can be
described by the potential energy diagram shown in Figure 12
[68], comprised of a physisorbed state (denoted “p”) and a
chemisorbed state (denoted “c”) separated by an activation
barrier for conversion between these states. The respective
physisorption and chemisorption potential wells have depths Ep
and Ec, and the activation barrier has height Econv.

Figure 12: Potential energy diagram for the case of chemisorption
governed by a potential well of depth Ec and an activation barrier of
height Econv. Also shown is a physisorption potential well of depth Ep.
Modified from [5].

Chemisorption is typically a dissociative process in which the
activation barrier represents the energy needed to fragment the
precursor molecule. For example, O 2 chemisorbs onto
numerous surfaces through the thermally activated reaction
O2 → 2O, where O2 is in the gas phase or in the physisorbed
state, and the two O atoms are in the chemisorbed state. Similarly, XeF2 can fluorinate many surfaces through decomposition pathways that generate chemisorbed F [17,69-71], and the
FEBID precursor tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS, Si(OC2H5)4)
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chemisorbs onto SiO2 as a mixture of (SiO)2Si(OC2H5)2 and
(SiO)Si(OC2H5)3 [72-74].

and by replacing Equation 13 with:
(46)

Chemisorption of gas phase precursor molecules can take place
if their thermal energy is sufficiently high to surmount the
barrier E conv − E p (see Figure 12):

(40)

where np and nc are the number of fragments generated per
dissociation event of the physisorbed and chemisorbed molecules, respectively, assuming that both contribute to FEBID.
Hence, the vertical growth rate is given by:
(47)

where sc is the sticking coefficient for activated sticking of gas
molecules into the chemisorbed state (in the limit of zero
surface coverage), s 0 is the preexponential factor (i.e., the
sticking coefficient for the limiting case of Econv − Ep = 0), and
Tg is the temperature of the precursor gas. Similarly, molecules
in the physisorbed state can surmount Econv by gaining thermal
energy from the substrate and populate the chemisorbed state at
a rate kconv:

which assumes that the volumes of molecules deposited by the
dissociation of physisorbed and chemisorbed adsorbates are
both equal to VD.
The fluxes Λp, Λc and Λconv correspond to physisorption from
the gas phase, chemisorption from the gas phase, and transitions from the physisorbed to chemisorbed states, respectively:

(41)
(48)
This pathway is more relevant to FEBID than chemisorption
from the gas phase (i.e., Equation 40) because FEBID is typically implemented as a cold-wall deposition technique, whereby
Tg is dominated by the temperature of the capillary used to
deliver the precursor gas, and the substrate temperature T is
used to control growth kinetics.
The thermal desorption rates of physisorbed (kp) and chemisorbed species (kc) are given by:
(42)

(43)

(49)

(50)

where F a is the flux of precursor molecules “a”. The term
(1 − sc) excludes gas molecules that are trapped in the physisorption potential well, and Θp and Θc are the coverages of
physisorbed and chemisorbed adsorbates, each limited to 1 ML
by:
(51)
(52)

Activated chemisorption can be incorporated into the
continuum FEBID model by accounting for the above transitions between the gas phase, physisorbed and chemisorbed
states by replacing Equation 12 with a pair of equations for the
rate of change of concentration of physisorbed molecules
(∂N p /∂t) and chemisorbed molecules (∂N c /∂t) [5]:

We note that energetic electrons can cause partial decomposition of precursor molecules and hence induce transitions from
the physisorbed to the chemisorbed state. This effect is
neglected here, but can be incorporated into FEBIP models as in
[17] for the case of fluorination caused by decomposition of
XeF2.

(44)

(45)

The initial concentration of physisorbed
and chemisorbed
species is found by solving Equation 44 and
Equation 45 for the case of zero electron flux. An example of
the pressure dependence of
and
is shown in Figure 13a
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Figure 13: (a) Steady state concentrations of physisorbed
and chemisorbed
adsorbates versus pressure, calculated for the case of zero
electron flux, and substrate temperatures of 200, 300 and 350 K. (b) Time-dependence of Np and Nc calculated for a substrate temperature of 300 K
and a precursor gas pressure of 1 Torr. (In all cases, gas temperature = 300 K; Ep = 510 meV, Econv = 1.415 eV, Ec = 855 meV; f = 0; Ap = 2Ac and
nc = 2 to represent a dissociative chemisorption process in which the precursor molecule fragments into two chemisorbed molecules. All other model
input parameters were the same as in [5].)

for a particular set of the energies Ep, Econv and Ec (corresponding to the chemisorption of TEOS onto SiO2 [5]), and substrate temperatures of 200, 300 and 350 K. The residence times
of physisorbed and chemisorbed adsorbates are given by
and
, which are governed by the depths of the chemisorption and physisorption potential wells shown in Figure 12. At a
substrate temperature of 350 K, chemisorbed states are rapidly
populated through the physisorbed state (Equation 41), but
depopulate slowly as E conv << E c (i.e., k conv >> k c ).
Conversely, physisorbed states are rapidly depopulated because
Ep is smaller than both Econv and Ec. Consequently,
saturates at the monolayer limit of 1/Ac at a much lower pressure
than
saturates at the monolayer limit 1/Ap. At the lower
substrate temperatures of 300 and 200 K, kconv, kp and kc are
reduced through Equation 41, Equation 42 and Equation 43,
yielding the adsorption isotherms shown in Figure 13a.

component (i.e., fσcNc in Equation 46) is negligible at room
temperature because Econv >> kBTg and Ec − Ep >> kBT. It is
characterized by a peak produced by thermal conversion of
adsorbates from the physisorbed to the chemisorbed state (i.e.,
the low-temperature tail of the peak) and desorption from the
chemisorbed state (i.e., the high-temperature tail), respectively.
The general temperature dependence seen in Figure 14 (i.e., a
decrease in the physisorption component followed by a peak
caused by chemisorption) exists only if kconv << kp << kc [5].
A practical benefit of performing FEBID at elevated temperatures (whereby, in this case, T ≥ 350 K) is that the deposits have
much higher purity than those fabricated at room temperature
[5].

It is important to note that the rate of chemisorption is always
limited by the activation barrier shown in Figure 12. Hence, the
rate at which physisorbed states are populated (and replenished
during FEBID) is always greater than the rate at which chemisorbed states are populated. This is illustrated by the plots of
N p (t) and N c (t) shown in Figure 13b where, starting with a
depopulated surface, the physisorbed species take ca. 10−6 s to
populate the surface and reach a steady state, whereas it takes
the chemisorbed species ca. 1 s to reach a steady state.
Equation 47 can be used to calculate the temperature-dependence of FEBID, as shown in Figure 14 for the case of TEOS [5].
The contribution to growth rate made by physisorbed adsorbates (i.e., fσpNp in Equation 46) decreases with increasing T
due to an increase in the thermal desorption rate kp (and hence a
decrease in the adsorbate coverage N p ). The chemisorption

Figure 14: Steady-state vertical growth rate versus substrate temperature for a precursor that undergoes activated chemisorption described
by the potential energy digram shown in Figure 12. The blue and red
curves show contributions arising from electron induced dissociation of
physisorbed and chemisorbed adsorbates, respectively. Modified from
[5].
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Role of multiple reaction products in electron
beam induced etching
Etch processes such as XeF2-mediated FEBIE of SiO2 [12] and
NF3 FEBIE of Si [2] proceed through multiple chemical pathways that involve a number of reaction products. Here, we use
the case of NF3 FEBIE of Si [2] to illustrate how such processes
can be incorporated in continuum FEBIE models.
FEBIE of Si using NF3 as the precursor gas involves the reaction products SiF, SiF2, SiF3, and SiF4, each of which can be
dissociated by electrons, or can desorb from the substrate
surface. For example, SiF 2 can either gain F to form SiF 3 ,
dissociate to form SiF and F, or it can desorb (and hence give
rise to etching by removing a Si atom):

Multi-step FEBIE reactions can be modeled using a set of
differential rate equations that account for each molecular
species at the substrate surface, which in this case are the NF3
precursor adsorbates (denoted by “a”), F radicals (α), and the
reaction products SiF, SiF2, SiF3, and SiF4:
(53)

coverage of surface sites occupied by F (see below in
Figure 15):

(57)

(58)

The term (1/n)ASi limits the concentration of fluorinated Si
atoms to one monolayer, m is an integer with lower and upper
limits of 0 and 3 because an unfluorinated Si atom (designated
by m = 0) can react with F to form SiF, whereas SiF4 (designated by m = 4) cannot gain an additional fluorine atom. The
integer n is bound by 1 and 4 because the total coverage of sites
occupied by F must account for SiF, SiF 2 , SiF 3 and SiF 4
species. N0 (the concentration of unfluorinated Si atoms at the
surface) is given by:
(59)
where ASi is the area of a single Si surface site, and NSi is the
concentration of fluorinated Si sites:

(60)

(54)
The vertical etch rate is governed by the desorption rate of SiFn
molecules:
The symbols in Equation 53 and Equation 54 represent the same
quantities as the corresponding symbols in Equation 12 and
Equation 13 (see Table 1). In Equation 55, Nn (n = 1–4) represents the concentration of SiFn molecules, σr is the cross-section
for the electron-induced scission of the Si–F bond, and kn is the
desorption rate of SiFn:
(56)

where En is the binding energy of SiFn. Nη is the concentration
of surface sites at which F can bond to a Si atom, and Θη is the

(61)

Models such as the above (Equation 53–Equation 61) are typically based on a number of simplifying assumptions in addition
to those made in simple FEBID models. This particular model
assumes that all available F radicals generated by electroninduced dissociation of NF3 are converted to SiFn by reacting
with SiF n−1 , and that any surplus fluorine atoms desorb as
shown in Figure 15 (the desorption is assumed instant, hence

(55)
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consumed in any of the reactions, and that electron-stimulated
desorption of all species is negligible.

Figure 15: Flowchart showing how F radicals (represented by α)
generated by electron induced dissociation of NF3 adsorbates (represented by the adsorbate concentration Na) are converted into SiFn (Nn)
by reacting with SiFn−1 (Nn−1, shown in red). Horizontal green arrows
indicate conversion of SiFn species by the addition and removal of F.
The flowchart illustrates why m in Equation 57 ranges from 0 to 3
(corresponding to Nn−1, shown in red), and why n in Equation 58
ranges from 1 to 4 (corresponding to Nn, shown in black).

the absence of a desorption flux in Equation 54). The probability of a reaction between F and each species SiF n−1 is
assumed equal and the total F coverage is limited to 1 ML,
hence the term (Nn−1/Nη)(1 − Θη) in Equation 55 that governs
the partitioning of the available F radicals illustrated by the flow
chart shown in Figure 15. It is also assumed that σr is independent of n. Hence, the flux σrfNn+1 represents the creation of
SiF n through electron-induced dissociation of SiF n+1 , and
−Nnσrf the consumption of SiFn through electron-induced dissociation of SiFn. Finally, it is assumed that electrons are not

The most significant consequence of the model defined by
Equation 53–Equation 61 is that etching is inhibited at high
electron fluxes, as seen in Figure 16a, due to electron-induced
dissociation of SiFn. Specifically, this effect dominates when
the dissociation rate of species n is much greater greater than
the corresponding thermal desorption rate (i.e., σrf >> kn). The
simulations presented here were performed using model input
parameters appropriate for cryogenic NF3-mediated FEBIP of
Si performed at a substrate temperature of 100 K [2]. The model
can be used to calculate a number of quantities such as the
concentrations of NF 3 , SiF, SiF 2 , SiF 3 and SiF 4 molecules
shown in Figure 16b, and the concentrations of unfluorinated
(N0) and fluorinated (NSi) Si sites shown in Figure 16c.

Special cases
The models outlined above can be used (either directly or in
modified form) to simulate most processes reported in the
FEBIP literature. Here, we summarize a few special cases for
which the models require modification. We include these for
completeness, and refer the reader to the cited papers for
detailed descriptions of the changes that must be made to the
above FEBIP models.

Figure 16: (a) Etch rate of Si calculated using Equation 61 as a function of electron flux f. (b,c) Corresponding steady state concentrations of NF3,
SiF, SiF2, SiF3 and SiF4 molecules (Na and Nn), fluorinated (NSi) Si sites, and unfluorinated (N0) and Si sites. (T = 100 K, Tg = 300 K. All other model
input parameters were the same as in [2].)
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Adsorbate depletion in high aspect ratio pits [7]: The replenishment rate of precursor molecules consumed in FEBIE can be
limited by the gas flow conductance of a growing etch pit. The
replenishment rate affects the adsorbate concentration N which,
in turn, affects the etch rate through equations such as
Equation 15. Etch-pit conductance can be the most significant
process limiting the FEBIE rate when fabricating high aspect
ratio pits. As an etch pit grows during FEBIE, the conductance
decreases, causing the etch rate to decrease with time as
discussed in detail in [7].
Dynamic surface site activation during FEBIE [3]: Surface
site activation caused by electron beam restructuring of the substrate (i.e., beam damage) can give rise to FEBIE of materials
that can not be etched in their unmodified state. It can also alter
etch kinetics, and cause the etch rate to increase with electron
beam irradiation time.
Electron beam induced surface functionalization and
spontaneous decomposition of precursor molecules at the
substrate surface: These two processes have been modeled for
the case of XeF2 [17] which can fragment through a dissociative chemisorption pathway, leading to fluorination of many
surfaces [69-71,75]. The model in [17] is a variant of the above
model of thermally activated chemisorption defined by
Equation 40–Equation 52.
Electron beam dwell time as a control parameter of the
composition of materials deposited using a mixture of two
precursor gases [8]: This situation, depicted in Figure 10, can
be modeled by solving rate equations for two FEBID precursor
adsorbates, denoted by “A” and “B”, that compete for adsorption sites on the surface. The adsorbates are dissociated by electrons, producing non-volatile reactions products DA and DB
(i.e., the deposit), and volatile reaction products VA and VB:

The generic solution of this set as a function of electron-beam
exposure (dwell time) is given by:
(64)

(65)

with the constants ndA,B, kd, ΔnA,B, κ defined in [8]. The dissociation yields YA,B are then obtained by integrating over the
electron beam dwell time:
(66)

(67)

A graphical representation of Equation 66 and Equation 67 is
shown in Figure 17. As the molecule fluxes, residence times,
and dissociation cross-sections of molecules “A” and “B” are
very likely different from each other, it can be seen that the
composition (given by the magnitude Z on the right hand axis)
of the deposits can be tuned by changing the electron beam
dwell time per pixel. Equation 64 and Equation 65 hold for
micrometer-sized deposits. For small-scale deposits surface
diffusion can become important and different yields and compositions are obtained as function of exposure time, see
Gabureac et al. [76,77]. Including surface diffusion into the
multi-adsorbate model is straightforward, however, is at the
expense of having a closed analytical solution.

The evolution of the surface densities nA and nB of the two
adsorbates is described by the following set of inhomogeneous
first-order differential equations [8]:

(62)

(63)

Figure 17: Calculated changes in dissociation yields YA and YB (per
primary electron as defined in Equation 66 and Equation 67) and yield
ratio Z versus electron beam dwell time. The example shown here was
calculated for Co2(CO)8 and octanol as the deposition species “A” and
“B”, respectively. The yield ratio Z is a measure for the ratio of nonvolatile fragments of molecule “a” and “b” incorporated into the FEBID
material. Taken from [78].
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Diffusion
All of the above models are, strictly speaking, valid only in the
reaction rate limited growth regime. They can be used to identify conditions under which depletion becomes significant,
causing the system to transition into the mass transport limited
regime (e.g., under intermediate and high electron flux conditions in Figure 11b, and the high electron flux portions of the
curves in Figure 16). However, when the extent of depletion is
significant (or, more precisely, when the net transport of adsorbates through diffusion is significant), the models must be
modified to account for the diffusion of all mobile species at the
surface. In the case of FEBID or FEBIE performed using a
single species of physisorbed precursor molecules “a”, this is
achieved simply by adding a diffusion term to Equation 12 [19]:

(68)

Da is the diffusion coefficient, given by:
(69)

where
is the energy barrier for diffusion and
preexponential factor (i.e., the diffusivity in the limit

is the
).

where De and Dd are the respective diffusion coefficients which
have the same functional form as Equation 69:
(72)

(73)

Equation 34 and Equation 35 remain unchanged since localized
FEBIP requires the substrate temperature to be sufficiently low
for diffusion of the deposited species “D” (e.g., carbon) to be
negligible.
Figure 18 shows deposit geometries simulated using
Equation 70 and Equation 71, a Gaussian electron-beam profile
and substrate temperatures of 285, 290 and 295 K. The dip in
the center of each deposit is caused by the fact that etching
dominates near the beam axis where the deposition precursor is
preferentially depleted, while deposition dominates in the adjacent regions of low electron flux. The deposit geometry changes
with temperature because an increase in T causes: (i) a decrease
in N e and N d through thermal desorption (Equation 38 and
Equation 39), and (ii) an increase in Ne and Nd through diffusion (Equation 72 and Equation 73). The dramatic change in
geometry with increasing T shown in Figure 18 is largely due to
reduced depletion of adsorbates “d” near the beam axis due to
an increase in the rate of diffusion (Equation 73).

The above approach for incorporating diffusion can also be
applied to more complex FEBIP models, as we illustrate below.
We note, however, that all of the continuum models discussed
here assume a flat substrate surface. That is, the models track
the time-evolution of deposits and etch pits made by FEBIP, but
do not account for the effects of the resulting changes in
surface geometry on adsorbate kinetics (e.g., adsorption to and
diffusion along the evolving pillar sidewalls or etch pit sidewalls).

Gas mixtures
Equation 32–Equation 35 are used to model a gas mixture
comprised of an etch precursor “e” and a deposition precursor
“d” that simultaneously etch and deposit a material such as
carbon. To account for the diffusion of the adsorbates “e” and
“d” at the substrate surface, Equation 32 and Equation 33 are
replaced by [11]:
(70)

(71)

Figure 18: Deposit geometries analogous to those shown in
Figure 11b, simulated using Equation 70 and Equation 71, a Gaussian
electron-beam profile (Ω = 5 nm) and substrate temperatures of 285,
290 and 295 K. (Etch species “e” = H2O, deposition species
“d” = C10H22, f0 = 6 × 104 Å−2s−1, Pe = 1 Torr, Pd = 0.01 Torr,
Ee = 0.56 eV, Ed = 1.0157 eV, σβ = σγ = 1 Å2, Tg = 300 K. All other
model input parameters were the same as in [11].)

Thermally activated chemisorption
The model of activated chemisorption described by the potential energy diagram shown in Figure 12 can be extended to
account for diffusion by adding diffusion terms to Equation 44
and Equation 45:
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(74)

(75)

(76)

(77)

where Dp and Dc are the diffusion coefficients for physisorbed
and chemisorbed adsorbates, respectively.
Figure 19 shows FEBID rates simulated using Equation 74 and
Equation 75, a Gaussian electron-beam profile and substrate
temperatures of 300 K and 500 K. At 300 and 500 K, FEBID is
dominated by electron-induced dissociation of physisorbed and
chemisorbed gas molecules, respectively (see Figure 14),
because of preferential population of the two respective states
shown in Figure 12.

Substituting the irradiative depletion from Equation 16 and
the surface diffusion replenishment
to the adsorbate rate
equation, it becomes solely dependent on those two parameters
and can be solved numerically [79]. Very small values of the
surface diffusion replenishment parameter (e.g.,
= 0.052)
have a negligible effect on the lateral growth rate, as shown by
row 1 of Figure 20 and Figure 21. However, large values (e.g.,
= 0.52) can alter the deposit geometries significantly,
particularly in the case of a tophat electron beam (see rows 2
and 3 of Figure 20 and Figure 21). If the contribution of surface
diffusion is very high (
>> 0.1), adsorbate replenishment
through this process dominates the growth kinetics. For
example, when = 100, the deposit height is increased by a
factor of 10 relative to the situation where adsorbate replenishment occurs only through adsorption from the gas phase.
The resolution parameter for a stationary Gaussian beam can
be obtained from the deposit shape, using a numerical solution
of Equation 68, and the expression for the growth rate given by
Equation 15. The numerical result is very well approximated by
the -vsscaling law of FEBIP resolution formulated in
[1]:

Dimensionless FEBIP models
In this section, we incorporate surface diffusion into the
dimensionless FEBIP model, introduced above through
Equation 16–Equation 26.
The magnitude of adsorbate surface diffusion with respect to
the FWHM size of the beam can be correlated by introducing
the dimensionless surface diffusion replenishment parameter:

(79)

The above formula shows that even a relatively small surface
diffusion contribution can lead to a decreasing in the deposit
and etch pit size, and thus an improved lateral resolution. Once
surface diffusion overcomes irradiative depletion, the deposit or
etch pit diameter will approach that of the beam ( = 1), as
discussed in [1].

(78)
Pulsed exposure: Equation 68 can be solved numerically, and
the corresponding general scaling law of FEBIP resolution,

Figure 19: FEBID growth rates simulated using Equation 75 and Equation 76, a Gaussian electron-beam profile (Ω = 5 nm) and substrate temperatures of (a) 300 K and (b) 500 K. (Deposition precursor = TEOS, f0 = 103 Å−2s−1, P = 0.1 Torr, Tg = 300 K,
= 0.17 eV,
= 0.472 eV,
=
= 1011 Å−2s−1 all other model input parameters were the same as in [5].)
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Figure 20: Examples of deposit geometries simulated using exposure times (t) of 5 ms; 10 ms; 50 ms; 100 ms, a Gaussian beam profile, and
selected values of the maximum electron flux f0 and surface diffusion coefficient Da (sa = 1, Fa = 104 nm−2s−1, n0 = 2 nm−2, τa = 100 μs,
σa = 0.013 nm2, Va = 0.2 nm3 and FWHM = 100 nm).

including irradiative depletion, surface diffusion, and exposure
dwell time, can be approximated by [1]:

(80)

The dependencies of deposit geometry on the electron beam
exposure time t, irradiative depletion and surface diffusion
path
are shown in Figure 20 and Figure 21 for Gaussian
and tophat beams, respectively. At short exposure times, depletion is negligible and the deposit shapes reflect the electron flux
profiles. At long exposure times, the deposit geometry is determined by the extent of adsorbate depletion, and the relative
contributions to adsorbate replenishment through diffusion and
adsorption from the gas phase [1].

Conclusion
In summary, we have reviewed continuum modeling techniques developed by the authors that can be used to simulate

most processes reported in the FEBIP literature. Accompanying this article, we have released a software implementing
most of these techniques at http://www.empa.ch/febipcode.
The software release consists of the following:
• An executable binary and C++ code of the GIS simulator for simulation of impinging molecule flux from
capillary nozzles on plane substrates, which can be
modified to generate Figure 7.
• A MATLAB notebook for single physisorbed gas
species dimensionless FEBIP model that solve
Equation 68 and Equation 47 for Gaussian electron beam
(Equation 8). This was used to generate Figure 20.
• A MATLAB notebook for single physisorbed gas
species dimensionless FEBIP model that solve
Equation 68 and Equation 47 for tophat electron beam
(Equation 9). This was used to generate Figure 20.
• Eight Mathematica notebooks, detailed below, that illustrate implementation of FEBIP models of varying
complexity.
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Figure 21: Examples of deposit geometries simulated using exposure times (t) of 5 ms; 10 ms; 50 ms; 100 ms, a tophat beam profile, and selected
values of the maximum electron flux f0 and surface diffusion coefficient Da (sa = 1, Fa = 10 4 nm−2s−1, n0 = 2 nm−2, τa = 100μs, σa = 0.013 nm2,
Va = 0.2 nm3 and FWHM = 100 nm).

FEBIP models implemented in Mathematica notebooks:
1. Single physisorbed gas species initial coverage calculator,
used to generate Figure 3.
2. Single physisorbed gas species FEBIP model based on
Equation 12. This model was used to generate Figure 8.
3. Gas mixture FEBIP model based on
Equation 32–Equation 39 and used to generate Figure 11a. For
this simulation, initial coverages can be calculated by setting the
electron flux to zero.
4. Gas mixture FEBIP model that incorporates diffusion, based
on Equation 70–Equation 73 and used to generate Figure 18 and
Figure 11b (in the latter, the diffusion coefficients were made
negligible).

5. Thermally activated chemisorption initial coverage calculator used to generate Figure 13.
6. Thermally activated chemisorption, based on
Equation 44–Equation 52 and used to generate Figure 14.
7. Thermally activated chemisorption with diffusion, based on
Equation 74–Equation 77 and used to generate Figure 19.
8. EBIE with multiple reaction products, based on
Equation 53–Equation 61 and used to generate Figure 16.
Initial coverages can be calculated by setting the electron flux to
zero.
Gaussian (Equation 8) or tophat (Equation 9) focused electron
beams can be used by selecting the appropriate equations in
each notebook.
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Abstract
Carbon nanomembranes (CNMs) prepared from aromatic self-assembled monolayers constitute a recently developed class of 2D
materials. They are made by a combination of self-assembly, radiation-induced cross-linking and the detachment of the cross-linked
SAM from its substrate. CNMs can be deposited on arbitrary substrates, including holey and perforated ones, as well as on metallic
(transmission electron microscopy) grids. Therewith, freestanding membranes with a thickness of 1 nm and macroscopic lateral
dimensions can be prepared. Although free-standing CNMs cannot be imaged by light microscopy, charged particle techniques can
visualize them. However, CNMs are electrically insulating, which makes them sensitive to charging. We demonstrate that the
helium ion microscope (HIM) is a good candidate for imaging freestanding CNMs due to its efficient charge compensation tool.
Scanning with a beam of helium ions while recording the emitted secondary electrons generates the HIM images. The advantages of
HIM are high resolution, high surface sensitivity and large depth of field. The effects of sample charging, imaging of multilayer
CNMs as well as imaging artefacts are discussed.

Introduction
Carbon nanomembranes (CNMs) are extremely thin and homogeneous two-dimensional objects consisting of a monolayer of
laterally cross-linked molecules. They are made by exposing a
self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of aromatic molecules with
electron [1] or soft X-ray irradiation [2], which results in the

cross-linking of neighbouring molecules into a CNM of molecular thickness. The CNM is then released from its substrate by
dissolving the latter [3]. The thickness, chemical composition,
and density of the original SAM determine the mechanical
properties, such as elasticity and porosity, as well as the chem-
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ical composition of the resulting CNM. The freely suspended
CNMs are made by transferring the cross-linked SAM from its
substrate to a holey structure, such as a metal grid. The resulting
CNM is approximately as thick as the original SAM and can
span macroscopic areas; thus far, freestanding CNMs of up to
0.5 × 0.5 mm2 have been fabricated.
The electrical conductivity of the CNM can also be tailored, as
pyrolysis results in a gradual transformation into graphene
[4-6]. CNMs have potential for many technical applications,
such as filters [7], sensors [4], resists [8], nanosieves [9], or
“lab-on-a-chip” devices [10]. Many aspects regarding the fabrication, modification and functionalization of homogenous as
well as patterned CNMs are compiled in a recent review [11].
Optical microscopy is suitable for imaging CNMs on SiO2/Si
wafers [12], but on other substrates, CNMs are not (or only
barely) visible. In particular, it is not possible to directly image
freestanding CNMs by regular optical microscopy. Indirect
optical methods require the attachment of particles, fluorescent
dyes [13], metallic nanostructures [14] or other suitable indicators that are detectable by optical microscopy. In addition,
optical imaging with a Mirau interferometer allows the detection of the vibrational modes of bare CNMs with a resolution
limited by the light wavelength [15].
The imaging of CNMs with higher magnification requires
charged particle microscopy techniques such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM) or helium ion microscopy (HIM). As
illustrated in Supporting Information File 1, Figure S1, SEM
shows a low signal-to-noise-ratio for freestanding CNMs, especially at higher magnifications, due to charging issues [4,16].
This tends to be destructive for freestanding membranes. For
example, an attempt at imaging perforated CNMs with SEM
failed due to charging-induced rupture during the imaging
process [9]. On the other hand, HIM is very well-suited to
image CNMs with high signal-to-noise-ratio at high magnification. In this report, we will show examples that support this
statement. We demonstrate the effect of charging on HIM
images as well as the effectiveness of the HIM charge compensation mechanism. The principle of operation of HIM as well as
a recent overview of HIM-related reports can be found elsewhere [17]. In short, HIM utilizes a focussed beam of He+ ions
that scans the sample surface. The image is usually obtained by
the detection of secondary electrons. The imaging of insulating
samples may lead to positive charging due to the emission of
secondary electrons as well as the exposure to positive He+
ions. A major advantage of HIM is its ability to compensate for
sample charging by employing an electron flood gun in an alternating manner. In this way, the sample is exposed to electrons
between scans of subsequent image lines or frames.

There is scarce literature on HIM imaging of ultrathin membranes. Many researchers have examined graphene, where the
main focus was on the modification and production of small
structures and circuits [18-22]. The thickness of graphene is
comparable to CNMs, but a fundamental difference is its high
conductivity, which eases charged particle imaging. Small
flakes of hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN), an insulating material that shares similarities with graphene, were imaged in a
comparative study [23]. Therein, it is shown that HIM is more
sensitive and consistent than SEM for characterizing the
number of layers and the morphology of 2D materials. It was
also shown that HIM is very sensitive in characterizing
supported, thin organic layers due to its high surface sensitivity
[24,25].

Results and Discussion
For imaging with the HIM, the most important characteristics of
CNMs are that they are ultrathin (≈1 nm) and electrically insulating. Due to the low thickness, the high surface sensitivity of
the HIM is well suited to obtain CNM images with high signalto-noise-ratio. It is also important to note that the helium beam
easily penetrates the CNM and also strikes objects below the
freestanding membrane, for example, the sample holder.
Figure 1 shows an example of this effect. The images in
Figure 1a,b show the same sample: a hexagonal TEM grid is
mounted in a sample holder (visible in the four corners of the
images) which has a mm-sized, circular opening. The CNM
partly covers the TEM grid and the white arrows indicate CNMcovered regions. Although both HIM images were taken with
the same ion acceleration voltage and similar ion currents, the
contrast in the images appears almost inverted. This difference
relates to the background: In Figure 1a, the main part of the grid
is placed closely over the homogeneous metal surface of the
sample holder. An edge of the sample holder surface is visible
as a bright strip running from the top to the lower right of the
image. These background features are visible in the HIM image
as He+ ions impinge upon the sample holder behind the grid and
eject secondary electrons that reach the SE detector without
being blocked. In Figure 1b, the sample holder background is
not visible as the path of the secondary electrons emitted from
the sample stage to the detector has been blocked by mounting
the grid on top of a deep cavity, which acts like a Faraday cup.
Thus, in Figure 1b, the uncovered openings of the grid appear
dark in all parts of this image. To guide the eye, white arrows in
Figure 1a,b depict the same position in the sample. Note that
regardless of the CNM grid mounting, in both cases, a fast evaluation regarding the area of intact CNMs is easily obtained due
to the large field of view (of more than 2 mm), high depth of
view, and high contrast between bare and CNM-covered grid
meshes. The recording time of such images is less than one
minute.
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Figure 1: (a, b) HIM images of freestanding CNMs on TEM grids, illustrating the importance of the background. Both images show the same sample
mounted differently. The arrows point to the same positions as a guide to the eye. (c) CNMs on a TEM grid with a bright background and substantial
membrane charging. (d) CNMs are imaged on a dark background with negligible membrane charging. (e) Schematic cross-section and superimposed line profile of the image greyscale values along the dotted line in (c) with the primary He+ beam and secondary electrons emitted from the CNM
and the sample holder depicted at three exemplary locations. The values of the line profile (grey curve) are a measure of the amount of detected secondary electrons. Detailed information on all HIM images are given in Supporting Information File 1, Tables S1 and S2.

Another effect, which substantially changes the appearance of
the CNM image, is electrostatic charging of the ultrathin, insulating membranes. In Figure 1c,d HIM images with and without
charging artefacts are compared. A schematic cross-section of
the sample as well as a superimposed line profile of the image
greyscale values in Figure 1c corresponding to the white dotted
line is given in Figure 1e. An empty grid opening on the left is
followed by a partial and a fully covered opening. CNM
charging due to the positively charged He+ ion beam and the
emission of negatively charged secondary electrons can only
result in positive charging regardless of the secondary electron

yield of the CNMs. A positively charged sample will hinder the
emission of secondary electrons. Therefore, positively charged
CNMs will appear dark in HIM images. This is observed in
Figure 1c where the freestanding regions of the membranes are
dark, while the membrane regions directly in contact with the
copper grid appear much brighter. In the latter, secondary electrons are also emitted from the underlying copper grid and
charges in the CNM are neutralised by the metallic support.
This combination of effects yields a high contrast between the
CNM-covered and non-covered regions. However, the structural details of the CNMs cannot be investigated under such
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imaging conditions. An interesting image feature appears in
partially covered meshes: the edges of freestanding CNMs are
brighter than intact CNMs, as illustrated in the area near the
centre of the dotted line. This effect is explained by considering
that secondary electrons are emitted from the sample support
rather than from the freestanding CNMs itself, as schematically
depicted in Figure 1e. The intact CNMs completely block the
path of such secondary electrons to the detector while partially
ruptured CNMs do not.
The reduction of the beam current, the dwell time per pixel, the
use of frame averaging as well as charge compensation can
reduce or completely avoid the charging of insulating membranes. These imaging parameter changes resulted in Figure 1d,
which does not show any notable charging effects. Here, the
sample was mounted in a way that no secondary electrons from
the sample holder could reach the detector. A small rupture in
the CNM reveals a high contrast between the bright CNM and

the dark background. Under these imaging conditions, fine
details on the top of freestanding CNMs can be observed. For
example, small pores and folds are visible.
A collection of different CNMs on hexagonal copper grids is
presented in Figure 2, exhibiting the different types of features
that are visible in HIM images. From these images, one intuitively obtains an impression of the detailed shape of the copper
grid and the CNM on top. In Figure 2a larger folds on the upper
side of the image and one rupture in the centre are visible.
Figure 2b is an example of a membrane rolling up at a rupture,
showing the high flexibility of CNMs. Small folds like those in
Figure 2c are frequently observed, while wrinkling of the freestanding membrane (Figure 2d) is less often observed.
Examples of very large, freestanding CNMs are given in
Figure 3. The ≈1 nm thin membranes are self-supporting over a
distance of ≈0.5 mm, which are to date among the largest

Figure 2: Examples of CNMs which were transferred onto copper grids with hexagonal openings. Different types of features are visible: (a) larger
folds; (b) rolled CNM edges; (c) small folds; and (d) wrinkled CNMs. Detailed information on all HIM images is given in Supporting Information File 1,
Tables S1 and S2.
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Figure 3: Examples of large freestanding CNMs. (a, b) Three intact CNMs are imaged at different magnifications. (c, d) Another intact CNM is imaged
at different tilt angles. This comparison reveals that the intensity variation on the CNM surface originates mostly from secondary electrons emitted by
the sample holder. Detailed information on all HIM images is given in Supporting Information File 1, Tables S1 and S2.

CNMs fabricated. The overview image in Figure 3a shows three
intact freestanding CNMs, which are surrounded by ruptured
membranes. In the upper part of this image, the sample holder is
visible. The left membrane is shown with a higher magnification in Figure 3b. Apparently, the two ruptured membrane fragments in the upper part of the image are flipped over and cover
part of the intact membrane. Another large CNM is presented in
Figure 3c,d, which was imaged with different sample tilt angles.
Note that the intensity variation on the CNM surface originates
mostly from secondary electrons emitted by the sample holder
as discussed earlier. This has been confirmed by varying the tilt
angle of observation.
CNMs with different thicknesses were also imaged in this
study. An increased thickness provides more secondary electrons. This can be seen in Figure 4b, where part of a membrane
was folded back onto itself, creating regions with double, triple
and multilayers. In the overview image in Figure 4a, this

double-layer region expands from the top left corner to the right
middle of the image. The square marks the position of a magnified image (Figure 4b) where the start of the double layer region
is marked with arrows. Note that the low contrast between
single- and multi-layer CNMs in the overview image is related
to charging. This was reduced in Figure 4b by employing the
charge compensation system.
In Figure 4c,d the CNM is suspended on a copper grid with a
holey carbon film some micrometres below it. A schematic
cross section of both samples is depicted in Figure 4e. The
CNM in Figure 4c is folded, so the lower right part is a CNM
triple-layer with ≈3.3 nm thickness, where in the upper left part
there is only one layer (≈1.1 nm). Figure 4d shows a CNM with
1.7 nm thickness. The structures of the holey carbon film
become more blurred with increasing thickness due to an
increase in scattering of the incident helium beam by the CNM
before hitting the holey carbon film, as illustrated in Figure 4e.
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Figure 4: CNMs transferred on (a,b) bare copper TEM grids and (c,d) on grids with carbon films with regular openings (quantifoil multi-A). (b) A
magnified image of the highlighted area in (a). (c,d) Increasing CNM thickness leads to more scattering of the He beam. The thickness of a single
CNM layer is 1.1 nm in (c) and 1.7 nm in (d) [26]. (e) Schematic cross section of the samples in (c) and (d). The triple-layer region is folded according
the scheme, which is consistent with the observed existence of a single-layer CNM on both sides of the fold. Detailed information on all HIM images is
given in Supporting Information File 1, Tables S1 and S2.

Figure 5 gives an image series that demonstrates the effect of
charging. All images were recorded with a very low dwell time,
maximum frame averaging, but without charge compensation
and with different beam currents. The contrast and brightness
settings were changed for each image in order to adjust the
detector to a sensitive range. Each image in this series displays
the identical sample position. The images show a gold TEM
grid that is covered by a CNM. The upper, square opening
exhibits a tear in the membrane from the upper right to the
lower left corner. Each image shows 4 features of interest:
intact, freestanding CNMs, CNM-covered gold surfaces, bare
gold surfaces and the background, which is visible in the uncovered opening in the grid.

In Figure 5a–e an increase in the beam current is accompanied
by an increase in the signal-to-noise ratio, which can be clearly
seen on the bare gold surfaces. We also observed a darkening of
the freestanding CNMs with increasing beam current due an
increase in electrostatic charging. From this image series, we
can determine the onset of charging for a 100 µm2 CNM under
the aforementioned imaging conditions for beam currents of
0.3–0.7 pA. When imaged under the same conditions, membranes of the same size with a higher or lower conductivity
should display an onset of charging at higher or lower beam
currents, respectively. Thus, an imaging series such as that
presented in Figure 5 might be able to give a comparative estimate about the conductivity differences between two membrane
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Figure 5: CNM on a gold grid. The same spot was imaged with different beam currents but under otherwise identical conditions. All images were
taken without charge compensation. For a reasonable comparison of these images, the greyscale levels of the dark background of the uncovered
openings as well as the surface of the bare gold areas were adjusted to be identical by means of changing the brightness and contrast of each whole
image. Detailed information on all HIM images is given in Supporting Information File 1, Tables S1 and S2.

types. Note that differences in the secondary electron yield will
also change the onset beam current for charging. Increasing the
beam current not only leads to darker image areas for the freestanding membranes but also for CNMs on the gold support
bars. Thereby, it increases the contrast between covered and
bare gold surfaces.
The effectiveness of the electron flood gun for charge compensation in HIM is demonstrated by the images in Figure 6. A
large area (i.e. ≈0.5 × 0.5 mm2), freestanding CNM is imaged
without and with charge compensation in Figure 6a,b, respectively. As expected, the typical charged image features are
removed when the compensation is employed. That is, the free-

standing CNMs become brighter in comparison to the copper
grid bars. A noteworthy observation in freestanding CNM
regions close to the support structure can be made. Without
charge compensation, these parts of the membrane appear
darker than the central part of the CNM. This can be explained
by the fact that near the support bar the CNM extents very close
over the horizontal copper surface with a micron-sized gap.
This is a result of the step-like shape of the supporting copper
bars, which is illustrated in the grid cross section of Figure 1e.
In the central part of the CNM, the He+ beam penetrates the
membrane and impinges upon the sample holder underneath,
which is far away and emits secondary electrons that reach the
detector. Near the edges of the support, the He+ beam impinges

Figure 6: The same CNM is imaged (a) without and (b) with charge compensation. Detailed information on all HIM images is given in Supporting
Information File 1, Tables S1 and S2.
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on the step-like feature of the copper grid bar, which is very
close to the CNM. Therefore, secondary electrons from this
region are blocked by the CNM and do not reach the detector.
Thus, in the central part of the CNM, a part of the detector
signal originates from the sample holder, which is responsible
for the observable inhomogeneous features in the CNM image.
With charge compensation, as shown in Figure 6b, the
membrane near the support structure becomes even brighter
than the central part of the CNM. Again, the copper surface
(some microns below the CNM) is responsible for this behaviour: Secondary electrons emitted from the copper reach the
CNM and act as an additional charge compensation mechanism,
leading to an increased signal at the detector. However, the
charge compensation in the central part of the membrane is still
sufficiently effective as the major signal originates from the
CNM and not from the sample holder. This is quite obvious due
to the increased image brightness as well as the more homogenous appearance of the central part of the CNM. Note that the
described secondary-electron-induced partial charge compensation near the rim of CNMs also applies in Figure 6a, but in this
case, the amount of secondary electrons emitted by all CNM
areas is much lower than the contribution from the underlying
sample holder.
HIM imaging of CNMs at higher resolution is possible in principle. However, homogenous CNMs do not possess any structures that can be imaged at the highest resolution of HIM. Such
HIM images are featureless, showing only a constant grey value
throughout the whole image (not shown here). This is different
for CNMs with a structure imposed on the membrane. As an
example, high resolution HIM images of CNMs are available
where the membranes were exposed to highly charged ions
[27]. This treatment induced nanopores in the size range of
10 nm, which were imaged by HIM with a reasonably high
resolution [27]. Note that high resolution imaging of large freestanding CNMs requires the use of the electron flood gun for
charge compensation as otherwise the membrane will easily
rupture due to local charging.

Conclusion
We have shown that helium ion microscopy is a very effective
technique for characterizing CNMs. Additionally, CNMs have
proven to be ideal test objects for evaluating the imaging characteristics of a HIM. The large range of magnification of a HIM
allows for the visualization of TEM grids by recording a single
HIM image. The effects of charging as well as background
features were discussed. We demonstrated that the sample
holder under the CNM surface can induce image artefacts,
which are avoidable by mounting the grid on top of a deep
cavity that acts like a Faraday cup. The presented systematic
evaluation of membrane charging might enable the electrical

conductivity of arbitrary 2D objects to be determined. The optimized HIM imaging of insulating membranes requires electronflood-gun-based charge compensation, which was demonstrated with CNMs.

Experimental
Helium ion microscopy (HIM) was performed with a Carl Zeiss
Orion Plus® microscope. The helium ion beam was operated at
a current between 0.1–2.7 pA. The secondary electrons were
collected by an Everhart–Thornley detector at 500 V grid
voltage. For some images, the working distance was chosen to
be as high as 37 mm, which allowed the acquisition of images
with a very large field of view. The following imaging parameters were employed for optimized CNM imaging: a dwell time
of 0.5 µs, up to 255 frame averages, and with the electron flood
gun operated in line mode. The image acquisition was usually
performed with fewer frame averages if the image noise level
was observed to decrease to a negligible level.
The CNMs were prepared as described elsewhere [26] from the
following molecules: (a) S-(pyren-1-ylmethyl) ethanethioate
(MP1); (b) 1,1'-biphenyl-4-thiol (BPT); (c) S,S'-(3',4',5',6'tetraphenyl-[1,1':2',1''-terphenyl]-4,4''-diyl) diethanethioate
(HPB); (d) naphtalene-2-thiol (NPTH); (e) 2-bromo-11-(1’-[4’(S-acetylthiomethyl)phenyl]acetyl)-5,8,14,17-tetra(3’,7’dimethyloctyl)-hexa-peri-hexabenzocoronene (HBC-Br). The
CNMs in the presented figures were produced from the
following molecules: MP1 in Figure 1a,b; HPB in Figure 1d
and Figure 2a,d; NPTH in Figure 2c and Figure 4a,b; HBC-Br
in Figure 4c,d; and BPT in all other figures. As shown in
Figure 4c,d, different SAM structures for HBC-Br molecules
led to different CNM thicknesses [26]. In Figure 4c, one HBCBr CNM layer is 1.1 nm thick and in Figure 4d, the thickness of
the HBC-Br CNM is 1.7 nm.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information File 1
Additional Experimental Information.
The supporting information provides details about the type
of CNM and the employed HIM scan parameters for all
presented images. Furthermore, exemplary SEM images of
CNMs are shown.
[http://www.beilstein-journals.org/bjnano/content/
supplementary/2190-4286-6-175-S1.pdf]
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Abstract
Focused electron beam induced deposition (FEBID) is a single-step, direct-write nanofabrication technique capable of writing
three-dimensional metal-containing nanoscale structures on surfaces using electron-induced reactions of organometallic precursors.
Currently FEBID is, however, limited in resolution due to deposition outside the area of the primary electron beam and in metal
purity due to incomplete precursor decomposition. Both limitations are likely in part caused by reactions of precursor molecules
with low-energy (<100 eV) secondary electrons generated by interactions of the primary beam with the substrate. These low-energy
electrons are abundant both inside and outside the area of the primary electron beam and are associated with reactions causing
incomplete ligand dissociation from FEBID precursors. As it is not possible to directly study the effects of secondary electrons in
situ in FEBID, other means must be used to elucidate their role. In this context, gas phase studies can obtain well-resolved information on low-energy electron-induced reactions with FEBID precursors by studying isolated molecules interacting with single electrons of well-defined energy. In contrast, ultra-high vacuum surface studies on adsorbed precursor molecules can provide information on surface speciation and identify species desorbing from a substrate during electron irradiation under conditions more
representative of FEBID. Comparing gas phase and surface science studies allows for insight into the primary deposition mechanisms for individual precursors; ideally, this information can be used to design future FEBID precursors and optimize deposition
conditions. In this review, we give a summary of different low-energy electron-induced fragmentation processes that can be initiated by the secondary electrons generated in FEBID, specifically, dissociative electron attachment, dissociative ionization, neutral
dissociation, and dipolar dissociation, emphasizing the different nature and energy dependence of each process. We then explore the
value of studying these processes through comparative gas phase and surface studies for four commonly-used FEBID precursors:
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MeCpPtMe3, Pt(PF3)4, Co(CO)3NO, and W(CO)6. Through these case studies, it is evident that this combination of studies can
provide valuable insight into potential mechanisms governing deposit formation in FEBID. Although further experiments and new
approaches are needed, these studies are an important stepping-stone toward better understanding the fundamental physics behind
the deposition process and establishing design criteria for optimized FEBID precursors.

Review
1 Introduction
Focused electron beam induced deposition (FEBID) [1-3] is a
direct-write method capable of creating nanostructures with
potential scientific and industrial applications. The advantages
of FEBID stem from its ability to write 3D nanostructures of
close to any geometry and to write on uneven surfaces. In
FEBID (Figure 1), a focused high-energy electron beam
impinges on a surface of a substrate that is continuously
exposed to a gas stream of precursor molecules as a material
source for the intended deposit. The precursor molecules are
physisorbed on the surface in dynamic equilibrium with the gas
feed, and ideally decompose under the electron beam to leave a
well-defined deposit on the surface. The lateral dimensions of
deposited structures are controlled by moving the electron beam
and the vertical dimensions are controlled through variation of
the dwell time.

central metal atom and ligand architectures that lend the compounds the following attributes: i) sufficient vapor pressure
to facilitate their introduction into a vacuum chamber,
ii) chemical stability under ambient conditions and iii) non-toxicity and easy handling. These criteria are the same as those that
define suitable precursors for chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
[4,5]. Because of this, as well as their widespread commercial
availability, FEBID has to-date mainly relied on existing CVD
precursors. There is, however, a fundamental difference
between the physics and chemistry behind precursor decomposition and deposit formation in CVD and in FEBID. While
CVD is primarily thermally driven, FEBID is initiated by electron/molecule interactions. Although thermal effects and
surface-induced reactions may also play a significant role in
FEBID, the initial electron-driven step will play an important
role in defining the final composition of the deposits.
Because the physics and chemistry determining the spatial resolution, aspect ratio, and composition of FEBID deposits is complex, FEBID is unlikely to reach its full capacity through empirical process parameter optimization with currently available
CVD precursors. Rather, a sound understanding of the chemistry and physics governing the deposit formation and the translation of such understanding to design parameters for precursor
molecules tailored for FEBID is necessary.

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the FEBID process (reproduced with permission from [2], Copyright (2008) American Vacuum
Society): Precursor molecules are supplied through a gas injection
system, shown on the left side, and are physisorbed on the surface in
dynamic equilibrium with the gas feed. Ideally, the precursor molecules decompose under the electron beam (shown with turquoise
shading) to leave a well-defined deposit on the surface, while volatile
fragments are pumped away. Diffusion of the physisorbed molecules
and the generation of secondary electrons (SEs) are also indicated
with black and orange arrows, respectively.

Precursor molecules used for depositing metal-containing nanostructures are typically organometallic compounds with a

In terms of the electron-induced processes in FEBID, it is clear
that the confinement of electron/molecule interactions to the
focal width of the incident high-energy electron beam is
compromised by elastic and inelastic scattering processes. A
portion of the high-energy electrons impinging on the surface
and penetrating into the substrate will be backscattered and will
exit the surface within an area defined by the scattering angle
and the electron energy, rather than by the focal width of the
incident beam. Unlike the primary electrons (PEs), which are
confined to the focal width of the PE beam, these lower energy
scattered electrons will be able to initiate electron-driven reactions outside the area of the PE beam. Moreover, the PEs lose
energy as a result of inelastic, ionizing processes which, in turn,
give rise to a large amount of secondary electrons (SEs)
produced within the substrate. More importantly, these SEs are
also produced at or close to the surface of the substrate where
they may induce fragmentation of the adsorbed precursor mole-
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cules (Figure 2). The reactivity of the SEs with precursor molecules is thus critical in determining the spatial resolution of the
deposit. This is even more important with regard to achievable
aspect ratios of vertical structures as both backward and
forward scattered primary electrons (PEs) and SEs will reach
the surface of their sides (Figure 2b).

higher-energy tail stretching well above 50 eV. The actual form
(peak position and width) of the SE energy distribution depends
largely on the nature of the substrate (work function, Fermi
energy, and Z-value (atomic number)), and to a lesser extent on
the PE energy (as long as it is above about 100 eV) [6-8].
Conversely, the SE yield depends significantly on both the
nature of the substrate and the PE energy. Note that the former
represents the distributions of SE energies while the latter
means the total SE yield as function of PE energy. The principal variable determining the influence of the PE energy on the
SE yield at the surface is their penetration depth. This, in turn,
depends mainly on the Z-value of the substrate. In general, the
SE yield reaches a distinct maximum well below 1 keV PE
energy, before decreasing rapidly again, as is discussed in more
detail in context to the commonly used FEBID precursor
MeCpPtMe 3 in section 4.1.
Figure 3 shows the experimentally determined SE energy distribution for 400 eV PEs impinging on a Ni(111) surface [6] and
for 1 keV electrons impinging on a Ag(100) surface [9], along
with the approximate electron energy ranges in which the principal electron induced processes are operative, i.e., dissociative
electron attachment (DEA), neutral dissociation (ND), and
dissociative ionization (DI). While the secondary electron inten-

Figure 2: Schematic representation of elastic and inelastic scattering
of high-energy primary electrons impinging on a solid substrate and of
the generation of SEs through inelastic ionization processes (reproduced with permission from [2], Copyright (2008) American Vacuum
Society). (a) Primary electrons impinging on the surface and penetrating the substrate will in part be backscattered and will exit the
surface within an area defined by the scattering angle and the electron
energy. These electrons lose energy as a result of inelastic, ionizing
processes, which in turn, give rise to a large amount of secondary
electrons (SEs) produced within the substrate, and more importantly,
these SEs are also produced at or close to the surface of the substrate. (b) The same process depicted for a three-dimensional structure growing under the exposure of precursor molecules to the highenergy PE beam. In this case, forward scattered electrons can also
reach the surface and produce SEs at the sides of the structure. This
may lead to stronger restrictions on the achievable aspect ratios than
apply for the achievable resolution of thin layer deposition.

In general, the SE energy distribution extends with appreciable
intensities down to 0 eV, peaks well below 10 eV, and has a

Figure 3: Experimentally measured SE spectra from Ni(111) [6] irradiated by PEs with 400 eV impact energy (black solid line) and from
Ag(100) [9] subjected to PEs with 1 keV impact energy (red dotted
line). The left-hand y-axis shows the relative SE intensity from
Ag(100), while the right-hand y-axis shows the absolute SE intensity
from Ni(111) in SEs per PE per eV (SE/PE/eV). The vertical bars show
the approximate electron energy ranges in which the principal electron
induced processes are operative, i.e., dissociative electron attachment
(DEA), neutral dissociation (ND), and dissociative ionization (DI). The
relative extent of these different electron-induced fragmentation
processes will depend not only on their relative cross sections, but also
on the actual SE energy distribution. From the data shown here, for
example, high cross section DEA processes at low energies would
likely be dominating for Ag(100) while the integral efficiency of DI and
ND processes at higher energies would be more important for Ni(111)
(see also [10]).
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sity from Ni(111) peaks at about 4 eV with a value close to
0.1 SEs/PE/eV (100 SEs per 1 keV electron) and is still approximately 0.02 SEs/PE/eV at 15 eV [6], the SE intensity from
Ag(100) peaks below 1 eV and is already down to 1/10 of the
peak intensity at 5 eV [9]. Hence, it is clear that deposit formation in FEBID will be governed by a convolution of the efficiencies of the relevant electron-stimulated processes occurring
at the surface and the SE energy distribution at the surface of
the substrate. In the case of three-dimensional structures this
would be the surface of the growing deposit. Thus, to describe
the physics and chemistry of the deposition process in FEBID,
the effect of these SEs must be well understood.
This notion that the low energy SEs produced in FEBID may
play a significant and even a determining role in the deposit formation has been verified both by simulations [11] and by experiments [12]. In recent years, it has motivated a number of gas
phase studies focusing on the energy dependence of the
branching ratios and cross sections for various low energy
(0–100 eV) electron-induced reactions with organometallic
precursors such as Pt(PF3)4 [13,14], MeCpPtMe3 [15], W(CO)6
[16,17], Cu(hfac)2 and Pd(hfac)2 [18], Co(CO)3NO [10] and
Fe(CO)5 [19]. These processes, which are comprised of DEA,
DI, ND, and dipolar dissociation (DD), cannot be distinguished
in FEBID or surface experiments with high-energy PE beams,
where the precursor molecules are simultaneously exposed to a
distribution of low energy SEs in addition to the PEs. However,
in gas phase experiments, where these precursor molecules
interact with well-defined low energy electron beams, the
energy dependence and extent of individual fragmentation
processes may be unambiguously determined. Such data, in
conjunction with surface experiments with high-energy PE
beams, may in turn help to understand the mechanism and
extent of action of the low energy SEs in the actual FEBID of
the same precursor molecules.
In this contribution, we first give a short summary of the
different low energy electron-induced fragmentation processes
that can occur (DEA, DI, ND, and DD) with emphasis on the
different nature and different energy dependence of these
processes. We then explore the value of studying these
processes through comparative gas phase and surface
studies with reference to previously performed gas phase
and surface studies of four organometallic FEBID
precursors: trimethyl(methylcyclopentadienyl)platinum(IV)
(MeCpPtMe 3 ) [15,20,21], tetrakis(trifluorophosphine)platinum(0) (Pt(PF3)4) [13,14,22,23], cobalt tricarbonyl nitrosyl
(Co(CO)3NO) [10,24,25] and tungsten hexacarbonyl (W(CO)6)
[16,17,26]. We also discuss these results in the general context
of the use of these precursors in FEBID and as part of the
ongoing effort to understand the fragmentation mechanisms

behind deposit formation. Finally, future perspectives and the
relevance of these studies to establishing design criteria for
precursor molecules specifically tailored for FEBID will be
discussed.

2 Low energy electron-induced fragmentation
In the secondary electron energy range relevant for FEBID
(<100 eV), there are four distinct mechanisms by which low
energy electrons may cause molecular fragmentation, and thus
initiate deposition of typical organometallic precursors. These
mechanisms are: dissociative electron attachment (DEA), dissociative ionization (DI), neutral dissociation (ND) and dipolar
dissociation (DD) [27-32] as depicted in Equations 1–4.
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

Here; “(‡)” denotes that the fragment(s) may be in a vibrationally and/or electronically excited state, “*” denotes the electronic excitation of the intermediate leading to ND and DD, and
ε 1 and ε 2 denote the incident energy of the electron and
its remaining energy after the inelastic scattering process, respectively.
Dissociative electron attachment (Equation 1) is a resonant
process in which an electron is initially captured by the molecule to form a transient negative ion (TNI). This can be understood as a vertical transition from the ground state of the neutral
molecule to the ground (or any accessible excited state) of the
anion, as is shown in Figure 4. Consequently, the TNI formed is
generally in a vibrationally and/or electronically excited state.
Under collision-free conditions, it relaxes rapidly either through
re-emission of the electron (autodetachment; AD) or through
dissociation (DEA). Dissociative electron attachment is active
below the ionization threshold of the molecule and generally
most efficient at very low incidents energies. The cross section
for a given DEA process is defined by the initial attachment
cross section multiplied by the probability that the TNI survives
nuclear relaxation beyond the crossing point of the respective
potential energy curves (rc in Figure 4). Thus, DEA is confined
to narrow energy ranges defined by the Franck–Condon overlap
of the wave function of neutral ground state and the respective
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or close to 0 eV incident electron energy (see also the caption to
Figure 4).
For FEBID, the consequence of DEA being most efficient close
to 0 eV incident electron energy is that this process is only
likely to contribute significantly to precursor decomposition at
very low incident electron energies. Moreover, as dissociation
will generally proceed along the initial anionic potential energy
surface, selective single bond ruptures dominate in DEA. For
such a process to be thermochemically accessible at 0 eV, the
electron affinity of the neutral corresponding to the anionic
fragment formed (A in Equation 1) must exceed the bond
dissociation energy (BDE) of the bond being broken (A–B in
Equation 1).

Figure 4: Simplified two-dimensional potential energy diagram for
quasi-diatomic dissociation through electron attachment (DEA). The
neutral ground state (AB) is depicted along with the anionic ground
state (AB−) and an electronically excited anionic state (AB*−). Electron
capture (EC) proceeds through a vertical transition (thick vertical
arrow) within the Franck–Condon region (shaded area) and leads to
the formation of a transient negative ion (TNI; AB− or AB*− in this
case). The TNI formed can then relax through reemission of the electron (autodetachment; AD) which is depicted with thin vertical arrows
from AB*− to the neutral electronic ground state. In the case where this
reemission process results in a transition to the ground vibrational
state, the scattering process is elastic while the other arrows depict
vibrationally inelastic processes. The TNI may also relax through
nuclear relaxation along the respective anionic potential energy
surfaces (DEA). The dissociative asymptotes are here shown to lead
to A−/B and B−/A for AB− and AB*− respectively. For AB− the potential
energy curve is shown crossing the vibrational ground state of the
neutral; the AB− dissociative asymptote lies below this energy. Hence,
the electron affinity of A (EA(A)) is larger than the bond dissociation
energy of AB (BDE(AB)). Attachment of a 0 eV electron may thus lead
directly to the formation of A−. For AB*− a nuclear relaxation beyond
the crossing point with the neutral ground state (rc) must lead to dissociation, as AD is not possible for nuclear separation beyond this point.
The thermochemical threshold for this process (Eth(B−)) is given by the
difference between the electron affinity of B and the BDE(AB) as
depicted on the right-hand y-axis. The appearance energy (AE) for the
fragment B−, conversely, is defined by the Franck–Condon overlap and
is, in this case, substantially higher than Eth(B−). This is depicted on
the right-hand y-axis, in terms of the reflection principle, which shows
the energy dependence of the electron capture cross section (σEC) as
a reflection of the Franck–Condon overlap. The DEA cross section
(σB−), which is the product of the attachment cross section and the
survival probability of the TNI, i.e., the likelihood that the nuclear relaxation exceeds rc before autodetachment is also shown.

negative ion states, and by the survival probability of the TNI
with regard to AD. At very low electron energies where s-wave
attachment dominates, the cross section is proportional to E −1/2
[33] (see also [34]) and the cross section is thus highest at
threshold (i.e., close to 0 eV). The survival probability is also
high close to the threshold as the distance to the crossing point
of the anionic ground state is short (as is depicted in Figure 4).
Such a threshold process is depicted for the lower anionic
potential curve in Figure 4, which is shown crossing the ground
vibrational state of the neutral molecule, favoring transitions at

It should, however, be noted that the treatment here is simplified to a quasi-diatomic model and molecular rearrangement
and formation of new bonds upon electron capture can in some
cases lead to considerably more fragmentation with fairly high
cross sections at low incident energies. Good examples of such
reactions are the extensive fragmentation of tetrafluorophenol
and tetrafluoroaniline [35] as well as that of the commonly used
FEBID precursor ligands tri- and hexafluoroacetylacetone [36].
In each of these cases, low energy electron attachment leads to
the formation of neutral HF, which in turn releases the 5.9 eV
HF BDE [37] and promotes further fragmentation of the parent
molecule. This is also observed for other molecules such as the
amino acids glycine [38] and valine [39], and hexafluoroacetone azine [40], wherein the formation of molecular hydrogen
and ethane enables the otherwise thermochemically inhibited
formation of CN− at low incident electron energies. With a suitable choice of ligands, such intramolecular reactions may thus
also provide a new means to enhance fragmentation of potential FEBID precursors through DEA.
Perhaps more important in FEBID is the fact that interaction of
precursor molecules with the surface of the substrate may alter
the DEA cross sections substantially. This may be simply due to
the enabled energy transfer offering a new relaxation path that
competes with DEA (and AD). Conversely, in other instances
polarization interactions may stabilize the TNI with respect to
autodetachment and facilitate DEA [41,42].
Dissociative ionization (Equation 2) is fundamentally different
from DEA. Here, energy transfer from the incident electron
leads to removal of a bound electron from the target molecule
and the formation of a parent cation. Similarly to DEA, this can
be depicted as a vertical transition of an initially bound electron
to the ionization continuum of the molecule as shown in
Figure 5. However, if the incident energy in the electron/molecule collision exceeds the ionization energy of the respective
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at around 50–70 eV) before decreasing slowly again. At higher
incident electron energies, the interaction time is shorter and the
scattering cross section (and thus the DI cross section)
decreases again (see pages 23–25 in [43]).
The consequence for FEBID is that DI is likely to contribute to
more extensive fragmentation of the precursor molecules when
compared to DEA, and moreover that DI will typically only
contribute through precursor interaction with the high-energy
tail of the SE energy distribution (above about 10 eV). Since DI
is a non-resonant process, the total cross section remains fairly
constant over a large energy range above the respective thresholds. This will often result in a substantial integral overlap with
the SE energy distribution. Hence, while DEA can only proceed
through resonances confined to narrow energy ranges below
about 10 eV, DI is active from slightly above the molecule’s
ionization energy to well above 100 eV.
Figure 5: Simplified two-dimensional potential energy diagram for a
quasi-diatomic dissociation through electron impact ionization (DI). The
ionization process is depicted as a vertical transition from the neutral
ground state to the cationic ground state and higher lying cationic
states within the Franck–Condon region (shaded area). In this representation the cationic ground state has a considerably larger equilibrium bond length (req) compared to the neutral, leading to a significant
transition probability to vibrational states that are energetically above
the dissociation limit. For simplification, the excited cationic states
(AB+* and AB+′*) are shown to be purely repulsive. In this representation the parent cation is formed as long as the electron incident energy
is above the ionization energy of AB (IE(AB)) but below the dissociation threshold leading to the formation of A+ (ETh(A+). The higher-lying
excited cationic state (AB+′*) is shown to lead to the formation of B+.
The threshold for this channel is given by the sum of the ionization
energy of B (IE(B)) and the bond dissociation energy of AB (BDE(AB)).
On the right-hand y-axis, the energy dependence of the relative cross
section for the formation of A+ and B+ (σ A+ and σ B+) are shown as
red and green lines and the total DI cross section (σTot) is shown with
a solid line as the sum of the two partial cross sections. The threshold
energy (ETh) for the formation of the fragments A+ and B+ are indicated on the right-hand y-axis and the maximum total DI cross section
is shown to be at 70 eV. In the case of a polyatomic molecule, the situation is considerably more complex and intramolecular energy re-distribution, multiple fragmentations and rearrangement reactions may
dominate the ion formation at higher energies.

molecule, part of the “excess” energy can be transferred to the
molecule. This will leave the parent cation in a vibrationally
and/or electronically excited state, which often leads to fragmentation. In this case, the extent of the fragmentation and the
branching ratios between different fragmentation channels
depends on the internal energy of the ion and the thermochemical threshold (or activation energies) for the respective
processes. The onset for DI in terms of electron energy is therefore generally slightly above the ionization energy of the molecule and is initially defined by a single bond rupture. With
increasing incident electron energy, however, the branching
ratios shift more and more to favor multiple bond ruptures,
while the total cross section approaches a maximum (typically

Neutral dissociation through electronic excitation
(Equation 3) has characteristics of both DEA and DI. As
depicted in Figure 6, it shows a threshold behavior similar to
DI, as the initial electronic excitation energy defines the
threshold for the process (if it is higher than the respective
BDEs). The cross section for individual processes then gradually increases as the electron energy increases and more higherlying excitation channels open up, also contributing to the total
cross section. Unlike DI, the energy transfer is largely confined
to the electronic excitation energy, though the resulting electronic states may generally be expected to be vibrationally
excited. The available energy is thus limited by the energy characterizing the respective electronic transition in the molecule
and the excess vibrational energy associated with the transition.
Neutral dissociation is therefore not expected to lead to as
extensive fragmentation as DI. However, as the first excited
states in organometallic compounds may be as low as 3–4 eV
and the ligand BDE is usually low compared to covalent bonds,
ND may be active at much lower energies than DI. Similar to
DI, ND may still maintain fairly high cross sections for incident electron energies, even in excess of 100 eV (depending on
the energy transfer efficiency). Furthermore, electronic excitation from bonding orbitals to strongly anti-bonding orbitals can
result in direct dissociation along the respective repulsive potential energy surface, similarly to DEA. In fact, recent quantum
mechanical calculations on the potential energy surfaces of
selected electronically excited states of Pt(PF3)4 show the repulsive nature of these states along the metal–ligand bond [44].
However, although these calculations are a considerable
achievement, they do not predict whether the remaining internal
energy leads to further fragmentation or is channeled into
kinetic energy of the departing fragments. Also, in a recent
dissociative excitation study on Fe(CO)5 [19], measurements on
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study on electron-stimulated negative ion desorption from
Fe(CO)5 films shows a significant contribution to the desorption yield from dipolar dissociation [45].
In addition to the different energy dependence of these electronstimulated processes and the different extent of fragmentation,
it should be emphasized that the fragmentation paths will also
be distinctly different. While DEA predominantly leads to the
formation of a closed shell anion and a neutral, radical counterpart, DI will predominantly result in a closed shell cation and
neutral radical counterparts and ND in neutral radical fragments. Thus, one would expect that that the relative importance
of these processes in FEBIP will not only define the initial step
in the deposition process, but may also strongly influence
further surface, thermal, or electron-induced chemical transformation of the deposit.
Figure 6: Simplified two-dimensional potential energy diagram for a
quasi-diatomic dissociation through electronic excitation, i.e., neutral
dissociation (ND). The excitation process is depicted as a vertical transition from the neutral ground state to electronically excited states
accessible within the Franck–Condon region (shaded area). Here, the
two lower-lying excited states AB* and AB′* are shown as bound states
and dissociation can only proceed through transitions to vibrationally
excited states that are energetically above the respective dissociation
limit. In this representation, both AB* and AB′* dissociate to form A and
B in their respective ground states. The highest-lying excited state
(AB″*), on the other hand, is shown to be purely repulsive and to dissociate directly to form A and B*. On the right-hand y-axis, the energy
dependence of the relative cross section for the formation of A and B
and A and B* (σA+B and σA+B* ) are shown as red and green lines and
the total cross section for ND (σTot ) is shown with a solid line as the
sum of the two partial cross sections. The threshold energy (ETh) for
the respective processes is indicated on the right-hand y-axis. Similarly to DI and DEA, the situation in ND is more complex in the case of
a polyatomic molecule, and intramolecular energy redistribution,
multiple fragmentations, and rearrangement reactions may play an
important role.

the incident electron energy dependence of the induced fluorescence of the fragments formed were attributed to ND processes
leading to partial and even complete CO loss up on electron
impact. However, as is the case for the studies on Pt(PF3)4 these
studies do not give measures of the efficiency of these
processes.
Dipolar dissociation (Equation 4) proceeds similarly to ND,
but the Coulomb interaction between the negatively and positively charged fragments must be overcome. The thermochemical threshold for this process is given by the sum of the respective BDEs and the ionization energy of the precursor of the
positive ion formed less the electron affinity of the precursor of
the negative ion formed. The threshold is thus generally higher
than that for DEA and ND but lower than that for DI. To our
knowledge there are no current gas phase studies on DD of relevant FEBID precursors and generally DD is not a very efficient
process (see T. D. Märk and references therein on pages
276–277 in [27]) It is, however, worth mentioning that a recent

3 Gas phase vs surface studies
To study low energy electron-induced processes in the gas
phase, a low energy electron beam with a resolution of about
100 meV is crossed with an effusive beam of FEBID precursor
molecules and the electron energy dependence for the formation of charged fragments is monitored by mass spectrometry
(MS) with sufficient resolution and dynamic range to unambiguously detect all fragments formed. For experimental detail
relevant to the DEA and DI data discussed here, see [46-48].
Using this methodology, an accurate assessment of the
branching ratios for individual DEA and DI fragmentation
channels may be achieved and, with careful calibration,
absolute cross sections may be determined. Such instruments
may also be used to determine the extent of DD, but the extent
of ND must currently be estimated from scattering experiments
measuring the cross sections for the underlying electronic excitations. For experimental detail on the determination of the scattering cross sections discussed here, see [49]. Regardless of the
experimental apparatus or the electron-stimulated processes
being investigated, all of these gas phase experiments study
single electron/molecule collision events for isolated species
and thus do not necessarily reflect the low energy electroninduced decomposition pathways of the same molecules when
adsorbed onto a substrate. This may be addressed with wellcontrolled UHV surface experiments where the precursors are
adsorbed onto a substrate and exposed to electrons with relatively high energy (400–500 eV). In such surface experiments,
the desorbing fragments are analyzed with MS and the composition of the remaining deposit can be analyzed with techniques
such as X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), reflectionabsorption IR spectroscopy (RAIRS), and/or high-resolution
electron energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS). For experimental
details on the UHV surface experiments discussed here, see
[25,50]. The shortcoming of these surface experiments is,
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however, that the precursor molecules are subjected to interactions with SEs with an energy distribution (similar to that in
FEBID), in contrast to the well-defined incident energies that
characterize the gas phase studies. The energy dependence of
the observed processes is therefore not known directly. Consequently, a comparison of the products formed in gas phase and
surface science studies combined with the energy dependence
of the branching ratios (i.e., the products) obtained in gas phase
experiments is needed to identify the dominant processes (e.g.,
DEA vs DI) occurring in the surface reactions. Such comparison provides valuable insight into the dominant low energy
electron-induced processes occurring with FEBID precursors
adsorbed on surfaces and may eventually aid the formulation of
distinct criteria defining suitable ligand structure and composition for future FEBID precursors.

4 Case studies
4.1 Trimethyl(methylcyclopentadienyl)platinum(IV);
MeCpPtMe3
The organometallic compound trimethyl(methylcyclopentadienyl)platinum(IV) (MeCpPtMe3) was first tested as a CVD
precursor by Xue et al. [51] in 1989 and was found to create
high-purity platinum films, with purities greater than 99 atom %
platinum when examined by XPS. Despite its high deposit
purity using thermal deposition techniques, MeCpPtMe3 has not
been found to produce high-purity deposits in direct FEBID and
such deposits do not exceed about 20 atom % Pt [52-54]. In this
context, Botman et al. [54] examined FEBID-constructed platinum structures deposited at various surface power densities,
calculated from the deposition beam voltage and current and the
SE escape area of the substrate. The platinum purity of the
unprocessed deposit was optimized to a maximum of approximately 16 atom % at power densities at and above 10 µW/µm2,
but substantially reduced platinum purities were observed at
lower power densities (as low as 5.5 atom %). With thermal and
electron beam-assisted in situ and post-deposition treatment
with processing gases, however, considerably higher Pt content
has been achieved [55,56], and resistivity only about six times
that of bulk Pt may be attained [57,58]. Such approaches
include exposure to atomic hydrogen [54], water [59,60] and
oxygen [57,58,61,62], but also the combination of FEBID with
atomic layer deposition [63] and with laser exposure [64] have
proven advantageous. Despite the poor purity of Pt deposits
created from MeCpPtMe3 in the absence of any purification
strategies, MeCpPtMe3 has continued to be used as a FEBID
precursor due to its stability, good vapor pressure under FEBID
conditions, and commercial availability.
A 2012 study by S. Engmann et al. [15] deals with the gas
phase dissociation of MeCpPtMe3 upon exposure to low-energy
electrons. Gas phase experiments were performed using a

crossed electron beam/effusive molecular beam apparatus and
product ions were measured using mass spectrometry; the apparatus and methods have each been described in detail [46]. As
previously described, electrons with incident energies below the
ionization threshold of the parent molecule (7.7 eV for
MeCpPtMe3 [15]) can only produce ionic fragments via DEA
(DD usually sets in at higher energies). Hence, negative ions
collected from electron/molecule interactions at such low incident electron energies are DEA products.
Figure 7 shows the negative ion yields from DEA to
MeCpPtMe3 in the incident electron energy range of 0–14 eV.
The highest intensity DEA fragment is at m/z 304 and results
from a single methyl loss (CH3), yielding the [MeCpPtMe2]−
ion. This fragment is almost exclusively produced through a
low energy resonance, which the authors assigned to a single
electron occupation of the LUMO of MeCpPtMe 3 . This is
anticipated to be predominantly antibonding along the Pt–CH3
coordinate [65,66]. The onset of the [MeCpPtMe2]− formation
in the DEA ion yield curves is close to 0 eV, and the peak intensity of this fragment is close to 0.5 eV. Multiple ligand loss
through DEA, on the other hand, proceeds predominantly
through a higher energy resonance, which the authors assigned
as a core-excited resonance (two-particle-one-hole resonance)
associated with a HOMO–LUMO transition. The fragment formation through this resonance peaks close to 4.5 eV. From thermochemical considerations it is clear that multiple ligand loss
through DEA is in all cases accompanied by significant

Figure 7: Energy-dependent relative cross sections (ion yields) of
negative ion fragments produced by DEA to MeCpPtMe3. Reproduced
with permission from [15], Copyright (2012) Royal Society of Chemistry.
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rearrangement and new bond formation. This can be seen
particularly well in the case of the [C 7 H 11 Pt] − fragment
(m/z 290), which is the only multiple ligand loss fragment
formed through the low energy resonance close to 0 eV (though
with very low intensity). For the formation of this fragment, the
authors proposed a reaction pathway involving the elimination
of an ethyl radical via the intramolecular attack of a leaving
methyl radical on another methyl ligand and a H-shift from one
of the methyl ligands to the central Pt, thereby reducing the
central Pt(IV) to Pt(II) [15]. Such extensive rearrangement reactions have, to our knowledge, not been observed for DEA to
other organometallic compounds, but have been observed for a
number of covalently bonded compounds as discussed in the
previous section. In addition to the resonances discussed above,
all fragments observed also appear at higher energies through
broad low intensity contributions.
Finally, [C 7 H 9 Pt] − (m/z 288) is observed through a fairly
narrow contribution peaking at 2.3 eV [15] (not shown here).
This fragment may be attributed to a loss of an ethyl radical and
H 2 or, alternately, to the loss of an ethane molecule and a
hydrogen radical, and is assigned as a single particle shape resonance. The ratio of the highest-intensity DEA fragment,
[MeCpPtMe2]− to the next highest fragment, [MeCp]− (m/z 79)
(leaving a neutral fragment with a maximum C/Pt ratio of 3:1),
is approximately 13:1, and all other fragments resulting from

multiple ligand loss appear with even lower intensity. Hence,
single methyl loss dominates in DEA of MeCpPtMe3.
Figure 8 shows the positive ion mass spectrum of MeCpPtMe3
recorded at 100 eV incident electron energy, where DI dominates [15]. The principal DI channels are the loss of two or
three methyl ligands and the loss of two or three methyl ligands
along with one or more hydrogen. The loss of one methyl group
(and one methyl group and one or more hydrogen) is about an
order of magnitude less efficient, and all other fragmentation
channels are even less efficient. The DI fragmentation patterns
are complicated by the presence of isobaric fragments generated through hydrogen loss – specifically, through the overlap
of fragments with different platinum isotopes and those with
differing extent of hydrogen loss. Thus, a determination of the
threshold energy for individual fragments was not possible, but
it is safe to assume that the relative ratios observed at 100 eV
impact energy represent fairly well the ratios over the bulk of
the relevant SE energy distribution in FEBID.
From this comparison of gas phase DEA and DI data on
MeCpPtMe3, it is evident that the most efficient DEA channel
is the loss of one methyl ligand. In contrast, the highest intensity DI channel is the loss of two methyl groups, along with the
loss of two methyl groups and one or more hydrogen atoms.
The second most efficient DI channel is half as intense and

Figure 8: Positive ion mass spectrum of MeCpPtMe3 recorded with electron energy of 100 eV (reproduced with permission from [15], Copyright
(2012) Royal Society of Chemistry); (a) overview of the full mass range (m/z 0–330), (b), (c) and (d); expanded portion of the spectrum for m/z 0–85,
m/z 180–250 and m/z 250–330, respectively.
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corresponds to the loss of three methyl ligands along with the
loss of three methyl ligands and one or more hydrogen.
Assuming that MeCpPtMe3 adsorbed on a surface will react
similarly to the gas phase, DEA to MeCpPtMe3 adsorbed on a
surface should lead to a reduction of the C/Pt ratio from the
initial 9:1 in the intact molecule to close to 8:1, while DI of
MeCpPtMe3 adsorbed on a surface should lead to a deposition
with C/Pt ratio between 7:1 and 6:1.
A 2009 paper by J. D. Wnuk et al. [21] describes such surface
experiments performed using MeCpPtMe3. These experiments
were performed using UHV chambers equipped with XPS and
MS, and with RAIRS, respectively, as well as commercial flood
guns for use as electron sources. The MeCpPtMe3 precursor
was physisorbed onto gold substrates at about 180 K and irradiated with electrons with 500 eV impact energy. During electron
irradiation, a MS with a 70 eV electron impact ionization source
was used to monitor desorption of volatile decomposition products from the surface, while XPS and RAIRS were used to
monitor the evolution of the composition of the forming
deposit. Figure 9 shows the mass spectrum of species desorbing
from the surface before and during electron irradiation.

The only visible species during electron irradiation are at
m/z 15, 16, and 2. These are assigned to CH3+, CH4+, and H2+,
with the former two appearing at the ratio observed in electron
impact ionization of gas phase methane (CH4). The initial loss
of a methyl radical is likely to result from a Pt–CH 3 bond
rupture rather than by dissociation of the methyl group from the
MeCp ligand, as the BDE for the latter is expected to be more
than 2 eV higher than for the former [15]. This was confirmed
by Wnuk et al. [21] through a supplementary study of the
analogue cyclopentadienyltrimethylplatinum(IV) (CpPtMe3),
which produced a similar mass spectrum during electron irradiation, despite the lack of the methyl group on the Cp ring. The
conversion of the dissociated methyl radicals to the methane
observed in the mass spectra is less clear as it could arise either
from intra- or intermolecular reactions at the surface or from
reactions of desorbed methyl radicals at the walls of the UHV
chamber. While MeCpPtMe3 was found to desorb from the
surface when it was heated to room temperature prior to electron irradiation, no compounds were found to desorb from the
surface after electron irradiation. Hence, through electron irradiation, a chemical change clearly converted the physisorbed
MeCpPtMe3 to a chemically bound deposit containing platinum and carbon.

Figure 9: Positive ion mass spectra of MeCpPtMe3 in the m/z range of 0–85 (reproduced with permission from Wnuk et al. [21], Copyright (2009)
American Chemical Society): (a) gas phase spectrum recorded at 70 eV impact energy; (b) positive ion mass spectrum of volatile species desorbing
from a MeCpPtMe3 film, adsorbed onto a gold substrate at 180 K, under irradiation with 500 eV electrons; (c) positive ion mass spectrum of volatile
species desorbing from a CpPtMe3 film, adsorbed onto a gold substrate at 180 K, under irradiation with 500 eV electrons; (d) reference mass spectra
of gas phase CH4 (adapted from NIST [67]).
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In addition to the mass spectra recorded to monitor desorbing
fragments, the evolution of the surface composition with
increasing electron dose was monitored by XPS and RAIRS.
The XPS spectra showed that the fractional Pt coverage stayed
constant, but a partial reduction of Pt(IV) to a lower oxidation
state took place. The C/Pt ratio decreased from the initial 9:1 of
the precursor molecule to about 8:1 upon electron irradiation, as
is shown in Figure 10. This ratio was found to remain the same
for initial film thicknesses of 1–3 nm and for incident electron
irradiation with 500 and 200 eV electron energy. Furthermore,
the RAIRS data showed a systematic loss of absorbance in the
ν(C–H) stretching region with increasing electron dose. The
authors interpreted their findings as due to an initial electroninduced Pt–CH3 bond rupture caused by DEA, which was initiated by low energy secondary electrons.

section for methane desorption from MeCpPtMe3 physisorbed
on a gold surface (Z = 79) and the calculated PE energy dependence of the SE yield from tungsten (Z =74). The comparison
with tungsten is chosen as its atomic number, which strongly
influences the PE energy dependence of the SE yield, is close to
that of gold. Further, Figure 11b compares the PE energy
dependence of the MeCpPtMe3 deposition yield on a silicon
surface (Z = 14) and the calculated PE energy dependence of

Figure 10: Changes in the C/Pt ratio of a 3.16 nm thick film of
MeCpPtMe3 adsorbed on a gold surface at 180 K (reproduced with
permission from Wnuk et al. [21], Copyright (2009) American Chemical Society). The open squares show the C/Pt ratio before electron irradiation and filled circles show the C/Pt ratio after irradiation with
500 eV electrons. The dashed horizontal lines indicate the expected
C/Pt ratio for films with stoichiometry of PtC9, PtC8 and PtC7.

This is consistent with the expected single ligand loss through
DEA, as observed in the gas phase experiments. Moreover,
considering the currently available gas phase data, this implies
that electron-induced decomposition of surface-adsorbed
MeCpPtMe3 is predominantly caused by secondary electrons
with incident energy below 1 eV.
Interestingly, the cross section for methane desorption from
adsorbed MeCpPtMe3 exhibits a qualitatively similar PE energy
dependence as that expected for the SE yield. This is also true
for the MeCpPtMe3 deposition yield as function of incident
electron energy, and may be taken as further support for the
notation that the low energy SEs are driving the deposition. To
demonstrate this, Figure 11a compares a best fit to the cross

Figure 11: a) A line of best fit to the cross section for methane desorption from MeCpPtMe3 adsorbed on a gold surface (Z = 97) and
exposed to electron irradiation in the energy range from 0 to about
3000 eV (solid blue line), compared to energy dependence of the SE
yield of tungsten (Z = 94) as a function of primary electron energy (red
triangles). b) The deposition yield of MeCpPtMe3 on a silicon surface
(Z = 14) as a function of the PE beam energy in the range from about
0–5000 eV (blue squares) compared to the energy dependence of the
SE yield from aluminum (Z = 13) as a function of primary electron
energy (red triangles). The methane desorption cross sections (a) are
adapted from Wnuk et al. [68] and the deposition yield (b) is adapted
from Botman et al. [12]. The calculated SE yields are adapted from
Ohya et al. [8] (using the partial wave expansion for the cross-section).
Lines connecting the symbols are only meant to guide the eye.
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the SE yield from aluminum (Z = 13). Here, one has to keep in
mind the influence of the growing deposit on the effective
Z-number in the measurements of the deposition yield, as this
may be closer to that of carbon. In both cases (Figure 11a and
Figure 11b) the calculated energy dependence is adapted from
Ohya et al. [8]. The scatter in the cross section data for the
methane desorption is considerable and the same is true for the
errors in the deposition cross section. Furthermore, the exact
peak position and the general form of the energy dependence of
the calculated SE yield depend strongly on the model used and
the Z-number of the respective substrate material, with the work
function and Fermi level of the substrate also playing a
role. Nevertheless, the qualitative similarities between the
energy dependence of the measured cross sections and that of
the calculated SE yields is evident and clearly supports
the notation that the role of the SEs is dominating in the deposit
formation.

4.2 Tetrakis(trifluorophosphine)platinum(0) Pt(PF3)4
Tetrakis (trifluorophosphine) platinum (0) (Pt(PF 3 ) 4 ), is a
Pt-containing FEBID precursor that does no contain carbon; this
has the potential advantage that unlike MeCpPtMe3, it cannot
create carbon-contaminated deposits. It is liquid at ambient
temperatures, has a vapor pressure of 65 Torr, and is fairly
stable at room temperature when stored under a PF3 atmosphere [69,70]. It has been shown to produce pure Pt deposits
using CVD [70]. In FEBID, deposits with a Pt content as high
as 81 atom % have been achieved [71]. This is a considerably
higher Pt content than achieved by FEBID of MeCpPtMe 3 ,
where deposits typically contain less than 20% Pt [52-54]. Postdeposition procedures have also been studied and found to
further improve the percent platinum content and conductivity.
In this context, a platinum content of about 94 atom % has been
attained through annealing in the presence of H2O [72] and a
resistance of 0.24 × 10−3 Ω·cm (only an order of magnitude
higher than the bulk value for Pt) has been reached through
annealing under nitrogen and a mixture of nitrogen with
5% hydrogen [73]. Tetrakis(trifluorophosphine)platinum is also
one of the best-studied FEBID precursor with regards to the
molecular mechanisms behind its deposition. These studies
include absolute cross section measurements for DEA of
Pt(PF 3 ) 4 [14] and a determination of the thermal electron
attachment rate constant and the associated activation energy
using a flowing-afterglow Langmuir probe [74] as well as
absolute cross section measurements for elastic, vibrational, and
electronic scattering [13]. Collectively, these studies provide
insight into electron energy loss processes that occur through
interaction with the precursor and internal excitation of the
precursor, and the potential role of ND in the deposit formation.
All of these gas phase studies can be compared with a UHV
surface study by Landheer et al. [23], where mass spectrometry

was used to monitor desorption of volatile decomposition products and XPS and HREELS were used to monitor the evolution
of the deposit during irradiation.
Figure 12 shows the energy dependence of the DEA cross
sections for Pt(PF3)4 in the energy range from 0–12 eV and
Figure 13 shows a positive ion FT-ICR mass spectrum of
Pt(PF3)4 ionized with an axial beam of 20 eV electrons. The
DEA spectra are dominated by single ligand (PF3) loss peaking
at about 0.5 eV with the very high cross section of
2 × 10−16 cm2. This value is only about an order of magnitude
lower than the maximum theoretical cross section for s-wave
attachment at this energy [27]. All other channels are about two
orders of magnitude less efficient; from these, the loss of two
PF3 ligands also proceeds through the resonance appearing
close to 0.5 eV in the DEA spectra. Further fragmentation
leading to the formation of [Pt(PF3)]− and [Pt(PF3)F]− proceeds
predominantly through a higher lying resonance appearing close
to 6 eV in the DEA ion yield, and F− appears through a broad
contribution close to 12 eV.

Figure 12: Energy-dependent absolute cross sections for negative ion
fragments produced by DEA to Pt(PF3)4 (reproduced with permission
from May et al. [14], Copyright (2012) Royal Society of Chemistry).

Unfortunately no quantitative data on the energy dependence of
DI is available for Pt(PF3)4, but the FT-ICR spectrum [22]
allows for qualitative comparison (see Figure 13).
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Figure 13: Electron ionization FT-ICR mass spectrum of Pt(PF3)4
recorded at 20 eV incident electron energy (reproduced with permission from [22], Copyright (1997) American Chemical Society).

It is clear from this spectrum that even at 20 eV electron impact
energy, DI leads to considerably more extensive fragmentation
than DEA. While single ligand loss is dominant in DEA, the
relative cross sections for the loss of one, two, and three ligands
in DI at 20 eV are all comparable. Additionally, both the loss of
one fluorine atom in addition to the respective ligands (e.g.,
Pt(PF3)2PF2), and the formation of the bare platinum cation
contribute appreciably to the total DI yield. For higher electron
impact energies, it is safe to assume that the DI branching ratios
will shift further to favor more extensive fragmentation. This is
a general behavior, an example of which can be seen clearly for
the energy dependence of DI of W(CO)6 [17] and Co(CO)3NO
[10], which are discussed hereafter. Thus, DEA to Pt(PF3)4
leads predominantly to single ligand loss while DI integrated
over the energy range of the SEs generated in FEBID will
predominantly lead to more extensive fragmentation.
In addition to the absolute DEA cross sections shown in
Figure 12, Allan [13] has determined absolute cross sections for
the angular dependence and energy dependence of elastic,
vibrational, and electronic scattering of electrons from Pt(PF3)4
(mainly focused on the region below 20 eV incident electron
energy). While elastic scattering will influence the spatial distribution of the secondary electrons and vibrational scattering will
contribute to heating of the precursor molecules and substrate,
electronic excitations may lead to direct ND, and therefore
potentially play a significant role in the initial step in the
FEBID process. Figure 14a,b compares the electron energy loss
spectra for Pt(PF3)4 for different residual electron energies
(Figure 14a) and the incident electron energy dependence of the
absolute cross sections for electronic excitation (Figure 14b)

Figure 14: (a) Electron energy loss spectra of Pt(PF3)4 recorded at
0° angle with varying residual energies. The sections marked A–D in
the third panel represent the energy ranges in which integration is
performed to obtain absolute values. (b) Absolute electron excitation
cross sections as a function of electron energy integrated over the
energy loss ranges signified as A, B and D in Figure 14a. These cross
sections are recorded at 0° angle and electron energy losses of
6.3 eV, 7.3 eV and 11.2 eV. Both figures (a) and (b) are reproduced
with permission from [13], Copyright (2011) American Institute of
Physics.
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integrated over the energy ranges signified as A, B, and D in the
third panel of Figure 14a. The data is recorded at 0° scattering
angle. It is clear that the electronic excitations in Pt(PF3)4 have
cross sections comparable to those measured for DEA. Unfortunately, no conclusive data exists on the extent and nature of the
dissociation processes resulting from these electronic excitations. From the mass spectra reported by Hammill et al. [22]
one can, however, speculate on the energetics involved and,
therefore, on the possible extent of neutral fragmentation from
the individual electronic excitations. It can be seen from
Figure 12 that the bare Pt cation is produced from Pt(PF3)4 at
20 eV electron impact energy. Since the ionization energy of Pt
is 9 eV [75], the 11 eV of residual energy must be sufficient to
effect the loss of all four PF3 ligands, indicating that the average
Pt–PF3 ligand bond dissociation energy is less than 2.75 eV.
Thus the loss of two ligands may already be energetically accessible through the bulk of the excitation region marked A in
Figure 14a, and three or even all four ligands may be lost
through ND via the higher lying electronic excitations.

Figure 15: Time-resolved mass spectra of gas phase PF3 (positive
[PF2]+ ions produced by 70 eV electron impact are recorded)
desorbing from films of Pt(PF3)4 adsorbed on an Au surface at 180 K
when these are irradiated with 500 eV electrons. The time at which the
electron beam is turned on is represented with a vertical line. Reproduced with permission from [23], Copyright (2011) American Chemical
Society.

Recent quantum mechanical calculations on these states show
that the potential surfaces of the four lowest electronically
excited states are dissociative with respect to a single ligand
loss, similarly to the DEA process [44]. However, as is apparent
from the calculations above, the remaining internal energy may
lead to further dissociation.
Under UHV conditions, Landheer et al. [23] have studied the
decomposition of Pt(PF3)4 molecules, adsorbed at low temperatures (<170 K), upon irradiation with 500 eV electrons. In these
experiments, neutral fragments desorbing from the substrate
during electron irradiation were monitored by mass spectrometry, and while the chemical composition of the remaining film
was probed by XPS, HREELS was used to study the change in
vibrational modes of the adsorbed molecules. Figure 15 shows a
time-resolved mass spectrum monitoring the PF3 desorption
during electron exposure after an initial electron dose of 0,
1.5 × 1014, 2.5 × 1015, and 4.2 × 1014 e−/cm2.
Figure 16 shows the electron dose dependence of the fractional
platinum, phosphorous, and fluorine coverage determined by
XPS [23]. The mass spectrum clearly shows an electron-initiated PF3 desorption, and that this desorption comes to a halt at
an electron dose slightly above 1015 e−/cm2. The loss of phosphorous and fluorine in the same electron dose range is also
apparent from the XPS data, which shows that both the fractional phosphorous and fluorine contents decrease rapidly, and
at the same rate as one another, to 75% of their initial 1:4 ratio.
Electron exposures above 3 × 1015 e−/cm2 resulted in additional fluorine loss and oxygen deposition, while the fractional
phosphorous content remained stable at 75% of its initial value

Figure 16: Electron dose dependence of the fractional coverage of
Phosphorous (P/PD=0), Fluorine (F/FD=0) and Platinum (Pt/PtD=0). The
left-hand side plots show the changes in fractional coverage for the full
range of electron doses up to 2 × 1017 e−/cm2. The right-hand side
plots show the phosphorous and fluorine fractional coverage for the
initial period of electron exposure up to 2 × 1015 e−/cm2. Solid lines in
the plot show a fit to experimental values based on the first order loss
process. Reproduced with permission from [23], Copyright (2011)
American Chemical Society.

[23]. The authors interpreted these observations as a two-step
process. In the first step, electron interaction with Pt(PF3)4 leads
to a single Pt−PF 3 bond rupture and transformation of the
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adsorbed Pt(PF3)4 to Pt(PF3)3. This explains why the phosphorous and fluorine signals decrease at the same rate to 75% of
their initial values while the P/F ratio remains constant. In the
second step, further electron exposure nearly exclusively leads
to P–F bond rupture and the coordinately unsaturated phosphorous reacts with residual water to form phosphorous oxides.
If we compare the evidence of single PF3 ligand loss as the
initial step in the deposit formation (as shown by the XPS data)
with the existing experimental gas phase data, the observed
single ligand loss points strongly towards DEA, rather than DI,
as the initiator of deposition. This is not conclusive, however, as
the role of ND is not certain without further information on the
relaxation of the respective electronically excited states. Interestingly, if DEA is in fact the dominating process, the electroninduced deposition of Pt(PF3)4 is initiated by SEs with an incident electron energy of less than 1 eV, and the rest of the SE
energy distribution as well as the primary electrons play an
insignificant part in this primary step. Conversely, if ND in fact
plays an important role in the initial single ligand loss, then
energies above about 10 eV will also be important as is
apparent in Figure 14. This notion, however, presumes that the
processes observed in the gas phase remain similar with regards
to the fragmentation, when Pt(PF3)4 molecules are adsorbed on
surfaces.

4.3 Cobalt tricarbonyl nitrosyl; [Co(CO)3NO] and
tungsten hexacarbonyl [W(CO)6]
Cobalt tricarbonyl nitrosyl [Co(CO)3NO] was initially introduced in CVD as a liquid, easy-to-handle Co source. [76-78]. In
CVD, Crawford et al. [78] reported an average composition of
CoN0.5O0.9 with only traces of carbon when using Ar or N2 as
carrier a gas at deposition temperatures below 380 °C. Above
400 °C, the authors found the deposits to consist of a mixture of
CoO and Co metal. Deposition under hydrogen atmosphere, on
the other hand, was found to result in pure cobalt deposits
already at 350 °C [76,77]. Cobalt tricarbonyl nitrosyl has a
normal boiling point of 78.6 °C, a vapor pressure of 91 Torr at
20 °C [79], and a thermal decomposition temperature of about
130–140 °C measured on SiO2 [80]. It is also commercially
available and relatively nontoxic. Furthermore, the commonly
used Co precursor Co2(CO)8 is unstable under vacuum and
tends to polymerize, releasing CO. This, in turn, may lead to
pressure buildup in precursor reservoirs, complicating the
protocol for its use [81]. Consequently, a number of FEBID
studies and an electron beam-induced surface activation
(EBISA) study have been conducted on Co(CO)3NO [80-83]. In
these studies, at room temperature, the Co content of the
deposits was found to be about 40–50 atom %, independent of
beam energy and current. The Co/N and Co/C ratios are similar
in these deposits (about 3.5:1), while the initial ratios in the

precursor molecule are 1:1 and 1:3, respectively. Hence, carbon
loss is clearly much more pronounced than nitrogen loss.
Furthermore, EDX and TEM studies along with resistivity
measurements indicate that the deposit consists of Co nanograins embedded in an insulating CoO matrix [82]. The chemical speciation of the nitrogen and carbon in the deposits
remains an open question in these studies. However, as the bulk
of the oxygen is bound as CoO, the nitrogen is likely bound as
the respective cobalt nitride.
Focused electron beam induced deposition of Co(CO)3NO at
elevated substrate temperatures [80] leads to a substantial
decrease in the carbon content (by about a factor of three). At
50 °C, the oxygen content decreases fairly abruptly to about
50% of its initial value (from 15 to about 7.5 atom %); at
100 °C, the nitrogen content increases by approximately the
same atomic percentage. The cobalt content, gradually increases
from about 40 atom % at room temperature to about 50 atom %
at 200 °C. This results in a composition of approximately
CoC0.15O0.45N0.45. We are not aware of studies on post-deposition or in situ purification of the deposits formed with
Co(CO) 3 NO, but in a recent study, the combination of
annealing, H2 exposure, and electron irradiation of deposits
formed with Co2(CO)8 was found to result in compact, carbon
and oxygen free Co layers [84].
In a 2011 gas phase study, Engmann et al. [24] published
absolute cross section values for DEA to Co(CO)3NO. These
were the first absolute cross section values published for DEA
to any potential FEBID precursor. The energy dependence of
these cross sections is shown in Figure 17.
Similar to MeCpPtMe3 and Pt(PF3)4, the most efficient channel
in DEA to Co(CO)3NO is a single ligand loss close to 0 eV.
Moreover, the absolute cross section for single ligand loss
through DEA is very high. For Co(CO)3NO, the loss of one CO
ligand was assigned to the formation of a single particle resonance resulting in a maximum [Co(CO)2NO]− yield close to
1 eV incident energy, while hot band transitions associated with
the same resonance result in another maximum close to 0 eV.
The maximum cross section for [Co(CO)2NO]− formation was
found to be about 4 × 10−16 cm2 and, although the uncertainty
associated with these measurements is considerably larger than
these associated with the measurements by May et al. for
Pt(PF3)4 [14], these cross sections are clearly very high. The
loss of the NO ligand is also observed but is confined to the
energy range from about 1–3 eV with a peak intensity close to
2 eV and a maximum cross-section that is an order of magnitude lower than that for the single CO loss. This NO loss
channel was assigned as a low-lying two-particle-one-hole resonance associated with a HOMO–LUMO transition. The loss of
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Figure 17: Energy-dependent absolute DEA cross sections for
Co(CO)3NO (reproduced with permission from [10], Copyright (2013)
American Institute of Physics).

two or more ligands, i.e., the formation of [Co(CO)NO] − ,
[Co(CO)2]−, [CoNO]−, and [CoCO]−, is observed in the range
from about 2 eV to about 6 eV and is attributed to further
decomposition of [Co(CO)2NO]− and [Co(CO)3]− at the high
energy tail of the respective resonances, where there is sufficient energy to induce further fragmentation. However, the
maximum cross section for the formation of these fragments in
this energy range is only about 5% of the cross section for
single CO loss for [Co(CO)NO]− and [Co(CO)2]−, and about
0.5% for [CoNO]− and [CoCO]−. [Co(CO)]– is also formed
through a higher-lying core-excited resonance but with a
maximum cross section close to 0.5% of that for single CO loss,
while the bare Co− ion is also formed through the same resonance with a cross section that is close to 0.2% of that for single
CO loss.
Figure 18 shows the absolute cross sections for the various fragments produced through DI of Co(CO)3NO as a function of the
incident electron energy. At the maximum of the total cross
section, around 50 eV, the most intense DI fragment is the bare
cobalt cation (Co+) with a maximum absolute cross section of
about 4.6 × 10−16 cm2, i.e., similar to that for a single CO loss
through DEA. The second most efficient channel at this energy
is the formation of [CoCO]+, with an absolute cross section of
about 2.8 × 10−16 cm2. Hence, DI of Co(CO)3NO, unlike DEA,

Figure 18: Energy dependence of the partial cross sections for positive ion fragments formed from Co(CO)3NO (reproduced with permission from [10], Copyright (2013) American Institute of Physics).

results largely in complete or almost complete dissociation of
the precursor molecule. The relative cross sections for the loss
of a single CO ligand or the NO group are nonetheless still
appreciable, and at about 50 eV they amount to about 25% and
12.5% of that for the Co+ formation, respectively. Interestingly,
the formation of [CoC]+ is also observed with a fairly high
cross section above its formation threshold – about
3 × 10−16 cm2. All cross sections mentioned here are for incident energies of about 50 eV, where all channels have reached
their maximum cross sections (Figure 18). At higher energies
the cross-sections remain fairly constant. Conversely, the
threshold for the individual channels is very different; for
example, while the appearance energy for single CO loss is at
about 8.47 ± 0.15 eV, that for Co + formation is about
14.90 ± 0.15 eV [85]. The energy-dependent cross sections for
these processes cross at about 25 eV and the single CO loss
is thus the more efficient channel in the energy range from
8.47 ± 0.15 eV to about 25 eV (Figure 18).
As discussed previously, to properly evaluate the efficiency of
individual DEA and DI channels determined in gas phase
studies in the context of FEBID, it is important to consider not
only the energy-dependent reaction cross sections (as shown in
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Figure 17 and Figure 18), but also the energy distribution of the
secondary electrons produced from the substrate and their
overlap with the respective cross sections for each dissociation
channel. This is a reflection of the fact that the overall efficiency of a given reaction pathway mediated by DEA, DI, or
ND will be a convolution of the energy-dependent reaction
cross section and the secondary electron yield at each energy.
To demonstrate this, Figure 19 shows the partial cross section
for single CO loss from Co(CO)3NO through both DEA and DI
along with the cross section for the formation of Co+ through
DI. On the same plot the measured SE distributions from
Ni(111) and Ag(100) are also shown.

Figure 19: The partial cross sections for single CO loss through DEA
(red solid line), for single CO loss through DI (red open squares), and
for Co+ formation through DI (blue open circles), all adapted from
Engmann et al. [10]. Also shown are the measured SE distributions
from Ni(111) adapted from Schaefer et al. [6] (blue dotted line) and the
measured SE distributions from Ag(100) adapted from Knights et al. [9]
(black dashed line).

Figure 20: Predicted relative effective damage yield for single CO loss
through DEA (red solid line), for single CO loss through DI (red open
squares) and for the formation of Co+ through DI (blue open circles).
Damage yields are derived from the product of the respective partial
cross sections and the normalized measured SE yields for (a) Ni(111)
and (b) Ag(100). The cross sections are adapted from [10] and the SE
yields for Ni(111) and Ag(100) from [6] and [9], respectively.

Using the information contained in Figure 19, Figure 20a and
Figure 20b show the predicted relative effective damage yield
for each channel, derived from the product of the respective ion
yields and the normalized measured SE yields for Ni(111) and
Ag(100), respectively. It is clear from this comparison that the
SE energy distribution will influence not only the relative
importance of DEA compared to ND and DI, but may also
cause the relative efficiency of individual DI channels to differ
significantly from their relative cross sections in the gas phase.
We recognize that the energy distribution of the SEs from the
single crystal Ni(111) and Ag(100) surfaces is not likely to
accurately reflect the SE energy distribution in a FEBID experiment where the substrate is polycrystalline or, as deposition
proceeds, the deposit surface itself. The physisorbed precursor
molecule and the background gas also play a role. Nevertheless,
it is obvious from Figure 20b that a SE energy distribution

similar to that for Ag(100) would strongly favor DEA over DI,
and from the observed DI channels those with the lowest
threshold energies would dominate, yielding a single CO loss
rather than leading to Co+ formation. For the SE energy distribution measured for Ni(111) (Figure 20a), on the other hand, the
integral damage yields through DEA and DI are comparable
with Co+ formation being favored over single CO loss in DI.
Judging from the gas phase data alone, one would expect that if
the decomposition of adsorbed Co(CO)3NO molecules is driven
solely by DEA, it would mainly occur through CO desorption
(see Figure 17) and would lead to a reduction of the relative
Co/C/O ratio from 1:3:4 to about 1:2:3. The loss of nitrogen
should be insignificant. In contrast, for a DI-driven decomposition process, NO desorption would be significant based on the
integral cross sections (Figure 18) and the expected Co/N ratio
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remaining on the surface should be reduced from the initial 1:1
to about 1:0.25.
This can be compared with a UHV surface study of adsorbed
Co(CO)3NO by Rosenberg et al. [25]. In this study the authors
used XPS, MS, and RAIRS to examine metal–ligand bond
dissociation caused by irradiation of the adsorbed precursor
molecules with 500 eV primary electrons. Figure 21 shows
mass spectra of (a) gas phase Co(CO)3NO and (b) the fragments desorbing during the electron irradiation of approximately 8–10 monolayers of Co(CO)3NO adsorbed on a polycrystalline Au surface. In the gas phase mass spectrum, the ratio
of CO (m/z 28) to NO (m/z 30) is close to the stoichiometric
composition of Co(CO)3NO. Conversely, the mass spectrum
recorded during electron exposure of adsorbed Co(CO)3NO
shows dominating CO desorption while the NO contribution is
insignificant. This is observed for electron doses up to about
5 × 1016 e−/cm2, above which the CO desorption comes to a
halt.

Figure 22: Electron dose dependence of the fractional coverage of
carbon, oxygen and nitrogen from Co(CO)3NO adsorbed onto a gold
substrate at 105 K and exposed to 500 eV electrons. The vertical
dotted line represents an electron dose of 5 × 1016 e−/cm2 (reproduced with permission from [25], Copyright (2013) American Chemical
Society).

tional oxygen and carbon contents stay constant up to electron
doses as high as 1018 e−/cm2. Although the fractional nitrogen
content stays constant throughout the electron doses studied, it
is reduced from the initial nitrosyl to a nitride species [25].
Reduction of the carbonyl carbon to graphitic carbon and
concurrent conversion of the carbonyl and nitrosyl oxygen to an
oxide species is also observed. While the nitride speciation
change occurs at electron doses below 5 × 1016 e−/cm2 and is
coincident with CO ejection, the carbon and oxygen changes
primarily take place at higher electron doses. Furthermore, as a
result of electron irradiation, changes in the cobalt region
suggest the formation of a cobalt oxide and/or cobalt nitride.

Figure 21: Positive ion (DI) mass spectra of (a) gas phase
Co(CO)3NO, (b) volatile species desorbing from a 2.5 nm thick
Co(CO)3NO film, adsorbed onto a gold substrate at 105 K, during irradiation with an electron dose of 5 × 1016 e−/cm2 at an electron
energy of 500 eV (reproduced with permission from [25], Copyright
(2013) American Chemical Society).

The dominance of CO desorption from adsorbed Co(CO)3NO
molecules exposed to electron irradiation is also reflected in the
composition of the remaining deposit as measured with XPS
[25]. Figure 22 shows the evolution of the fractional carbon,
nitrogen, and oxygen content on the surface, referenced to the
composition of the precursor prior to electron irradiation. While
the fractional nitrogen content stays constant during the whole
exposure time, the fractional oxygen and carbon contents fall to
about 50% of their initial value by an electron dose of
5 × 1016 e−/cm2. Above 5 × 1016 e−/cm2, however, the frac-

The authors interpreted their data as a two-step process
governing the electron-induced deposition of adsorbed
Co(CO)3NO. The first (deposition) step occurs at low electron
dose. In this step, one or more (an average of 1.5) CO ligands
dissociate from the parent molecule and the NO ligand decomposes, producing a nitride species. The lack of NO desorption is
also evident in the MS, which shows significant CO desorption
from the surface. During this period, the cobalt is slightly
oxidized and shows a peak broadening to a higher
binding energy, likely resultant from oxide and/or nitride formation. This step is complete at an electron dose of about
5 × 10 16 e − /cm 2 .
After this point, the second (decomposition) step can be
observed. The partially decarbonylated species remaining;
[(CO)xOCoN], undergoes an electron-stimulated decomposition of the remaining CO ligand(s) and adsorbed carbon is
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formed. More cobalt oxide is formed; likely due to reactions
between reactive oxygen species released from the decomposition of the remaining CO ligands and Co atoms. The chemical
composition of the final product formed due to electron irradiation of the physisorbed Co(CO) 3 NO film is a mixture of
metallic cobalt, cobalt oxide and nitride, and adsorbed carbon.
A similar evolution was observed when adsorbed Co(CO)3NO
was exposed to X-ray radiation, indicating that the bulk of the
decomposition is induced by SEs, rather than the 500 eV
PEs [25].
Returning to the gas phase measurements of Co(CO)3NO, a
decomposition process dominated by DEA would be expected
to proceed through loss of a single CO ligand while DI would
occur via a much more complete fragmentation. For an electron
energy of 50 eV where the DI cross-sections reach their
maximum values, a weighted average loss of slightly above
2 CO ligands is predicted for a DI process. The weighted
average is estimated as the sum of the partial cross sections for
the individual dissociation channels at 50 eV, multiplied by the
number of CO ligands lost in each channel and divided by the
total DI cross section at 50 eV. The average CO loss of about
1.5 observed in the surface experiments is therefore intermediate to what would be expected from a DEA- and DI-driven
decomposition when considering the existing gas phase data
alone. Cleavage of the N=O bond is neither observed in gas
phase DEA, nor in DI. This is not surprising, as the BDE of
nitric oxide is about 6.5 eV [37] and the activation barrier for
the electron-induced formation of a nitride species from gaseous
Co(CO)3NO is likely to be considerable. From comparison of
surface and gas phase data it is thus likely that the decomposition observed at surfaces is initiated by a CO loss as proposed
by Rosenberg et al. [25], though the gas phase experiments do
not allow any clear conjecture on the underlying process (i.e., if
the initial CO loss is through DEA or DI). The surface science
studies, however, indicate that the decomposition of the
unstable intermediate left after the initial CO loss proceeds
through a surface-catalyzed conversion of the nitrogen from the
nitrosyl group to the nitride species observed, which is consistent with CVD and FEBID from Co(CO) 3 NO showing the
persistence of nitrogen in the deposits.
In summary for Co(CO)3NO, comparisons of currently available gas phase and surface science studies do not provide a
definitive clear-cut answer as to the initial dissociation mechanism, although a combination from both DEA and DI channels
seems most likely. However, even this assertion is speculative
in the absence of any information on potential ND channels and
a detailed analysis of the overlap between the individual DI and
DEA channels and the actual SE energy distribution from the
surface (which is currently not available).

Finally, it is worthwhile to take a brief look at gas phase and
surface studies on the metal carbonyl compound W(CO)6. A
recent DEA study of this compound by Wnorowski et al. [16]
shows that, again, single CO loss is the most efficient channel
and is confined to a fairly narrow energy region below 1 eV
incident electron energy. Both the loss of two and three CO
units, however, are fairly efficient through DEA and the integral ion yields for these channels are about 50% and 25% of
that for a single CO loss, respectively. The loss of four CO units
is also observed in DEA, but at higher energies (7–12 eV) and
with low intensities (about 2.5% of that for single CO loss). No
further fragmentation is observed in DEA to W(CO)6. Dissociative ionization of W(CO)6 is considerably more complex [17].
The loss of one CO (formation of [W(CO)5]+) has an appearance energy of about 10 eV and the appearance energy for the
formation of W+ (loss of all ligands) is at about 20 eV. The
intermediate fragments, [W(CO)n]+ (n = 1–4), appear at energies between these two fragments. Above 20 eV, the relative
cross section for the formation of these cations stays fairly
constant, with the formation of W+ (n = 0) as the most efficient
channel and the relative cross section for the loss of one CO at
about 50% of that for the W+ formation. The relative cross
sections for the formation of other [W(CO)n]+ (n = 1–4) are,
again, intermediate to these two. Above 20 eV, however, the
formation of [(CO) n WC] + (n = 0–3) appears, and at about
40 eV the efficiency of these channels is on the same order of
magnitude as the respective [W(CO)n]+ channels. Further, both
the doubly charged [W(CO)n]2+ and [(CO)nWC]2+ are also
formed above 40 eV, though with efficiencies about an order of
magnitude less than for their respective singly-charged species.
Despite the complexity of the DI fragmentation, a rough estimate of the DI average weighted CO loss of approximately 4
can be deduced from these ion yield curves at about 40 eV,
where all single ionization channels are close to their maximum.
This can be compared to an estimated DEA weighted average
CO loss of 2. Thus, for a direct translation of the gas phase data
to the surface experiments, considerably less CO loss would be
expected for DEA-initiated deposition than for DI-initiated
deposition; one would also expect considerable carbide formation via DI.
Similar surface experiments to those described in previous
sections (500 eV PEs and Au surface at 160 K) have been
conducted by Rosenberg et al. for W(CO)6 [26]. As expected,
the mass spectrum of desorbed species upon electron irradiation shows CO as the dominating species. Further, the CO
desorption decreases rapidly with increasing electron dose and
above a dose of about 1 × 10 17 e − /cm 2 the CO desorption
becomes insignificant. Consistent with these findings, XPS data
reveals an average loss of 2 CO units for an electron dose of
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about 7 × 1016 e−/cm2. Above about 7 × 1016 e−/cm2, the dominant pathway becomes CO ligand decomposition rather than
desorption, and the remaining W(CO)n is converted to graphitic
carbon and a W(VI) oxide. The final deposits were found to
consist of tungsten oxides encrusted in a carbonaceous matrix
and no signs of carbide formation were observed.

terms of accounting for the lack of nitrogen loss and the chemical transformation of the nitrogen species in the surface experiments. Indeed, the results obtained for Co(CO)3NO highlight
the potentially important role that the surface can play in
modifying the nature of the electron stimulated decomposition
step.

In summary, the surface study revealed a deposition process for
W(CO)6 that is similar to the other compounds examined here:
a two-step process wherein the first is an electron-induced
ligand loss and the second is characterized by decomposition of
the remaining ligands. The number of ligands lost in the initial
step is close to that observed in DEA rather than in DI and the
absence of any carbide formation also favors DEA over DI.
However, we stress again that ND is not included in these
considerations, and the actual energy distribution of the secondary electrons is not taken into account when comparing the
weighted average CO loss in the gas phase experiments.

For W(CO)6, the surface experiments show an initial CO ligand
loss corresponding to an average of about 2. In gas phase DEA,
single CO loss dominates below 1 eV, but the integral ion yield
for the loss of two CO ligands is significant in the range of
2.5–4.5 eV and the loss of three CO ligands is also appreciable
in the energy range of 3–6 eV. The weighted average CO loss
through DEA in the gas phase estimated from the ion yield
curves is about 2. Similarly to the other compounds, gas phase
DI leads to much more extended fragmentation and an estimated average CO loss above about 40 eV is close to 4. Here,
we find that the CO loss in the initial deposition step for
W(CO)6 suggests DEA as the likely candidate; however, this is
not conclusive. It is possible that for Co(CO)3NO and W(CO)6,
deposition is a reflection of both DEA and DI processes.

Conclusion
Here we have compared gas phase and surface data on low
energy electron interaction with the common FEBID precursors
MeCpPtMe3, Pt(PF3)4, Co(CO)3NO, and W(CO)6. For Pt(PF3)4
and MeCpPtMe3, single ligand loss dominates the initial step in
their electron-induced decomposition at surfaces. This is also
the most efficient DEA fragmentation channel in the gas phase,
while DI predominantly leads to more complete fragmentation.
Furthermore, in both cases single ligand loss through DEA in
the gas phase is essentially exclusively confined to the electron
energy range below 1 eV. Hence, an uncritical comparison
between the current gas phase and surface data, as discussed
here, indicates that the initial electron-induced fragmentation of
these precursors is principally through DEA, and is primarily
effected through secondary electrons with incident energies
below 1 eV.
For the carbonylated precursors Co(CO) 3 NO and W(CO) 6 ,
deposition is somewhat different. For Co(CO)3NO, the surface
studies show an initial average CO loss of about 1.5 ligands
upon electron irradiation and essentially no NO loss. In gas
phase DEA, the main channel is a single CO loss and the
second most efficient channel is the loss of NO, with an
absolute cross section that is about 10% of that for the single
CO loss. The DEA-induced loss of two CO ligands has an
absolute cross section that is about 5% of that for single CO
loss. In gas phase DI above 50 eV, the loss of all ligands (formation of Co+) dominates and the weighted average CO loss
above 50 eV is about 2. The weighted average NO loss in gas
phase DI is about 0.7. It is therefore clear that, for Co(CO)3NO,
neither the gas phase DEA nor the DI results correlate directly
with the observed surface results. This is especially true in

It is unsurprising that low energy electron-induced decomposition of these organometallic compounds manifests differently
when isolated in the gas phase and adsorbed on a surface. As
previously mentioned, different relaxation processes are available at the surface and the lifetime of DEA resonances can be
affected by polarization interactions with the surface. Furthermore, orientation effects may play a large role when molecules
are adsorbed on surfaces – an effect that might explain the lack
of NO desorption from Co(CO)3NO in the surface experiments.
Additionally, the electron-induced loss of a single ligand from a
precursor molecule may promote further ligand loss through
surface interactions and/or chemical conversion of ligands (e.g.,
NO ligand in Co(CO)3NO), as is evident for all compounds
compared here. This may be true even if such destabilization is
not observed in the gas phase.
Furthermore, the current comparison is solely based on DEA
and DI data from gas phase experiments and no systematic
studies on ND cross sections and branching ratios exist. As has
been demonstrated for Pt(PF3)4, the electronically inelastic
cross sections can be very high and, in the gas phase, these are
likely to relax predominantly through dissociation. Considerable progress is currently being made through quantum mechanical calculations on Pt(PF3)4, describing the potential energy
surfaces for such electronically excited states [44]. These
confirm the repulsive nature of the calculated states along a
Pt–PF3 bond, indicating at least an initial single ligand loss. The
resulting Pt(PF3)3 fragment may nevertheless contain enough
internal energy for more extensive fragmentation, and thus,
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without further information on the branching ratios and cross
sections for ND, a comparison between gas phase and surface
data at this time remains incomplete.
Another major issue is that in the current surface experiments
the adsorbed precursor molecules are exposed to electrons with
fairly high energy, around 500 eV. The precursor molecules are
thereby subjected to interaction with secondary electrons with a
broad energy distribution and the energy dependence of individual processes are not manifested on the surface. Rather,
these experiments reflect the cross sections for all processes (at
the surface) convoluted with the SE energy distribution. This
significantly complicates the direct comparison between gas
phase and surface science studies.
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In Figure 8 of the original article, the scale of the ordinate was
wrong. The correct figure looks as follows:
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Figure 1: Figure 8 in the original article: Calculated resistivity from the resistance measurement of a Cu–C line during in situ post-growth heating
with a hot plate (red dots) and cooling down (blue dots) inside the SEM chamber. The resistance did not change when opening the chamber. The top
SEM images show the morphology changes of an adjacent FEBID line which was observed simultaneously during the in situ resistance measurement.
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